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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this work is to study data transmission over a microwave 
digital mobile radio channel at 900 MHz, where the channel is subjected 
to multipath fading. Besides the fading, the other impairments assumed 
here are additive noise, co-channel interference and adjacent channel 
interference. Two modulation techniques are investigated in this work, 
namely Quadrature-Amplitude-Modulation (QAM) and Quadrature-Phase-Shift-
Keying (QPSK). The channel is characterised digitally, assuming multi-
path Rayleigh fading in the presence of noise. The detection process 
studied here are near-maximum likelihood schemes: non-linear equalisation 
methods are also considered in detail. 
The thesis is also concerned with carrier synchronisation and channel 
estimation under conditions of Rayleigh fading. Since the carrier 
syncn,honisation is a most important requirement in mobile radio, a 
Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL) technique has been designed and investi-
gated in the form of a feedback digital synchronisation system. Two 
types of channel estimation tec~lque, namely feedforward and feedback 
estimators, are also investigated in this work. The feedback estimator 
is modified by the addition of a digital control system, in order to 
reduce its delay, and to cope with rapidly fading signals. Successful 
carrier synchronisation is demonstrated by the use of space diversity_ 
The study was completed using models of the component parts of the system, 
and by the use of extensive computer simulations to analyse the system 
under various operating conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis investigates the data transmission of digital data over 
mobile radio channels, between a base station and a mobile. The 
work covers the theory and practice of communications applied to 
modulation, detection and synchronisation methods. Each of the 
individual parts of the communication system is studied theoretically, 
followed by comparator simulation tests on suitable models. The 
systems derived are tested in the presence of idealised noise and 
distortion. Consequently, the system that has a better simulated 
performance thgn any other tested is most likely to be superior in 
practice. 
1.1 Scope of the Work 
conventional modulation techniques, concerning amplitude modulation 
(AM) and phase modulation (PM), are briefly discussed and compared 
together with their corresponding demodulation techniques. Multilevel 
schemes are also considered such as quadrature amplitude modulation 
(QAM) and multi level phase-shift-keyed (PSK). Other methods, 
. (1-17) 1ntroduced elsewhere are beyond the scope of this study. Con-
ventional differential coding is described for the application in 
computer simulation studies (see Chapter 2) . 
/ 
2 
Mobile radio channel characterisation in the microwave band of 900 MHz 
is introduced in Chapter 3. The channel representations are based on 
the linear modulation and linear demodulation applied to multilevel 
PSK and QAM signals. The impulse response of the channel is first 
derived under non fading conditions. Complex notation has been used 
since it is much easier to manipulate than the equivalent trigonometric 
. (10,16) 
express~ons . The results obtained here are consistent with those 
derived in the literature (S,18-21) . After the definitio~. of the 
multipath phenomena and propagation losses in mobile radio communication, 
the impulse response of the fading channel is derived. A Rayleigh 
fading simulator is used as a representative of a multipath fading 
(10,11,72-99) 
A time-invariant channel :is discussed and represented by an equivalent 
lowpass filter under the assumption of a nonfaded signal. By assuming 
a data rate of 9600 symbols/second, the impulse response of this filter 
is obtained by using Fourier design methods (102-106 ,109) as applied to 
an ideal lowpass filter transfer function with a bandwidth of 4800 Hz 
satisfying Nyquist sampling theorem, which results in a partial response 
(1,3) 
channel . Then, the fading channel is determined when a faded 
signal is assumed. 
The effect of interference from unwanted signals such as co-channel 
and adjacent-channel interferers":· , that are occupying the same band 
and adjacent band respectively, are treated as noise at the receiver(9-l1,19 
43,112-130) 
. However, white Gaussian noise is added to the signal at the end 
of the transmission path. 
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Spectrum utilisation is very important in cellular mobile radio, hence 
it is necessary to transmit signal elements at a rate not significantly 
below the Nyquist rate for the given channel so that the best available 
tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise can be achieved~ Under this 
condition there is always intersymbol interference(1,3,5,109) in the de-
modulated and sampled data signal at the receiver. In fact, the inter-
symbol interference can be reduced by using a wider bandwidth, but this 
leads'to a wasteful spectrum, besides, more noise will pass to the detector. 
However, cancellation of the intersymbol interference can be accomplished 
by a technique called channel equalJ.'satJ.·on(1-5,109, 147-150) Since the 
transfer function of a linear equaliser is equal to the inverse of the 
, (1 109 147) 
channel transfer funct10n' , , only a non linear equaliser is used. 
(The transfer functions of the linear equalisers would tend to infinity, when 
the channel is subjected to a deep fade, which is most likely in the mobile 
radio environment.l The nonlinear equalis~r ,can be protected against 
divergence in such circumstances, in the way described in Chapter 4, with 
the use of direct cancellation of the intersymbol interference. The 
nonlinear channel equaliser is conventionally implemented as a linear feed-
forward transversal filter fed from the output of a nonlinear threshold 
(109,147) level detector ; for this reason it is called nonlinear. 
However, a better tolerance to additive noise can be achieved through the 
application of a maximum likelihood detector instead of the nonlinear 
I ' d th di' 'h 'Id 1 1 det t (109,137-147,152) equa ~ser an e correspon ng thres 0 eve ec or . 
Unfortunately, the maximum likelihood detector is very complicated and 
4 
requires an extremely large number of operations and excessively large 
th 1 0 f (137-142,152,165) storage, even wi ess severe intersymbol Lnter erence . 
Alternatively, a simpler but somewhat less effective detector, known as 
o 0 10 (147,151-165) 
near-maXLmum 11ke 1hood detector I can be used. 
Since the mobile radio channel is rapidly varying with the time and has 
a Rayleigh distribution function (see Chapter 3), the synchronisation equip-
ment (data aided digital phase-locked loop, Chapter 5, and channel estimators, 
Chapter 6) will be much affected by the delay required by the near-maximum 
likelihood detectors. Hence, it is necessarytouse-a less dispersive channel 
and consequently less delay is required. Even so, the performance of a 
near-maximum likelihood detector will deteriorate under high fading rate 
conditions (see Chapter 8) 0 
The performance of different multilevel signals in a mobile radio environ-
ment is studied in Chapter 4. The study includes l6-level QAM, 8-1evel 
PSK, 4-1evel QAM and QPSK signals (Chapter 2) applied to nonlinear equaliser 
and near-maximum likelihood detector. The investigation of the detection 
processes have been performed under the assumptions of coherent demodulation 
and correct channel estimation. 
Coherent demodulation requires the successful regeneration of a reference 
carrier with a phase and frequency closely matching that of the data carrying 
signal at the input of the receiver. Unfortunately, it is difficult to 
simulate a modulated radio frequency signal as a software program unless 
its frequency is reduced, since the higher frequency signals require longer 
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execution time by the computer. An example is introduced in Chapter 5, 
where a binarY PSK signal is used, Two carrier recovery systems (CRSl 
and CRS2) are investigated with the use of squaring/filtering/frequency 
2 hn ' (2,5,12,199) dividing by tec ~ques . These two systems fail under fading 
conditions unless they are used with space diversity (see Chapters 5 and 8) . 
However, carrier synchronisation is successfully carried out in the base-
band region by the use of a digital phase locked loop, DPLL. The'DPLL-was 
designed by using some of the rules employed in designing the feedback 
, , (166-170) d~g~tal control system that are briefly presented in Appendix H. 
This method offers an opportunity to use any digital filter as a loop 
filter, while the available DPLL techniques in the literature are restricted 
1 f 'lt (171-184,198,199) to on y one 1. er. The designed DPLL has been tested in 
the form of first, second and third order systems with application of 
Butterworth and Chebyshev digital filters. The DPLL design depends on 
careful selection and implementation of a phase detector, PD, that plays 
an important part of the entire system. TwO types of PD, namely hard 
limiter/discriminator and tanlock are used and their characteristics are 
demonstrated (Chapter 5) . 
The DPLL is tested under nonfading and Rayleigh fading conditions for an 
unmodulated carrier. Then the work is modified to be used with a suppressed-
carrier QPSK (or QAM) Signal, in the form of a data aided digital phase 
locked loop (DA-DPLL), The latter is tested under different fading rates 
with the use of tanlock-PD only (Chapter 5). The DA-DPLL can cope with a 
Rayleigh faded signal, but it degrades when erroneous sequences are received. 
A further disadvantage of DA-DPLL is its weakness caused by the delay when 
6 
it is used with a near-maximum likelihood detection scheme under Rayleigh 
fading conditions. 
As mentioned earlier, the sampled impulse response of the channel was 
assumed to be correctly estimated. Such an assumption is not precisely 
true, especially in a mobile radio environment. Hence it is necessary, 
at the receiver, to obtain an estimate of the sampled impulse response of 
the channel in order to achieve correct detection of the received signal. 
Two estimators, namely a feedforward channel estimator (FFCE) and a 
modified feedback channeles·timator (MFBCE), are studied in Chapter 6. 
The feedback channel estimator (FBCE) techniques available in the literature 
(203,205,Appendix J) 
requires a delay. It will be found that the delay 
degrades the performance of the estimator under Rayleigh fading conditions. 
The FBCE is modified mathematically in Appendix J in order to eliminate 
the effect of delay. Moreover, the modified FBCE is further developed, 
by inserting a digital feedback control system discussed in Appendix H, 
for use with digital phase-locked loop, to give MFBCE (modified feedback 
channel estimator). 
As mentioned above, the FBCE's available in the literature degrade by the 
delay, while the FFCE degrades by the existance of the intersymbol inter-
ference error signal which is defined in Appendix J. However, these 
degenerations are eliminated in the MFBCE and better performance is to be 
expected. Furthermore, the complexity of the MFBCE is identical to the 
complexity of FFCE without the insertion of the digital control system in 
MFBCE. 
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The MFBCE uses the same transversal feedforward filter that can be used 
in the nonlinear channel equaliser. Hence, it is possible in practice 
to add only a threshold level detector and to make a collectively adaptive 
nonlinear channel equalisation and detection scheme(l,S,109,147-1S0) • 
Both estimators (FFCE and MFBCE) use the already detected data symbols. 
But, when the near-maximum likelihood detection scheme is employed, it 
requires a delay to reach a decision and at the same time, requires to be 
supplied by the estimated sequence of the sampled impulse response of the 
channel. The least-square fading-memory prediction method is used since 
. . (204 206) it is a potentially better pred1ct10n method ' 
( . (10,11,11 7) . ) The deep fade occurrence is rare and of short durat1on. However, 
when it does occur, it will ruin all the built-up synchronisation. 
Throughout this interval, errors are more likely to occur. Since the chance 
of having two deep fades from two uncorrelated signals is unusual, then the 
effect of the fade can be reduced by the application of diversity (9-12,113, 
117,123-130,134-136) Diversity is the technique used to develop the 
transmitted information from several Signals received independently over 
different fading paths. The objective of a diversity scheme is to combine 
the multiple signals in order to combat the Rayleigh fading effects. As 
a result, the diversity scheme can minimize the effect of fading since ?eep 
fades rarely occur simultaneously during the same time interval on two or 
more paths. 
Since spectrum utilisa.tion is very important in cellular mobile radio, 
. . (10-12,117,123-130,134-136) 
space diversity is recommended ~n such an env~ronment 
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Moreover, a space diversity is achievable in the range of frequencies 
assumed throughout this work of around 900 MHz, since A 2 = 16 cm. 
Space diversity is introduced in Chapter 7 with use of a combiner identical 
to the equal-gain cOmbiner(lO,ll) . Simple tests are carried out in 
Chapter 7 to show the variations of the signals level before and after 
combining. 
TheIBceiver designed in Chapter 7 has been tested in Chapter 8 to determine 
its tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise under Rayleigh fading 
conditions. Only the QPSK signal with differential coding is used. This 
re'ceiver consists of two sets of demodulators, a two branch combiner and a 
detector. The two received signals are first demodulated to baseband by 
the first set of demodulators without removing the frequency offsets or 
the phase shifts caused by the corresponding paths. Also, the first set 
of demodulators use the same reference signal whose frequency is equal to 
the transmitted signal carrier frequency. However, the second set of 
demodulators, whose functions are to remove any frequency offset and phase 
shift from the corresponding signals, use two independent correction signals 
generated by two DA-DPLL's. At the outputs of the second set of demodulators, 
the signals are now co-phased and can be combined in the way described in 
Chapter 7. The two signals are combined by simple addition and the resultant 
signal is fed to a detector which may use a non linear equaliser or a near-
maximum likelihood scheme. The second set of demodulators and the adder 
represent the action of equal-gain combiner. The MFBCE is associated with 
the detector. 
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The two carrier recovery systems (CRSl and CRS2) mentioned earlier are 
employed in receivers with the use of space diversity and the performances 
of the receivers are also investigated in Chapter 8. Finally, from 
this investigation, it is found that differential coding and space 
diversity are essential elements of a digital cellular mobile radio 
communications system. 
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2. MODULATION TECHNIQUES 
2.1 Introduction 
The modulation methods that have been applied in mobile radio systems 
throughout this work are introduced here. Two conventional modulation 
techniques are briefly discussed and compared together with their 
corresponding demodulation techniques. These methods are amplitude 
modulation (AM) and phase modulation (PM). Multilevel schemes are 
also considered such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and 
quadrature phase-shift-keyed (QPSK). Other methods introduced else-
(1-13) . 
where are beyond the scope of th~s study. The ideal channel, 
which is distortionless channel (with no phase and/or amplitude 
distortion), is mentioned here for convenience. Of course such a 
channel does not exist practically, but provides a useful reference 
for modelling and simulation studies. Because of possible phase 
ambiguities existing in the recovered carrier(2,5,12) a differential 
coding (encoding/decoding) scheme is employed in ~o~puter simulation 
studies. 
2.2 Modulation and Demodulation Techniques 
A continuous wave (CW) sinusoidal signal can be varied by changing 
its amplitude or phase angle due to specific information that is 
required to be transmitted over a channel. 
modulated carrier can be represented as 
m(t) = a(t)cos(w t + ~(t)) 
c 
The general form of a 
2.1 
where a(t) and ~(t) are the amplitude and phase angle of the modulated 
11 
carrier respectively and Wc ; 2TIfc' where fc is the carrier frequency. 
If ~(t) is maintained at a constant value and a(t) is made proportional 
to the information signal u(t), then amplitude modulation (AM) results. 
Alternatively, the concept of angle modulation is introduced when a(t) 
is kept constant and ~(t) is varied in proportion to u(t). This kind 
of modulation, however, can be described in terms of phase modulation 
(PM) and frequency modulation (FM). When the instantaneous frequency 
. 1 d~(t) 
of ~(t) (1nstantaneous frequency = -- ----) is linearly related to u(t) 2n dt 
then this type of modulation is called FM. PM refers to the change 
(deviation) of the phase angle ~(t) according to the information signal, 
(1-10) 
a(t), when the overall carrier frequency is kept constant • 
The modulated signal is now a sine-wave carrier that carries the 
transmitted data in terms of the amplitude, or phase of this sine wave. 
If this signal is multiplied by a sine-wave reference carrier having 
the same frequency, f , and phase (relative to the unmodulated carrier) 
c 
and the resultant is passed thorough a lowpass filter, which removes 
all high frequency components except in the region of interest without 
affecting the wanted frequency components, then the transmitted 
information can be extracted. This is a process of linear demodulation. 
The linear demodulation of FM modulated carrier requires two coherent 
detectors of the type described above for AM and PM signals. The 
reference carrier is frequently regenerated from the received signal. 
Since the spectrum utilization is of most importance in cellular mobile 
radio systems, but the FM systems require wider bandwidth(1-12) there-
fore they will not be considered throughout this study. 
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2.3 Binary Modulated Signal 
The information that is to be transmitted can be represented by a 
binary rectangular form(l-ll). in which one level represents the binary 
digit 6 and the other represents the binary digit 1. The duration of 
each digit element is kept constant at T seconds. 
An AM system transmits the digit 0 by the absence of the carrier 
signal and the digit 1 by the presence of the carrier signal, for the 
case of ON-OFF Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK). Therefore, Equation 2.1 
in this case becomes 
m(t) = A cos(w t) 
c 
2.2 
where A is either 0 or lover an interval T seconds long and w ; 2rrf 
c c 
is the radian frequency of the carrier. The spectrum of an ASK signal 
depends effectively on the binary rate being transmitted and the carrier 
frequency f· Hz. By applying the frequency shift theorem of Fourier 
c 
f (2-5, Appendix A) h (1 4) trans arm , t en Equation 2.2 transformed to ' 
M( f) = A 2 [F(w-w) + F(OH w )] C C 2.3 
where M(f) is the Fourier transform of m(t) and F(wl is the Fourier 
transform of the ~0dula~2d signal (see Appendix A). This is 
the general form of an AM signal(1,3.8.10). It contains lower and 
upper sideband symmetrically distributed about the center frequency 
(carrier frequency) . In fact, the transmission bandwidth of the AM 
signal is twice the baseband signal bandwidth (3) . 
In the PM signal, the phase of the transmitted signal is interchanged 
·0 0 between 0 and 180 (or between 0 and n rad.) in concurrence with 
the information to be transmitted, while the carrier frequency is kept 
constant. This type of modulation is called phase-shift-keyed (PSK). 
Accordingly, for a constant envelope (i.e. aCt) = l)Equation 2.1 becomes 
met) cos (w t + k.TI) 
C ~ 
2.4 
where k. is possibly 1 or 0 over an interval of T seconds long, arid 
~ 
the suffixi J s a time index, such that t = iT. It is also possible 
to make k. vary in this form according to a polar NRZ (non-return to 
~ 
zero) signal, when k i = (1 + Vi )/2, where Vi is equally likely to be 
± 1. In either case, m(t) = ~COS(Wct), which is the same as Equation 2.2 
when A = ± 1. The spectrum of the binary PSK signal is the same as 
that for ASK signal, and hence has a double sideband characteristic 
(Equation 2.3)and twice the baseband bandwidth, 28, where 8 is the 
baseband bandwidth as shown in Figure 2.1. Therefore, PSK can be 
considered as a suppressed carrier AM signal (1,3,9) . Yet, both PSK 
and ASK can successfully be used with sinusoidal roll-off, satisfying 
Nyquist 1 s vestigial-symmetry theorem, shaping pulses so that it is 
possible to transmit data at 2B elements per second without intersymbol 
(1 3) interference ' . The sinusoidal roll-off shaping is used either by 
shaping the baseband pulses or by shaping the high-frequency passband 
pUlses. The spectrum of the modulated signal looks like the baseband 
spectrum shifted up to the carrier frequency, f Hz, in the frequency 
c 
domain and with transmission bandwidth of 28 Hz as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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The exact frequency and phase of the recieved signal carrier must be 
known at the receiver for coherent demodulation. Accordingly, the 
receiver generates from the received signal a reference carrier having 
f . (1-15, see the same requency and phase as the received signal carr1er 
also Chapter 5) 
, for both ASK and PSK. The received signal is 
multiplied by the reference carrier and the resultant of the product 
is integrated over each element period, to give at the end of this 
period a linear estimate of the corresponding modulating waveform, as 
shown in Figure 2.3. By ignoring the effect of noise, then for the 
purpose of this discussion only, the received signal can be expressed 
as 
r(t) ~(t) cos(w t + k.TI + Set»~ 
c ~ 
2.5 
where e (t) is assumed to cover all the variation of the rece'i ved signal 
phase and/or frequency throughout the whole channel and a' (t) is the 
envelope of the received signal. Moreover, the receiver bandpass 
filter has been assumed wide enough to pass the received signal without 
any distortion or loss. Therefore, the recovered carrier, for use in 
the demodulation process, can practically be given by 
c(t) = cos(w t + Set»~ 
c 
2.6 
Then, the multiplication of the received signal, r(t) by the recovered 
carrier signal, c(t) followed by an integrator (or-lowpass filter) and 
threshold level detector, the transmitted information can be detected. 
Of course the integrator is reset to zerO at the start of each element 
period. 
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2.4 QAM and QPSK Systems 
In the previous section, a binary modulated signal has been discussed 
on the assumption of an ideal (distortionless) channel. However, if 
it is required to increase the transmission (information) rate over the 
same bandwidth (according to Nyquist channel model with no intersymbol-
interference), and consequently to increase the bandwidth efficiency, 
(1-21) thenamultilevel signal must be employed . The most general 
types of multilevel signals are QAI1 (quadrature amplitude modulation) 
and QPSK (quadrature phase shift keyed) . 
The model of a QAM system is shown in Figure 2.4. The binary sequence 
is Gra¥ coded, in order to reduce the bit error rate, and mapped in 
such a way to generate the two statistically independent elements a. 
~ 
(1.3.10) . 
and b. , where ~ refers to the sampling time index. 
~ 
Appendix C 
shows how the binary sequence is converted to Gray code and vice versa. 
The possible value of any a i 
can have a value of 2, 4, 8, 
and b. are ±·l, ±·3, 
~ 
... , ± (L-l) where L 
to give 4.16 ••.•• (2L) pOints in the 
QAM system respectively. Table 2.1 and 2.2 show relation between the 
possible values of a i and b i and the corresponding Gray coded binary 
sequence for 4 and 16 points systems respectively. The a. is used 
~ 
to modulate the inphase component of the carrier, while b. modulates 
~ 
the quadrature component. Consequently, the transmitted signal can 
be given in complex form as 
p (t) 2.7 
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where s, = a, + jb, , h(t) is the Nyquist shaping filter impulse response, 
~ ~ ~ 
w = 2rrf : f is the carrier frequency and j = 1=1. 
c c c 
The word "symbol" 
is used hereafter as reference to si" T(in seconds) is the duration of 
the transmitted symbol. h(t) is the complex-valued filter with a band-
width of B Hz. Hence according to Nyquist rate the transmission rate is 
2B symbols/seconds. 
'n h (1-11,18,19) Coherent demodulation is very important ~ t e QAM system , as 
shown in Figure 2.4. Therefore, it is necessary to regenerate the 
received signal carrier precisely with the correct frequency and phase. 
Further detection processes will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
In a QPSK system, ·the modulated carrier can take on more than two possible 
phases. The state of each phase is generated by a unique ~apping scheme 
of consecutive bits that will be called symbols, hereafter. Gray Coded 
symbols are implied here, as in the QAM signal, in which the adjacent 
symbols differ by only one bit. Figure 2.5 shows the possible arrange-
ments for the 4 and 8 phases. The duration of each symbol is T sec., 
where T = 2Tb or T = 3Tb in 4 or 8 phase systems respectively, and Tb 
is the bit duration (in sec.). Hence, the data (bit) rate that can be 
transmitted on 4 phase or 8 phase systems is twice or three times the 
symbol rate respectively, with the same Nyquist bandwidth. However, 
the relationship between the data rate and symbol rate, for a given 
Nyquist bandwidth in both QAM and QPSK systems is given by 
data rate = symbol rate x 1092(K) 
2B x 1092 (K) 2.8 
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where K is the possible number of phases in the PSK system (also K is 
the possible number of points in the QAM system), and B is the baseband 
bandwidth. The model of QPSK is similar to that of QAM, which is shown 
in Figure 2.4. The modulated signal can be given, in a complex form, by 
(2-7,12-14,16) 
P (t) 
j (w t + ~,) 
E A h (t- _ iT) e c ~ 
i 
where A is the constant envelope, and 
21Tk. 
1 
K 
+ A 
o 
2.9 
2.10 
where Aa is a constant having the value of either 6 or ~ and k i is 
equally likely to have any of the K possible values that are given by 
k. = 0, 1, 2, ... , (K-l) 
1 
2.11 
het) is the Nyquist shaping filter impulse response and w = 21T f : f is 
c c c 
the carrier frequency. According to the tolerance of the additive w'hite 
Gaussian noise rules, A is given byes) 
A = l/sin (1T/K) 2.12 
Therefore A = 12 = 1.414 for 4 phases system and A = 2.613 for 8 phases 
system. By comparing Equation 2.9 with Equation 2.7 then the value of 
the symbol vector is given by 
2.13 
where.J = r-T . If \ 
o 
1T 
4 
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in 4 phases system, then s, can have any 
l 
of the four possible values of +1 +j. This is exactly the 4-point QAM 
representation. 
As a consequence of the pre-modulation filters, there is a ripple in the 
envelope of the band limited QPSK due to the phase transition, which may 
lead to zero envelope at the time of trans jition. So as to maintain a 
part of the envelope,offset QPSK can be employed. The difference between 
the conventional QPSK and offset QPSK lies in the data transition between 
a i and b i as they enter the modulators. b i is offset with respect to ai 
by delaying it by an amount equal to half the incoming signal symbol 
duration, ~ (~ = Tb in 4-phases and ~ = 1.5 Tb in 8-phases system), and 
consequently b. becomes b. 1 . 
1. 1.-2" The variation of the filtered offset QPSK 
envelope is 3 dB only. After demodulation, however, the demodulated 
replica of a. must be delayed by the same amount (T/2) in order to 
l 
regenerate the transmitted information at the receiver. 
[The modulated signal at the output of the modulator is normally filtered 
to limit the radiated spectrum, amplified and then transmitted over the 
transmission channel (channel characterisation will be discussed in 
Chapter 3). Since the transmitted signal is in the orthogonal form 
(2,3,22,24) then the receiver is able to demod~ate the signal and separate 
-its components (the replica of a i and b i ). 
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2.5 Differential Encoding/Decoding 
As mentioned above for coherent demodulation, it is necessary to 
synchronise the recovered carrier in phase and frequency with respect 
to the received modulated signal (Equations 2.5 and 2.6). Practically, 
most of the carrier recovery systems in'traduce a phase ambiguity into 
. (2,5,12) 
the recovered carr~er . 
In a binary PSK system, the carrier is recovered by squaring the received 
modulated signal (taking the second harmonic) and then dividing the 
frequency by two (2 ,5,12, Append.ix rr Accordingly, the recovered carrier 
may be given by 
c(t) cos(w t + 8(t) + d~) 
c 
where d is equally likely to bEr' either 0 or 1. 
2.14 
When d = 0 this is exactly 
Equation 2.6, while when d = 1 the probability of the error is high in 
the received information. In order to avoid the possibility of high 
error rate and consequently the phase ambiguity, a simple differential 
encoder and differential decoder are inserted in the transmitter and 
receiver, respectively_ Figure 2.6 illustrates the possible differential 
encoding/decoding processes. 
is given by 
b, $ d. 1 
~ ~-
The output of the differential encoder 
b; d. 1 + b. d. 1 
.... ~- ~~-
2.15 
where e represents the exlusive-OR operation and x is the complement 
20 
of x (the complement is the replacement logic 1 by 0 or 0 by 1). 
for differentially encoded signal k. in Equation 2.4 is given by 
~ 
Hence, 
k. == 
~ 
mi + k i _ l [MODULO-2] 2.16 
where m. is either 0 or 1 relative to the information and k ~ O. The 
~ 0 
MODULO-2 operates as follows :if' k i > 1 then k. ~ k. ··2 else if k. < 0 then ~ ~ ~ 
k ~ k + 2 else k. ~ k .. i i ~ ~ At the receiver, the coherently demodulated 
signal is differentially decoded to give 
m' i k~ - k: 1 [MODULO-2] ~ ~-
where k~, in this case, is the demodulated data, and k' 
~ 0 
the MODULO-2 operates on the value of m~. 
~ 
2.17 
O. Also 
The differentially encoded modulated signal can be demodulated by 
mutliplying it by a one-bit-duration delayed replica of the same signal 
and lowpass filtered as shown in Figure 2.6. This is called differentially 
. (1-6) 
coherent demodulat10n . In this case m~ is obtained directly. 
~ 
There is a degradation of 1-2 dB in both coherent and differentially 
coherent demodulated signals. 
The differential coding can be applied in the conventional QPSK and 
offset QPSK systems in order to avoid the phase ambiguity in the carrier 
recovery system. Figure 2.7 shows the block diagram of the possible 
encoding decoding processes for 4-phases PSK system. The output of 
the encoder is given by 
2.1Sa 
2.1Sb 
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where e is exclusive-OR operation and (x) is the complement of (x). 
The values of A., B., P. and Q. either 0 or 1 with duration of T seconds 
~ 1. 1. 1. 
(symbol duration). P. and Q. are obtained from the information bit 
~ ~ 
stream via a serial-to-par.allel converter. A. and B. are mapped by a 
~ ~ 
suitable mapping technique to generate the a i and b i elements, that 
are used to modulate the carrier as shown in Figure 2.4. After 
demodulation the demodulated elements a~ and b~ are mapped back to 
~ ~ 
reqenerate A~ and B~ and from them the transmitted information can be 
~ ~ 
reconstructed as 
p! 
~ 
(A~ e B:) (A! e.A: 1) + 
1. 1. 1. 1-
(A' e B!) (B: e B: 1) + i 1. 1. 1-
(A! e B!) (B: e B: 1) 
1. 1. 1. 1-
2.19a 
2.19b 
where A~, B~, p~ and 0: are in one to one correspondence with the values 
1. 1. 1. -1 
at the transmitter, and all can have either 0 or 1 . 
. The differentially encoded signal at the output of the modulator is the 
same as that given by Equation 2.9, however, the difference is only in 
the value of the phase factor in Equation 2.10 which can be given, in 
this case, by 
k. 
~ 
Where the MODULO-K rule is defined as: 
if 
if 
k < 0 i 
then k. 
~ 
k i > (K-l) then k i = 
otherwise 
k. + K 
~ 
k, - K 
~ 
k. 
~ 
2.20 
22 
arid m. can equally likely have any of the K possible values as k. 
~ ~ 
that are given in Equation 2.11. Moreover, m. is proportional to the 
~ 
transmitted information. Equally, the differential decoding is performed 
at the receiver as follows: 
rn' = i k: - k: 1 !MODULO-K] ~ ~-
with MODULO-K application to m: as: 
~ 
if m: < 0 then m' = m: 
~ ~ ~ 
> (K-l) m' if m~ then m' 
~ ~ ~ 
othersise Ii1~ = m: 
~ ~ 
+ 
-
2.21 
K 
K 
From the value of m~ the transmitted information can be reconstructed. 
~ 
However, when K = 4 (for 4-phases system) Equation 2.20 is the exact 
approximation to the phase factor of the signal that is mcdulated by 
the waveforms obtained from Equation 2.18. 
Diffemntially coherent demodulation may be employed by using the differ-
entially encoded QPSK signal (2) . A typical differentially coherent 
demodulator for 4-phases differentially encoded QPSK is shown in Figure 2.8. 
. (18) . 
Differential coding can also be applied to QAM s~gnal . Normally, the 
bits stream is dhvided into separate groups of n adjacent digits, where 
n is the possible number of bits per symbol. Furthermore, the ith group 
corresponding to ith symbol (Si) is known as ex. l' ex. 2' ex. 3' ... a. ~, 1, 1., l,D 
where ex, 0 is ei.ther 0 or l. 
~,"-
This group is fed to the encoder to give 
Q Q ex ~. which is the encoded group, where Q, 1 and y. l' Y. 2' . 3' ... ~ Y 1., 1., 1., l./n 1., 
23 
s. 2 are either 0 or 1 and a. 3' ... a. have the same value as in the 1, ~, l,n 
original group. At the receiver, the encoded group (3! l' S~ 2' a.! 3' 1, )., 1., 
••• , a. : 1,n is decoded to give the received group 
Cl I I a. 1 
. l' a. 2' . 3' 1, 1, 1, 
a' i,n The encoding and decoding is performed according to Table 2.3. 
2.6 Probability of Error 
The modulation and the corresponding demodulation schemes discussed above 
are applied throughout this work. The ASK, PSK, QAM and QPSK signals 
are here assumed to be narrow-band with ideal channel (ideal and undistorted 
waveforms) . This has been done to provide a useful reference for 
modelling the required systems with the minimum mathematical complexity. 
However, the relative tolerances to additive white Gaussian noise of the 
different modulated carrier signals apply also in the important case where 
the conditions of the transmission path is less ideal. There is likely 
misinterpretation of the received information when the received signal is 
corrupted by noise. The probability of error may however be found by 
evaluating the maximum signal-ta-noise ratio I when coherent demodulation 
is employed. 
given by 
r(t) 
Ideally, the received signal element of a binary PSK is 
= A met) + net) 
o 
2.22 
where met) is given by Equation 2.4, A is constant amplitude of the signal 
o 
envelope, and net} is a white Gaussian noise with zero mean and two-sided 
power spectral density of ~ No Since k. is either 0 or 1 then the received 
1 
24 
signal can be rewritten as 
r(t) = 12 ~ cos (w t) + n (t) 
c 
2.23 
where s = Clearly, the term, s cos(w t), in Equation 2.23 represents 
c 
binary ASK suppressed carrier signal. The energy of the transmitted sinal 
by (l-B) element is given 
E 
o 
2s2 cos 2 (w t) dt 
c 
-2 
s T 2.24 
-2 
where s is the average power per element of the corresponding baseband 
signal s (t) . For coherent demodulation the received signal is multiplied 
by a reference carrier c(t) 12 cos(w t) lowpass filtered and is 
c 
integrated over an interval 0 to T seconds, then 
x (t) I T r (t) 
o 
c(t) dt 
s (t) + u(t) 2.25 
.where u(t) is a Gaussian random process with zero mean and blO sided power 
. 1 
spectral dens~ty of 2 No· The maximum signal to noise ratio is expressed 
as the average energy per element of the signal devided by the average 
noise power. Hence the average noise power is given by 
p = !N rIB(f)1 2 df 
n 2 0 
~ 
!N 
2 0 2.26 
since (!B(f) 12 d (f) = I, where B (f) 
_00 
is the transfer function of the 
receiver bandpass filter and Ixl is the modulus (absolute value) of x. 
The probability density of 
f(u) 
12" N o 
25 
Gaussian noise is given by 
2.27 
However, the 
A 
A 
o function of the receiver is to distinguish between + 
12 
and - ~ 
12 
in the presence of the noise. Therefore, the probability 
of error is given by 
2 J io J ~ -u 12No e du P f (u) du ; 
e ~-':~' ~ ... -.; 
,12" N 
0 
L;y 
1 2 ; -x 
,In e dx 
1 2E t 1 Q(y) ; Q (-2) 2.28 2 N 2 0 
-2 
where y ; (~t and Q is error function defined in Appendix C. N 
0 
Equation 2.28 represents the probability of error in binary PSK and 
supressed carrier ASK. Consequently, the higher spectral efficiency 
require higher energy, hence, for multilevel signal the probability of 
. by(l,5) error is glven 
p 
c 
; 
2 E Q( __ o) , 
cN 
o 
2.29 
where c is the average energy factor of different modulation scheme 
26 
and is dimensionless. Equation 2.29 could be deduced exactly in the 
same way as Equation 2.28 for each of QAM and QPSK signals. The 
relative tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise is then given by 
P 
rt 
From Equation 2.12 for QPSK and c = 2 
2.30 
where L = log2(K) and K is the number of points in QAM (also, K in sin (~) 
is the number of phases in QPSK). 
Generally, the relative tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise is 
shown in Table 2.4 as calcualted from Equation 2.30. 
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Cl, 1 Cl, 2 a, b, ~, ~, ~ ~ 
0 0 -1 -1 
0 1 1 -1 
1 1 1 1 
1 0 -1 1 
Table 2.1: The relation between the elements a. and b. 
~ ~ 
and the corresponding Gray coded binary 
sequence for 4-point QAM 
28 
Cl, 1 Cl, 2 Cl, 3 Cl, 4 a, b, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1 
a a a a 
-1 -1 
a a a 1 
-1 
-3 
a a 1 1 
-3 -3 
a a 1 a 
-3 -1 
1 0 1 a 
-3 1 
1 a 1 1 
-3 3 
1 a a 1 
-1 3 
1 1 a 1 1 3 
1 1 1 1 3 3 
1 1 1 a 3 1 
a 1 1 a 3 -1 
a 1 1 1 3 -3 
a 1 a 1 1 -3 
a 1 a a 1 -1 
1 1 a a 1 1 
1 a a a 
-1 1 
Table 2.2 The relation between the element a, and b. and 
1 1 
the corresponding Gray coded binary sequence 
for 16-point QAM 
29 
a a. B. 1 1 Bi _l ,2 B. 1 B. 2 n,l 1,2 1- , 1, 1, 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 1 
Table 2.3 Differential encoding/decoding of a binary 
sequence in QAM 
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PSK OOK QPSK 4-QAM 8- .. PSK l6-QAM 
o -3 -3 -3 -8 -10 
Table 2.4 Tolerance to additive White Gaussian noise nearest 
0.5 dB relative to binary PSK with coherent demodulation 
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3. MOBILE RADIO CHANNEL CHARACTERISATION 
3.1 Introduction 
lThe emphasis of this chapter is on land mobile radio channel character-
isation in the microwave bandl A general representation of a communi-
cation channel is introduced here on the basis of linear modulation at 
the transmitter and linear demodulation at the receiver that are applied 
to QPSK and QAM system. The impulse response of this channel is first 
derived, under the assumption of a nonfaded signal, in both passband and 
baseband regions. The complex notation has been used since it is much 
. (10) 
easier to manipulate than the equivalent trignometric express10n 
However, in either method the received baseband signal is derived from 
the amplitude and phase of the received radio-frequency (RP) signal. 
The results obtained here 'are consistent with those derived in the 
literature(S, 18-20) 
Since there is no unique propagation path between the transmitter and 
the receiver, the field strength fluctuates very rapidly at both the 
mobile unit and base station with movement of the vehicle carrying the 
mobile unit. Moreover, the mobile radio channel is subjected not only 
to the same significant propagation-path losses that are encountered 
in other types of atmospheric propagation, but is also subjected to path 
losses that are greatly affected by the general topography of the terrain. 
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Usually, the mobile antenna height is low which contributes to additional 
losses. These losses are combined with free-space loss to make up 
collectively the propagation path-loss which results in reducing the 
received signal strength not only at the' mobile unit, but also at the 
base station. Nevertheless, there are several methods available in 
the prediction of the propagation losses, but it is difficult to appraise 
the difference between them. For this reason, different types of 
atmospheric propagation losses, that are encountered by a stationary 
microwave communication system, are explained briefly in Appendix E, to 
give better understanding of the possible propagation losses in mobile 
radio communications. 
A multipath phenomena is also considered which can cause severe signal 
fading. This is caused by the presence of many reflectors and scatterers 
along the propagation path. When the mobile unit is in motion, it 
passes many different types of local scatterers and reflectors including 
other vehicles whether in motion or stationary, as it proceeds along its 
route. The fading characteristic is analyzed statistically in order to 
look for suitable ways to represent the multipath phenomenon. (Software 
(10,11,72-82,88-99) d h d (10,11,81-85,94-98). 1 . 
an ar ware S1mu ators are 1ntro-
duced as representatives of the multipath fading, but the hardware simulator 
is recommended and designed to be used throughout this work.1 The hardware 
simulator was given this name because it has been derived from hardware 
configured simulator and it can be designed as software for the use in 
computer simulation tests. It will be called in the following chapters 
a Rayleigh fading simulator for simplicity 
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(A time-invariant channel is discussed and represented by an equivalent 
lowpass filter under the assumption of nonfaded signal. The impulse 
response of this filter is obtained by using Fourier design methods as 
applied to an ideal lowpass transfer function which results in a partial 
response channel. 
signal is assumed. 
Then, the faded channel is determined when a faded 
The effects of noise and interference from unwanted signals.,that are 
introduced by the transmission path,are defined briefly. Co-channel and 
adjacent-channel interferences, which are the interference from signals 
occupying the same band and adjacent band respectively, are treated as 
noise at the receiver. 
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3.2 Channel representation 
Generally, the model shown in Figure 3.1 represents the QAM or QPSK 
system (Chapter 2). The information to be transmitted is carried by 
the two statistically independent elements a. and b. that are in symbol 
1 1 
synchronism. The symbol vector is expressed by 
s. = a. + j b. 
1 1 1 
3.1 
where the subscript i is the sampling time index such that a i = a(iT) , 
b. = b(iT) and s. = s(iT),and j = 1=1. 
1 1 
In addition T (in seconds) is the 
symbol duration. Furthermore, a. amd b. are statistically independent 
1 1 
and equally likely to have any of the following possible values given by: 
For a QAM signal 
a. = b. 
1 1 
and for QPSK 
a. cos 
1 
b. = sin 
1 
:::: ±l, ± 3, . .. , 
= 2 R-. - m + 1 
1 
211k. 
( 1 A ) / + 
K 0 
211k. 
1 A )/ (-.- + 
K 0 
± (rn-I) 
R-. = 0, 1, ••. , (rn-I) 
1 
11 
sin(-
K 
11 
sin (-) 
K 
3.2 
3.3a 
3.3b 
where k. = 0, 1, ... , (K-l) and K is the possible number of phases' in QPSK 
1 
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system (also K is the possible number of points in the QAM system, and 
m = 1092 K, see Chapter 2). Moreover, Ao is constant (either 0 or ~) 
3.2.1 Linear passband channel representation 
The two elements, a, and b" are fed separately to two Nyquist shaping 
~ ~ 
filters (F and Fb ) with the same transfer function characteristic. 
a l 1 
The output waveforms from these two filters are used to modulate two 
carriers at the same frequency, f Hz, but in phase quadrature with 
c 
each other. By assuming linear modulation, the output of the two modulators 
are added together to form a complex-valued signal given by(16-21) 
I 
jWc t 
p (t) s, hI (t - iT)e 3.4a 
i ~ 
jw t 
• hI (t) c 3.4b s, e 
~ 
where * means a convolution process, h1(t) is the complex-valued impulse 
response of a shaping filter representing the two filters F and Fb in 
a l I 
a complex-form, and W = 2 uf , where f is the carrier frequency in Hertz. 
c c c 
In fact, the impulse response of each of the two shaping filters separately 
is real-valued. The combined modulated signal (which represents either 
QPSK or QAM Equations 3.4a and 3.4b) is normally filtered by the trans-
mitter filter, F2 , to limit the radiated spectrum and is then amplified 
b h ' h l'f' ( ) (9,19) (-Th HPA' d h b y a ~g power amp ~ ~er HPA • e ~s assume ere to e a 
distortionless amplifier which does not affect the channel characteristic, 
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in any way. However, the radiated signal at the output of the transmitter 
antenna is given by 
x (t) pet) * h2 (t) 3.5 
where h2 (t) is the impulse response of the transmitter bandpass filter. 
This signal is fed to the transmission path which, generally, must have a 
frequency characteristic to fit the transmitted signal spectrum without 
adding significant distortion or loss in the transmitted signal energy. 
The radio transmission path, however, .multiplies the signal by a factor 
~-~.----=-
given by 
q(t) = q(t) 
1 
+ 3.6 
where ql(t) and q2(t) are the real and imaginary parts of q(t) and j = 1=1. 
For an ideal channel Iq(t) I = 1 (ql(t) = 1 and q2(t) = 0), but for time-
invariant-channel q(t) = e j6 , where 6 is constant. The behaviour and 
characteristic of q(t) for the mobile radio environment will be discussed 
noise 
later in Section 3.4. A stationary white Gaussian~n(t) with a zero mean 
value and two-sided power spectral density of t N W/Hz is added to the 
o 
signal at the end of the transmission path. Hence, the signal at the input 
of the receiver bandpass filter (F3 ) is given by 
z(t) = x(t) .q(t) + net) 3.7 
The receiver bandpass filter (F3), whose impulse response is h3 (t), removes 
as much noise as possible, outside the signal frequency band without distorting 
the signal itself. The signal at the output of the receiver filter is 
coherently demodulated by two reference in phase quadrature carriers, that have 
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the same frequency (f ) and phase ($) relative to the received signal carrier. 
c 
The outputs from the two demoulators are then lowpass filtered to remove the 
high frequency components resulting from the demodulation process. The 
outputs from the two lowpass filters (F and Fb ) are combined to give a a4 4 
complex signal which is given by: 
r (t) = 
= 
e 
-j(Ult+$) 
c 
_j(Ul t + $) 
c h4 (t)e 3.8 
where the h4 (t) represents the complex-valued impulse response of a lowpass 
filter, that resembles the filtering action of the two real-valued lowpass 
-j (Ul t + $) Moreover e c is the recovered filtersF and Fb separately. 
a 4 4 
carrier with appropriate phase shift $, where $ is a constant for time-
invariant channels. In fact, $ = e + W where e is the phase shift caused 
by the transmission path and W is the phase shift caused by all the filters 
through which the signal is passed. Therefore Equation 3.8 can be expressed 
as 
r(t) = s. * g(t) + v(t) 
1. 
i 
L s. 
1. 
g(t - iT) + v(t) = 3.9 
where g(t) is the overall complex-valued impulse response of the passband 
channel and v(t) is the resultant complex-valued noise component in the 
received signal. Furthermore, v(t) is bandlimited Gaussian noise 
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with zero mean, and is given by 
= 3.10 
where vitland v 2 (t) are statistically independent Gaussiannoise 
sources with zero mean and the same variance. 
3.2.2 Linear baseband channel representation 
The above analysis emphasizes the impulse response of the linear passband 
channel that is given by 
g(t) j w t hl (t)e c *(h ( ) ( »* h3 ('t)e-
j (Wc t +~) *h4 (t) 2 t q t 3.11 
Inevitably, g(t) is said to be nonlinear if one or more of the parameters 
(hl (t), h2 (t), q(t), h3 (t) and h4 (t», including the modulator and/or the 
demodulator, are nonlinear. 
The baseband channel impulse response can be deduced in the same way as the 
impulse response of the passband channel using Fourier transform notation. 
The waveform at the output of the shaping filters (F and Fb ) is given, in 
a l 1 
a complex form, by 
d (t) = ~ s, hl(t - iT) 
1. 1. 
= 3.12 
The Fourier transform of Equation 3.12 is given by (see Appendix A). 
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o (f) S(f) HI (f) 3.13 
where: o (f) ++ d(t) 
S(f) ++ s(iT) 
and means Fourier transform pairs (direct and inverse). This 
signal is used to modulate the carrier. The modulation process, however, 
represents pure translation of the signal spectrum to ± f , for linear 
c 
d . (2-6, 18-20) mo ulat.lon As a result of the linear modulation, the spectrum 
of the modulated signal is given by 
p(f) = O(f - f ) 
c 
3.14 
P(f) has twice the baseband bandwidth (1,3-6) distributed about the carrier 
frequency, f . 
c 
Accordingly, the transmitter filter F2 must fit the trans-
mitted data bandwidth without distortion or loss. Hence the radiated 
signal is given by 
x (f) = 3.15 
For time-invariant channels, q(t) does not 
affect the transmitted data spectrum. By ignoring the noise effect (the 
noise will be treated separately) the received signal at the output of the 
receiver bandpass filter F3 is given by 
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= 3.16 
However, the demodulation process 
shift the whole spectrum down to baseband centred about zero frequency. 
The signal, that is given by Equation 3.16, is now ready for demodulation. 
Consequently, in order to shift down the whole spectrum it is necessary 
to replace the transmitter and receiver bandpass filters (F2 and F3 ) by the 
corresponding equivalent lowpass filter(S) . Hence Equation 3.16 becomes 
Z'( f) = 3.17 
where C2 (f) and C3 (f) are the transfer functions of the lowpass filters, 
that are equivalent to the bandpass filters F2 amd F3 in the baseband region 
respectively. Furthermore, the demodulated signal, that is given by 
Equation 3.17, is lowpass filtered by the two lowpass 
whose equivalent transfer function H4 (f), where H4 (f). 
filters F 
a4 
++ h4 (t) . 
and Fb 
4 
Therefore, 
the received signal spectrum, at the output of the lowpass filters, is given 
by 
R(f) Z(f) H4 (f) 
3.18 
Accordingly, by substituting the value of D(f), that is given by Equation 3.13, 
into Equation 3.18, then the received signal spectrum becomes 
R (f) 3.19 
Now, each one of the filters HI (f), C2 (f), C3 (f) and H4(f) must agree with 
Nyquist sampling rate for zero intersymbol-interference(l-S). This implies 
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that'the minimum bandwidth of each one of them is at least half the data 
1 
rate (21'), Eventually, by taking the inverse Fourier transform and 
reconsidering the noise and the transmission path factor q(t), then the 
, " (18-20) rece~ved s~gnal can be expressed by 
= t si yet-iT) + u(t) 3.20 
where u(t) is the complex-valued noise component in the received signal, 
and yet) is the linear baseband channel, which is now given by 
yet) = hl (t) *c2 (t) *c3 (t) *h4 (t) .q(t) 
where 
= h (t) q(t) 
o 
hl (t)*c2 (t) is the overall transmitter filter 
hR (t) = c3 (t) *'h4 (t) is the overall receiver filter 
3.21 
and h (t) 
o 
= hT(t)*hR(t) is the baseband time-invariant channel 
when ,/q(q is constant or equal to unity. It is assumed throughout 
this ~ork_that all the bandpass and lowpass filters in the transmitter 
and receiver (generally referred to as a modem) have flat frequency 
responses in the passband. The cascaded frequency response of the above 
f 'l 'h dd' f " (1-6,9,1O,18-20)f 1. ters l.n t e mo ern are assume to satl.S y NyqUl.st s theorem or 
zero intersymbol interference. The pulse shaping can yield better 
performance, when it is divided equally between the transmitter and the 
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, (2,3,10) 
reC81ver . Consequently, it is necessary to study the character-
istic and behaviour of q(t) before designing the lowpass filter, whose 
impulse response is equivalent to h (t) and satisfies Nyquist's criterion. 
o 
It is important to impose hetrodyne principles in the modem under con-
sideration by which the modulation and demodulation take place at 
, (9 19) 
relatively low frequenc~es I • The modulated signal, with low carrier 
frequency, is then up-converted to the required frequency at the trans-
mitter and down-converted to appropriate frequency at the receiver by 
, (3-8) 
mlxers Therefore, the mixer's transfer functions are unavoidable 
parts of the entire channel. The bandwidth of each mixer can be 
assumed wide enough to accommodate the new passband signal without 
distortion, or H, (f) = lover the entire passband region, where 
rnlxer 
H, (f) is the transfer function of each mixer. 
mlxer Therefore, the 
channel transfer function is not affected by the implementation of a 
'hetrodyne system according to the above assumption. 
3.2.3 Noise representation 
The additive noise, u(t) in Equation 3.20, can be derived by following 
similar steps that were used to derive the received baseband signal 
(Equation 3.20) . However, in order to avoid unnecessary repetition, 
it is worth drawing attention to Equation 3.10, from which the noise 
component in the received signal is now given by 
u(t) = ~(t)'c3(t)*h4(t) 
= n(t)*hR(t) 3.22 
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-j (W I+~) 
where n' (t) = n(t)e c ~ . Since, by assumption, nit) is a white 
Gaussian noise with zero mean and a two-sided power spectral density, 
the shift-down of its spectrum in the frequency domain does not 
affect its properties (1-11,18-20) . Consequently, the power spectral 
density of u(t) is now given by 
3.23 
where U(f) and HR(f) are the Fourier transform of u(t) and hR(t) 
respectively. The autocorrelation function of u(t) is given, according 
to the Wiener-Khin!chine theorem(22,23, see also Appendix D) , by 
R h) 
u 
N 
o 
1 I ~: IHR(f) 12 e jwT df 
2T 
3.24 
Clearly, when the transfer function of the overall receiver filter, 
HR(f) , is symmetric about zero frequency, 
assume that 
which implies that 
R (T) 
u 
= 
= 
Nol_2~ 1 
2T 
N 
o 
T sine 
1 
2T ~ f 
1 
~ 2T 
elsewhere 
ejWTdf. 
.i.:t is also convenient to 
3.25 
3.26 
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where sinc(x) ; sin(rrx)/rrx. This is a real-valued quantity which 
leads to a conclusion that ul (t) and u2 (t) are uncorrelated. (Appendix D) . 
The variance of u(t) is given by 
1 
2 R (0) N 
J :T /H (f) /2 df 
a ; ; 
u u 0 
1 R 
2T 
N 
0 
T 3.27 
Subsequently, from Appendix D, the variance of ul(t) or u2 (t) is 
given by 
N 
o 
2T 3.28 
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3.3 Transmission path losses in mobile radio 
The field strength in the vicinity of a mobile station varies rapidly 
with the time as long as the vehicle carrying the mobile unit is 
moving. This leads to a highly variable structure of the received 
signal because of the existence of multipath between the transmitter 
and the receiver of the microwave mobile communications. As the 
vehicle carrying the mobile unit moves through the service area, the 
received signal envelope, phase and/or frequency fluctuate rapidly 
d . t f (9-12,19,21,72-86) due to multipath propagation an 1n er erence _ 
These fluctuations result in a received signal with a Rayleigh probab-
ility density(lO,ll, 72-75) The multipath fading and interference 
will be discussed in detai,l in Sections 3.4 and 3.8 respectively. 
Nevertheless, in order to understand the path losses in mobile radio 
) communication, the path losses in stationary microwave communication 
are discussed briefly in Appendix E. 
However, the path losses in mobile radio propagation are essentially 
due to terrain effects and the presence of radio-wave scatterers along 
the path within the mobile radio environment. The changes in the 
propagation are caused by the variations in the contour and roughness 
th . (10,11,27,72-87) of e terra1n I including the scatterers·, as a result 
of reflection and diffraction. The line-of-sight condition, in 
mobile radio communication, can be considered as to have been satisfied 
when specular and diffuse reflections are present. Also, path losses 
are inversely proportional to the square of the distance separating 
the transmitting and receiving antennas. 
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The specular reflection occurs when radio waves encounter a smooth 
interface between unlike media and the linear dimensions of the 
interface are large in comparison with wavelength of the radiated 
signal. This kind of reflection is analogous to the reflection 
properties of mirrors as defined by Snell's law, as shown in Figures 
3.2 and 3.3. 
Diffuse reflection is due to scatterers that are present along the 
propagation path. The diffuse reflection occurs when radio waves 
fall upon a rough-textured surface of which the roughness is compatible 
with the wavelength of the radiated signal. Unlike specular reflection 
which follows Snell's law, the diffuse reflection scatters the energy 
so that the reflected waves follow divergent paths. Furthermore, 
the field intensityof"dllfusely reflected radio waves is less than that 
of the specularly reflected waves, since the energy is scattered along 
the path over a rough surface. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze 
the reflection properties of the surrounding terrain between the mobile 
unit and the base station, when considering the mobile radio environment. 
Loss due to diffraction of the radio waves occur when the propagation 
path is obstructed by obstacles in the intervening terrain between the 
transmitting and receving antennas. The line-of-sight condition is 
no longer valid, since there are variations in the terrain contour 
that is obstructing the propagation path. Accordingly, the definition 
) 
of the line-of-sight condition is different for mobile radio from that 
discussed in Appendix E for tropospherical propagation. The severity 
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of signal attenuation depends on whether the obstruction extends 
through the whole of the first Fresnel zone, along the line-of-sight 
path, or merely approaches the first Fresnel zone as shown in 
Figure 3.4. In practice, it is always possible to select the 
highest point along the propagation path as the ideal location for 
the base station. Even with good siting of the base station in hilly 
areas, there will commonly be occasions when the mobile unit is out 
of sight of the main propagation path. 
Different representations of predicting the propagation path loss in 
mobile radio environment for different situations are helpful in 
understanding the effect of multipath phenomena on mobile radio signals. 
Under these circumstances, Equation E.17 is unlikely to be valid. 
However, the summing of all these effects would introduce so many 
variables so that a mathematical solution would practically be too 
complex. Alternatively, combined-techniques of analytical and 
statistical analysis are recommended. From different measurements, 
the statistical results can be obtained and analysed according to the 
criteria that are unique for a particular situation. It is then 
possible to draw certain analytical conclusions based on electromagnetic 
theory. The propagation-path loss method is a powerful tool that can 
produce results closer to the actual path losses from that using either 
(10) 
analytical or statistical approaches alon~ _ A number of analytical 
and statistical models are available for prediction and calculation of 
the path loss in mobile radio, and it is often difficult to assess the 
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real difference between them or to determine what conditions have to 
b l ' dClO,44-71l e app ~e • As a result, there is no absolutely complete 
model, and each one requires the insertion of one or more parameters 
in order to be fully applicable to the mobile radio channel. Beside 
this, some of these methods do not actually consider the fading. 
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3.4 Multipath fading 
The major concern in mobile radio studies is multipath fading, which 
--------is a common occurrence in the mobile radio environment. The existence 
of the multipath is independent of the separation distance between 
base and mobi le stations. At any point, the received signal field 
is made up of a number of waves with random amplitude and different 
arrival angles for different locations, as shown in Figures 3.5. 
The relative phases of the received waves are uniformly distributed 
f ram '~7r to TT. By assuming stationary scatterers and a vehicle 
carrying mobile unit travelling in the direction shown with velocity v 
(in miles or km per hour), then the motion introduces a Doppler shift 
in each wave, that is 
3.29 
where A is the wavelength of the transmitted carrier frequency, and 
a. is 
n 
th 
the arrival angle of the n wave which is the angle between the 
horizontal plane and the direction line of the nth incident wave on 
the mobile unit. The field intensity of a vertically polarized signal 
that can be seen by the mobile antenna is thus given by 
N-l 
E E L r j(w t + 0/ ) 3.30 ~ e c n 
r 0 n~O 
n 
where o/n ~ w t + ~n 3.3la n 
w ~ 27ff ~ Svcos (a ) 3.3lb 
n n n 
8 = 21T A 
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3.31c 
th $n is the random phase angle of the n wave 
and r is the reflection coefficient of the scatterer which reflects 
n 
th the n wave .. Moreover, E is the field intensity of the received 
o 
signal via a direct path when the vehicle is stationary, also, w = 
c 
21ff where f is the carrier frequency 
c c 
(If N=2, ljJ ",0 and .r =1 then 
o .' 0 
Equation 3.30 is identical to Equation E.1S in Appendix E, but in 
mobile radio environment it is unlikely that ro = 1). 
$ , for n = 0, 1, .•. , N-l, are uniformly distributed from -1f to +1f . 
n 
h f 1 1 l ' d h h (10,11) Furt ermore, f
n
, or n = 0, , ... , N- , are norma ~ze sue tat 
E(r 2) = 1 
n N 
N-l 
L 
n=O 1 3.32 
where E(x) is expected value (Expectation) of x andlr I is the modulus 
n 
of r . 
n 
(11,72) NOw, Er may be considered asanarrow band random process and as 
a consequence of the central limit theorem (22) , is approximately a 
Gaussian process for large N. This implies that the mean signal 
power is constant with time, whereas, in reality it undergoes slow 
variations as the mobile vehicle moves a few hundreds of yards. 
However, a Gaussian model gives a successful prediction of the measured 
statistics of the signal, to good accuracy, in most cases over the 
ranges of interest for the involved variables(lO,ll, 72-77) Nevertheless 
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Equation 3.30 can be rewritten as(ll,72-75) 
where 
E ; q 
and 
q (t) ; 
E q 
E 
0 
N-l 
L 
n;O 
q(t) 
r 
e
j ljJn 
n 
Clearly E is complex-valued Gaussian random process. q 
3.33 
3.34 
3.35 
By denoting 
ql (t) and q2(t) as the inphase and quadrature components of q(t) 
respectively, and accordingly Eql ; Eoql (t) and Eq2 ; E
o
Q2(t) are 
the inphase and quadrature components of Eq respectively. Consequently, 
E and E have zero mean and equal variance, or 
ql q2 
E(E ) E(E ) ; 0 
ql q2 
and 
E(E 2) E (E 2) 2 ; ; a ql q2 
where 2 is the variance of E E cr or 
ql q2 
uncorrelated, then 
where E(x) is the expectation of x. 
uncorrelated with zero mean and equal 
Also, E 
ql 
As a result, ql(t) 
. (10) 
var~ance, so 
3.36 
3.37 
are 
3.38 
and q2(t) are 
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3.39 
E(ql(t)) = E(ql(t)) = 1 3.40 
3.41 
Since ·E and E are Gaussian, then each one of them has a probability 
ql q2 
density of the form(10,11,22,23) 
p (y) = 1 
2 
-y /20 2 
e 
where y is either E or E 
ql q2 
by (1l,72-75) given 
[ P (E ) = q 
2 
- E / 2 
E q 20 
...s!.e 
2 0 
0 
3.42 
I 
The probability density of E is q 
E q ~ 0 
3.43 
E < 0 q 
(22) 
which is the Rayleigh density formula . The Rayleigh and Gaussian 
densities are illustrated in Figure 3.6. The distribution function of 
E or E is given by 
ql q2 
P(y ~ y) = r p(y)dy 
y 
= ~ [l + Q (_Y_) 1 
2 12 0 
3.44 
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where Q(x} is the error function of x (Appendix C ). 
P (E >- E ) q e 
= 
f ~ 
E 
e 
P (E ) dE q q 
-E 2/r;2 
1 - e e 
This is the simple model of a Rayleigh fading process. 
Similarly 
3.45 
The random 
process ql(t} and q2(t} defined by the above will form the basis for 
the statistical analysis of the received signal throughout this study. 
Throughout this discussion, the assumption was made for a mobile unit, 
but while the mobile is in motion there are three pcssibilities which 
must be considered. These are: 
the complete absence of paths (including the sky wave(9}) ,the presence 
of a single path, and the presence of many paths. 
In accordance with the above possibilies, the deep fade may happen in 
the absence of paths and even with presence of many paths, since the 
addition of the individual waves may cancel each other. There are 
situations where multipath fading phenomena exist to give the same 
result as in Equation 3.30. These situations are (lO) :-
i} l'ihere the mobile unit and nearby scatterers are stationary 
ii} Where the mobile unit is stationary while the nearby scatterers 
are moving (passing carS and trucks) 
iii) where the mobile and nearby scatterers are all moving. 
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It is only in the first situation that q(t), in Equation 3.35, is 
constant as long as the mobile unit and nearby scatterers are 
stationary. 
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3.5 Rayleigh fading simulators 
A large number of radio-propagation models deal with prediction of 
the amplitude and phase of a received signal throughout a mobile 
h 1 (10,11,72-82, 84,85,88-98) c anne . All of these models are based 
on the analyses of the statistics of the faded signal due to the effect 
of multipath. Furthermore, these models are classified in either 
f (10,11,72-82,88-97) h d (10,11,81-85,94-98) so tware , ar ware or a combin-
ation of hardware and software. The software simulator can be 
represented according to Equation 3.35, with predetermined conditions 
. . (10) 
concern~ng ~ts parameters . While, in a hardware simulator, ql (t) 
and q2(t) are generated from two separate white Gaussian noise 
generators according to the conditions given by Equations 3.39 to 
3.41, where ql (t) and q2(t) are the inphase and quadrature components 
of q(t), in Equation 3.35, respectively. Furthermore, the field 
measurement results agree very well with the results obtained from 
. 1 (81,82,84,85,94-96) h f the hardware s~mu ator , t ere ore the hardware 
simulator is recommended throughout this work, and will be called 
the Rayleigh simulator in the following chapters for simplicity. 
Figure 3.7 shows the Rayleigh multipath fading (hardware) simulator 
(RMFS) which consists of two white Gaussian noise generators (tvGNG), 
two va~iable lowpass filters (VLPF) and two balanced mixers (BM). 
The selection of the cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter depends 
on the Doppler frequency, which is IfQI = I' and depends consequently 
on the speed of the vehicle, v, where A is the carrier wavelength and 
I I 
(10-12) fD is the absolute value of fo "(see also Equation 3.29). 
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The output of the simulator represents the envlope and phase of a 
Rayleigh faded signal, and the impulse response of the channel is 
modified by the simulator output as in Equation 3.21. 
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3.5.1 Design of Rayleigh Fading Simulator 
Since it is difficult to achieve variable lowpass filters in computer 
simulation tests, it is worth while to assume that the mobile unit 
vehicle moves with speed v = 75 miles/hr. and the frequency of the 
radiated carrier is 900 MHz. This leads to a constant Doppler 
frequency, f D, of 100 Hz, where IfDI = f and A is the carrier frequency 
wavelength. 
The white Gaussian noise generators,that are shown in Figure 3.7, generate 
the noise components nl (t) and ·n2 (t) that are random process with zero 
mean, Gaussian probability functions and equal variance, thus 
= 3.46a 
= n2(t)*hS (t) 3.46b 
where hs(t) is the impulse response of the required lowpass filters, 
and * means a convolution process. Also n l (t) and n2 (t) are to be 
independent (uncorrelated) in order to satisfy the conditions of 
Equations 3.39~3"41. Therefore, ql (t) and q2(t) have the same properties 
of nl (t) and n2 (t) so each must process a zero mean, Gaussian probability 
density function and equal variance. Of course, the variance of n l (t) 
and n2 (t) may differ from the variance of ql (t) and q2(t) because of 
the filtering process. Since the power spectra of ql (t) and q2(t) 
are Gaussian shaped with the same root-mean-square (rms) frequency, 
"11 d"" 38th (18,99) as ~ ustrate ~n F~gure ., en 
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= exp(-
2 f2 
rms 
3.47 
where Ql(:) and Q2(f) are ,the spectra of ql (t) and q2(t) respectively 
and f is the root mean square value of the maximum input signals 
rms 
by (100) (nl (t) and n 2 (t» frequency, which is defined 
f = 
rms 
fading 
1.475 3.48 
The frequency spread, f
sp ' introduced by each of ql (t) and q2(t) into 
the carrier signal waveform is given by 
f 
sp 2f rms 
1.356 x fading rate 
Note that the term fD used in sunsequent chapters refers to 
frequency spread, f . 
sp 
3.49 
This means that 1 Hz of frequency spread corresponds to 44.25 fades 
per minute. Let the transfer function of each of the lowpass filters 
be HB(f) and let hB(t) be the inverse Fourier transform of HB(f) then 
, (18 99 101) HB(f) and ~(f) can be g1ven by , , 
= 
~(t) 
2 
_t_) 
2 
4t 1 
3. SOa 
3.50b 
where tl 
1 
= """":'::--2nf 
rms 
So, the output from the two filters (ql (t) and 
q2(t» satisfy the required properties. From Equation 3.47 the cutoff 
(l dB) frequency of each filter is 
] 
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= f (-Un(0.5» 
rms 
= 1.17741 f = 0.588705 f 3.51 
rIDS sp 
where ~n ( .) is the Natural Logarithm. The filter characterized by 
the above may b~ approximted by a 5th order Bessel filter(l8,102) . 
The transfer function of the Bessel filter is given by(103-l05) 
where 
= 
B 
= __ --,,0 __ 
L k ~ Bk s 
k=O 
(2L-k) ! 
2L- k k! (L-k) ! 
and L is the order of the filter. 
Bessel filter, thus 
= 
3.52 
3.53 
5 th. In this case L = for 5 order 
@+\~S + 420s2 + 105s3 + 15 s4 + 'SS 3.54 
,The poles of H5 (s) are' 
PI = -3.64674 3.55a 
P2,3 = -3.35196: j 1. 74266 3.55b 
P4,5 = -2.32467!j 3.57103 3.55c 
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where j = r-l . th To calculate the cut-off frequency of the 5. order 
Bessel filter, let s = jn in Equation 3.54. Then n3 is calculated, 
= 2.4274 rad/sec 3.56 
By normalizing the cutoff frequency of H5 (S) (given in Equation 3.54) 
to 1 Hz, so that it is possible to change the cutoff frequency to any 
required value, thus 
21ff 
= .,,-,-,:·3-=-
2.4274 2.58844 f3 
where f3 is the required cutoff frequency. 
3.57 
However, from Equation 3.51, 
the cutoff frequency is f3 = 58.8705 Hz when f = 100Hz, therefore 
c f = 152.383. The values of the poles are now given by 
p' = c f Pk k 3.58 
or 
p' 1 -555.7 3.58a 
P2,3 = -510.7 ~j265.55 3.58b 
P4,5 = -354.24 :!:j544.16 3.58c 
The required filter must be implemented digitally in order to be used 
in computer simulation tests. The transfer function of this filter 
H5 (Z) in z-domain is obtained by applying the invariant-impulse response 
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. (103-107) des~gn method . to the filter transfer function H5 (S) in 
s-domain, then 
= 3.59 
where a i and b i +l , fori= 0 to 4, are the coefficients of the filter. 
~ coefficients are obtained by assuming a sampling rate of 250 
samples/second for the original waveform. The difference equation of 
. b (103-107) this filter is g~ven y 
= 
4 
L (a i nr,k_i - b i +l q~,R-i-l) i=O 3.60 
, th 
where r is either 1 or 2, nr,k and qr,k are the k values of the 
sampled input and output Gaussian process signals respectively, such that 
, 
n = nr(kT') and qr,k = q~(kT')' where T' is the sampling period. I:,k 
a i and b i +l , for i 0 to 4 are the filter coefficient as is evident 
from Equation 3.59. Table 3.1 shows the values of the lowpass filter 
coefficients, a i and b i +l fori= 0 to 4. The filter can.practically. 
be implemented as shown in Figure 3.9 (see Appendix B) where 
and 
u 
r,k = u I, It-i-l 3.61 
3.62 
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3.6 Time-invariant channel 
The impulse response of the baseband channel as seen from Equations 
3.20 and 3.21 consists of two parameters h (t) and q(t) . 
o 
The term 
q(t) has been introduced in Section 3.5 which has a Rayleigh probability 
density function, and represents the random change in the envelope and 
phase of the received signal. However, h (t), formed by the linear 
o 
modulator, linear demodulator and the transmitter and receiver filters 
(Equation 3.21), will be studied in this section', for unfaded channels 
(when Iq (t) I = 1) • 
(
The data rate 
of B Hz is 2B 
that can be transmitted over a channel with a bandwidth 
mb 1 / d
(1,3,4,108,109) 
sy 0 s secon . This is called' the 
, d' b' 1 1 d th ' l' h (108) Nyqu1St rate, an 15 0 V10US Y re ate to e Nyqu1St samp 1ng t eorem . 
As mentioned above, all the transmitter and receiver filters are/ 
considered as parts of this channel. Also, the channel is very much 
affected by the transmission path (109) (see also Sections 3.4 and 3.5). 
Therefore, the system filtering action and the effect of the transmission 
path cause the pulses that are to be transmitted on this channel, to 
spread out as they traverse the system and overlap into the adjacent 
pulse time slots. The signal overlapping into the adjacent time slot 
may, if it is too strong, result in an erroneOus decision at the 
receiver. This phenomenon of pulse overlap is termed intersymbol 
interference. In order to minimize this interference the transmission 
bandwidth may be widened as much as desired. This is unnecessarily 
wasteful of the spectrum, and if carried too far, may introduce 
excessive noise into the system. Instead, the transmitter and receiver 
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filters must be compromisingly designed with as 
possible such as to eliminate the interference and minimize the 
effects. Obviously, the best waveshape is the signal that is 
maximum at the decision instant and zero at all other adjacent sampling 
points. This ideally provides zero intersymbol interference. 
However, there are practical difficulties with this particular wave-
shape, which include; 
i) The ideal channel is physically unrealisable, and very difficult 
to approximate in practice because of the sharp cutoff in its amplitude 
spectrum at the cutoff frequency. 
ii) Precise synchronisation is essential when such waveshapes 
are used. If the timing, at the receiver, differs somewhat from the 
exact synchronisation, then zero intersymbol interference is no longer 
obtained. 
To overcome the above two diffic-ulties, it is possible to derive from 
the ideal form the related channel with controllabie levels of inter-
. 13,109) 
symbol ~nterference . Besides, in this channel a higher trans-
mission rate over a given bandwidth is permitted. The resultant 
h 1 · k . 1 h 1 11 ,9,109) c anne 15 nown as a part1a -response c anne . This channel 
is much simpler to obtain in practice and the effect of timing jitter 
may be minimized by careful design ll ). The intersymbol interference 
introduced by this channel can be compensated for by either suitable 
signal coding at the transmitter or appropriate detection process at 
the receiver. However, two models of channels are going to be 
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introduced hereinafter with a rectangular and raised-cosine spectra, 
th . db' t f (1,3,109) at can be approx~mate y us~ng Fourier rans orms . 
The attenuation, A(dB) , and group-delay, T, characteristics for an 
ideal rectangular channel, as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 respect-
ively, can be given, over the range of frequencies of interest, by 
dB 3.63 
1 d6 (f) 
seconds 3.64 T = 211 df 
where H (f) is the Fourier transform of h (t), 6(f) is the phase of 
o 0 
H (f) and Ixl is the modulus of x. 
o 
H (f) can be calculated by 
o 
substituting the values of A and T, that can be measured from the 
graph of Figures 3.10 and 3.11, into Equations 3.63 and 3.64. The 
calculated Ho(f) = . IHo(f) I exp(j6(f» is shifted down to the baseband 
frequency centred about zero Hz, giving the result shown in Figure 3.12. 
Alternatively, it has been shown elsewhere(3,l09,llO) that it is 
convenient to· assume the same transfer function for the transmitter 
and receiver filters in order to minimize the effect of noise and 
intersymbol-interference. Hence 
3.65 
where HT(f) and HR(f) are the transfer function of the transmitter 
and receiver filters respectively. But when Iq(t) I = 1 in Equation 
3.21 then 
69 
H (fl = HT (fl HR (fl 
0 
= la(f) 12e j21jJ (f) 
I H (f)le j6 (fl 
0 
Therefore 
'> 
la(f) I = IH (fl I 
0 
1jJ (fl i 6 (fl 
However, for a rectangular shaped transfer function, let 
a (fl ("" -B < f < B 
elsewhere 
then the resultant channel transfer function is given by 
1 j 6 (fl 
Ho (fl = ( e 
. 0 
-B < f < B 
elsewhere 
3.66a 
3.66b 
3.66c 
3.67a 
3.67b 
3.68 
3.69 
where B is the baseband bandwidth. However H (fl may be obtained 
o 
either from Equations 3.63 and 3.64 or from Equation 3.69 and is 
shown in Figure 3.12. Likewise, for the raised-cosine function 
that is shown in Figure 3.13., it is possible to assume 
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Tf -tjl(f) 
=[ cos ("2 fT) e J -2B < f < 2B 
cdf) 3.70 
L 0 elsewhere 
The transfer function of the channel is given by 
1 j9(f) 
[
"2(1 + cos(TffT»e 
H (f) = 
o 
o 
-2B < f " 2B 
3.71 
elsewhere 
where B, as before, is the baseband bandwidth, and T is the sampling 
period. 1 Also T = 2B for a Nyquist channel. Both cd f) and H (f) 
o 
are an even function of f in both cases. 
* The impulse response of channel h (t) is obtained by applying the 
.- ~ ___ - 0 
inverse Fourier transform to HO(f) , whilst the sampled impulse 
response of the channel is obtained by applying a discrete Fourier 
transform (OFT) or fast Fourier transform (FFT) (19,103-107) 
The baseband bandwidth is assumed to be 4800 Hz which implies a 
transmitting symbol rate of 9600 symbols/second. The spectrum of 
H (f) is samples over N samples as shown in Figure 3.14. f in 
o s 
Figure 3_14, is the sampling frequency of the periodic response, 
H (f), which may be given by 
o 
f = 2.SX. [B 
s 2B 
for rectangular 
for raised-cosine 
3.72 
- 1- h (1-8, 99, 103-109) to satisfy the NyqU1St samp 1ng t eorem The 
discrete sequence of the periodic response H (f) and the corresponding 
o 
sampled impulse response sequence are linked by the Fourier pair as 
folllows:-
H 
m 
h 
n 
where H 
m 
= 
= 
N-l 
L 
n=O 
h 
n 
N-l 
1 
N L 
m=O 
'2 mn 
-J 11-
e N 
71 
'2 mn J 11-
N 
e H 
m 
for m _O,l, ... ,N-l 3.73 
for n ::; O,l, ... ,N-l 3.74 
H (mF), F = 
o 
fs 
,h is the sampled impulse response of N n 
H (f), and j = 1=1. 
o 
Tables3.2 and 3.3 show the complex-valued 
samples of H (f) when N = 32, for rectangular and raised cosine 
o 
spectra, respectively. The sampled impulse response of H (f) is 
o 
'd (103-105) truncated by using a Hamming W1n ow which is given by 
w (n) 211n 0.54 + 0.46 cos(L) for n 0, 1, ... , B 3.75 
where L is a constant integer. The resulting sequence of the channel 
transfer function is given by the z-transform, 
H (z) 
o 
= 
h -1 -L+l 0+ hl Z + ... hL _ l Z 3.76 ,~
:Ir The roots of this polynomial are required to be inside the unit circle 
(1 109) 
of the z-plane for minimum phase response I Therefore it is 
necessary to investigate the roots of the polynomial, and if one or more 
roots are found outside the unit circle of the z-plane they must be 
replaced by the reciprocal of their complex conjugates(l09) in order 
to achieve the condition of the minimum phase response. The available 
computer program (see Appendix K) that calculates the roots of the 
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given polynomial, looks for the roots outside the unit circle and 
modifies the polynomial by replacing the roots that are outside the 
unit circle by the reciprocal of their complex conjugates. Tables 3.4 
and 3.5 show the roots of Equation 3.76 and their coefficients {h } after 
n 
modification for rectangular and raised-cosine shaped channels. 
Finally, the sampled impulse response sequence of the nonfaded channel 
is defined by 
3.77 
which is a complex-valued sequence . 
. , 
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3.7 A faded digital channel 
The assumed data transmission system is shown in Fig. 3.1. The data 
symbols {s.} are taken to be statistically independent, and equally 
~ 
likely to have values as defined by Equations 3.1. These symbols are 
used to modulate two carriers in phase quadrature to each other and the 
modulated signal, which is now either QPSK or QAM, is filtered by the 
transmitter filter to limit the radiated spectrum. The resulting signal 
is transmitted over a mobile radio channel which is subjected to Rayleigh 
fading due to multipath effect. The assumed noise is a white Gaussian 
noise with zero mean and frequency independent power spectral density 
which is added to the signal at the output of the transmission link. 
At the receiving equipment, the spectrum of the received signal is 
shifted back to the baseband by a process of linear coherent demodulation. 
The received signal, which is now either QPSK or QAM, is being first 
filtered to remove as much noise as possible without unduly distorting 
the data. The reference carriers used for demodulation are adaptively 
adjusted to the same instantaneous frequency as the received signal 
carrier, thus eliminating the random frequency offset of the Doppler 
shift caused by the movement of the mobile units (Section 3.4). This 
leads to the conclusion that the receiver bandpass filter bandwidth must 
be made as wide as 2(8 + fDm) centred about the carrier frequency of 
the transmitted signal in order to pass the randomly offset signal without 
distortion(86) , where 8 is the baseband bandwidth and f is the maximum D.m 
expected Doppler shift. The demodulation process cannot remove the 
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time-varying distortion (fading) introduced by the mobile radio channel .. 
The demodulated signal as given by Equation 3.20 is sampled once per 
received signal symbol at time instant {iT} to give received samples {r.} 
1 
which are complex-valued, thus 
L-l 
l: 
1,=0 
s. ,y. ,+ 
1-)t. 1, J,. U. 1 3.78 
where {s.} is the data sequence and u. is the sampled bandlimited wave-
1 1 
form of the white Gaussian noise with zero mean and two sided power 
spectral density of % No. The real and imaginary parts of r. corres-
1 
pond.' to the components received over the inphase and quadrature channels 
respectively. The sampled impulse response of the Rayleigh faded base-
band channel is given at time t = iT by 
Y. = 
1 y. 0 y. 1 ... y. L 1 1, 1, 1., - 3.79 
The sequence Y. is complex-valued formed by the linear modulator, trans-
l 
mitter filter, mobile radio link (which consists of mutlipath), receiver 
filter and linear demodulator. 
given by 
From Equation 3.21 the sequence Y. may be 
l 
3.80 
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where Ho is the sequence of the nonfaded linear baseband channel, 
that has been given by Equation 3.77, and Q. is (LxL) diagonal matrix of 
1. 
the sequence {q'} which can be obtained from Equation 3.60 or.3.62 
1. 
by linear or ideal lowpass filter interpolation (8,18) , because of the 
sampling difference. Hence 
qi 0 0 0 
0 qi-l 0 0 Qi 3.81 0 0 q i-2 0 
0 0 0 qi-L+l 
where qi qi,i + j q·2, i and j = r-! . 
, 
Since qI,k' in Equation 3.60 or 3.62 where I = 1 or 2 and k is the 
sampling time index of q~,k' is sampled at a rate of 250 samples/second, 
while the received signal is sampled at data (symbol) rate which is 9600 
samples/second, there are about M data samples between two adjacent 
samples of q~,k' where M is the nearest integer given by M 96DO 250 = 38. 
The linear interpolation, however, is performed by connecting each of 
the two adjacent points of q~,k (such 
line as illustrated in Figure 3.15. 
, )by a 
as qI,k and qI,k-l 
This line is sampled to 
sequence of the r.equired {qi}' such that 
qI . 
,1. 
where 
straight 
give the 
3.82 
3.83 
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, I is either 1 or 2, k is sampling time index of qI,k and i is the 
sampling time index of the received signal. Alternatively, qI . can 
,~ 
be given, as a result of ideal lowpass filter interpolation, by 
qI . ,~ 
D 
L qI,k+m sine 
m=-D 
i-l-m(M-l) 
M-I 
3.84 
where I,k,i are as in Equation 3.82, M = 38 and sinc(x) = sin(TTx) 
TTX 
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the waveform of the real and imaginary 
parts of q' that are ql' . and q2 ., respectively, when D = 3 and 7. ~ ,1,1. . 
These waveforms were obtained from computer simulation tests for linear 
and ideal lowpass filter interpolations. The test shows insignificant 
difference between the two types of interpolations. Therefore linear 
interpolation is recommended to be used here, since it requires less 
execution time in computer sirnulations than the corresponding ideal 
'lowpass filter interpolation. 
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3.8 Co-channel and Adjacent-channel Interference 
The ideas behind frequency planning is effectively to utilize the total 
frequency band allocated for mobile radio communications. This imposes 
the use of the same spectrum in some other close service areas (or cells) 
under a technique of frequency reuse. The factor which limits the 
, (9-11,19 112-122) frequency reuse 15 Co-channel Interference ' . Therefore, 
the co-channel interference depends on the separating distance between 
the cells using the same frequency range. Moreover, the co-channel 
interference exists even for reasonable separating distance(112) in a 
mobile radio environment. 
The channels that occupy the frequency range adjacent to the wanted 
channel spectrum may interfere with wanted signal resulting in Adjacent-
channel Interference(9-11,19,43,l13-117,123-129). Also, there is a 
necessity to increase the cell capacity, but at the same time the 
adjacent-channel interference has to be kept within desirable limits 
which requires to separate adjacent channels by a reasonable frequency 
d 'ff h f h 1 ,(125~127,129,130) ~ erence under t e concept 0 c anne spac~ng . 
Therefore, the adjacent-channel interference depends on the channel 
spacing in the frequency domain and on the filtering techniques where 
the deep cutoff results in less interference. Also, adjacent-channel 
interference can occur even with reasonably large frequency spacing 
(fi = 30 kHz) in a mobile radio system. 
The effect of both cochannel and adjacent channel interferences can 
be reduced, and consequently higher capacity may be achieved, by 
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, "/ d' (19,113-120,125-136) 
applY1ng space d1vers1ty and or co 1ng . The coding 
is beyond the scope of this study, whereas space diversity will be 
considered further in Chapter 7. 
However, with cochannel interference it is possible to assume that the 
interfering signal is given b~lO,11,113,116) 
i (t) 
• c 
= j (w t + ~ (t) + e ) p.(t)e c c c 
c 
3.85 
where $ (t) is the phase due to modulation, e is the phase difference 
c c 
between the required signal and the interfering signal, pet) is the 
c 
envelope of the interfering signal which is complex-valued, w = 2nf 
c c 
f is the carrier frequency. 
c 
Since the interfering signal i (t) is 
c 
unknown, has random process with zero mean, and occupies the whole 
spectrum as the spectrum occupied by the wanted signal, therefore it 
b t t d ,(9-11,19,43,112-130) can e rea e as no~se • 
Similarly, in adjacent channel inteference, the interfering signal is 
assumed to be 
i (t) 
a 
a (t) j ((w + w,) t + $ (t) + e ) e C..L a a 
(t) j(wt+$(t)+e) = P
a 
e c a a 3.86 
where p (t) = a(t)e jwit, aCt) is the envelope of the interfering signal, 
a 
wi = 2nf i , fi is the channel spacing (in Hz), $a(t) is the phase due to 
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modulation, e is the phse diference between the wanted signal and the 
a 
interfering signal, w = 2nf , and f is the carrier frequency. Hence, 
c c c 
Equation 3.86 is identical to Equation 3.85 and both the co-channel 
and the adjacent channel interferences, have the same properties. 
Consequently they can be treated as Gaussian noise with zero mean and 
flat power spectral density over the whole frequency band of interest 
(9-11,112-125), for the above reason. Therefore, the cochannel and 
adjacent-channel interferences will be consideredas.noise in the 
computer simulation tests imp~itly. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Table 3.1 
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aJ( b Hl 
0.9590 0.7502 
-0.5740 -0.6302 
0.3620 0.2844 
-0.1054 -0.0654 
0.0131 6.24xlO -3 
The coefficients of the 5th order 
Bessel lowpass digital filter 
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frequency real part imaginary part 
Hz 
0.0 1 .0000000000000 o . 0000000000000 
375.0 0.9927086740290 O. 1 205366608243 
750.0 0.9709416171517 0.2393156654005 
1125.0 0.9350162Q20757 0.3546046666503 
1500.0 0.8654560245878 0.4647231740738 
1675.0 0.6229836642657 0.5680647490696 
2250.0 0.7485107458907 0.6631226608149 
2625.0 0.6631226552377 0.7465107506316 
3000.0 0.5660647429576 0.6229636664963 
3375.0 0.4647231674763 0.6654560280504 
3750.0 0.3546046816835 0.9350162447176 
4125.0 0.2393156581661 0.9709416169349 
4500.0 0.1205366734277 0.9927066749271 
4675.0 , 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 . , 
5250.0 0.0000000000000 o .0000000000000 
5625.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
6000.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
6375.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
6750.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
7125.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
7500.0 0.1205366734277 0.9927086749271 
7675.0 0.2393156561661 0.9709416169349 
8250.0 0.3546048816835 0.9.350162447178 
8625.0 0.46472316714763 0.8854560280504 
9000.0 0.5680647429576 0.8229838684983 
9375.0 0.6631226552377 0.7'185107506316 
9750.0 0.7465107456907 0.6631226606149 
10125.0 0.6229638642657 0.5660647490896 
10500.0 0.8854560245878 0.4647231740736 
10875.0 0.9350162420757 0.35116048886503 
11625.0 0.9709418171517 0.2393156654005 
12000.0 0.9927088740290 0.120536680821j3 
Table 3.2 Frequency response samples of a rectangular 
shaped channel 
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frequency real part imaginary part 
Hz 
0.0 1 .0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
750.0 0.9782857160406 0.1 187853923686 
1500.0 0.9153340493365 0.2256095815539 
2250.0 0.8174429734258 0.3100152291752 
3000.0 0.6942261867978 0.3643580122502 
3750.0 0.5574089800405 0.3847516411146 
4500.0 0.4193668706126 0.3715266302120 
5250.0 0.2915960232456 0.3291438719143 
6000.0 0.1833131020387 0.2655748798575 
6750.0 0.1003651575490 , 0.1912298331082 
7500.0 0.0445896568470 0.1 175732643623 
8250.0 0.0137060826037 0.0556077645554 ' 
9000.0 0.0017512881333 0.0144231562312 
9750.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
10500.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
11250.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
12000.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
12750.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
13500.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
14250.0 0.0000000000000 0.0000000000000 
15000.0 0.0017512881333 0.0144231562.312 
15750.0 0.0137060826037 0.0556077645554 
16500.0 0.0445896568470 0.1 175723643623 
17250.0 0.1003651575490 0.1912298331082 
18000.0 0.1833131020387 0.2655748798575 
18750.0 0.2915960232456 0.3291438719143 
19500.0 0.4193668706126 0.3715266302120 
20250.0 0.5574089800405 0.38"7516411146 
21000.0 0.6942261867978 0.3643580122502 
21750.0 0.8174429734258 0.3100152291752 
22500.0 0.9153340493365 0.2256095815539 
24900.0 0.9782857160406 0.1187853923686 
Table 3.3 Frequency response samples of a raised-cosine 
channel 
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Rectangular results 
Polynomial order 3 
Coefficients of polynomial 
Real part 
0.516624E+00 
0.221125E+00 
-0.963370E-02 
-0.356200E-03 
Imaginary part 
0.485374E+00 
-0.493380E-02 
-0.104515E+00 
0.595200E-02 
Roots of polynomial 
Real part 
0.578382E-01 
0.200452E+OO 
-0.480870E+00 
Imaginary part 
0.737297E-03 
0.226371E+00 
-0.844231E-02 
Modulus 
0.578429E-01 
o .. 302365E+00 
0.480944E+00 
The polynomia 1 after modification 
Real part 
0.100000E+01 
0.222579E+00 
-0.110860E+00 
0.538306E-02 
Imaginary part 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.218666E+00 
-0.981492E-01 
0.646351E-02 
~able 3.4 Root test result for a rectangular shaped 
channel impulse response 
.-
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Raised-Cosine results 
Polynomial order 3 
Coefficients of polynomial 
Real part 
O.344837E+OO 
O.208211E+OO 
O.365648E-Ol 
O.140800E-03 
Imaginary part 
O.171787E+OO 
O.598284E-Ol 
-O.250927E-Ol 
-O.369750E-02 
Roots of polynomial 
Real part 
O.240616E-Ol 
-O.125027E+OO 
-O.452025E+OO 
Imaginary part 
O.143450E+OO 
O.67J627E-Ol 
-O.108827E+OO 
Modulus 
O.145454E+OO 
O.142019E+OO 
O.464941E+OO 
The polynomial after modification 
Real part 
O.100000E+Ol 
O.552991E+OO 
O.559095E-Ol 
-O.395242E-02 
Imaginary part 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.101986E+00 
-0.100619E+00 
-0.875349E-02 
Table 3.5 Root test result for a raised-cosine shaped 
channel impulse response 
[a. lilt-iT) 
i I 
~bi lilt-iT) 
I 
Fa1 
hi It) jw[t 
e 
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4. DATA DETECTION 
4.1 Introduction 
Spectrum utilisation is very important in cellular mobile radio, therefore 
it is necessary to transmit signal elements at a rate not significantly 
below the Nyquist rate for the given channel in order to achieve the best 
available tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise. Under this, condition 
there is always intersymbol interference (1,3,5,109) in the demodulated and 
sampled data signal at the receiver. In fact, the intersymbol interference 
can be reduced by using wider bandwidth, but this leads to a wasteful 
spectrum, besides, more noise will pass through to the detector. However, 
cancellation of the intersyrnbol interference can be achieved by a technique 
l ' , (109,147-150) called channel equa ~sat~on Since the transfer function 
of a linear equaliser is equal to the inverse of the channel transfer 
f t ' (1,109,147) une 10n , only nonlinear equaliser is presented here. Because 
the channel transfer function may have a zero value, when the channel is 
subjected to a deep fade, which is most likely in mobile radio communications, 
and subsequently the transfer function of the linear equaliser would tend 
to infinity, However, the nonlinear equaliser can be protected against 
divergence in such circumstances in the way described here. The nonlinear 
channel equaliser is conventionally implemented as a linear feedforward 
transversal filter fed f~om the output of a nonlinear threshold level 
detector (109,147) , that is why it is called th'e nonlinear equalizer. 
However, a better tolerance to additive noise can be achieved through 
the application of a maximum likelihood detector instead of the non linear 
, (109,137-147 152) equal~ser and the threshold level detector '. Unfortunately, 
the maximum likelihood detector is very complicated and requires an 
extremely large number of operations and excessively large storage, even 
, ' (137-142 152 165) 
with less severe Lntersymbol Lnterference ". Alternatively, 
a simpler but somewhat less effective detector, known as near-maximum 
, , (151~165) l~kel~hood detector , can be used. 
Nevertheless, in most of the recent years research, where a near maximum 
1 d (151-155, 159-165) likelihood detector is very widely emp oye , a channel, 
which is time-invariant or otherwise very slowly varying with time, is 
assumed and computer simulation tests have shown that advantages of 3 dB 
or more can be achi~ved over the application of conventional nonlinear 
l ' (148-155, 157-164) equa Lsers . Furthermore, under the conditions of a 
time-invariant channel, the near maximum likelihood detector is much less 
seriously affected (than the conventional nonlinear equaliser), by the 
use of a suboptimum carrier synchronisation technique and imperfections ~n 
, (158) 
channel estimation, even when a poor channel ~s used . Moreover, the 
increase in equipment complexity of a modem (modulator-demodulator) using 
a near-maximum likelihood detector over the corresponding modem using a 
nonlinear equaliser is not very significant and surprisingly small (158) . 
Finally, the performance of synchronisation equipments (carrier phase 
control and channel estimator) are not too much affected by the delay 
required by the detection process of the near maximum likelihood detector, 
when the channel is very slowly varying with time. 
The situation in mobile radio is, however, quite different, since the 
channel is rapidly varying with the time and hence the synchronisation 
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equipment will be much affected by the delay required by a near maximum 
likelihood detector. Therefore, it is necessary to use less dispersive 
channel and consequently less delay is required by the near maximum likeli-
hood detector, or otherwise to use other means by which the delay can be 
d d " f"l (137,147,161) re uced such as an a apt~ve 1 ter . Only the former method 
is investigated, here. 
The aim of this chapter is to study the performance of different multi-
level signals in a mobile radio environment. Four signals" are studied 
here; 16-1evel QAM, 8-1evel PSK, 4-1evel QAM and QPSK (see Chapter 2), 
by employing both nonlinear equalisers and near maximum likelihood detectors. 
The investigations of "the detection processes have been performed under the 
assumption of coherent demodulation and correct channel estimation, and 
the model used here is based on the model described in Chapter 3, which 
is shown in Figure 4.1. The effect of Rayleigh fading is investigated 
on the individual systems under different fading rates in the presence 
of white Gaussian noise. The tests themselves were performed by extensive 
use of computer simulation methods (Appendix K) . 
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4.2 Basic Assumptions 
The model of the mobile channel (based on the model descrined in Chapter 3, 
Figure 3.1) is shown in Figure 4.1. The information to be transmitted 
is a sequence of binary digits {Ui } , where 
= ° or 1 4.1 
The bit rate and the corresponding multilevel signals for the signals 
designated as 51' 52' 53 and 54 are shown in Table 4.1. {u i } are statistic-
ally independent and equally likely to have either binary values given in 
Equation 4.1. Also{Ui } are mapped by a suitable mapping technique as shown in 
Figure 4.~, to generate a sequence of data symbols {Si} that are given by 
= 4.2 
where j = r-T . The values of a, and b, are given in Table 4.2 for each 
~ ~ 
individual system. These values are obtained by assuming the same error 
rate performance (5), for the multilevel signals. 
It is assumed that s, = ° for i ~ 0, so that s, is the ith transmitted data 
~ ~ 
symbol. Also, for i > 0, the {s,} are statistically independent and 
~ 
equally likely to have any of their possible values given by Equation 4.2. 
The basic structure of the modulator:,and demodulator has been described 
briefly in Chapter 2. The signals transmitted over the inphase channel 
of the system are represented by real-valued quantities, and the signals 
transmitted over the quadrature channel by imaginary-valued quantities, 
to give a resultant complex-valued baseband signal at both the input and 
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output of the transmission path, as shown in Figure 4.1. The lowpass 
filter and linear modulator at the transmitter, the transmission path 
(which is represented here by a multipath Rayleigh fading simulator (MRFS) , 
as discussed in Chapter 3 for mobile radio communications), and the linear 
demodulator with lowpass filter at the receiver together form a linear 
baseband channel (Figure 4.1). The complex-valued impulse response of 
the channel, y(t), has a finite duration for practical pruposes. Also, 
y(t) is time variant with a Rayleigh distribution function such that 
y(t - mT) ~ y(t - nT) 4.3 
where both y(t mT) and y(t - nT) are time shifted versions of y(t) for 
any integers m ~ n. The relationship between the resultant linear base-
band channel and the passband channel is considered in Chapter 3. 
It is assumed that the interfering noise, including co-channel interference 
and adjacent channel interference introduced during the transmission is 
statationary white Gaussian noise, which is added to the data signal at 
the output of the transmission path, to give a complex-valued baseband 
noise waveform wit) at the output of the receiver filter (Chapter 3) . 
The resulting waveform at the output of this filter is, therefore, the 
complex-valued baseband signal 
r(t) ~ I Si y(t - iT) + wet) 
i 
4.4 
The received waveform, r(t), has a bandwidth extending from -B to +B, 
where B ~ 4800 Hz, and is sampled once per data symbol at time instants 
t ~ iT, to give the received samples 
r. 
~ 
L-l 
I 
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s. ,Y. , + w, 4.5 
.2.=0 ~-N ~/x. ..... 
where r. = r(iT) , y. , = y,(iT) and w. = w(iT). The sampling rate is, ~ ~ ~,~ ~ ~ ~ 
of course, close to the Nyquist rate, which is 9600 samples/second. The 
real and imaginary parts of the noise components {w.} in thezeceived sample 
~ 
{ri } are statistically independent Gaussian random variables with zero 
mean and have the same variance. 
The sampled impulse response of the linear baseband channel (Figure 4.1) 
is given by the L-component row vector (Equation 3.79) 
= [y. 0 ' y. 1 .... , y. L-l1 1.,~, 1., 4.6 
where {y.} 
~, 
for .2. = 0 to L-l, are complex-valued time variant quantities 
exhibi ting a Rayleigh distribution function, that is given by (Equation 3. SO) 
Y. 
~ 
4.7 
H (see Equation 3.77) is the sampled impulse response of the unfaded 
o .....----.. 
channel, that is given by the L-component row vector 
H 
o 
= [h , hI' •... ,h 1 J o L- 4.S 
which are complex-valued and formed from the linear modulator, transmitter 
filter, linear demodulator and receiver filter, by assuming a perfect 
transmission path (Chapter 3). 
given by (Equation 3.Sl) 
Q. is an (LxL) diagonal matrix that is 
~ 
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qi 0 0 
0 qi-l 0 
Qi = 4.9 
0 
0 0 qi-L+l 
The real and imaginary parts of {q.} are statistically independent zero 
~ 
mean Gaussian random variables with equal variance, and are obtained by 
linear interpolation from the original waveform because of the difference 
between the sampling frequency used for the original waveform and data 
symbol rate (Chapter 3). 
y. " ~," 
Hence, 
for 1. = 0 to L-l 4.10 
H has been derived from an ideal lowpass filter transfer function by 
o 
using a Fourier approximation and is arranged.in such a way so that h = 1. 
o 
The z-transform of the sampled impulse response of the linear non-faded 
baseband channel is given by 
H (z) 
o 
-L+l 
+ ... + hL_lz 4.11 
All the roots (zeros) of H (z) are chosen, here, to be inside the unit 
o 
circle of the z-plane, therefore, no adaptive filter is required to minimize 
. . (109 161) phase d1stort1on ' . 
channel is given by 
Y i (z) y. 0 ~, 
Consequently, the z-transform of the fading 
-1 
+ y. 1 z 
~, 
+ .•. + 
-L+l 
y. 1 z ~,L-
4.12 
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which might have roots outside the unit circle of the z-plane due to the 
-------
effect of fading at some time during the transmission. However, no 
attempt has been made here to replace the roots that lie outside the unit 
circle by the complex conjugate of their reciptorcals, as that has been 
(109 161) , done elsewhere I I 1n order to minimize the phase distortion. 
Coherent demodulation and correct estimation of Y. are assumed here. 
1 
The delay in the transmission over the baseband channel other than that 
involved in the time dispersion of the received signal is, for convenience, 
neglected so y, " = 0 for 
1,~ 
R.< 0 and R. > L-l. 
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4.3 Non-linear Equalizer (NLEQ) 
The detector which uses a non-linear equalizer is called a decision- , 
feedback-detector or decision-directed-cancellation of intersymbol inter-
ference. The name "non-linear" comes from the insertion of a non-linear 
. (109, 147) detector in the feedback path of the equa11zer ,as shown in 
Figure 4.3. However, the received sample that is given by Equation 4.5 
can be rewritten as 
r. 
1 
= s. y. 0 + 1 1, 
L-l 
I 4.13 
t=l 
L-l 
, 
where s. y. is the wanted signal, 
~ 1.,Q L 
t=l 
S. nY' n is intersymbol-interference, 
1-7.. l.,)f., 
and w, is the noise component. 
1 
It is assumed that the receiver has 
complete prior knowledge of sampled impulse response of the channel 
(Equation 4.6), but it does not know anything about either the sequence 
{s.l actually transmitted, nor the value of w .. 
1 1 
It does, however, know 
all possible values of Si. 
Figure 4.3 shows the conventional way of implementing the non-linear 
1 . (109,147) equa l.zer . The signal at the output of the filter is subtracted 
from the corresponding received sample at the output of the multplier to 
give an input signal to the detector. The intersymbol-interference is 
removed from the detector input signal by quantized feedback correction. 
However, in a mobile radio environment, the channel is time varying with 
a Rayleigh distribution function. So, y. 0 might have zero value when 
1, 
the received signal is subjected to a deep fade. Accordingly, each 
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component of the sampled impulse response of the channel might have a 
zero value at the same time; this is why a linear equalizer is not 
recommended for use, since the transfer function is equal to the inverse 
. (109,147) 
of the channel transfer funct10n • 
However,' the non-linear equalizer can be realized as shown in Figure 4.4, 
in which a comparator with -40 dB threshold is introduced in the system as 
a guard controller. When the absolute value of y. decrease beyond 1,0 
-40 dB, the comparator injects in a signal with -40 dB. The short term 
fading may last for up to five data symbcl periods through which the result 
of wrong decision is most likely and consequently, the probability of error 
will be high. Nevertheless, the taps gain of linear-feedforward filters 
have the same values as y. n' for Z=1,2, ... , L-l, as shown in Figure 4.5. 1,,, 
The signals shown are those at time instants t = iT, and s~ can have all 
1 
the possible values of s .. 
1 
The detector input signal is given by 
where y~ 0 = y. or, otherwise., y~ 0 = (-40 dB) ~, 1,0 1, 
and s~ .y .• 1-,.,. 1,x. 
4.14 
4.15 
is the output signal from transversal filter. s~ is the detected value 
1 
of S.' 
1 
It is assumed that the {s~ .} for 9-=1,2, ... , L-i, have been 1-" 
correctly detected so that si_9- = si_9- for each value of 9-. Then zi is 
equal to the intersymbol interference in ri' and hence 
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s~ + W./y~ 
1 1. 1,0 4.16 
where s~ is the wanted signal and w./y~ 0 is the noise component. 
1. 1. .1., 
Therefore, the nonlinear equalizer removes the intersymbol interference 
without changing the signal-to-noise ratio (109,147) . Now the detector 
compares d, with the appropriate level or levels depending upon which type 
l. 
of signal is being transmitted. If s~ is correctly detected, then the 
l. 
receiver knows z, 1 which will be used to cancel the intersymbol inter-l.+ 
ference from the r, 1 at time instant t = (i+l)T to give l.+ 
4.17 
It is clear that so long as the received signal-elements are correctly 
detected, their intersymbol interference in the following elements is 
eliminated and consequently the channel is correctly equalized. 
To start the process of non-linear equalisation, a known sequence of 
more than L {si} is transmitted and the intersymbol interference introduced 
by the received signal-elements is cancelled automatically, without the 
detection of the corresponding {s:} . 
l. 
The channel is now correctly 
equalized, and the receiver is ready to detect the following signal elements 
by cancelling the intersymbol interference and using a threshold level 
detector. An alternative method of implementing the non-linear equalizer 
will be referred to in Section 4.5, which deals with near-maximum likelihood 
detectors. 
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4.4 Vi terbi· ·Algorithm Detector (VAD) 
Let R ,S and W be the g-components row vectors whose ith components g g g 
are r;, s, and w. respectively, for i=l, 2'1 ...... , g. 
~ ~ ~ 
Also, let X ,Z and g g 
Ug be the g-components row vectors whose ith components are xi' zi and ui 
respectively, for i=l, 2, ... , g, where x, can have anyone of the K 
~ 
possible value of si and zi is given by 
L-l 
L 
£=0 
x. o·Y' 0 ~-)(" ~, N 
Consequently, u. is the possible value of w. satisfying 
~ ~ 
r. 
~ 
Z, + ll, 
~ ~ 
4.18 
4.19 
S is equally likely to have any of· its Kg g possible values and X is the g 
maximum likelihood sequence that minimizes lu 12 ,whiCh is given by g 
4.20 
where I u. I is the absolute value of u ... 
~ ~ 
The receiver, which uses a VAD, holds in its memory KL maximum-likelihood 
. vectors {X.} corresponding to the KL different possible combinations of 
~ 
x 0 l' x 2' ... , x , bearing in mind that g»L. g-" + g-H g The receiver also 
stores with each stored vector X the corresponding value of lu 12 that g g 
satisfies Equation 4.20. The true maximum-likelihood vector X is the one g 
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of the stored vectors {x } for which lu 12 is .. (136.137.156) m~n~mum . 
9 9 
On the receipt of the sample r l' each of the stored vectors {x } forms g+ 9 
a common part of K vectors {x l}' g+ which have been obtained by expansion 
of each of the stored vectors {x }. 
9 
Furthermore. each of the {X l} that g+ 
are originated from the corresponding {Xg } • have different possible values 
of x l' g+ Then each value of lu 112 is calculated as g+ 
= +I(r >,z )1 2 g+1 g+l 
using the appropriate stored value of lu 12. 
9 
4.21 
L The VAD now selects the K vectors {x l} that are associated with the g+ 
smallest value of lu 112. g+ L from all K possible combinations of vectors 
x 3' .•.• x l' and stores them together with the value of g-L+ g+ 
One of the vectors is the true maximum-likelihood vector X g+1 
The process continues in this way. 
Of course. no decision can take place on the value of s .• when all {s.} 
1. 1. 
are detected simultaneously from R • until the whole message has been 
9 
received. Practically. as much delay as possible is introduced before an 
effective decision is made on the value of any of s. and s 1 is now 
1. g-n+ 
detected as the value of x 1 in the true maximum-likelihood sequence g-n+ 
X , that is associated with the minimum lu 12, where n is a large enough 
9 9 
3 (152) integer such as n» L . When the receiver detects the signal element 
s l' it does not reconsider the values of x , x l' ... , and so on. g1+ g~ g1-
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Hence in this case, the receiver stores the corresponding KL n-component 
t {Q} ' d ft' L {x } (152,156) h vec ors ~nstea 0 s or~ng Kg-component vectors , were g. g 
4.22 
so that Q is formed from the last n components of the corresponding X . g g 
L Clearly, the receiver keeps in its memory K n-component vectors{ Q~ and 
KL values{lu 1 2 }and performs KL+l squaring operations in order to detect g 
each of the received signal elements. The terms {x ,y ,l that are 
g-~ g,~ 
involved in the evaluation of {lul 2 l and, consequently:; the selection of g 
the {Q } , have already been determined and kept in the store. The g 
sampled impulse response of the channel must, of course, be updated 
regularly, which further increases complexity. Also, when L»l, both 
the amount of storage required and the number of operations per received 
signal-element become excessively large. Alternatively, various techniques 
known as near-maximum-likelihood techniques(151,165) have recently been 
developed for considerably reducing the number of operations, as well 
as the amount of storage involved in the detection process. Two of these 
methods of near-maximum-likelihood detection will be discussed here and 
applied to the four multilevel signals introduced earlier. 
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4.5 Near Maximum Likelihood Detectors 
This section deals with detection processes using near maximum likelihood 
detectors, that are designated as Dl, D2 and D3. These detectors are 
arranged such that:-
i) Detector Dl is employed with signals Sl and S4, and the corresponding 
systems are abbreviated as SlDl and S4Dl, respectively. 
ii) Detector D2 is employed with signal S4 and the corresponding system 
is abbreviated as S4D2. 
iii) Detector D3 is employed with signals S2 and S3 and the corresponding 
systems are abbreviated as S2D3 and S3D3, respectively. 
The detector D3 resembled detector Dl in its operations, but it deals with 
the phase factor of the maximum likelihood vector as well as with the 
vectors themselves. 
4.5.1 Detector Dl 
Just prior to the receipt of the sample r , the detector holds in its 
g 
store m different n-component vectors {Q l} , where g-
= [x x g-n-l g-n .•• x 1 J g-
and Xi can take on any of K possible values of Si' where K 
4.23 
4 for "ignal 
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51 and K = 16 for signal 54. Moreover, it is assumed here that n >; L. 
Each vector, Q l' is formed by the last n-component of the corresponding g-
(g-l)-component vector 
x 1 J g- 4.24 
which represents a possible received sequence of the data-symbols {s.} . 
~ 
Associated with each vector X l' is the corresponding lu J2 , which is g- g 
called hereinafter the lIeast" associated with X l' such that g-
g-l 
I 
i=l 
where 
lli = r. - z. ~ ~ 
L-l 
z. = I x. 9-Y' 9-~ ~- ~, 
9-=0 
• 
4.25 
4.26 
4.27 
x = 0 for i ~ 0 and lu. I is the absolute value (modulus) of u;. Iu 12 i ~ ~ g-l 
is also taken to be the cost of the corresponding vector Q 1. Under the g-
assumed conditions and for the given received sequence of {ri } it can 
be shown that the sequence X l' that associated with the smallest cost g-
(thewalue of Iu 1 12), is the more likely to be correct, over all the g-
(151-155, l57-165l 
combinations of the possible value of {x.} 
~ 
Hl 
On the receipt of r , each of the m stored vectors {Q l} is expanded into g g-
K (n+~component vector {Pg} , where 
[x x 
g-n-1 g-n x g 4.28 
4Y 
The first n-component of the mK vectors {p } , that are derived from the g 
corresponding m vectors {Q 1}' are as in the original Q 1 and the last g- g-
cnMp0nen"t x takes on the K different values, as given in Table 4.2 and g 
shown in Figure 4.2a and 4.2b forsi.gnals Sl and S4 respectively. 
of epoch vector P g 
(156) is calculated as 
The cost 
4.29 
From the n~ vectors {p }, originating from m vectors {Q l} with the g g-
smallest costs, the detector selects the vector P with smallest cost lu 12 g y 
and takes the value of the first component x of this vector as the g-n-l 
detected value, s· l' of the data symbol s 1. g-n- g-n- Also, from the remaining 
(mK-l) vectors {Pg}' the detector next selects (m-l) vectors,{ P~ , with 
the next successive smallest cost {Iu 12} to give a total of m selected g 
vectors {p }. g Of course, no vector is selected more than once in order 
to ensure that no two or more of them can subsequently become the same. 
All the non-selected vectors {p } are now discarded, and the first g 
component, x l' of each of the remaining m vectors {p } (including g-n- g 
that with the most smallest cost) is omitted, to give the corresponding 
m n-component vectors {Q }. g 
ll2 
The detector has a total of m n-component vectors, which are stored 
together with their costs{lu 12} g and is ready, on the receipt of the 
received sample r l' to repeat the procedure just described. g+ 
To start off transmission, a known sequence of length more than n must 
be sent from which the detector generates m n-component vectors, {Q }. 
o 
Accordingly, m different n-component vectors, {Q }, have been assumed to 
o 
start up the procdure, one of them is the most likely to be correct with 
zero cost ( 1 U 12 =' 0) and the remaining (m-l) vectors, {Q } , with very 
o 0 
high cost values. 
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4.5.2 Detector 02 
This detector is a development of detector 01, with double expansion 
technique applied in signal 54, to give an arrangement involving less 
. (155 160) 
storage and a smaller number of operations per rece~ved sample ' . 
On the receipt of r , each of the m different n-component vectors {Q I} g g-
is expanded into 4m (~+l)-component vectors {p }. g The fist n-components 
of the four {Pg}' that are. derived from anyone of Qg-l' are as in the 
original {Q I} and the last component x g- g 
values ±2±j2(155,160) , where j = I=l . 
now evaluated as 
c = g Ir - z 12 g g 
takes on the four different 
The cost of each vector P is g 
where z is obtained according to Equation 4.27. g From the 4m vectors 
4.30 
{p } , originating from the m vectors{Q l}with the smallest costs, the g g-
detector selects m vectors {p } with the smallest costs, c and different g g 
values of the last component, x g The detector next expands each of the 
selected m vectors {p } into four {p }, whose first n components are g g 
again as in the original vector Q l' and to the given value of the last g-
component x (which is now one of the four values ±2±j2) the detector g 
adds the four different values ±l±j. The cost of each of the expanded 
vectors is evaluated as 
= + Ir - z 12 g g 4.31 
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x can now have any of the 16 different possible values of s. The g g 
detector next selects one of the 4m vectors {p } with the smallest cost g 
lu 12 and takes the value of the first component, x l' of this vector g g-n-
as the detected value, s' l' of the data symbol s 1. g-n- g-n- Also, from 
the remaining (4m-l) vectors {p } , the detector selects (m-l) vectors g 
{p } with the next successive smallest costs {Iu 12} to give a total of g g 
m selected vectors, {p }. g Of course, no vector is selected more than 
once to prevent merging (becoming the same). All the non-selected vectors 
are now discarded, and the first component x I of each of the remaining g-n-
(selected) m vectors {p } (including that with the most smallest cost) g 
is omitted, to give the corresponding m different n-component vectors {Q }. g 
The detector stores these vectors together with their costs {Iu 12} and 
g 
is ready to detect the following samples. The initialisation procedure 
is identical to that discussed for detector Dl. 
l1S 
4.S.3 Detector D3 
This detector, which is employed with the P5K signals 52 and 53, is 
identical to detector Dl and similar assumptions may be used. Since in 
signals 52 and 53, the information is carried by the phase angle of 
received signal, the data symbol and phase factor (which is defined in 
Chapter 2) will be treated here as a one to one correspondence. The 
arrangement of the detector is as follows:-
Just prior to the receipt of the sample r , the detector stores in its g 
memory (store) m different n-component vectors {Q l}' each one of them is g-
defined according to Equation 4.23 and is corresponding to a phase 
factor sequence. 
<I> 
g-l <P ... g-n 
where <P. can take on any of K possible values of k. that are given by 
1 1 
k. 
1 
0,1, ... , K-l 
(see also Chapter 2). 
by(S) 
The value of x. , for each vector, is given 
1 
X. 
1 = 
27T<P. 
1 A(COS(-K- + A ) o + 
27T<P . 
. . ( 1 J S1n -K-' + 
Hence x. can take anyone of the possible values of s. such as 1 1 
27Tk. 1 A ) s. = A(cos(-K- + + 1 0 
when K = 4, A = 12 = 1.414 and A = o 
j 
2" k. 
. ( 1 S1n -K-- + A 0» 
7T 
K for signal 52, and when K 
4.32 
4.33 
4.34 
4.3·S 
8, 
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A = 2.613 A = 0 for signal S3 (see also Table 4.2). 
o 
As in detector 
Dl, each vector is formed by the last n components of the corresponding 
(g-l)-component vector X (that is also defined by Equation 4.24), which g-l 
is corresponding to a phase factor sequence 
= 
. .. 4> 1] g-
On the receipt of r , each of the m stored vectors {Q I} , whose g g-
4.36 
corresponding phase factors are ~ l' is expanded into K (n+l)-component g-
vectors {p }, where each one of them corresponds to a phase factor sequence g 
'I' g (4) 1 4>' ... 4> ] g-n- g-n g 
The first n-components of the mK vectors, that are derived from the 
corresponding m vectors {Q I}' are as in the original and the last g-
component is xg ' whose phase factor, $gl takes on K different values. 
4.37 
The cost of each vector P is evaluated according to Equation 4.29, bearing g 
in mind now all x are calculated according to Equation 4.34, at i = g. g 
Also, z. is calculated according to Equation 4.27. 
:L 
From the mK vectors, {p } , originating from m vectors., {Q I}' with the 
g ~ 
smallest costs, the detector selects the vector P with the smallest cost, g 
lu I~ and takes the value of the first component, x l' whose phase g g-n-
factor is 4> , as the detected data symbol from which the received g-n-l 
information is regenerated. Also, from the remaining (mK-l) vectors, {p }, g 
the detector next selects (m-I) vectors, {P }, with the next smallest g , 
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costs, {Iu 12}, to give a total of m selected vectors, {p }. g g No vector 
is selected more than once, and all of the non-selected vectors are 
discarded. The first component x 1 with the corresponding phase g-n-
factor of each of the remaining m vectors,{P }, (including that with the g 
smallest cost) are omitted to give the corresponding m n-component vectors 
{Q}. The detector now stores these vectors together with their costs, 
g 
{Iu 12}, and is ready to detect the next received sample. The start g 
of transmission procedure is identical to that of detector 01. 
All of the above near maximum likelihood detectors (01, 02 and 03) become 
nonlinear equalisers when m = 1 and n = 0, where rn is the number of 
stored vectors n is the required delay. 
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4.6 Computer Simulation Tests and Results 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out on the different arrange-
ments described here, to compare between different systems in a mobile radio 
environment in the presence of a white Gaussian noise. Any adjacent channel 
interference and co-channel interference are assumed to be included in the 
white Gaussian noise function (for more detail see Chapter 3). The two 
channels used here are derived from an ideal filter transfer function with 
rectangular and raised-cosine shapes by Fourier approximation methods. 
(Chapter 3). The two channels are subjected to Rayleigh fading, as discussed 
earlier. 
Before generating the data sequence, two Gaussian random variables, 
(qi,N and Q'2,N) with zero mean and the same variance, are generated and 
lowpass filtered by a 5th order Bessel digital filter in order to use them 
in the Rayleigh fading simulator (Figure 3.7, Chapter 3), which is the 
representation of the transmission path. The variance of these two 
variables are chosen such that the average signal power at the output of 
the transmission path is equal to its average input power when a very long 
sequence (say about 50000 symbols) is used for such tests. Also, these 
two variables are sampled at a rate of 250 samples/s while the input signal 
frequency (Doppler frequency) fD is selected to be 100, 75, 50 and 25 Hz. 
The received signal, Figure 4.1, is sampled once per data symbol that is 
9600 symbol/s. Since the difference between the two sampling frequencies 
(250 and 9600) is large, the values of {qi = ql,i + j q2,iJ are obtained 
from the original two variables qi,N and q2,N' just described (see also 
Chapter 3), by linear 
and imaginary part of 
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interpolation, where ql " 
,1 
qi' j = 1=1, and qi,N and 
and q2 " are the real 
,1 
q;,N are the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex-valued sequence q~ obtained from the output 
of the lowpass filters, used in the Rayleigh fading simulator. A group 
of data symbols sequences are incorporated in-between two adjacent 
variables, q~ and q~+l' in the form of a block, as shown in Figure 4.6. 
Each block contains a sequence of [sI' s2' ..... , sIl which must be 
initialised by a sequence [s l' s 2' ... , s9l where I = 38 (=9600/250) 
-n+ -n+ 
and n is the maximum delay required by the corresponding detector, and 
L ~ n < 38. L is the number of components of the sampled impulse response 
of the channel, in Equation 4.6. However, at the end of each block 
q~+l is shifted down to replace q~ and" the new sample q'N+2 is created to 
replace q~+l. At the same time the sequence [51' 52' ... , SI] is shifted 
down such that the last n-components are used to replace [s l' s 2' ... , 
-n+ -n+ 
s 1 which will be used to initialize the new sequence. 
o 
procedure takes place as s = S I for ~ = 0, 1, 
-t I-t 
... , 
The shifting 
n-l. Furthermore, 
a new symbol sequence is generated, by mapping the bit-information to be 
transmitted using a suitable mapping technique Section 4.2), to replace 
the old sequence [sI' s2' ... , "sIl, and the test completed in this way 
for each value of signal to noise ratio (SNR). 
In order to calculate the signal to noise ratio, the average signal and 
noise powers are calculated as follows,-
Average signal power, 
p 
s 
1 
K 4.38 
Q 
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and average noise power (from Equation 4.5) 
P 
n 
= 
1 
K 
K 
L 
i=l 
4.39 
where K = 50000 and Ixl is the modulus of x. Therefore, the signal to 
noise ratio is given by 
SNR 10 logl (P /P ) 
o s n 
while the bit error rate is given by 
BER = 
dB 4.40 
4.41 
where Be is the number of error bits in the received signal and Bt is 
the total number of transmitted bits. The received bit-information is 
obtained by mapping back the detected symbols by the same mapping technique 
used at the transmitter (Section 4.2, Chapter 2). 
The nonlinear equaliser and near-maximum likelihood detectors are tested 
according to the algorithms described here, for different multilevel signals 
in a mobile radio environment. Also, the number of vectors rn, used in 
the near maximurn.-likelihood detectors, has been chosen as 4, because when 
ID = 1 the near-maximum likelihood becomes a non linear equaliser and for 
rn > 4 the improvement, of near-maximum likelihood over the nonlinear 
equaliser in a less dispersive channel, becomes insignificant. 
The computer simulation programs are listed in Appendix K. 
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The computer simulation test results are shown in Figures 4.7 to 
Figure 4.7 shows the comparison between the four signal:o 
(4-level QAM and QPSK, 8-level PSK and 16-level QAM) where a non linear 
equaliser and near maximum likelihood detector used in perfect and 
nonfaded channel conditions (idle channel condition), and with channel-r 
(rectangular shaped channel) . The abbreviations used refer to the 
systems described in Section 4.3 and 4.5, with more details when 
the nonlinear equaliser is used. Differential coding is used in 4-
and 8-level PSK signals. Since the channel used is derived from 
an ideal lowpass filter, the enhancements of near-maximum likelihood 
upon the non linear equaliser are 0.5 dB in 4-level QAM and PSK, 0.8 dB 
in 8-level PSK and 1 dB in 16-level QAM. 
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the performances of the 4-level QAM, with 
SlDl and NLEQ systems, where the channel is subjected to Rayleigh 
fading with different fading rates. In these two figures and in the 
following figures the abbreviations, C ; rand C ; re refer to 
rectangular and raised-cosine shaped channels, respectively. 
fD refers to the Doppler frequency, in Hz. 
Also, 
The same procedure has been followed to test the other systems under 
Rayleigh fading conditions with different fading rates, and the 
results are shown as follows:-
i) For 4-level ·PSK in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 
ii) For 8-level PSK in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 
iii) For 16-level QAM in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. 
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Table 4.3 lists the advantages of using the near maximum likelihood 
detector over the nonlinear equaliser, for the two channels 
(rectangular and raised-cosine). 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 compare between different systems under Rayleigh 
fading conditions when fo = 100 Hz for the two channels, rectangular 
and raised-cosine shaped, respectively. The performances of 5401 
and 5402 in ideal channel conditions are identical, as shown in 
Figure 4.7. Whereas under Rayleigh fading conditions, system 5402 
degrades, in comparison with 5401, by 1 dB when a rectangular shaped 
channel is used (C=r) and by 1.5 dB when raised-cosine shaped channel 
is used (C=rc) ,(comparison made at a bit error rate of 10-4 ) , as 
shown in Figures 4.14 to 4.17. 
5ince the aim of this chapter is to study the performances of different 
systems in a mobile radio environment, differential coding has not been 
used in Figures 4.B to 4.17. But, it is possible to use differ-
ential coding and an identical performance can be obtained. However, 
in order to avoid unnecessary repetition, the tests carried out in 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 have been only repeated with differential coding 
as shown in Figures 4.1B and 4.19. The differential coding has been 
described in detail in Chapter 2. Figure 4.20 compares between systems 
5101, 5203, 5303, 5401 and 5402 with and without differential coding 
under the same fading rate (fo = 100 Hz) when the rectangular shaped 
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channel is used. In Figure 4.20 DIF=O refers to the condition when 
the differential coding is not used whereas DIF=l when the differential 
coding is employed. As is evident from Figure 4.20, the differential 
coding degrades the performances of the systems by 4 dB when compared 
-4 
at a bit error rate of 10 . Also, from Figures 4.16 to 4.19, it is 
possible to conclude that the detector employing a nonlinear equaliser 
degrades by 4 dB with differential coding. 
In the nonlinear equaliser, a threshold level detector is used in the 
system employing QAM signal throughout the above tests, whilst with 
-1 the system employing PSK signal, a tan (.) function is used to detect 
the received signal phase and to compare it with all possible phases of 
the corresponding signal, Figure 4. 2c and d. 
This chapter leads to the following conclusions:-
i) As expected, there is no advantage in using near-maximum likelihood 
over nonlinear equaliser over an ideal (distortionless) channel. 
But as the distortion becomes more prominent, the near-maximum 
likelihood ,detector has better performance over the nonlinear 
equaliser. Since the assumed channels are less dispersive with 
minimum distortion, use of near maximum likelihood detectors are 
not expected to give improved performance over the nonlinear 
equaliser. 
ii) Under the assumed Rayleigh fading conditions, the performances 
of all systems studied here degrades by 20 dB in comparison with 
nonfading conditions. 
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iii) Only the near-maximum likelihood detectors are recommended 
to be used with the systems employing l6-level QAM signal 
while both the near-maximum likelihood and nonlinear equaliser 
detectors can be used with 4-level PSK, QAM and 8-level PSK 
signals. 
·iv) The near-maximum likelihood detector with the double expansion 
technique is deteriorated by the Rayleigh fading in comparison 
to the single expansion technique. 
v) Differential coding is essential in carrier-.recovery techniques 
in order to avoid phase ambiguity. However, the differential 
coding causes a degradation of 4 dB in the corresponding system 
performances. It may be mentioned here that with no 
differential coding there is a likelihood of interchange of 
inphase and quadrature channels creating more complications. 
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signal Bit rate Symbol rate modulation signal bit/s bauds scheme levels 
SI 19200 9600 QAM 4 
S2 19200 9600 PSK <I 
S3 28800 9600 PSK 8 
S4 38400 9600 QAM M 
Table 4.1 The different signals used, and the relationships 
between information rate, symbol rate and signal 
levels. 
signal 
Si 
S2 
S3 
S4 
Table 4.2 
a. b. 
1 1 
± 1 ± 1 
± 1 ± 1 
± 2.613 I 0 
I 
± 1. 84 7 I ± 1.847 
0 I ± 2.613 
±l, ±3 ±l, ±3 
The possible values of a. , 
1 
modulation 
scheme 
QAM 
PSK 
PSK 
QAM 
b. for given signals 
1 
System 
S101 
S203 
S303 
S401 
S4D2 
Table 4.3 
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Rectangular shaped 
channel 
dB 
0.5 
0.5 
0.4 
jindefinite 
Raised-cosine 
shaped channel 
dB 
1.0 
1.0 
0.6 
indefinite 
The enhancements, in dB, of using near maximum 
likelihood over the nonlinear equaliser under 
Rayleigh fading conditions for the given channels. 
Rayleigh Fading Basebnd Channel 
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Fig. 4.4 
LTF 
Converltional implementation of a nonlinear 
equalizer. LTF = Linear Transversal Filter 
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Modified nonlinear equaliser of Figure 4.3 
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5. CARRIER SYNCHRONISATION 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 4 has dealt with data detection techniques, using the 
assumption of coherent demodulation. Coherent demodulation requires 
the successful regeneration of a reference carrier with a phase and 
frequency closely matching that of the data carrying signal, which 
is the objective of this Chapter. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to simulate a modulated radio frequency 
signal as a software program, since it needs a very high sampling rate 
(higher than the carrier frequency). Of course; a simulation with 
such a high sampling frequency cannot be achieved in the allowable 
execution time by the computer. For example, a signal with a carrier 
frequency, as assumed, of 900 MHz requires a sampling frequency of at 
least 2 x 9 x 108 ; 18 x 108 c/s and, subsequently, if the calculation 
time of each cycle is 1 ~sec, then half an hour will be necessary to 
access the system function for only one symbol duration. One attempt, 
at normalized radio frequency, is performed in Section 5.5, where a 
binary PSK (Phase-Shift-Keyed, see also Chapter 2) signal is employed. 
This simulation, as well, requires an incredibly long execution time. 
Moreover, the two systems CRSl and CRS2 (Carrier Recovery Systrem 1 
and 2) discussed in Section 5.5 fail under condition of Rayleigh fading 
and require the followng techniques to enable them to operate under 
such conditions:-
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i) Differential coding (encoding/decoding) 
ii) Space diversity 
Whether these systems are under fading or non-fading conditions, 
differential coding is essential in order to reduce the phase ambiguity 
(2,5,12, Chapter 2) 
in the recovered carrier Neither differential 
coding nor high signal-to-noise ratio (high power signal) can remove 
the fading effect from the received signal in a mobile radio environ-
ment. However, this problem can be resolved by the use of space 
diversity, where the signals from two antennas can be used to correct 
the phase of each other. Also, the variance of the phase jitter 
of CRSl and CRS2 has not been measured, since it is difficult to 
calculate 8(t) from a signal of. the form {a(t) cos(8(t)} unless a(t) 
is known. The only tests carried out on these two systems was to 
measure the bit error rate with variations of signal to noise ratio. 
This measurement is deferred to Chapter 8, since the problems concerning 
the space diversity is introduced in Chapter 7. 
The carrier synchronisation is successfully carried out in a baseband 
region by the use of a digital phaselocked loop, DPLL. ThiS: DPLL was 
designed by using some of the rules employed in designing the feedback 
digital control system that are presented in Appendix H. This method 
offers an opportunity to use any digital filter as a loop filter, 
while the available DPLL techniques in the literature are restricted 
f .l (171-184,198, 199, Appendix G) to only one type of 1 ter 
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The designed DPLL has been tested in the form of first, second and 
third order systems with application of Butterworth and Chebyshev 
digital filters, under nonfading and Rayleigh fading conditions for 
an unrnodulated carrier. 
The DPLL design depends on careful selection and implementation of 
the phase detector, PD, which plays an important part of the whole 
system. Two types of PD, namely hard limiter/discriminator and 
tanlock are used and their characteristics are demonstrated. 
A data aided DPLL is accomplished here, by also applying the same DPLL 
introduced in the case of unmodulated carrier, as a carrier recovery 
system for a modulated signal. This system is tested under different 
fading rates with the use of a tanlock - PD only. The prementioned 
systems degrade severely with the delay, when employed with near maximum 
likelihood detection schemes since these schemes introduce a delay in 
detection of the data symbols [Chapter 4J . 
The performance of the DPLL, that has been used here, is investigated 
in the mobile radio environment, where the channel is subjected to 
Rayleigh fading under noisy conditons, by extensive computer simulation 
tests. 
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5.2 Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL) 
In Appendix H a feedback digital control system has been designed and 
its stability has been investigated, whereas this chapter shows the 
way of employing it as a digital phase locked loop (DPLL). Likewise, 
the phase locked loop (in both categories, analogue and digital) is, 
in general, a feedback system which compares the inherent phase of 
the output signal with the phase of the incoming signal and generates 
an error signal with which it can control its output signal. The method, 
which is about to be introduced here, is straightforward and gives more 
freedom in selecting the loop filter. This filter plays an important 
part in the system and defines system characteristics, while the DPLL 
technique in the literature uses only one type of filter(17l-l83,198,199) 
as that introduced in Appendix G. 
5.2.1 Digital Phase Locked Loop Transfer Function 
As in the case of analogue PLL(170 ,199), the conventional digital PLL 
consists of a phase detector (PD), loop filter (LF) and voltage controlled 
oscillator (vea) , as shown in Figure 5.1. An additional delay element, 
whose significance will be discussed later, is also included in the 
feedback path. 
The tracking performance of the digital (as well as analogue) PLL is 
based on the assumption that the phase error is sufficiently small, and 
the phase detector (PD) has a linear characteristic in the range of its 
t . (170,198) opera ~on • 
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By assuming that the sampled input signal has a sampled phase ei = e(iT) 
and the sampled output signal has a sampled phase $. = $(iT) , then the PO 
~ 
output is given by 
n 
i 
5.1 
where n. = n(iT) and $.; is the predicted value of the output signal 
1. 1. i-:-l 
sampled phase $ at time t = iT from the information received at time 
t = (i-l)T. Kd is constant and is called the phase detector gain 
factor .. 
The output sequence from the loop filter (LF) is a function of the 
error measurement sequence [n., n. l' ... ,n. ] and, perhaps, of the 
1. 1.- l.-n 
past values of the filter output sequence [0. l' 0. 2' ... , 0. l. 
1.- 1.- I.-m 
where m ) n (for physical realisability of the filter) and both are 
intergers. This can be written mathematically as 
° i f(n. ,no l' ... , n. 1. 1- l.-n °'1'°'2' 1":,,,". 1.-
0' ) 
.. .... I 1.-m 5.2 
In fact, there are many possible ways by which the m+n+l values of 
the right hand side can be combined to form 0 .. 
~ 
It is more interesting 
if the right hand side can be combined to form a linear difference 
equation such as 
i 
n m 
5.3 
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were ink} and {Sk} are the loop filter coefficients, that are time-invariant 
and independent of each other. 
The voltage controlled oscillator (veO) is to determine the phase (and/or 
frequency) from the measured error signal and the past values of the 
output signal phase. The veo can be regarded as a digital integrator. 
However, the output signal phase can be given by 
= 
<P i - l + K o o. 1 5.4 
where K is the gain factor of the veo. The above algorithm is in the 
o 
form of linear difference equations. Therefore, the complete system can 
be represented by a z-domain transfer function. 
Since the transfer functions of the LF and veo are considered to have 
unique and unavoidable parts of the closed loop transfer function, then 
the predictor transfer function must also have such a relationship. The 
transfer function of the predictor should not have an adverse effect either 
on stability or on the system bandwidth. Furthermore, the entire system's 
transfer function may become nonlinear if the predictor's transfer function 
itself is non-linear. In order to avoid this complexity, implicit and 
simple prediction is assumed. Therefore, the transfer function of the 
predictor is considered as 1 which is represented by a delay element 
z 
in the feedback path of the closed loop. Hence, <P./ in Equation 5.1 
1 i-I 
becomes <p. 1 and consequently Equation 5.1 can be transformed to:-
1-
n(z) = 5.5 
., 
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The transfer function of the VCO can be determined from Equation 5.4 as:-
G (z) = ~ (z) 
'OTz) = 
K z 
...Q... 
z-l 5.6 
Now, let the transfer function of the LF be F(z) (see Figure 5.1), then 
the output from the filter is given by 
o(z) n(z)F(z) 
5.7 
The phase of the output signal is obtained from Equations 5.6 and 5.7 
as follows:-
~(z) = o(z)G(z) 
= 
-1 Kd (6(z) - z ~(Z»F(z)G(Z) 
Therefore, the transfer function of a.linear DPLL is given by 
P(z) 6(z) ~ (z) 
5.8 
5.9 
-1 The roots of the Characteristic Equation (1 + Kd z F(z)G(z)=O) in the 
z-plane must lie inside the unit circle, for stability considerations 
of the DPPL(167-169, Appendix H) If one or more of these roots lies 
outsi-de the unit circle, the system will be unstable. Consequently, 
the time and frequency responses must be investigated for stability 
considerations. 
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5.2.2 Digital Phase Locked Loop Design 
The transfer functions of the DPLL and VCO have been deduced as that 
given by Equations 5.9 and 5.6 respectively. NOW, if P(z) can be 
designed as a stable system and satisfies the bandwidth requirements 
with the appropriate sampling frequency, bearing in mind it is necessary 
to avoid aliasing, then the transfer function of the loop filter can 
be determined as:-
F(z) = 1 G(z) 
zP(z) 
z - P(z) 5.10 
However, in Appendix H, a digital feedback system has been designed and 
stabilised by using a damping factor. Furthermore, a unity loop gain 
has been implied in the system throughout the design procedure. From 
Equation H.5, the transfer function of the digital (feedback) control 
system can be rewritten as 
M (z) D(z) G(z) = 1 + D(z)G(z) 5.11 
The same transfer function has been given to G(z) in both cases (DPLL 
and digital feedback control system) and used for integration. However, 
if P(z) and M(z) have the same loop gain, the same bandwidth and the 
same sampling frequency, then it is possible to say 
P (z) M (z) 5.12 
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By using this result and by substituting Equation 5.12 into Equation 5.10, 
then, 
F(z) = 1 G (z) 
zM (z) 
z - M (z) 5.13 
Moreover, substituting Equation 5.11 into Equation 5.13, then 
F(z) D (z) 5.14 
1 + -1 (1 - z ) G(z)D(z) 
Since the digital control system has been designed(in Appendix H) under 
the assumption of unity gain, the unity gain must be also implied in the 
DPLL. Accordingly, this means Kd = 1 in Equation 5.5 and Ko = 1 in 
Equation 5.6 and subsequently K = KdKo = 1, where K is the overall loop 
gain. Hence, Equation 5.6 becomes 
G (z) z -1 -1 = = (1 - z ) 
z - 1 
5.15 
Therefore, Equation 5.14 reduces to 
F(z) D (z) = 1 + D (z) 5.16 
If, however, it is required to include a loop gain other than unity gain 
(or when K = KdKo t 1), then D(z) can include the overall loop gain such 
that D(z) = KD(z). Also, D(z) may be any digital filter that can be 
designed by any digitisation method. Furthermore, the filter D(z) has 
been designed by involving a new damping factor in order to stabilize 
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the digital feedback system [Appendix HJ and consequently the DPLL. 
The transfer function of theis filter has been given as: 
o (z) = 
(l 
o 
-1 -2 
e8 z + £8 z 1 2 
5.17 
where .E: is the new damping factor, gu is the unit gain factor, Cl
O
' Cl I , a 2 , 
81 and 82 are the filter coefficients (Table H.l). Nevertheless, the 
transfer function of the DPLL loop filter (Equation 5.16) can be rewritten, 
in general, as 
F (2) = 
-1 -2 -n 
Co + c1z + c 2 z + ... + cnz 
-1 -2 -m 1 + dlz + d2z + .•• + dmz 
5.18 
where c., for i = 0 to.n, and d., for j = 1 to m, are the loop filter 
~ ] 
coefficients. Also, ~ >- n for physical realisability, and both integers. 
F(z) has the same order as D(z) and the relationship between their 
parameters, for a second order filter, can be found as follows (see also 
Table H.2) 
c = 
o 
= £ 
d = £ 
2 
e = 1 + g a 
u 0 
Ultimately, P(z) is regarded as a stable system as long as M(z) is stable. 
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5.2.2.1 First order DPLL 
The first order DPLL can be obtained when 0 (z) 
o 
I, or when non-unity 
loop gain is required to be involved then 
o (z) 
o 
K 
where K is the overall gain. Hence, the loop filter becomes 
where c 
o 
F (z) 
o 
K/(l + K). By substituting Equations 5.15 and 5.20 into 
Equation 5.9 (since D(z) includes the loop gain then Kd = 1), then 
c z 
p( z)= _...::0,-:-:-__ 
o z - (1 - c ) 
o 
The frequency response is obtained by making 
z exp (jwT) cos (wT) + jsin(wT) 
and substituting in Equation 5.21, then 
P (f) 
o 
c (cos(wT) 
o 
(cos(wT) -
+ j sin(wT) 
(1 - c »+ j sin(wT) 
o 
where T = llf ,f is the sampling frequency, w is the angular 
s s 
5.19 
5.20 
5.21 
5.22 
5.23 
frequency and j = 1=1. Figure 5.2 shows the frequency response of the 
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first order DPLL as a function of frequency, when K = 1. The relation-
ship between the bandwidth of the closed loop (5 ) and the open loop gain 
o 
(K) for a constant (same) sampling frequency is given in Table 5.1. 
. (170) As it has been ment~oned before in case of first order analogue PLL, 
the larger the value of K, the better the performance of the system. 
This conclusion is true in the case of the first order DPLL. Unfortunately, 
there are two major problems. The first concerns the bandwidth, where 
the larger the value of K the wider the bandwidth and subsequently more 
noise power will be injected into the loop. The second, on the other 
hand, concerns the adjacent signal interference [Chapter 3] • It is 
probable that the DPLL (including higher order) could be locked to an 
unwanted signal that has greater amplitude than the wanted signal and 
can pass through the wider bandwidth. 
The narrow bandwidth and good tracking performance are also incompatible 
in the first order DPLL, which has the same characteristic as for the first 
order analogue PLL. 
5.2.2.2 Second and Third order DPLL's 
The first order DPLL has a bandwidth defined mainly by the bandwidth 
of the vca, since its loop filter can be considered as an allpass (an 
infinite bandwidth) filter. It has been found, however, that the entire 
system bandwidth can be minimized by the reduction of the loop gain, but 
at the expense of the stability. Therefore, in order to achieve a 
narrow bandwidth and stable DPLL with good tracking performance, a 
narrower bandwidth digital loop filter can be employed. 
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The second and third order DPLL's are obtained by using first and second 
order digital filters, as the loop-filter, respectively. The transfer 
function of the required digital filter is given by [Appendix HJ 
-1 -2 
a
o 
+ alz + a 2z 
-1 -2 1 + blz + b2z 
-1 -2 
" 
+ E"l z + E"2z 0 5.24 = gu 
1 EBlz 
-1 EB2z 
-2 
+ + 
where E and g are the new damping and unity gain factors respectively. 
u 
Moreover, the values of "i' for i = i = 0 to 2, and Bj , for j = 1, 2, 
are given in Table H.l, and k = 1, 2, 3, [Appendix HJ. 
have been designed by using the bilinear z-transform method applied to 
first and second order Butterworth lowpass filters respectively, for a 
(102-106 bandwidth of 100 Hz and sampling frequency of 9600 sample/second ' 
Appendix H) Also D3 (Z) has been designed by using the Impulse-invariant 
z-transform method applied to a second order Chebyshev lowpass filter for 
the same bandwidth and sampling frequency. Table 5.2 shows the 
coefficient valuesof the filters{Dk(Z)} and the corresponding value of gu 
when E= 0.5. By substituting Equation 5.24 into Equation 5.16, then the 
transfer function of the corresponding three loop filters are obtained as 
-1 -2 
c + clz + c 2z 0 
= 
1 + dlz 
-1 d2z 
-2 
+ 
5.25 
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The values of C., for i ; 0 to 2, and d., for j ; 1, 2, are given 
1 J 
in Table 5.3, bearing in mind Dk(z) and Fk(Z), for k ; 1, 2 and 3, have 
one to one correspondence according to their subscripts. 
Consequently, the transfer functions of the corresponding DPLL's are 
given by 
; 
e 
o 
where e., for i = 0 to 3, and f .. for j = 1 to 3, are given in 
1 J 
5.26 
Table 5.4. Also, Fk(Z) correspond to Pk(z) according to their subscripts. 
The roots of the characteristic equations are given in table H.3. 
The frequency responses of Pk(f), Fk(f) and Dk(f) are obtained by 
substituting the value of z, given by Equation 5.22, into the corres-
ponding transfer function and the results are shown in Figures 5.3-5.5. 
The 6 dB attenuation, appearing in the loop filters {Fk(f)} amplitude 
responses, results from Equation 5.16. When the system is already 
designed as stable, then this attenuation must not be adjusted, other-
wise the system can become unstable. In fact, this attenuation depends 
on the overall loop gain. As the loop gain approaches infinity the atte~ 
uation approaches zero dB, but on the other hand the bandwidth becomes 
flat. Nevertheless, a unity gain has been implied throughout the 
design procedure and if any adjustment is necessary, the system should 
be redesigned. 
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5.3 Non-modulated Carrier Recovery System 
The receiving end of a model, in which a linear DPLL is used as a 
carrier recovery system for an unmodulated carrier, is shown in 
Figure 5.6. This model is based on the model described in Chapter 3. 
It is unlikely to use DPLL for carrier recovery directly from the 
radio frequency (RP) signal, since it requires a very high sampling 
frequency to do so. However, it is possible to use a nonlinear 
combination of analogue and digital systems, which is beyond the scope 
of this study (for more detail see Ref. 199). Alternatively, the RP 
signal must be transformed down to baseband so that the DPLL can be 
applied directly. 
In order to resemble the action of the unmodulated carrier in the 
model assumed throughout this work, it is necessary to transmit a 
signal modulated by a constant valued data symbol. This symbol can 
be given by 
where j 
s. = s(iT) = 1 + j 
~ 
It is assumed that s. = 0 for i ~ 0, so that s. is 
~ ~ 
5.27 
the ith transmitted symbol. The assumed baseband channel (Chapter 3) 
is formed by the transmitter filter, the transmission path and the 
receiver filter. Of course, the transmission path is represented by 
a multipath Rayleigh fading simulator [see Chapters 3 and 4J . The 
impulse response of this channel is a complex-valued function, y(t), 
and has a finite duration, for practical purposes. The signal generator 
at the transmitter, and the mixer_' at the receiver are also included 
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in the baseband channel. Now, it is clear that the ith received 
signal element at the output of the baseband channel is s.y(t - iT). 
1 
It is assumed that the noise, which includes the co-channel inter-
ference and adjacent channel interference, is stationary wnite Gaussian 
noise with zero mean and a flat (frequency independent) power spectral 
density. This noise is added to the signal at the output of the trans-
mission path to give the complex-valued Gaussian waveform v' (t). The 
resulting waveform at the output of the baseband channel is, therefore, 
a complex-valued signal and is given by 
r(t) = E s. 
1 i 
y(t-iT) + w(t) 
where w(t) is the narrowband complex-valued Gaussian noise, which is 
the transform version of Vi (t), with zero mean and uniform spectral 
density over the system bandwidth. 
The waveform r(t) is sampled at a rate of 9600 sample/s and r., from 
1 
which the carrier must be regenerated at the receiver, is the 
received sample at time t = iT. Hence the sampled waveform, which 
is the input to the DPLL, becomes 
r. = 
1 
L-l 
E si-i Yi,i+ wi i=O 
5.28 
5.29 
where y. , is the time-varying sampled impulse response of the channel 
1,~ 
with a Rayleigh distribution function. w. = w(iT) is the sampled 
1 
form of the additive noise w(t). Equation 5.29 
can be rewritten in polar form as 
r. 
1 
where j = 1-1 
a. = a(iT) 
1 
= 
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2 (r. 1 1 , + 
is the amplitude of the received signal, 
= 
-1 
tan (r. 2/r . 1) ~ , l. I 
2 )! 
r. 2 1, 
5.30 
5.31 
5.32 
covers all the phase and frequency variations throughout the channel, 
r. 1 and r. 2 are the real and imaginary parts of the received signal, 
1. , 1. , 
and are given by r. 1 = 
1, 
a. sin (e. ) • 
1 1 
The received signal, ri' is multiplied by a oorrectioh signal, which 
is given by 
c. 
1 
-je' . / 
b. e 1 i-I 
1 
5.33 
where b. is the amplitude and e' ./. 1 is the predicted phase of e' at 
1. 1. 1-
time instant t = iT from the information received at time t = (i-I) T. 
As it has been assumed before, in Section 5.2, for simple and implicit 
predictions, e' ./. 
1 1-1 
e. r. 
1 1 
= a. 
1 
~. l' 1-
c. = 
1 
b. e J ( 
1 
Then the multiplication result given by 
e. 1 + j e. 2 1, 1, 
e 
- ~. 1) i 1- 5.34 
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The phase detector (PO) of the analogue PLL has been well defined 
(170) 
elsewhere A similar characteristic is also required in the 
case of a OPLL. In both cases however, the phase detector is sensitive 
to envelope varitions. But the received signal in a mobile radio 
system suffers from Rayleigh fading and, hence, it has random envelope 
as well as random phase. Under such circumstances, it is necessary 
to achieve a constant envelope signal to the PD. Two techniques are 
going to be introduced here, by which it is possible to achieve effective 
phase detection:-
i) Hard limiter/discriminator; through which the phase error can 
be determined as 
e. 
Iro( ~ ) ni Te0 
= e. - ~. 1 ~ ~-
where le. I = a. b. is the modulus of e., and Im(x) stands for 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
imaginary part 6f x. Also it is possible to use a technique 
. '1 .. )(8,180) s~m~ ar to Feed-Forward Automat~c Ga~n Control (FFAFC , 
. . (191-194) 
or Feed-Forward S~gnal Regenerat~on (FFSR) . The 
reference signal amplitude can be estimated such that 
b. 
~ 
1 
a. 
~ 
5.35 
5.36 
under the condition of a. 3 - 40 dB. 
~ 
Hence, the error signal, 
Equation 5.34, becomes 
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j(e i - $i-l) 
e. = e 5.37 
~ 
and 
ni = Irn(e.) ~ 
= e. - $hl ~ 5.38 
ii) Tanlock technique (181,182) ; which is based on the tan- l function 
such as I from Equation 5.34, 
-1 
tan (e. 2/e . 1) 
1. , 1. , 
= 
As a result of using this function, the characteristics of the 
1T phase detctor (PD) is linear in modulo 2" .• 
The general form of the loop filter transfer function, that is 
5.39 
given in Equation 5.25, represents also a zero order loop filter 
transfer function, which is defined by Equation 5.20, when all 
the coefficients are equal to zero except c . 
o 
Moreover, k == 0, 
in this case. The input sequence, n., to the loop filter can be 
~ 
generally calculated according to either Equation 5.35 or 5.39. 
Hence, the output signal of this filter can be found as 
2 2 
o. E c. n .. - E d. o. 
~ j=a ) ~-J j=l J ~-j 
5.40 
The phase of the vea output signal is given by 
$i = $. 1 + o. ~- ~ 5.41 
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In order to calculate the variance of the phase jitter (mean square 
error of the phase or, simply, the phase variance), let the actual phase 
of the received signal be ljJ. ~ ljJ(iT). 
. 1. Hence, the phase variance, for 
each value of the signal-to-noise ratio, is given by 
p ~ 
var 
1 
K 
K 
L 
i~l 
where K is a very large integer, i.e. K ~ 25000, and ~ = o. 
o 
5.42 
NOW, 
suppose that the actual value of the received signal, before the addition 
of the noise, is given by 
x, = 
1. 
~ 
~ 
L""l 
c 
L s. ,y. t 
2=0 l- N 1, 
Xl . + jX2 . ,1 ,1 
where a', = Ix. I is the modulus of X" xl . = a' C03(~i) and 
1. 1. 1. ,1 
5.43 
X 2 . ~ a'sin(ljJ.) are the real and imaginary parts of x. respectively, ,1 1. 1..
and j ~ r-J:. Theri, the phase variance can be determined by taking the 
imaginary part of the resultant that is obtained from the multiplication 
Equation 5.43 by the modified form of the regenerated signal. 
signal may be given by 
c. e 
1. 
-H. 1 1.-
~ cl . + j c 2 . ,1 ,1 
This 
5.44 
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where 
c1,i = cos($. 1) and c 2 . = 1.- ,1. -sin($. 1) are the real and imaginary 1.-
parts of c .. 
1. 
Thus 
P 
var 
= 
1 
K 
K 
L 
i=l 
2 
u. 
1. 
where u. = (xl' c 2 · + x 2 . cl .)/a~. 1. ,1 ,1 ,1. ,1. 1. 
is given, from Equation 5.45, by 
P 
var 
10 10910 (P ) 
var 
5.45 
The phase variance in dB 
5.46 
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5.4 Data Aided Digital Phase-Locked-Loop (DA-DPLL) 
Since there is intersymbol interference in the received signal of the 
data transmission system(1,109,Chapter 3), the reference carrier at the 
receiver cannot be easily regenerated from a suppressed carrier modulated 
signal, even with small intersymbol interference, when a rnultilevel signal 
(such as 4-level QAM or PSK) is employed. The DA-DPLL uses the detected 
data to excite the digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) which is used as a 
carrier recovery system in the presence of intersymbol interference and 
noise. Hence, this system is sometimes referred to as Decision-Feedback-
. (183) Carr~er-Recovery-Loops (DFCRL) , that is analogous to remodulated 
. (170) 
analogue carrler recovery systems . 
The received signal, in this system is first roughly demodulated by 
mutliplying it by a signal whose frequency is equal to the carrier 
frequency at the transmitter followed by lowpass filtering, regardless 
of the frequency offset and phase shift that are caused by the transmission 
path. The resulting signal is then demodulated again by a second 
demodulator which multiplies it by a regenerated correction signal from 
the output of the VCO to remove any frequency offset and/or phase shift. 
The resultant signal is then fed to a detector which may be a non-linear 
equalizer or a near-maximum liklihood detector, where the latter 
introduces a delay of n data symbols, where nt;an appropriate integer. 
The output signal from the detector, which is the received data symbol 
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and is assumed correctly detected, is fed to a feed forward transversal 
filter whose impulse response resembles the channel impulse response. 
The output signal from the second demodulator is multiplied, with 
appropriate delay, by the complex-conjugate of transversal filter output 
signal and the multiplication result is fed to a phase detector of the 
DPLL. This system is illustrated in Figure 5.7, and the required 
algorithm will be discussed in detail as follows:-
The received baseband signal at the output of the first demodulator is 
given, as before, by Equation 5.28 which may be a 4-level PSK or QAM 
signal (see Chapters 3 and 4), where in this case 
s. = a. + j b. 
1 1 1 
5.47 
is the data symbol at time t = iT, j = 1=1. The baseband channel 
y(t) is now formed by the linear modulator, linear demodulator, 
transmission path and all associated filters of the transmitter and 
receiver. Also, it is assumed here that s. = 0 for i ~ 0 so that s. 
1 1 
is ith transmitted data symbol which is equally likely to have any of the 
four possible values given by Equatiori5.47 where a= ±l and b. = ±l. 
1 
The received signal r(t) is sampled once per data symbol at instants 
t = iT to give the received samples {ri } given by Equation 5.29 from 
which the carrier must be reconstructed at the receiver. This signal 
can be rewritten as 
j6 i 5.48a r. Pie 1 
r l . + j r 2 . 5.48b ,1 ,1 
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where r l ' and r 2 ' are the real and imaginary parts of r, respectively, ,1 ,1 1 
= 
2 (rl , + ,1 
2 1/2 
r 2 ' ) ,1 5.49a 
is the modulus of ri' and 
a 
i 
is its phase. 
= 
-1 tan (r2 ,/rl ,) ,1 ,1 5.49b 
This signal is demodulated again to remove any frequency 
offset or phase shift, caused by the transmission path, by multiplying 
it by the correction signal. This signal is taken from the output of 
the voltage controlled oscillator (vea) , which may be given, in the case 
of using a nonlinear equaliser as a detector (n = 0 in Figure 5.7), by 
C, 
1 
-'<p 
J i/i-l 
e 5.50a 
where c, = c (iT) (correction signal land <p, / is the frequency and/or 
1 1 i-l 
phase shift that has been estimated at time t = (i-l)T to be used at 
time t = iT. Inevitably, it is assumed here that <p,/ = <P, 1 for simple 
1 i-l 1-
prediction techniques (Section 5.2). Therefore, equation S.SOa becomes 
C, 
1 
e 
-H, 1 1-
5.50b 
The received signal is multiplied by the correction signal, c i ' and 
the resultant signal is given by 
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r' , ~ r.e. 
1 1 1 
j(ei - $, 1) 1- 5.51 ~ Pie 
This signal is further multiplied by, r"" from the output of trans-
1 
versal filter and the multiplication resultant is given by 
e, 
1 
r~(r".)* 
1 1 
5.52 
where e, ~ e (iT) and (r",) * is the complex-conjugate of r", ~ r" ( iT) . 
1. 1. 1. . 
r", may also be obtained from the channel estimator [Chapter 6, Appendix JJ, 
1 
thus 
r" . 
1 
L-l 
I 5.53 
i~O 
where s', is the detected data value of the symbol s, and y', 1 " is 
1. 1. 1- , k 
the estimated sampled impulse response of the baseband channel at time 
! ~ iT from the information received at time t ~ (i-l)T. 
can be also rewritten as 
r", 
1 
This signal 
5.54 
where p', is the envelope of the estimated signal r", and oJi, is its 
1 1 1 
phase. Hence, the error signal now becomes 
e, 
1 
~ 
e l ' + j e 2 ' ,1 ,1 
5.55a 
5.55b 
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where e l . and e 2 . are the real and imaginary parts of e., respectively. , ~ ,1 1. 
(181,182 see also The phase detector used here is a tanlock detector ' 
Section 5.3) but it is possible to use a limiter/discriminator. 
Accordingly, the signal at the output of the phase detector is given by 
= 
-1 
tan (e2 ./e l .) , 1 , 1. 5.56 
where n. = n(iT). 
~ 
This signal is fed to the loop filter of DPLL, which 
is a lowpass filter (Equation 5.25), whose output is given by 
O. = 
~ 
2 
L 
k=l 
5.57 
where c k ' for k = 0 to 2, and dk , for k = 1,2 are the filter coefficients, 
that are given in Table 5.3 and Section 5.2. Finally, this signal is 
used to excite the VCO and the result will be 
5.58 
This represents the phase of the correction signal, Equation 5.50b, 
which must be used to demodulate the next received sample. 
In order to calculate the variance of the phase jitter, for each value 
of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) , it is necesssary to know the actual 
shift in the received signal phase and/or frequency, caused by the 
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transmission path. Since the transmission is represented by the 
Rayleigh fading simulator [Chapter 3], then the phase variance can be 
given by 
p 
var 
1 
N 
N 
I 
i=l 
2 (~; -1 - ~ . ) 
.... q, ~ 
where ~ . is the actual phase of the received signal. q,1 
obtained from the Rayleigh fading simulator as: 
~q,i -1 tan (q 2 ./ql .) ,1. ,1. 
dB 5.59 
~ . can be q,1 
5.60 
where ql . and q2 . are the real and imaginary parts of q. that is 
,1. ,1. 1. 
given by Equation 3.g1 (see also Equation 5.64). In Equation 5.59 
N = 50000. 
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5.5 Radio-frequency Signal Representation 
The model of a binary data-transmission, that employs PSK modulation 
techniques [Chapter 2J, is shown in Figure 5.8. This is a synchronous 
serial digital system in which the receiver is held synchronised in 
time with the received stream of the data element. Also, the 
information is assumed a binary rectangular signal in which level (-1) 
represents the digit 0 and the level (+1) represents the digit 1. The 
baseband data rate is 9.6 kbits/s, therefore the.signal a(t) bearing 
this information is used to modulate the carrier (cos (w (t)) by using 
c 
a phase modulation (PM) scheme. The. PM signal uses the same carrier 
frequency for the two binary elements, but with a phase of 00 corres-
ponding to binary digit 0 and 1800 corresponding to binary digit 1, 
while the envelope is kept constant. The resultant signal is called 
phase-shift-keyed, PSK. This is also a suppressed carrier amplitude 
modulated (AM) signal, whose two binary elements are antipodal (1, see 
also Chapter 2) 
The radio-frequency (RF) signal at the output of transmitter bandpass 
filter is given by 
s(t) = cos(w t + • (t)) 
c s 
5.61 
where. (t) = rr(l - a.), a. = a(iT) is the sampled data sequence at 
s ~ ~ 
time t = iT, T is the period of the data symbol (T = 1/9600 seconds), 
w 
c 
2n f I and f is the carrier frequency. 
c c 
The carrier frequency, f , 
c 
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has been assumed to be 900 MHz, but such high frequencies cannot be 
represented by a software program, hence it has been normalized to 
19.2 kHz. 
In a mobile radio environment, the transmitted signal is subjected to 
multipath fading that can be represented by a fading simulator such 
as that discussed in Chapter 3. At the end of the transmission path 
a 'white Gaussian noise has been added to the signal, so that the 
received RF signal becomes 
r (t) a(t) cos(w t + cf> (t) + cj> (t) + e) + W(t) 
. c s q 0 
where 
a(t) = (q~ (t) + q~ (t»i 
is the envelope of the received signal, 
cf>' (t) 
q = 
5.62 
5.63 
5.64 
is a random phase shift that is caused by the transmission path, e is a 
o 
constant phase shift, and 
W(t) 5.65 
The noise components Wl(t) .and w
2
(t) are two-sided white Gaussian noise with 
zero mean and the same variance 0 2 [Appendix DJ. Furthermore, 
ql (t) and q2(t)· are real-valued statistically independent Gaussian 
random variables with zero mean and the same variance, that are achieved 
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from narrowband Gaussian noise by passing the noise through a lowpass 
filter with a maximum bandwidth of 100 Hz (Chapter 3). Moreover, ql(t) 
and q2(t) are obtained by linear interpolation because of the difference 
between their sampling frequency and the data samples [Chapters 3 and 4J . 
The received RP signal is sampled at a rate of 16f sample/second, and 
c 
is assumed to be in synchbonism with the sampler at the transmitter. 
The signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated at the input of the receiver 
as follows:-
Let a, be the sampled value of the received signal envelope, a(t), at 
~ 
time t = iT and w, be the sampled value of the additive white 'Gaussian 
~ 
noise, w(t), at the same time, where T = l/f = 1/(16f ). 
s s c 
the average signal power is given by 
p 
s 
= 
1 
K 
K 
l: 
i=l 
2 
a, 
~ 
and, similarly, the average noise power can be obtained as 
p 
n 
= 
K 
1 l: 
K i=l 
2 
w, 
~ 
Therefore, 
5.66 
5.67 
where K is a very large integer. Thus, the signal-ta-noise ratio, ~, is 
given by 
K 
c 
L 
i=l 
5.68 
The filter designated as Fl is used as the receiver filter as shown in 
Figure 5.9. Fl is feedforward bandpass filter and has a bandwidth that 
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is governed primarily by the data rate and the Doppler frequency 
cent~red at the carrier frequency, where the bandwidth of filter Fl 
is given by 
= liT + 2 fD 5.69 
T is the symbolp~riod(T = 1/9600 seconds) and fD is the Doppler frequency. 
The filter, Fl , is designed by using Fourier approximation method(103-l06) 
applied to a rectangular shaped ideal bandpass filter, according to the 
specification described ab-?ve with the use of a Hamming window function 
(103-106, see also Appendix B) The number of taps has been chosen 
43 f l ' 1 h' h bd' (103) as or re atlve y 19 stop an attenuatlon • The delay of this 
filter is ignored here, but it will be considered in error calculations. 
Two systems, that are using squaring techniques to generate a coherent 
reference carrier from the RF-signals, will be discussed here (see 
also Appendix I). 
5.5.1 Carrier Recovery System 1 (CRSl) 
The output from the receiver filter (F l ) is squared and bandpass filtered 
by filter F2 . The filter, F2 , is also designed by the same method 
used to design filter Fl , and has the same bandwidth, but centered at 
twice the carrier frequency. The same sampling frequency is used. 
In fact this filter (F2) should be designed in much lower bandwidth or 
, (12) 
as wide as 4 x maXlmum Doppler frequency . Unfortunately it is 
found, however, difficult to achieve such a narrowband filter at such 
high sampling frequencies. Despite the fact that a large number of 
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taps is required for relatively high stopband attenuation (103) , and 
consequently longer computer execution time is needed. For these 
reasons, the same bandwidth as that for filter Fl is used for filter F2 , 
which may lead to the disadvantage of wider bandwidth and subsequently 
more noise will pass through to the frequency divider. 
The signal at the output of the filter F2 is converted from a sinusoidal 
f f b h d (201,202, wave arm to a square wave arm y a zero t reshol comparator 
Appendix I) (which represents a hard limiter), and by using D-type 
flip-flops to divide the frequency by 2; this system is depicted in 
Figure 5.9. 
The output from the frequency divider is converted back to sinusoidal 
form by passing it through a bandpass filter. The filter used for 
this purpose has the same specification as that of filter FI (in practice, 
it is not necessary to use such a wide bandwidth filter, since the signal 
at the output of the divider needs much less bandwidth or a bandwidth 
of 2 x fD Hz). 
Finally, providing the system with a hard limiter followed by a band-
pass filter is to achieve a constant envelope, which is, however, necessary 
for the system. The complete block daigram of system CRSI is shown in 
Figure 5.9. 
However, by assuming e = 0 in Equation 5.62, then the sampled form of 
the received RF-signal can.be given by 
r. 
1 
= a. cos(w 
1 c iTs + ~ . + ~ .) + W. 5,1. q,l. .1 5.70 
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at time t = iT , where T = T/32, r. = r(iT), a. = a(iT) ~ . = ~ (iT). 
s s 1. 1. S 5,1. S S 
~ . = ~ (iT) and w. = w(iT ). q,l. q S 1. S Correspondingly, the regenerated 
carrier signal can be determined at the same time t = iT as 
s 
= cos(w iT +~' .) 
C 5 q,l. 5.71 
where ~' . 
q,1. 
= ~' (iT ) covers the variation of the phase and frequency q s 
throughout the transmission path. The conherent demodulation must be 
carried out as described in Chapter' 2 (see Chapter 8). 
5.5.2 Carrier Recovery System 2 (CRS2) 
The format of system CRS2 resembles that of system CRSl but with addition 
of a mixer. The mixer consists of local oscillator, a balanced modulator 
and a bandpass filter as shown in Figure 5.10. Let the output signal 
of the local oscillator be 
L. 
1. 
= 5.72 
Where wL = 2rrfL and fL is the local oscillator frequency. The fL is 
assumed here to be equal to 2f . 
c 
Hence, the signal at the output of the 
mixe.r is obtained by the multiplication of r. and L., and by bandpass 
1. 1. 
filtering the resultant, then 
r .' = a . cos ( (w - w) iT + ~ . + ~ .) + w'. 5 . 73 
1. .1 C L S 5,1 q,l 1. 
where ri is given by Equation 5.70, and 
component at the output of the mixer. 
w' . 
1. 
is the resultant of the noise 
Of course, W I. has the same 
1. 
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properties as w, but with a frequency transformation. 
1 
------ ----
Now, this signal 
is passed through the same operations as the corresponding signal in 
system CRSl, or the signal passes via limiter, squarer, frequency divider 
and all the associated filters. Hence, the regenerated carrier can now 
be given by 
c , = cos ( (W - W ) iT + q,' , ) 
1. C L S q,l. 5.74 
where <1>' :q, i covers the frequency and/or phase difference throughout the 
transmission path. The difference between Equation 5.74 and Equation 5.71 
is the existence of wL' the local oscillator angular frequency, in 
Equation 5.74. Hence, multiplying the regenerated carrier, Equation 5.74, 
by the received signal, Equation 5.70, and bandpass filtering it, will not 
result in a baseband signal, but will give the following result: 
r L ' ,1 a, cos(WL iTs + q, ,) + w'~ 1. 5,1 1. 5.75 
where w", is the additive Gaussian noise that has passed through all the 
1 
frequency conversion processes as the signal. To demodulate this signal 
(Equation 5.75), it has to be multiplied by the local oscillator signal 
(Equation 5.72) and lowpass filters, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. 
Indeed, in both systems, CRSl and CRS2, it is necessary to consider the 
delay caused by all filters used in the receiver, knowing that all the 
transmitter filters are assumed ideal. 
Unfortunately, there is always a phase ambiguity in the recovered carrier 
signal. This ambiguity is caused by the squaring technique which results 
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either inphase or 1800 out of phase. Therefore, differential coding 
must be used to remove this ambiguity. Also, both systems are unstable 
in the mobile radio environment, where the received signal is subjected 
to multipath Rayleigh fading. Since each of them collapses, particularly, 
in a deep fade unless resynchronisation is adopted by, for example, using 
a retraining signal or otherwise by any other means. A more promising 
technique used here is space diversity, where the signals received by two 
. (10,11,131-136) 
antennas separated by a d1stance of kA/2 can be used to 
correct the phase of each other, where A is the carrier wavelength and kis 
integer such that k ~ 1. This matter will be discussed further in 
Chapters 7 and 8. Moreover, the variances of the phase jitter of CRSl 
and CRS2 have not been calcualted because of the technical difficulties. 
Only bit error rate has been calculated for these two systems with the 
use of differential coding and space diversity, and the results are 
postponed to Chapter 8. 
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5.6 Computer Simulation Tests and Results 
5.6.1 Testing the CRSl and CRS2 
It has been found difficult to carry out tests concerning the variance 
of the phase jitter of CRSl and CRS2. The only tests carried out on 
these two systems are to measure the bit error rate versus the signal 
to noise ratio that are presented in Chapter 8. These systems have 
not collapsed with the use of space diversity, where the signals 
received via two antennas correct the phase of each other, throughout 
a run of 15000 symbols (bits) for each signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
tested, where binary PSK signal was assumed. It is reasonable to 
conclude that CRSl and CRS2 are capable of tracking and regenerating 
the carrier in the way described here. 
5.6.2 Unmodulated carrier recovery system tests 
The tests are carried out mainly to test the performances of the 
different arrangements of digital phase locked loop, DPLL, whose 
models are shown in Figure 5.6. The systems tested here are'-
i) DPLL1: which is a first order DPLL 
ii) DPLL2B: which is a second order DPLL 
iii) DPLL3B and DPLL3C which are third order DPLL', s 
The letters B, in DPLL2B and DPLL3B, and C in DPLL3C, refer to 
Butterworth and Chebyshev lowpass filters that are involved in the 
design of the corresponding systems. The phase detectors, PO, are 
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configured into two categories, namely hard lirniter/discriminator, 
HLD, and tanlock, TAN, that are described in Section 5.3. Further-
more, the tests are performed under two conditions, these are:-
i) Rayleigh fading conditions with a maximum Doppler frequency 
of 100 Hz (fD = 100 Hz), the results are shown in Figures 5.11 
and 5.12. 
ii) Non-fading condition when the received signal has a constant 
envelope and random frequency, where the frequency is normally 
distributed with zero mean and standard deviation of 100 Hz. 
The results are shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. 
It is clear from Figures 5.11 to 5.14 that the first DPLLl has the 
highest phase variance and DPLL2B and DPLL3C are the best. DPLL3C has 
a little wider bandwidth, as shown in Figure 5.5, but at the same time 
has a quicker time response performance (Figure H.4, Appendix H). 
For these two reasons it has higher phase variance than DPLL2B at low 
signal to noise ratio, while it has the lower phase variance at high 
signal to noise ratio as shown in Figures 5.11 to 5.14. The system 
performances degrade with fading conditions, which is evident from 
Figure 5.15. Also, the application of the tanlock phase detector 
(TAN-PD) gives a better performance than the use of hard limiter/ 
discriminator, which is clear from Figure 5.15 (see also Figures 5.22 
and 5.23). 
5.6.3 Data aided carrier recovery system tests 
All of the above four systems, DPLL1, DPLL2B, DPLL3B and DPLL3C are 
also used as DA-DPLL for carrier recovery, but with the use of a 
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tanlock phase detector, TAN-PD, only. The systems were tested under 
Rayleigh fading conditions, with different fading rates when the DOPFler 
frequency, fD = 100, 50, 25 and 10 Hz. The results are shown in 
Figures 5.16 to 5.19. As the fading rate decreases all the pre-
mentioned systems give a better performance. But DPLLl shows much 
better performance at low signal to noise ratio as the fading rate 
decreases. 
The DA-DPLL might be used with near-maximum likelihood detection 
schemes, that require a delay to reach a decision, and since the DA-DPLL 
uses the already detected data to excite the DPLL, then the error 
signal would also have the same delay. The delay degrades the 
performance of all the abovementioned systems as shown in Figures 5.20 
and 5.21 when the signal to noise ratio is 15 and 30 dB respectively. 
5.6.4 Phase-Detector Characteristic 
It is possible to measure the phase detector PD charactreristic, 
under nonfading conditions with relatively high signal to noise ratio 
(say 30 dB) by making the phase of the received signal vary from -6 
to +6 and taking the output from the loop filter without correcting 
the phase of the received signal. This means taking O. in either case 
~ 
(modulated and unmodulated signal, see Figures 5.6 and 5.7) without 
feeding it to the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The results, 
that are shown in F'igures 5.22 and 5.23, indicate better linearity in 
the case of the tan~lock-PD than that of hard limiter:/discriminator PD. 
That is why the phase variance in case of using tanlock~PD is 
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low as shown in Figure 5.15. But, in both cases, the phase detector 
is linear around zero phase error. The DPLL2B, DPLL3B and DPLL3C have 
same PD characteristic (coincide with each other), as is clearly shown 
in Figure 5.22 and 5.23. This means that the higher order systems have 
characteristics, which give higher error signal, whilst the first order 
system has a characteristic, which gives less error signal. For this 
reason, the first order system DPLL1, cannot cope with rapidly varying 
phase signal. This is clear from Figures 5.16 to 5.19. Of course, in 
a severe fade the phase error, 6, may be higher than 60°, or higher th~ 
what are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23. 
It can be concluded from this chapter that:-
i) The first order digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) with large loop 
gain has better tracking performance but has a wide bandwidth and, 
consequently, more noise will be injected into the loop. Hence, the 
narrow bandwidth and good tracking performance are incompatible in first 
order digital phaselocked loop. 
ii) The loop filter of first order DPLL is zero order and has an 
infinite bandwidth. Therefore, it is possible to use a higher order 
digital filter with narrower bandwidth in order to achieve narrow band-
width and good tracking performance. The second and third order DPLL's 
are designed here for narrow bandwidth achievement. 
iii) A new method has been developed here to design the second and 
third order DPLL by using some of the rules employed in designing a 
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feedback digital control system. This method offers an opportunity to 
use any digital filter as a loop filter, while the available DPLL techniques 
·in the literature are restricted to only one type of filter. The second 
and third order DPLL's (DPLL2B and DPLL3B) have been designed using first 
and second order Butterworth digital lowpass filters, respectively. Also 
a third order DPLL (DPLL3C) has been designed by using a second order 
Chebyshev digital lowpass filter. All of the above systems show good 
tracking performance in a mobile radio environment, where the channel is 
subjected to a Rayleigh fading and hence the received signal has a rapidly 
varying envelope and phase. At high signal~to-noise ratio. and at the 
same rate of phase change, the tracking ability is the same for these 
systems under fading and non fading conditions. 
iv) The most important part of the DPLL is the phase detector (PD). 
types of. phase detector, namely hard limiter/discriminator and tanlock, 
Two 
are used. The DPLL system employing tanlock-PD gives 2 ~ toierance to 
additive noise over the DPLL system employing a hard limiter/discriminator. 
v) Stability is crucial when designing a digital phaselocked loop system. 
A system with the quickest time response has best stability, on the other 
hand this system has the widest bandwidth. Hence its performance deter-
iorates at .lOw signal-ta-noise ratio and gradually improves as the signal.-:-
to-noise ratio increases. An example of such characteristic is illustrated 
by the behaviour of the DPLL3C. 
iv) Since the employment of the tanlock-PD has led to a system with a 
better performance, hence,the tanlock-PD is employed in data aided digital 
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phase locked loop (DA-DPLL). The DA-DPLL performs reasonably well with 
a fading channel, but its disadvantage is the inability to sustain the 
same performance when erroneous sequences are received. 
vii) The DA-DPLL's have a further disadvantage when they are used with 
the near maximum likelihood detection scheme, since they deteriorate with 
the delay. 
viii) Squaring/filtering/frequency dividing by 2 carrier recovery system 
is used with a binary modulated PSK radio frequency signal. It has been found 
difficult to simulate such a signal, with a carrier frequency of 900 MHz, in 
a software program. Alternatively, the high frequency is normalized to 
a much lower frequency. The simulation is carried out on two systems 
(CRSl and CRS2) only to measure the bit error rate using space diversity. 
The results are deferred to Chapter 8, since the space diversity concept 
will be discussed in Chapter 7. The phase of each of the two signals is 
corrected by the other signal, in a way which will be described in 
Chapter 8, when the former one has suffered a deep fade. From the above 
argument, it can be concluded that the received signal carrier can be regen-
erated by the two systems (CRSl and CRS2) , since the results of probability 
of error measurements of receivers, where they are used, are reasonably good 
(see Chapter 8). 
K rad/sec 0.0 
B Hz 0.0 
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-2 6.94 XlO 0.139 o. 276 0.54 
f/64 
s 
f /32 
s 
f /16 
s 
f /8 
s 
1.0 
f /4 
s 
f /2 
s 
Table 5.1 The relationship betweenthe loop gain, K, and the 
k 
1 
3 
a 
o 
0.3545 
0.2044 
1.0076 
Bandwidth of the first order DPLL, where fs is the 
sampling frequency. 
0.1773 0.0 -0.4683 0.0 
0.2044 0.1022 -0.954 0.456 
-0.501 0.0 -0.9944 0.4972 
Table 5.2 The coefficients of the digital filter Dk(Z) when 
E ; 0.5, and the value of the corresponding unity 
k 
1 
2 
3 
gain factor 
c 
o 
0.2617 
0.167 
0.502 
0.131 
0.167 
-0.25 
0.0 -0.2149 0.0 
0.0835 -0.627 0.4632 
0.0 -0.743 0.247 
Table 5.3 The coefficients of the loop filter Fk(Z) 
when E" = 0.5. 
25.87 
196.263 
0.9926 
k 
1 
2 
3 
e 
o 
0.2617 
0.2044 
1.0076 
0.l31 
0.2044 
-0.501 
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0.0 
0.1022 
0.0 
-0.9532 
-0.954 
-1. 9944 
0.3459 
1.41 
1. 4916 
0.0 
-0.456 
-0.4972 
Table 5.4 The coefficients of the DPLL's whose transfer functions 
are Pk(z), when £ = 0.5 
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Fig. 5.1 Block diagram of a conventional digital phase-locked 
loop (DPLL) 
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6. CHANNEL ESTIMATION 
6.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapters, the sampled impulse response of the channel 
was assumed correctly estimated. This assumption is not precisely 
true, especially in a mobile radio environment. Hence, it is necessary, 
at the receiver, to obtain an estimate of the sampled impulse response 
of the channel in order to achieve correct detection of the received 
signal. Two estimators are studied here, namely a feedforward channel 
estimator (FFCE) and a modified feedback channel estimator (MFBCE). 
The feedback channel estimator techniques available in the literature 
(203 205,Appendix J) . . 
, , requlres a delay of LT seconds, where L 15 the 
number of samples in the sampled impulse response and T is the symbol 
duration. It will be found that this delay degrades the performance 
of the estimator. Therefore, the feedback channel estimator is 
modified mathematially in Appendix J, in order to eliminate the effect 
of delay. Moreover, the modified feedback channel est~imator used 
here is further developed by inserting a digital feedback control 
system, described in Appendix H, for the use with digital phase locked 
loop techniques (Chapter 5). 
The feedback channel estimators available in the literature, as 
prementioned, degrade by the delay, while the feedforward channel 
estimator degrades by the existence of the intersymbol interference error 
signal, which is defined in Appendix J. These degradations are eliminated 
in the modified feedback channel estimator (MFBCE) and better performance 
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is to be expected. Furthermore, the complexity of the MFBCE is 
identical to the complexity of FFCE, without the insertion of the 
digital control system in MFBCE. 
The MFBCE uses the same transversal feed forward filter (called here 
dynamic filter) that has been used by the non-linear channel equaliser 
(Figure 4.5). Hence, it is possible in practice to add only a 
threshold level detector and to make a collectively adaptive nonlinear 
. . (5,109,147) 
channel equa11satlon and detections scheme. 
Both estimators (FFCE and MFBCE) use the already detected data symbol. 
But, when the near-maximum likelihood detection scheme is employed, it 
requires a delay to reach a decision and at the same time requires to 
be supplied by the estimated sequence of the sampled impulse response of 
the channel. Therefore, the least-square fading-memory prediction 
method is used here, since it is a potentially better prediction 
th d (204,206) me 0 • 
The two estimators studied here (FFCE and MFBOS are tested separately 
under noisy and Rayleigh fading conditions, by extensive computer 
simulations. This measurement covers the optirnisation tests, tolerance 
to additive noise test~ effect of delay tests, and convergence tests. 
All these tests are carried out in a mobile radio environment, 
represented by Rayleigh fading simulators. 
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6.2 Basic Assumption~ 
The data transmission model is shown in Figure 6.1, which is based on 
the model described in Chapters 3 and 4. The signal at the input of 
the baseband channel is a sequence of impulsed data symbol s.o(t -.iT) 
1 
where s. are assumed statistically independent and equally likely to 
1 
have any of K possible values (Chapters 2 and 4). 
In mobile radio environment, the channel is subjected to multipath 
fading with Rayleigh distribution function. Therefore, the trans-
mission path is represented by the multipath Rayleigh fading simulator 
defined and designed in Chapter 3. The transmission path (Rayleigh 
fading simulator) mUltiplies the impulse response of the channel by 
the factor q(t) which introduces the random phase/frequency fluctuations 
and fading (see Chapter 3, Equation 3.21). Hence, the baseband channel 
impulse response yet), with an effective duration of LT seconds, is 
time varying with a Rayleigh distribution function, where L is a positive 
integer and T is the duration of the symbol in seconds. The noise 
introduced by the channel is white Gaussian noise, that is added to 
the signal at the output of the transmission path. Also, the noise 
is assumed here to include co-channel interference and adjacent channel 
interference. The noise becomes band-limited Gaussian noise at the 
output of the receiver filter. 
At the output of the Rayleigh fading baseband channel, the received 
signal r(t) is sampled once per data element at time t=iT to give the 
received signal samples 
where w. 
1 
r. 
1 
~ 
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w. 
1 
w(iT) is the complex-valued samples waveform of the 
additive band-limited noise with zero mean and power spectral density 
of .! N 2 o' 
is given 
where 
by 
The complex-valued sampled impulse response of the channel 
(Equations 3.79 and 3.80) 
Y. ~ [y. 0 y. 1 . . Yi,L-l1 1 1, 1, 
~ HQ. 01 
6.1 
H rh' 0 hI ... hL_l 1 6.3 0 
is the linear (nonfading) baseband channel impulse response (Equation 
3.77) and 
qi 0 0 
0 qi-l 0 
Qi 6.4 
° 
0 qi-L+l 
is (LxL) diagonal matrix derived from the Rayleigh fading simulator 
(Equation 3.81). The linear modulator, linear demodulator, the trans-
mitter and receiver filters all together form H (for more detail see 
o 
Chapter 3) . The delay (which is the relative mean of all paths delay 
. . (10,11)) in case of mult1path propagat10n other than dispertion is 
neglected here so that y. ,~ 0 for t < 0 and t > L-l. 
1,~ 
The detected replica of {s.} 
l. 
reasonable purposes, assumed 
s~ = s. for all values of i. 
l. l. 
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designated as {s~} which are, for 
. l. 
(5 200,203-206) 
correctly detected ' • Thus 
The signals r. and s~ are fed to the 
l.-n l.-n 
channel estimator to give an estimate y~ of Y. at time t = iT, where n is 
l. l. 
an appropriate integer, that represents the number of samples by which the 
detector delayed the detected element, when a near-maximum likelihood 
detector is used, and 
6.5 
is the estimated sampled impulse response of the channel. 
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6.3 Feedforward Channel Estimator (FFCE) 
The FFCE based on the feedforward tranversal filter is shown in 
Figure 6.2. The mathematical analysis, for deriving the stepsize 
that is used to update the estimate Y~ of Y., is introduced in 
1 1 
Appendix J. On the receipt of ri' the estimator holds in its 
stores the detected data symbol {s~} of {s.}, which are assumed 
1 1 
correctly detrected(S,109,200,203-206). Also, the delay required 
by the detector (in case of using near maximum likelihood detection 
schemes) is neglected here for the purpose of this discussion. 
Hence, the estimate Y~ of Y. is given by(5,220,203-20S) 
1 1 
Y~ 
1 
Y'. + b P 
1-1 i 
where b is a small positive constant that controls the rate of 
6.6 
convergence of the estimator and P. is an L-component vector given by 
1 
P. = e. [(s~)* (s~ )* (s~ r (s' )*] 1 1 1 1-1 1-2 ••. i-L+l 
* (s~) is the complex-conjugate of s~ and e. is the error signal 
1 1 1 
obtained from the subtraction of the estimated signal 
received signal ri' or 
e. 
1 
r. - r! 
1 1 
where r. is defined by Equation 6.1 and 
1 
L-l 
L Si_t yi-l,t 
t=O 
r~ 
1 
from the 
6. 7 
6.8 
6.9 
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th f " , Hence, the i component 0 y, 1S g1ven by 
1 
6.10 
It has been found in Appendix J, that the major impairments in the FFCE 
are the noise and intersymbol interference error signal components which 
cannot be easily compensated for especially in rapidly varying and noisy 
channels. Also, for multilevel QAM-signals, it is necessary to multiply 
by the reciptocal of s ~ 0' in Equation 6.10, and not by (s', 0) * in order 
1-)1; l.-JI., 
to reduce the noise and intersyrnbol interference error signal components 
(Appendix J). Moreover, the values of the intersymbol interference 
error signal components cannot be assumed to be equal to zero, in mobile 
radio communications: such assumptions may be possible in conditions 
where the channel is slowly varying with time. 
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6.4 Modified Feedback Channel Estimator (MFBCE) 
The operation of the feedback channel estimator (FBCE) is based on the 
feedback filter shown in Figure 6.3, and its mathematical analysis is 
presented in Appendix J. The FBCE gives Y~ the estimate of Y. on the 
~ ~ 
receipt of r (109,203,205) and hence, there is a delay of LT seconds, ~L ' 
where L is an appropriate integer and T (in seconds) is the symbol 
duration. As in the case of FFCE, the FBCE must also use the already 
detected data symbols to generate an error signal by which it can control 
its output. Hence, the detection process has to be delayed by the 
same period, even with a zero delay detector such as the nonlinear 
equaliser. This delay, however, does not only degrade the performance 
of FBCE, but degrades the performance of the detector as well. 
The FBCE is modified mathematically in order to overcome the discrepancy 
caused by the delay (Appendix J) . The modification led to a further 
development by which the practical implementation is easier. The 
developed system consists of:-
i) A dynamic feedforward transversal filter 
ii) A feedback digital control system 
iii) A static feed forward transversal filter 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the arrangement of the MFBCE which operates as 
follows:-
i) The dynamic filter takes its coefficients from the estimated impulse 
response of the channel by feedback loops (not shown in Figure 6.4). 
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It detects any changes in the channel and feeds its output after 
multiplication by (s~}-l to the digital control system. 
l. 
"-
Hence, 
the signal at the input of the digital control system is given by 
(r. -
l. 
L-l 
L 
£=1 
, , i(,}-l s. ,y. 1 s. ~-x. ~-, ~ 
. + (s'. }-l y. 0 
L-l 
L (s. , y. , - s~ , y~ 1 ,) l. , l. £=1 ~-.x.. ~,A. ~-x. 1- IX. 
ii} The feedback digital control system employed here is second 
6.11 
order that has been designed and test.Bd previously (Appendix H, 
Chapter 5). It has two important facilities since it acts as a 
noise filter and a controller. It compares its input and output 
to generate an error signal that is given by 
e. 
l. ~. - q~ 1 1. 1.-. 
This signal is fed to the loop filter of the feedback control 
system and the filter output is found to be 
2 
O. 
l. L k=O 
~ 
c e. .- L k l.-k 
. k=l 
6.12 
6.13 
where c k ' for k=O to 2, and dk , for k=1,2 are the filter coefficients 
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defined in Chapter 5, in the case of digital phase-locked loop 
(DPLL2B) • Sub.sequeritly, this signal is fed to an integrator 
to give 
q~ = q~ 1 + cS. 
.1 .1- .1 
6.14 
The signal from the output of the digital control is passed to 
the static filter. 
iii) The static feedforward filter has constant coefficients, that 
are given by Equation 3.77, and the step-size factor b, which 
is a constant parameter (Equation J.33). This filter gives 
/ 
~ different components representing the sequence y~ the estimate 
1 
of Y .. 
1 
An individual component is given by 
for 1= 0,1, ... , L-l 
where {hi} are given by Equation 3.77. Clearly, the names 
6.15 
dynamic and static have been given to those two filters according 
to the behaviour of their coefficients. 
The sequence {q~} can be arranged in a diagonal matrix such as 
1 
(Equation J .46) 
q~ 0 0 0 
1 
0 q~ 1 0 0 1-
0 0 q~ 2 0 
Q~ 1- 6.16 = 
1 
o o o 
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Then the row estimate ~., whose components are used to update y~ l' 
1 1-
is given by (Equation J.47) 
H O~ 
0 1 
Hence, the estimate Y~ of Y. is obtained according to Equation J.40, 
1 1 
such as 
Y~ (l-b) Y~ 1 + b •. 
~ 1.- 1. 
Y~ 1 + b( •. - Y~ 1) 1.- 1. 1.-
= Y~ 1 + b(H':O~ - Y~ 1) 
1.- !l .. :1 1.-
The components of Y~ are used by the detector for detection of the 
1 
next data symbol without any delay. 
6.17 
6.18 
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6.5 Least-Square Fading-Memory Prediction 
The application of a near-maximum likelihood detection scheme requires 
a delay of n sampling interval in order to detect s~, after the reception 
~ 
(151-165, Chapter 4) h ' 
of r. I were n 15 an appropriate integer and 
~+n 
ri+n is given by Equation 6.1. Clearly, the estimators described 
above give an estimate y~ of Y., when r. is received. 
~ ~ ~ 
Also, the 
estimators use r~ , the estimated signal which is obtained from the 
~ 
detected sequence, S~, and the estimated sampled impulse response of the 
~ 
channel, y~ l' in their estimation processes. 
~-
While the near-maximum 
likelihood detector needs to use y~ , Y', I' y~ 2'···' y~ 1 to 1+n l+n- l+n- 1-
be able to carry out the detection procedure described in Chapter 4. 
Accordingly, the components of the sequences (Yi+n' Yi+n-l' Yi+n-2' ... ) 
, b' f h " (203,204) must be prov~ded y us~ng one 0 t e pred~ct~on methods . 
Moreover, the received signal sequence [r. I r. + l' r, 2' ... , r.] l+n 1 n- l+n- 1 
has to be kept in store for subsequent detection and estimation 
processes. The predicted value of y~ from the information received 
~+n 
at time t=iT (seconds) is designated as Y~ 'I"~ l+n 1 Different methods for 
predicting the value of Yi+l/ i 9r 
of y" y, l' ... have been studied 
~ ~-
Y,' I' from the estimate l+n l. 
1 h (200,203,204) e sew ere ; 
Y ~ l' ••• ~-
the least-
(204 206) 
square fading-memory prediction is recommended for use here ' . 
Subsequently, a degree 1 polynomial is only used here which is given by 
= (Yi/i-l)' + (1 - e)2~i 6.19 
Yi/i-l + (Yi+l/ i ) , + (1 - e
2 ) Ei 6.20 
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= + (ntl) (Yi+l/ i ) , 
where (Yi+l/i )' is a function of the first differential of Yi+l/ i 
with respect to time and 
E Y ', Y' i = 1 - i/i-l 
e is a real constant in the range 0 to 1. 
(Y~ 1/')' appears essentially as a dummy variable in the algorithm 
1+ 1 
but its function is to assist in determining the required prediction 
and it is not necessary to be considered in further detail (203) . 
Furthermore, the values of individual components of (Y~ 1/')' may be 
1+ 1 
zero when no changes occur in the channel. 
is initialized as follows 
= y' = 
o 
o 
H 
o 
However, the polynomial 
6.21 
6.22 
6.23 
Clearly, increasing the value of e towards 1, the weight factor decreases 
in the prediction process. 
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6.6 Computer Simulation Tests and Results 
The performances of the FFCE and MFBCE are studied here by computer 
simulation tests in the presence of additive noise and Rayleigh fading 
conditions. 
The two systems have two not well valued parameters since the 
value of each is between zero and one. These parameters are:-
i) The convergence constant, b. 
ii) The prediction weighting factor, 8. \ 
Therefore, it is necessary to select the values of these two parameters 
(b and 8) such that each of the estimators gives optimum performance in 
noisy conditions and in possible fading rates. The optimisation tests 
can be carried out by selecting either the value of 8 as near as possible 
to 1 .. or the value of b as close as possible to zero and making the value 
of the other parameter vary from zero up to one, with relatively low 
signal-to-noise ratio, according to the following steps:-
1st step. Let 8 = 0.9 and making the value of b vary from zero toward 1. 
The value of b (say b = bl ) at which the estimator gives minimum mean 
square error (minimum MSE) is taken for the use in the next step. 
2nd step. is performed by letting the value of 8 vary, say from 0.1 by 
suitable steps up to the value of 1, with b = b l and by taking 81 the 
value of e at which the estimator gives minimum mean square error. 
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3rd step. This step is the reptition of 1st step, but now with 6 ~ 61 . 
b 2 the value of b, at which the estimator gives minimum mean square 
error, is selected. 
4th step .. If b2 ;i b l , Step 2 must be repeated, but with b ~ b2 , and 
6 ~ 6 2 is recorded. Moreover, if b ~ bl then b2 and 61 will be used as 2 
the system optimising values. The 1st and 2nd steps are repeated in the 
way described in the 3rd and 4th steps until either the values of b ~ 
. i 
The last values of band 6 are kept as the optimised 
values, at the satisfaction of the above conditions (see Tables 6.1 and 
6.2) . 
The mean square error for the optimisation test only is given by 
M 
MSE ~ 10 log 10 «M-!) 2L: i~N 6.2'1 
where Y. is the actual sampled impulse response of the channel, N ~ 1000 
1 
and M ~ 50000. The factor of 2L, used here, is only to increase the 
range of operation. The optimisation tests were carried out under 
different Rayleigh fading rate conditions with signal-to-noise ratio of 
10 dB calculated as 10 10910 (1/02), where 0 2 is the noise variance. 
The results of MSE versus b for different selected values of 6 for optimum 
performance are shown in Figure 6.5 for FFCE and Figure 6.6 for MFBCE. 
While Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show MSE versus 6 for different selected values 
of b at which the estimators became .optimum for FFeE and MFBCE respectively. 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 give the values of band 6 for the corresponding 
Doppler frequency. 
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The values of band e, obtained for optimum systems tested above when 
only f = 100 Hz, are used in the following tests. 
D 
Figures 6.9 and 
6.10 show the variation of MSE with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for FFCE 
when a rectangular shaped channel (C=r) and a raised-cosine shaped channel 
(C=rc) are used respectively. Also, Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the 
variation of MSE with SNR for MFBCE when C=r and C=rc respectively. 
The MSE and SNR are calculated here as follows:-
M 2 1 L Iy ~ - Y i I ) dB 6.25 MSE = 10 loglQ (M-N l. 
i=N 
M 
qi l2 signal power 1 L ISi power units 6.26 p = average = 
s M-N i=N 
M 
1 L 2 power units p = average noise power hi 6.27 n M-N i=N 
SNR 10 logl (p IP ) 
o s n 
dB 6.28 
where {s.} are the transmitted sequence, {q.} are obtained from 
l. l. 
Equation 6.4, {w.} are the additive noise components seen in Equation 6.1, 
l. 
and Ixl is the modulus of x. 
The above tests are carried out for single prediction step, when n=l 
in Equation 6.21, and such prediction is only applicable in the case of 
using channel equalisation technique. Clearly, both estimators are 
using the already detected data symbol in their estimation processes. 
But, the near-maximum likelihood detection scheme requires a delay of 
n symbols to reach a decision. Therefore, it is necessary to study the 
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effect of the delay on the performances of the estimators. Figures 6.13 
to 6.20 show such effects, when SNR = 10 or 38 dB, on the performances of 
FFCE and MFBCE with the application of the two channels. Both estimators 
performance diverge as the delay (represented by n symbols)increases, but 
the divergence at high SNR is much slower. Table 6.3 gives the values of 
n at which the MSE = 0 dB when the Doppler frequency fD = 100 Hz. Clearly, 
FFCE diverges a little faster than MFBCE as the delay increases. Moreover, 
both systems diverge faster, when the raised-cosine shaped channel is used 
than is the case when the rectangular shape is used. 
Further comparisons between the performances of FFCE and MFBCE can be 
assessed to compare between their tolerance to additive noise at fD = 50 
and 100 Hz as shown in Figure 6.21 and 6.22 for rectangular and raised-
cosine shaped channels respectively, where (in these two figures) FF refers 
to FFCE and FB refers to MFBCE. Also, table 6.4 compares the value of MSE 
at 38 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) obtained from Figures 6.21, 6.22 and 
also from 6.9 to 6.12 for the two systems under different fading rates. 
Clearly, MFBCE gives an advantage of 7 to 13 dB in performance over FFCE 
for the same SNR (= 38 dB). Moreover, there is insignificant difference 
in the application of the two channels used here when FFCE is used at high 
fading rate and no difference when MFBCE is used. 
All of the above tests were carried out on the assumption that all the 
required sequences are initialized according to Equation 6.23. But in 
the case when the estimator does not know the values of these sequences 
or Y' = v'=Q and (¥' ) '=0 then it is necessary to send a retraining 1/0'0 1/0' 
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signal with a relatively long well known sequence to the receiver and 
letting the estimator build up its initialisation. The question is 
how long the sequence must be. Figures 6.23 to 6.26 show the variation 
of the square error (SE) with time of n symbols (required to make the 
system converge) . 
SE 
The SE is given by 
10 loglO (. /Y' _ y 12) 
n n 
dB 
Clearly from Figures 6.23 to 6.26 both systems converge rapidly. 
6.29 
It is possible to conclude from the work presented by this chapter that:-
i) The feedback channel estimator introduced in Appendix J requires a delay 
of LT seconds, where L is the number of samples in the sampled impulse 
response of the channel and T is the symbol duration. The feedback 
estimator is modified mathematically in order to overcome the above delay. 
Also, a further development is brought forward by the insertion of a 
digital feedback control system in the modified feedback channel estimator. 
The insertion of a digital feedback control system may eliminate as much 
noise as possible outside its bandwidth (100 Hz). Also, from Appendix J, 
the modified feedback channel estimator, MFBCE, (as well as the feedback 
channel estimator) can subtract the intersymbol interference error signal 
components, while the feedforward channel estimator cannot. For the 
above reasons the MFBCE shows surprisingly much better performance in 
the above tests over the feedforward channel estimator, FFCE. 
ii) It has been found in Appendix J that it is necessary to mutliply 
by the reciprocal of the data symbol value to obtain a better estimate 
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of the sampled impulse response of the channel and not by the complex-
conjugate of the data symbol value, when the FFCE is used with a multi-
level QAM signal. 
iii) The values of band e, that optimise the estimators under Rayleigh 
fading condition with Doppler frequency of 100 Hz, were used in all of the 
above tests of course excluding the optimisation tests. The idea behind 
that is to design an estimator that can cope with highest possible fading 
rate. This has led to a high jittering at lower fading rate. Therefore, 
it is necessary to make the values of band e vary in a sense such to 
optimise the estimator according to the fading rate. Consequently b 
and e must not be constants. 
iv) Both estimators studied here are highly sensitive to delay. 
v) Also both estimators, FFCE and MFBCE, converge quickly, since their 
convergence constants, b, are relatively large in comparison with results 
. (207-206) 
obta1ned elsewhere . Furthermore, the larger the value of b the 
more susceptible to the noise is the estimator. The values of e, used 
here, might also influence the convergence of the two estimators. 
vi) At lower fading rates, both estimators are more tolerant to noise, 
which indicates that both estimators have very narrow bandwidths. 
Table 6.1 
b 
0:09 
0.08 
0.07 
0.05 
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8 
0.7 
0.85 
0.7 
0.85 
100 
50 
25 
10 
Optimum values of band 8 under different 
fading rates for the feedforward channel 
estimator. 
b 
0.5 
0.45 
0.175 
0.125 
8 
0.80 
0.85 
0.90 
0.95 
100 
50 
25 
10 
Table 6.2 Optimum values of band 8 under different 
fading rates for the modified feedback channel 
estimator. 
SNR 
dB 
10 
10 
38 
38 
Table 6.3 
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Channel n n 
C = in FFCE in MFBCE 
r 14 16 
re 13 15 
r 17 18 
re 16 17 
The values of delay n when MSE = 0 under 
a Rayleigh fading with Doppler frequency 
fo = 100 for 10,38 dB signal-to-noise ratio 
fD 
MSE in dB MSE in DB 
for FFCE for MFBCE 
C = r 
Hz 
100 -11.0 
50 -13.6 
25 -18.0 
10 -'25.0 
Table 6.4 
C = rc C = r C = re 
-10.6 -17.0 -17.0 
-13 .2 -23.0 -23.0 
-17.7 -32.0 -32.0 
-25.0 -38.0 -38.0 
Mean square error ,(MSE) measured at 
38 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for 
FFCE and MFBCE under different Rayleigh 
fading rates, when rectangular shaped (C=r) 
and raised-cosine shaped (C=rc) are used. 
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Fig. 6.5 FFCE optimisation tests for different fading 
rates and different values of 8; SNR= 10 dB. 
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Fig. 6.6 MFBCE optimisation tests for different fading 
rates and different values of 8; SNR=IO dB. 
MSE: Mean :::Square Error 
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Fig. 6.7 FFCE optimisation tests for different fading 
rates and different values of b; SNR=lo dB. 
MSE: Mean :Square Error 
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Fig. 6.8 MFBCE optimisation tests for different fading 
rates and different values of b; SNR=,o dB. 
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Fig 6.9 Performance of FFCE in additive noise for different 
fading rates when C=r, 8=0.7 and b=0.09. 
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Fig 6.10 Performance of FFCE in additive noise for different 
fading rates when C=rc, 8=0.7 and b=0.09. 
MSE: Mean ".Square Error 
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MSE: Mean :5quare Error 
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Fig 6.12 Performance of MFBCE in additive noise for different 
fading rates when C=rc, 9=0.8 and b=O.5. 
MSE: Mean :Aquare Error 
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Fig. 6.13 Effect of delay on FFCE performace for different 
fading rates when SNR=10 dB, C=r, 9=0.7 and b=0.09. 
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Fig. 6.14 Effect of delay on FFCE performace for different 
fading rates when SNR=38 dB, C=r, 9=0.7 and b=0.09. 
MSE: Mean .:. ~quare Error . 
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Fig. 6.15 Effect of delay on FFCE perform ace for different 
fading rates when SNR=10 dB, C=rc, 8=0.7 and b=0.09. 
MSE: Mean : Square Error 
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Fig. 6.16 Effect of delay on FFCE performace for different 
fading rates when SNR=38 dB, C=rc, 8=0.7 and b=0.09. 
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Fig. 6.17 Effect of delay on MFBCE performace for different 
fading rates when SNR=10 dB, C=r, 9=0.8 and b=O.S. 
MSE: Mean·~Square Error 
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Fig. 6.18 Effect of delay on MFBCE performace for different 
fading rates when SNR=38 dB, C=r, 8=0.8 and b=0.5. 
MSE: Mean ~Square Error 
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Fig. 6.19 Effect of delay on MFBCE perform ace for different 
fading rates when SNR=10 dB, C=rc, 9=0.8 and b=O.S. 
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Fig.6.22 Comparison between the performances of FFCE 
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Fig. 6.23 Convegence tests for FFCE under different fading 
rates when SNR=38 dB, C=rc, 8=0.7 and b=0.09. 
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Fig. 6.24 Convegence tests for FFCE under different fading 
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Fig. 6.25 Convegence tests for MFBCE under different fading 
rates when SNR=38 dB, C=rc, 9=0.8 and b=0.5. 
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Fig. 6.26 Convegence tests for MFBCE under different fading 
rates when SNR=10 dB, C=rc, 8=0.8 and b=0.5. 
SE: Square Error 
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7. SPACE DIVERSITY 
7.1 Introduction 
It is believed, from the preceeding Chapters, that the deep fade 
. (10 11,117) 
occurrence 15 rare' , and of a short duration. However, when 
it does occur, it will ruin all the built-up synchronisation. Also, 
throughout this interval, errors are more likely to occur. Since 
the chance of having two deep fades from two uncorrrelated signals at 
any instant is unusual, then the effect of the fade can be reduced by 
the application of diversity (10 ,11) . Diversity is the technique used 
to develop the transmitted information from several signals received 
independently over different fading paths. The objective of a diversity 
scheme is to combine the multiple signals in order to combat the effects 
of Rayleigh fading. AS a result, the diversity scheme can minimize the 
effect of fading since deep fades rarely occur simultaneously during the 
same time interval on two or more paths. The following definitions are 
used in diversity schernes:-
i) Coherent bandwidth: is the channel (frequency) spacing between 
two signals with a correlation coefficient of les. than 0.5(117). 
The coherence bandwidth is typically from 30 kHz to 1 MRz. The 
frequency selective properties of mobile radio makes it possible 
for some system plans to employ frequency diversity in order to 
. (10 11,117) 
combat the effect of fadlng' . 
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ii) Coherent Time: is the difference in time between two samples 
of signal with a correlation coefficient of less than 0.5(117). 
The typical value of coherent time is 1.3 ms or more. The 
frequency dispersive properties of the channel can be utilized 
in a time diversity scheme to combat the effect of fading(lO,ll, 
113,117) 
iii) Coherent distance: is the minimum distance between two points 
at which the signals correlation is less than 0.5(11,117). The 
A typical coherence distance is n2 in an urban location, where A 
is radiated frquency wavelength and n is an integer, n ~ 1. This 
property enables the use of space diversity. 
Since the spectrum utilisation isvery important in cellular mobile radio, 
.. d d . h . t(10-12,117, 123-130, 
space dlverslty is recornrnen e 1n sue an enVlronmen 
134-175) Hence, the objective of this chapter is to define the space 
diversity and to discuss briefly the combining methods. According to the 
above definitions, space diversity is achievable in the range of frequencies 
used here, of around 900 MHz since A = 16 cm. 
2 
Simple tests are carried 
out here to show the variations of the signals level before and after 
combining, for the case of an unmodulated carrier. 
- - ---------
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7.2 The significance of space diversity 
Space diversity is relatively simple to implement in comparison with 
the other diversity schemes and does not· require any additional frequency 
spectrum. MOreover'-:. ... !:· .. ,' space diversity is strongly considered in 
mobile radio communication for the above and the following merits(10-12 
117, 123-136) According to the definition of coherence distance, the 
basic requirement is to choose space between the antennas at the receiving 
side or at both sides (transmitting and receiving) such that the 
individual signals are uncorrelated. The practical spacing is found 
to be A 2 
at mobile stations(10,11,117,13l,133) and llA to 13A at base 
stations(10,11,130) . The diversity array can be located either at 
mobile unit, the base station,or both depending on the successful 
design of a combining technique and the degree of required enhancement 
of the signal. Each of the M antennas in the diversity array must 
provide an independent signal to an M-branch diversity combiner. Then, 
the combiner operates on the assemblage of signals to produce a 
favourable result. In principle, there is no limitation on M, the 
number of array elements, but the amount Of improvement realized in 
(11) 
the fading condition decreases as M becomes large . When M~2 the 
improvement is 11.5 dB with 99% reliable signal level and when M~4 the 
improvement is only 19.dB(11,117). Furthermore, the acceptable amount 
of correlation is found . (130) ~ 0.7 with good s~gnal performance . Also, 
(125) . it has been proved elsewhere that the channel spac~ng can be reduced 
to half by the use of space diversity under similar co-channel inter-
ference conditions. 
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7.3 Combining Techniques 
Since this chapter, as titled, deals with space diversity, therefore 
it is unnecessary to discuss combining techniques used with other 
diversity schemes. The following combiners used with space diversity 
. (10 11) 
schemes are discussed in detal1 elsewhere ' ,and they are briefly 
presented here:-
i) Selective cornbiner: The function of this combiner is to select 
the signal with the highest signal-to-noise-ratio amongst all of 
the received arrayw Of course, the system cannot calculate the 
signal-to-noise ratio but it selects logically the signal with 
highest level. However, this combiner is an impractical technique 
for mobile radio since it is very difficult to implement, due to 
the requirement of a floating threshold level (10) . 
ii) Switch combiner: This combiner depends on a switch-and-stay 
strategy. In this technique, the signal is switched to the receiver 
( demodulator) and stays on until its envelope drops below a 
predetermined threshold, and then the combiner looks for a signal 
from the M branches with highest level to switch it on to the 
receiver. 
iii) Maximal-ratio combiner: In this combiner, the M signals are 
weighted for optimum performance and are co-phased before being 
combined. The maximal-ratio-combiner can be applied with pre-
demodulation or post-demodulation techniques, where the co-phased 
signals are combined before or after demodulation respectively. 
iv) 
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Equal-gain Combiner: uses a simple phase-locked summing circuit 
to sum all of the M signals. Also, it provides incoherent 
summing of the various noise elements, but at the same time it 
provides coherent summing of all the individual signal branches. 
However, it is difficult to combine two or more signals with different 
phases relative to each other, in mobile radio communication, whatever 
the difference between their amplitudes. The combiner used here is similar 
to the equal-gain combiner. 
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7.4 Algorithm for Space Diversity 
The requirements of the space diversity technique at the receiving 
end are two antennas and a two branch combiner, where, in this case M~2. 
A model of a receiver representing such a technique is illustrated in 
Figure 7.1. This arrangement at the receiver does not depend on the 
arrangement of the transmitter, whether the transmitter has a single 
antenna or more used in a space diversity configuration. However, the 
two received. signals are received over two different paths, each 
subjected to different Rayleigh fading. The receiver, Figure 7.1, 
consists of two sets of demodulators,combiner and detector. The two 
received signals are roughly demodulated, by the first set of demodu-
lators, to give complex-valued baseband waveforms given by 
r(t,d) L s. 
l 
y(t - iT,d) + w(t,d) 
where, {y(t,d)} , for d=1,2, are the impulse responses of the channel 
seen through the two paths and {w(t,d)} are the additive bandlimited 
Gaussian noise components (see Chapters 3 and 4) . Of course, both 
received signals carry the same information s._ It is assumed that 
l 
7.1 
s. = ° for i ~ 0, so that s. is the ith transmitted data symbol. Also, 
l l 
for i > 0, the {s.} are statistically independent and equally likely to 
l 
have any of K possible values defined in Chapters 2 to 4 for multilevel 
signals. 
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The received signals, Equation 7.1, are sampled once per data symbol 
at the same instant t = iT to give the received samples 
r. d ~, = 
L-l 
L 
£=0 
s._£ y. £ d + w. d 
1. 1." 1., 
where {y. 'd} are the sampled impulse responses of the two baseband 
1. IN, 
7.2 
channels seen from the two branches and w. d = w(iT,d) are the bandlimited 
~, 
Gaussian noise components with zero mean and the same variance. Knowing 
that· each of {y. , d} , {wo d} , {r. d} and s. is complex-valued. Of 
l.,x.., 1., 1., 1. 
course, the two signals {r. d}' for d = 1,2, are uncorrelated according 
~, 
to the defin r.lion of coherent distance (10,11,117), therefore 
E(r. 1 r·. 2) 
1., 1., 
o 
where E(x) is the expectation of x, and subsequently 
E(y. 1 y: , 2) = ° l.,R" J.,x.., 
E(w. 1 
~, 
w·. 2) = 0 
~, 
for £ = 0,1, ... , L-l 
Clearly, each of {Y. , d }has common basis as described in Chapter 3 
1.,.-:., 
and the following chapters. Furthermore, each of them has a finite 
duration for practical purposes. 
7.3 
7.4 
7.5 
The second set of demodulators is used to remove separately, any frequency 
offset and/or phase shift, caused by the transmission paths, from the 
corresponding signal, so that they can be easily combined. The 
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combination is performed irrespective of the signals fading. The dis-
advantage of this combining technique is when anyone of the received signals 
suffers a deep fade,more noise, in comparison with combined signal level, 
will go through to the detector. But it is still better than selective 
and switch combiners in regarding the performances of the synchronisation 
systems which cannot cope easily with sudden jumps between different level 
signals and will subsequently affect the performance of the detector 
(Chapter 6), with the assumption that all combiners are using co-phased 
signals. Th~ Aer.ond set of demodulators uses a data aided digital phase 
locked loop (DA-DPLL) (Chapter 5) to generate correction signals that are 
used for the demodulation processes. The correction signals are given by 
c. d 1, for d=1,2 7.6 
where each one of {$'d} covers the phase and/or frequency shift caused 
1, ., 
by the corresponding path and j = 1:1. Moreover, each of DA-DPLL's is a 
second order system and,has two inputs, the estimated signal that can be 
obtained from the channel estimator and the demodulated received signal of 
the corresponding path (Chapters 5,6), as shown in Figure 7.1. The tan lock 
phase detector is used in each of the DA-DPLL to detect the phase difference 
between the two input signals to the DA-DPLL (Chapter 5). 
The impulse response of the channel corresponding to either path, 
( {y. , l} or {y. , 2})' is now formed by the linear modulator, transmitter 
1,N, .1.,N, 
filter (by assuming single transmitting antenna), the corresponding trans-
mission path, the corresponding linear demodulator and the corresponding 
receiver filtere Hence, from Equations 3.79 and 3.80, it is possible to 
obtain 
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Y. d ~, H Q. d o ~, 
= [y. 0 d Y ~" i,l,d y. 2 d ••• ~, , 7.7 
where (from Equation 3.77) 
7.8 
is the nonfading channel impulse response and (from Equation 3.81) 
q. d 0 0 0 ~, 
0 qi-l,d 0 0 
Q. d = 0 0 qi72,d 0 7.9 ~, 
o o o 
which are obtained from the Rayleigh fading simulators for the two paths. 
Of course, the same demodulators and receiver filters are used in the two 
branches at the receiving end. The modulator and the transmitter filter 
at the transmitting end, and the demodulator and the receiver filter at 
the receiving end together form the nonfading channel impulse response, Ho' 
The two transmission paths are represented by two Rayleigh fading simulators 
designed in the same way as described in Chapter 3. The four noise 
components are obtained from four different noise sources. Also, the four 
noise components are uncorrelated Gaussian random variables with zero 
mean and the same fixed variance. Hence, {Q. d} are uncorrelated random 
~, 
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variables with a Rayleigh distribution function to satisfy the condition 
d . . (10,11,117,130) of space ~ vers~ ty . 
Equation 7.2 can be rewritten as 
where 
r. d ~, 
Yi,Z,d 
+ w. d ~, 
for t=O, 1, ... , L-l 
Y ' H. d R. e 1, i, ,d 
and {~.} are the phase shifts caused by the two transmission paths and i.a 
Iq· dl is the modulus of q. d 
1, 1, 
As a comparison between Equation 7.11 
7.10 
7.11 
and Equation 7.6, the generated correction signal phases are the same as 
the received signal phases. Ideally, this is required for such situations, 
but is not true practically. The two received signals are co-phased by 
the second set of demodulators as fulfilment of a successful combining 
method. The signal at the output of the combiner is given by adding the 
results of multiplying Equation 7.6 by Equation 7.10 
r~ r. 1 c. 1 + r. 2 c. 2 ~ ~, ~, ~, ~, 
L-l 
= L Si_t h~ t + v. 7.12 
t=O ~, ~ 
where 
and 
h~ tI = 
1, ... 
V, 
1 
= 
= 
w, 1 1, c, 1 1, + w, 2 1, 
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c, 2 1, 
fori= 0,1, ... , L-l 
7.13 
7.14 
7.15 
Clearly {h~ ,}are the components of the resultant channel impulse response 
1, ... 
that are now given by 
H~ 
1 
= 
where H is given by Equation 7.8 and p, is L x L 
o 1 
such as 
Pi 0 0 0 
0 p', 1 0 0 1-
p, 0 
1 
0 Pi-2 0 
o o o 
7.16 
-diagonal matrix 
7.17 
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Now, all the components of p, are real valued representing the resultant 
1 
of. the fading caused by the two transmission paths. v. is a complex-
1 
valued noise component, whose real and imaginary parts are statistically 
independent Gaussian noise with zero mean and same variance. 
The detector must have prior knowledge of H~ in order to be able to detect 
1 
the received data symbols s~ 
1 
s~ can have all possible values of s,. 
1 1 
Furthermore, H~ is assumed here to be correctly estimated by the channel 
1 
estimator (Chapter 6). The performance of channel estimator in space 
diversity will be further considered in Chapter 8. The carrier recovery 
systems using DA-DPLL .are briefly presented here but will also be discussed 
conci~ely in Chapter 8. The estimated signal, that can be obtained from 
the channel estimator, can be given by: 
Z. 
1 
L-l 
Is" h' 
" ' " ~=O 1-" 1,,, 
7.18 
The signals at the output of the phase detectors of the DA-DPLL's are given by 
e. d 1, = 
-1 tan I (z. r. d) (m 1 1, ) 
R (z.r. d) 
e ~~, 
7.19 
where I (x) and R (x) refer to imaginary and real parts of the variable x. 
:rn e 
These signals are used as inputs to the loop filters of the DA-DPLL's and 
their output signals are employed to excite the voltage controlled 
oscillators (VCO's). Let the transfer function of the loop filters and 
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and VCO's in series form be X(f) whose inverse Fourier Transform is x(t) 
The generated correction signal phases are now given by 
4>. d 1, = e. d * x (t) 1, 7.20 
where * means the convolution process. Since r. 1 and r. 2 are 
~f 1, 
uncorrelated, then the correction signals, c. 1 and c. 2' that are 
1, 1, 
obtained from the DA-DPLL's, (Equation 7.6 and 7.20), are also uncorrelated. 
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7.5 Computer Simulation Tests and Results 
Simple tests have been carried out to observe the variation in signals 
level, in the mobile radio environment. The tests are performed under 
the assumption of an unrnodulated carrier, where, in· this case, s. ~ 1 + jl 
~ 
and j = /-1 (see Chapter 5). The reason behind such tests is to enable 
close observation to the signal levels and phases before and after com-
bination. Of course, the test can be carried out on a modulated carrier, but 
it is difficult to observe the phase, since the phase of a phase-modulated 
carrier is a function of the modulating signal and of the phase shift 
caused by the transmission paths. As mentioned earlier, the chance of 
having two deep fades from two uncorrelated signals at the same time is rare. 
Such a situation is shown in Figure 7.2 as a result of the first test that 
is consistent with the result obtained elsewhere(lO,ll) The results of 
these tests are shown in Figures 7.2 ,10",; 7.6. The two received signals 
level seen at the output of the first set of demodulators, Figure 7.1 are 
plotted for a short interval of time in Figure 7.2. The signal level is 
calculated as: 
signal level = 20 1 ('fading signal envelope I ") 0910 Inonfading signal envelope! dB 
= 20 10910 
Ir, d ! ( ~, ) !TT ~ dB 
where d is either 1 or 2, {r, d} are the two received fading signals as 
~, 
were given by Equation 7.2, !x! is the modulus of x and 
7.21 
f. 
1 
L-l 
L 
R.=O 
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7.22 
is the actual non fading received signal. Bearing in mind that {hR.} are the 
impulse response components of the non fading channel given by Equation 7.8. 
Figure 7.3 shows the signal level at the output of the combiner. Clearly, 
most of the time the level of the combined signal is above zero dB. However, 
Figure 7.4 compares between the levels of the two received signals and the 
combined signal, those are shown in Figure 7.2 and 7.3. 
The comparison between the two received signals phase at the output of 
the first set of demodulators and the phase of combined signal is shown in 
Figure 7.5. The phase of, for example, the received signals are calculated 
as:-
phase of (r. d) 
1, 
-1 tan 
I (r. d) (m 1, 
R (r. d) 
e 1, 
degrees 7.23 
Clearly, the phase of the signal at the output of the combiner is constant 
(or it is a function of the modulating signal phase only in case of using 
a modulated signal). Figure 7.6 (an expanded form of Figure 7.5) is 
presented to give a clearer view of how the phase of the received combined 
signal is varying. 
The performance of a 4-level PSK system ernnploying space diversity will 
be studied further in Chapter 8. 
From this chapter, it is possible to conclude that the effect of the fade can 
be reduced by the application of space diversity, since the chance of having 
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two deep fades from two uncorrelated (or with small correlation coefficient) 
signals is small. Moreover, the space diversity is recommended for use 
in cellular mobile radio communications, because spectrum utilisation is 
a very important factor of the overall syst~m design. 
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8. OVERALL PERFORMANCE 
8.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 7 a space diversity technique has been introduced and simple 
tests were carried out to study the combined signal level and phase with 
the use of a co-phased combiner. However, it is necessary to determine 
the tolerance to additive white Gaussian noise of a receiver employing 
space diversity, which is the objective of this chapter. 
A 4-1evel PSK (phase-shift-keyed) signal with differential coding is 
the only multi level signal used here (Chapter 2). The assumed receiver 
uses two sets of demodulators, a two branch cornbiner and a detector (see 
Figure 7.1). The two received signals are first demodulated to baseband 
by the first set of demodulators without removing the frequency offsets 
or the phase shifts caused by the corresponding paths. Also, the first 
set of dernodulators use the same reference signal, whose frequency is 
equal to the transmitted signal carrier frequency. The second set of 
demoddlators, whose functions are to remove any frequency offset and phase 
shift from the corresponding signals, use two independent correction 
signals generated by two DA-DLL's. Atthe output of the second set 
of demodulators, the signals are co-phased and can be combined (Chapter 7). 
The resultant signal from the combiner is fed to a detector. A non-
linear equaliser, NLEQ, and a near-maximum likelihoo~ 5203, detector are 
used and their performances are compared (Chapter 4) . Moreover, the 
modified feedback channel estimator, MFBCE, is associated with the 
detector (Chapter 6). All the above equipment is described briefly here, 
r 
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whilst their details can be seen from the corresponding chapter. 
The carrier rec~overy systems (CRSI and CRS2) described in detail in 
Chapter 5 are employed in receivers with the use of space diversity. 
Also, the co-phased combining method is used. The combined signal is 
fed to a threshold level detector. 
All the systems mentioned above are tested by comI'uter.· simulat ion tests 
(Appendix K) . 
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8.2 Model description 
Figure 8.1 shows the model of data transmission channel in the mobile 
radio environment. This model depends on the models described in 
Chapters 3 and 4 (Figures 3.1 and 4.1) and has the basic structure of 
a receiver model employing space diversity that has been described in 
Chapter 7 (Figure 7.1). Also this model may employ a near maximum 
likelihood detector or a non linear equaliser applied to a QPSK signal, 
that are described in Chapter 4 as system S203 and NELQ, respectively. 
Furthermore, this model uses the second-order data aided-digital phase 
loked loop (OA-OPLL) and the modified feedback channel estiamator (MFBCE) 
which are discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6 respetively. 
of realizing these systems in the model is shown in Figure 7.1. 
The way 
By assuming single transmitting antenna, there is only one linear modulator 
and one transmitter filter. The signals are received via two antennas 
corresponding to two independent paths. Consequently, each antenna 
feeds t~e corresponding receiver filter and the linear demodulator. Each 
of the transmission paths is represented by a multipath Rayleigh fading 
simulator separately, so that the received singals are uncorrelated. 
Hence,each transmission path and the corresponding demodulator and lowpass 
filter (which is equivalent to the receiver filter, see Chapter 3) 
together with linear modulator and lowpass filter (equivalent to the 
transmitter~ilter) form the corresponding baseband channel. Accordingly, 
the two baseband channels are uncorrelated, with Rayleigh distribution 
functions. The complex-valued impulse response of the two channels, 
y(t,d), have a finite duration for practical purposes, where d = 1,2. 
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Besides the fading, the other impairment is additive noise that may include 
co-channel interference and adjacent channel interference. However, the 
assumed noise is stationary white Gaussian noise, which is added to the 
information bearing signal at the output of each transmission path. The 
two complex-valued noise weveforms {w(t,d)} at the output of the two 
receiver filters are obtained from two different noise sources and, hence, 
they are uncorrelated. The resulting received signal at the output of 
the receiver filters are then complex-valued baseband signals given by 
Equation 7.1. Each of the received waveforms has a bandwidth extending 
from -B to +B, where B = 4800 Hz, and both are sampled at the same time 
instant, t ~ iT, once per data symbol to give the received samples, 
r. d 1, = 
L-l 
1: 
.bO 
s'_'Y·'d 1. X, 1,N, + w. d 1, 8.1 
where r. d = r(iT,d), y. id = Y (iT,d) and w. d = w(iT,d). 
1., 1." 1, 
The sampling 
rate is close to the Nyquist rate, which is 9600 sample/second. The real 
and imaginary parts of the noise components {wo d} in the received signals 
1, 
{r. d }are statistically independent Gaussian random variables with zero 
1, 
mean and have the same variance. The sampled impulse response of the 
linear baseband channels are given by Equation 7.7. 
The frequency and/or phase offsets are not yet removed from the received 
signals, Equation 8.1, and removing them requires the generation of two 
correction signals, having the same frequency and/or phase offset of 
the corresponding signal. The system used to solve this problem is the 
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data aided digital phase locked loop (OA-OPLL) described in Chapter 5. 
At the output of the second set of demodulators, the demodulated and 
sampled signals are combined according to Equation 7.12, since they are 
now co-phased. The resultant signal is fed to a detector which may be 
a nonlinear channel equaliser with a threshold level detector or a near-
maximum likelihood detector, where both are described in detail in 
Chapter 4 as systems 5203 and NLEQ. 
Since the modified feedback channel estimator (MFBCE) has shown a consider-
able improvement over the feedforward channel estimator (FFCE), the former 
is used here. The estimator was described in Chapter 6. The MFBCE 
uses the same feedforward transversal filter as that used by the nonlinear 
equaliser. Such an arrangement (of NLEQ and MFBCE) reduces the whole 
systems complexity. 
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8.3 Radio-frequency Signal Representation 
This section is a continuation of Section 5.5, where the two carrier 
recovery systems, CRSl and CRS2, are explained briefly, in order to 
avoid unnecessary repetition, with.use of space diversity. The corres-
ponding demodulation processes are described and detection is performed 
by using a simple threshold level detector. A post-dernoulation combining 
method is used to combine the two demodulated signals (see Figures 8.2 
and 8.3). From Equation 5.70, the two received signals are given by 
r. d ~, a. d cos(w iT + ~ . + ~ . d) + w. d 1, C 5,1 Q,l, 1, 
where a. d,for d = 1,2, are the envelopes of the two received signals 
~, 
{r. d} via two different paths. 
~, 
w = 2~f; f is the carrier frequency, 
c c c 
i is the time index, 
T T/32 T is the s signal element duration (in seconds) 
f = liT is the sampling frequency 
s s 
~ = ~l + Cl.) Cl = ± 1 is the sampled data sequence, 
s,i 2 ~ i 
8.2 
{~ . d} are the random phase shifts caused by two different transmission q,l, 
paths (from Equation 5.64) and {wo d} are the additive band limited noise 
~, 
components. The modulation technique used here is binary PSK (phase-
shift-keyed) and carrier frequency is reduced to 19.2 kHz for the use 
of software program simulation. The baseband data rate is 9.6 kbit/s. 
\ 
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The two received signals {ro d} are assumed uncorrelated and hence 
1, 
{$ 0 d} and {wo d} are uncorrelated (Chapter 7). 
q,~, 1., 
U o is equally likely 
1 
to have any of the two possible values. The noise components, {wo d} 
1, 
are Gaussian with zero mean and same variance. The signal-to-noise ratio 
is given by (from Equation 5.68) 
2 
SNR = 10 10910 
d=l 
I 
8.3. 1 System 1 
15000 
I 2 (ao d) / 
i=l 1., 8.3 
The complete block diagram of a receiver employing CRSl with the use of 
space diversity is shown in Figure 8.2. The two regenerated carrier 
signals, that are generated by squaring/filtering/frequency dividing by 
2 method from the corresponding received signals, are given by (from 
Equa tion 5. 71) 
Co d 1, = cos(w iT + $' 0 ) c s q,l.,d for d = 1,2 8.4 
where {$' 0 d} are the estimate Q,l , of{$ 0 d } generated at time t=(i-l)T . q,l., I 5 
For linear demodulation, each of the received signals is multiplied by 
the corresponding regenerated carrier signals and the resultant is fed 
to an integrator circuit (or a lowpass filter) to form a time integral 
from 0 to T as shown in Figure 8.2. 
integrator is given by 
= 
1 
K 
K-l 
I 
k=O Ci-K+k+l,d 
The signal at the output of each 
ri-K+k+l,d 8.5 
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where d = 1,2, K = TIT = 32, T is the data element duration, T is the 
s s 
sampling period and ~ is the time index of the data element such that 
= Of course, the integrator should be reset to zero at 
the end of each integration period. Now, the two signals are combined 
by direct addition and the result is given by 
g' = ~ 
The threshold level detector, at this stage, compares gi with zero 
threshold and makes a decision on which element has been received, as 
follows:-
= 
CI~ 
1 when 
Cl' = -1 ~ 
where Cl' is the detected data element. 
g' ~ > o 
The differential coding is essential in order to overcome the phase 
ambiguity in the recovered carrier signal phase caused by the squaring 
8.6 
8.7 
processes. In a mobile radio environment, with or without differential 
coding, there is always phase ambiguity in the recovered carrier signal 
due to Rayleigh fading. Therefore, space diversity has been used here. 
Since it is unlikely that the two signals will suffer a deep fade at the 
same instant (Chapter 7), it is possible to use the stronger signal to 
correct the regenerated carrier corresponding to the weaker signal. The 
demodulated signals g~,l and g~,2 suppose to have the same polarity and 
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consequently their multiplication, G£ = g£,l g£2' is always positive 
An observer can be assumed and operates according to the following 
procedure: 
o then 
Look for the weaker signal (who suffered deep fade) 
Else 
then 
Shift the corresponding regenerated carrier signal phase 
by 1800 (or multiply the corresponding regenerated carrier signal 
{c. d} by -1) 
1, 
b£ = 0 
End ifl 
This procedure enables the two regenerated carrier signals to resume 
their correct phase, throughout the test. 
8.3.2 System 2 
Figure 8.3 illustrates the block diagram of a receiver in which CRS2 is 
employed with use of space diversity. Also, the format of CRS2 resembles 
that of CRSl with addition ofamixer. The two regenerated reference 
signals are given in this case by 
c. d ~, 
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cos «w - w ) iT + <p'. ) 
c L s q,l,d for d = 1,2 8.8 
where {~ . d} are the estimates of <P . d generated at time t = (i-l)T , q/l, q/l, S 
and wL = 2nfL' fL is the local oscillator frequency (see Equation 5.74). 
These signals are obtained by passing the output signals from the two 
mixers through limiters, squarers, frequency dividers and all associated 
filters (see Chapter 5). To demodulate the two received signals, 
(Equation 8.2) they are first multiplied by the two regenerated reference 
signals and bandpass filtered them. Then, the resultan~ are second 
multiplied by the local oscillator signal and the multiplication results 
are fed to the corresponding time integral circui~ The output of each 
integratorc . is given by 
K-l 
- ~ L 
k=O 
L. ~-K+k+l r' i-K+k+l,d for d 1,2 
where K = 32, Ll is the local oscillator signal (from Equation 5.72) 
8.9 
8.10 
and {r~ d} are obtained from mutliplying the two received signals, {r. dJ, 
l, 1, 
and by the corresponding regenerated reference signals, Equation 8.8, 
and bandpass filtering them (see Equation 5.75), or 
r. d ~, = a. d cos(wLiT + <P .) + w~ d 1, S,l 1, 
where w~ d is the additive noise components. 
~, 
8.U 
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An identical procedure is used to correct the phase of the reference 
signal corresponding to the signal which is suffering a deep fade, as that 
used in case of employing CRSl. Furthermore, the identical detection 
method is used, as that described by Equations 8.6 and 8.7. 
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8.4 Computer Simulation Tests and Results 
8.4.1 Baseband QPSK signal 
Computer simulation tests have been carried out on systems S203, using 
near-maximum likelihood detection schemes, and NLEQ, using nonlinear 
equaliser, to determine their tolerance to aditive white Gaussian noise. 
Both systems employ 4-level PSK signals with differential coding (encoding! 
decoding) . Also, these tests are carried out using space diversity at the 
receiving end as an array of two antennas. The enhancement of space 
diversity is studied with or without the adaptation of channel estimation 
and phase correction. Two channels are used here with Rayleigh distri-
bution functions. The nonfading channels are derived from the corres-
ponding ideal lowpass filters with rectangular and raised-cosine shapes 
(see Chapter 3). The signal-to-noise ratio is given by (from Equation 
4.40) 
where (from Equation 4,38) 
is the 
P 
s 
signal 
P 
n 
1 
2 
2 
L 
d~l 
average 
2 
1 l: 
2 d~l 
K 
1 L 
K i~l 
power, 
K 
(.! \" L 
K i~l 
2 Is. q. d l ) 1 1, 
(from Equation 
·2 I W ·.'d I ) 1.-,. 
is the noise average power and K ~ 50,000. 
is given by (from Equation 4.41) 
dB 8.12 
8.13 
4,39) 
8.14 
While the bit error rate 
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BER = 8.15 
where B is the number of error bits in the received signal and B is the 
e t 
total number of tran"smitted bits. The computer simulation tests have 
been carried over the given channels according to the following sets of 
tests:-
i) Set 1: 
In Chapter 4, the tests have been carried out according to the 
following assumptions:-
A) Coherent demodulation 
B) Correct estimation of sampled impulse response of the channel. 
C) The sampled impulse response of the channel performs the 
Rayleigh fading with appropriate fading rate throughout the 
channel. 
D) According to assumption C, the sampled impulse response carried 
the Doppler frequency offset with rapidly fluctuating phase, 
caused by the multipath propagation. 
The tests carried out in Chapter 4 show about 20 dB degradation in such 
an environment. 
However, space diversity is used here in order to achieve better perform-
ance, since it is unlikely that the two signals suffer deep fade at the 
same time (Chapter 7). This set of tests is carried out with the above 
assumptions. The results are shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5, for different 
fading rates, where CCA means Coherent demodulation and Correct channel 
estimation are Assumed. Figures 8.6 and 8.7 compare between these results 
with the use of space diversity (SO) when the Doppler frequency of 100 Hz 
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(fO = 100 Hz) is used, and the correspondl:ng results obtained from Chapter 4 
without space diversity. C = rand C = rc mean rectangular and raised-
cosine shaped channels respectively. However, the application of space 
diversity gives, on either channel, 1.5 dB enhancement only, which is much 
less than that expected. It is difficult to assess the causes now unless 
all the sets are completed. 
ii) set 2: 
In this set, coherent demodulation is also assumed and the sampled impulse 
response of the channel is estimated by using MFBCE (modified feedback 
channel estimator). The results are shown in Figures 8.S and 8.9, where 
CHE means only CHannel sampled impulse response is Estimated. The results 
obtained in set 1 at fo = 100 Hz for two systems, S203 and NLEQ, are used 
as a reference for this and the following sets of tests for comparison. 
It is evident from Figures 8.8 and 8.9 that the probability of error 
decreases as the fading rate decreases, since the mean square error (MSE) 
of the MFBCE decreases with decreasing of the fading rate as that is tangibly 
visible in Chapter 6. Also, these results are worse than expected. 
iii) Set 3! 
As mentioned earlier (in Chapter 6), the MFBCE has a narrow bandwidth and 
consequently cannot cope with rapidly fluctuating sampled impulse response 
of the channels. If it is possible to remove the frequency offset and 
phase shift caused by the transmission paths, the system's tolerance to 
additive noise may become better. 
In Set 1 and Set 2, coherent demodulation has been assumed throughout the 
tests. This assumption is not exactly true, since all the frequency offset 
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and phase shift, caused by the transmission paths, have not been removed 
entirely from the demodulated and sampled received signals. The linear 
demodulation assumed in the preceding chapters was performed by simple 
frequency transformation from the passband region to the baseband region 
by using a signal having the same frequency as the transmitted carrier, 
but in phase quadrature to each other, as reference signal. Whilst the 
required reference signal must cover all the frequency offset and phase 
(12) 
shift so as to match the received signal phase and frequency . In 
Chapter 7, the demod~ation was carried out by two sets of demodulators 
for frequency transformation and phase correction to resemble the action 
of coherent demodulation. This method is used here. AS a result all 
the components of the sampled impulse response now have zero frequency 
and consequently narrow bandwidth can be accomplished. Figure 8.10 and 
8.11 show the results of such tests. Clearly a much better performance 
can be obtained as the fading rate decreases, where in Figures 8.10 
and 8.11 BG means Both channel impulse responses and phase correcting 
signals are Generated. Table 8.1 gives the enhancement of using space 
diversity when the sampled impulse response of the channel is estimated 
and phase correction signals are generated without delay. The results 
listed in Table 8.1 are measured, from Figure 8.10 and 8.11, at bit error 
-4 
rate of 10 . 
iv) Set 4: 
The tests in this set are identical to the corresponding tests in Set 3 
but with phase correction signals are only generated and the sampled impulse 
rsponse of the channel is assumed correctly estimated (CHA.CG). The 
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results are illustrated in Figures 8.12 and 8.13. Clearly, identical 
results are obtained as in Set 3 but with much better improvement as 
shown in Table 8.2. 
v) Set 5: 
In Sets 3 and 4 the sampled impulse response of the channel is supplied 
to both detectors used here without a delay. The near-maximum likelihood 
detector, S2D3, required a delay. However, the phase correction signals 
are generated without delay, as in Set 4 while the sampled impulse response 
of the channel is supplied to the nonlinear equaliser detector, NLEQ, without 
delay and to the near-maximum likelihood detector, S2D3, with a delay by 
using least-square fading-memory prediction method. The results are 
shown in Figure 8.14 and 8.15. Evidently, the delay degrades the perform-
ance of the near-maximum likelihood detector severely at high fading rate 
and the degradations gradually diminish as the fading rate decreases. 
8.4.2 Passband binary PSK signal 
computer simulation tests have been carried out on the two receivers 
employing either CRSl or CRS2 (carrier recovery system 1 or 2) with a 
threshold level detector to determine their tolerance to additive white 
Gaussian noise under Rayleigh fading conditions. Both systems use binary 
PSK (phase-shift-keyed) signal with differential coding and space diversity 
technique. The signal-to-noise ratio is calculated according to Equation 
8.3 . The results of the tests are shown in Figure 8.16. Clearly, the 
receiver employing CRS2 gives about 3.5 dB better performance over the 
receiver employing CRSl. 
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From the above results it is possible to conclude that: 
i) The application of space diversity leads to more than 10 dB tolerance 
to additive noise in a mobile radio environment, depending on the fading 
rate. 
ii) The nonlinear equaliser and near-maximum-likelihood detectors 
deteriorate with rapidly varying phase of the impulse response of the 
channel (Set 1). Therefore, it is recommended to remove any phase shift 
and frequency offset caused by the transmission path from the received 
signal and subsequently from the impulse response of the channel, in 
order to achieve better performance. 
iii) The channel estimator is also sensitive to the phase fluctuation 
of the channel impulse response and consequently its deterioration degrades 
the performance of the corresponding detector (Set 2). 
iv) Since the delay degrades the performances of the data aided digital 
phase locked loop and the channel estimator (see Chapters 5 and 6) these 
degradcations affect the performance of the near-maximum likelihood dectors, 
even with less dispersive channels as those which were used here, but the 
performance of near-maximum likelihood is improved gradually as fading 
rate decreases. 
v) The receivers in which the CRSl and CRS2 (carrier recovery systems 1 
and 2) show better tolerance to additive noise under Rayleigh fading 
condition. Consequently, both CRSl and CRS2 are capable of tracking 
and generating the received signal carrier, of course, with the provision 
of the phase correction logic described here. Moreover, the -receiver 
employing the CRS2 gives 3.5 dB better performance over the receiver employing 
-------- -
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the CRSl, since in the former the demodulation takes place using a stable 
frequency for the local oscillator. 
fo 
in Hz 
100 
50 
25 
Table 8.1 
fD 
in Hz 
100 
50 
25 
Table 8.2 
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Rectangular Raised-cosine 
shaped shaped 
channel channel 
C = r C = rc 
in dB in dB 
indefinite indefinite 
12 11.35 
16.5 15.2 
Improvement of using space divers:ity when 
the channel impulse response and the correction 
signals are all generated. 
Rectangular Raised-cosine 
shaped shaped 
channel channel 
C = r C = rc 
in dB in dB 
12.1 8.5 
15.1 13 .8 
17.8 17.25 
Improvement of using space diversity when the 
correction signals are generated and the 
channel impulse response is assumed correctly 
estimated. 
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fading rates with use of space diversity by estimating the 
impulse response of the channel and correcting the phase of 
the received signals; C=rc. 
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Fig. 8.13 Performances of different systems under different Rayleigh 
fading rates with use of space diversity by correcting only 
the phase and assuming correct channel impulse response 
when C=rc. 
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Fig. 8.14 Effect of the delay on the performance of S2D3 under 
Rayleigh fading conditions when the impulse response of 
the channel is estimated before nT sec. with prediction, 
and comparing it with the performance of NLEQ; C=r. 
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Fig. 8.16 Comparison between performances of receivers employing 
CRS1 and CRS2 under Rayleigh fading conditions. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1 Conclusions 
Since the given channels are not severely dispersive, the improvement 
when using near-maximum likelihood detection, compared with the corres-
ponding nonlinear equaliser under the same conditions, is not very large. 
The Rayleigh fading and noisy conditions have been found to degrade 
the performance of the used detectors, by some 20 dB, in comparison with 
nonfading conditions. Also, under Rayleigh fading conditions, differ-
ential coding degrades the detectors by 4 dB. However, the effect of 
the fade can be reduced by the application of space diversity, since 
the chance of having two deep fades from two uncorrelated (or with small 
correlation coefficient) signals is rare. It is possible to obtain 
about 10 dB or more tolerance to additive noise in a mobile radio 
environment depending on the fading rate, by the application of space 
diversity with co-phased combining techniques, since the given detectors 
deteriorate with rapidly varying phase of the channel impulse response. 
Therefore, it is recommended to remove any phase shift or frequency offset 
caused by the transmission path from the received signal and subsequently 
from the impulse response of the channel. Only near-maximum likelihood 
detectors are recommended to be used with l6-level QAM signals under 
Rayleigh fading conditions. 
The narrow bandwidth and a good tracking performance are incompatible 
in the first order digital phase locked loop (DPLL). 'However, it is 
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possible to achieve a narrOw bandwidth and good tracking performance 
with the use of second or third DPLL's. A new method has been developed 
to design second or third order DPLL by using some of the rules employed 
in designing a feedback digital control system. This method offers an 
opportunity to use any digital filter as a loop filter, while the 
available DPLL techniques in the literature are restricted to only one 
type of filter. All the DPLL's designed by this method show good 
tracking performance in mobile radio environment, where the received 
signal has a rapidly varying envelope and phase. The data aided digital 
phase locked loop (DA-DPLL) performs reasonably well with the Rayleigh 
fading channel, but its disadvantage is the inability to sustain the 
same performance when erroneous sequences are received. A further dis-
advantage of DA-DPLL is its severe deterioriation with delay, when used 
with a near-maximum likelihood detector. 
The modified feedback channel estimator (MFBCE) has shown surprisingly 
much better performance over the feedforward channel estimator (FFCE), 
since the former can subtract the intersymbol interference error signal 
components and does not require a delay. The selection of convergence 
constant (b) and the prediction weighting factor (6) at high fading 
rate has led to a high jittering at low fading rate. As a result, band 
6 must not be constant. Both estimators, FFCE and MFBCE are highly 
sensitive to delay under Rayleigh fading conditions. Also, both estimators 
converge quickly, since their convergence constants (b) are relatively 
large. Furthermore, the larger the value of b the more susceptible the 
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estimator will be to the noise. At lower fading rates, both e~timators 
are more tolerant to noise which indicates that both, FFCE and MFBCE 
have very narrow bandwidths. It has been found mathematically necessary 
to multiply by the reciprocal of the data symbol value in order to achieve 
a better estimate of the sampled impulse response of the channel, when 
the FFCE is used with a multi level QAM signal, with high order level 
such as l6-level or more. 
As mentioned above, the channel estimator has a very narrow bandwidth 
and hence the discrepancy caused by the phase fluctuation of the channel 
impulse response degrades not only the estimator itself but the corres-
ponding detector too. The degradations, in the performance of the 
DA-DPLL and the used estimators due to the delay, affect the performance 
of the near-maximum likelihood detector even with a less dispersive 
channel. Therefore, it is possible to accept less improvement from 
the near-maximum likelihood detector by generating the phase correction 
and estimating the channel impulse response without delay. Moreover, 
at relatively low signal-to-noise ratio the near-maximum likelihood 
detector gives better tolerance than the nonlinear equaliser but they have 
the same tolerance at high signal-to-noise ratio. The raised-cosine 
shaped channel has a little wider bandwidth and hence more noise can pass 
to the detector, estimator or DPLL. 
Throughout the investigation of carrier recovery systems (CRSl and CRS2) 
with the use of squaring/filtering/frequency dividing by 2 methods· are 
applied to a binary PSK signal; differential coding and space diversity 
techniques are found essential to regenerate the received signal carrier 
under Rayleigh fading conditions. Consequently, their tests indicate 
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that both CRSl and CRS2 are capable of tracking and regenerating the 
received signal carrier, of course with the provision of the phase 
correction logic (described in Chapter 8). Moreover, the receiver 
employing the CRS2 gives 3.5 dB better performance over the receiver 
employing the CRSl under Rayleigh fading conditions, since in the 
former, the demodulation takes place using a constant and stable 
frequency from a local oscillator. 
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9.2 Recommendations for Further Investigations 
Throughout this work less dispersive channels are assumed. These 
Channels are derived from ideal lowpass filters by using Fourier 
design methods. It is necessary, however, to carry out a work 
similar to that described in Chapter 4 with the use of a practical 
channel obtained from equipment used for an identical purpose and the 
same range of frequencies. 
The digital phase locked loop described in Chapter 5 has been designed 
on the assumption of unity overall .loop gain. But it is necessary 
to investigate other values of the loop gain in order to determine to 
what degree the relevant system might give better tolerance to additive 
white Gaussian noise in a mobile radio environment. 
The data aided digital phase locked loop deteriorates severely with 
delay, where a simple prediction method has been used. Probably, a 
better performance might be obtained with the use of much better 
prediction methods (such as least-square fading-memory,. see Chapter 6). 
However, the insertion of a predictor might have an adverse effect on 
the system stability. Hence such a matter requires further study. 
The modified feedback channel estimator (MFBCE) has been designed with 
insertion of a feedback digital control system and tested in a mobile 
radio environment. It is necessary to investigate the performance of 
this estimator in a high frequency (HF) radio link, with and without the 
insertion of the feedback digital control system. 
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A high jittering obtained at low fading rates, since both the FFCE 
(feedforward channel estimator) and the MFBCE are designed at high 
possible fading rate by choosing the values of the convergence constant 
(b) and the prediction weighting factor (8). It is necessary to 
investigate that either one or both of band 8 must vary in a sense 
such as to optimise the corresponding system. 
Also, it is necessary to investigate the performance of both the FFCE 
and MFBCE when any frequency offset and phase shift are removed 
completely from the received signal by adaptive phase correction methods 
or by other means. 
The receiver, in which space diversity is used, employs 4-1evel PSK 
signal only. Therefore, it is necessary to test 8-level PSK or 16-level 
QAM in an identical receiver. 
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APPENDIX A 
SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
A.l Fourier Transform 
Fourier transform is the interpretation of signal (or communication 
system) transfer function. Let f(t) be a periodic function then its 
Fourier transform is given by 
F(w) = f(t) e- jwt dt 
Also f(t) is said to be the inverse Fourier transform that may 
be given by 
f(t) f~21Tl . t F(w)e Jw dw 
-~ 
This is called a Fourier transform pair which may be represented by 
f(t) - F(w) 
This transformation is proved elsewhere(1-8,99,101-107, 109,111) 
Table A.l shows some properties of Fourier transform. However, it 
is necessary to explain briefly the modulation and frequency shift 
theorems used in Chapters 2 and 3. 
If f(t) is used to modulate cos(w t), then 
o 
1 f(t)cos(wo~) - 2 [F(w - w ) + F(w +w ) ) 
o 0 
A.l 
A.2 
A.3 
A.4 
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"is the modulated signal Fourier transform pair as given by Equation 2.3 
(see also Figures 2.1 and 2.2). In order to shift f(t) somewhere in 
jw t the frequency domain it has to be multiplied by a shifting signal eo, 
hence 
A.S 
is applied to in Chapter 3 (see Equation 3.4a, 3.4b, 3.8, 3.14,3.17). 
A.2 s-z-Transforms 
Laplace transform (s-transform) is important in network theory not 
only because it simplified the solution of the network equations, but 
mainly because it leads to the concept of the system function. The 
basic properties of Laplace transform can be found elsewhere(2-7,24,102-107 
111,166-170) 
F(S) 
The notation 
For a given function f(t) the Laplace transform is 
f~ f(t)e-st dt 
o 
f(t) ~ F(s) 
means the Laplace transform pair. 
A.6 
A.7 
The Laplace transform is used to represent an analogue signal (system). 
(102-107 109 While the digital signal can be represented by z-transform ' 
111,167-169) The function,f(t) has predetermine values, at the 
sampling instant t = iT, f(i), then 
F(z) ; L 
i;Q 
Also the notation 
F(z) ++ f(i) 
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f(i) -i z 
means z-transform pair. Table A.2 shows some of the relationships 
between f(t), F(s) and F(z). The properties of z-transform can be 
f d 1 h (102-107,109,111,167-169) oun e sew ere . 
A.8 
A.9 
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[f(t)e-jwtdt f 00 1 . 'wt F(w) = f (t) = 
_ooF(W)e J dw 27f 
F (t) ++ F (w) 
f*(-t) ...... F* (w) 
f(t)cos(w t) 1 1 F(w - w ) ++ - F(w-w ) + 0 2 0 2 0 
f(t)ejwo ++ F(w - w ) 
J~oof1(X)f2(t-X)dX 0 ++ F1 (W)F2 (W) 
f1 (t) f2 (t) 1 fF1 (y) F2 (w:"y)dy ++ 27f 
-00 
1 -B ~ f ~ B 
sinBw 
f(t) = ++ 2 ---W 0 elsewhere 
\ 
Table A.1 Some useful properties of Fourier transform 
Time Function 
f(t) 
u 
> 0 
(t) 
5 
t 
-at 
e 
-at te· 
sin wt 
cos wt 
Table A.2 
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Lap1ace Transform 
F (5) 
1 
5 
1 
2 
5 
1 
s + a 
1 
(s+A)(s+b) 
1 
2 (s + a) 
w 
2 2 
s + W 
s 
2 2 
5 + W 
z-Transiorm 
z 
Z - 1 
T 
5 
(z 
-
1)2 
z 
z - e-aT 
1 z z 
(b - a) -aT 
z - e 
_bT 1 
z - e 
-aT Tz.e 
( -aT) 2 z - e 
z sin wT 
2 
z - 2z cos wT + 1 
z(z cos wT) 
2 
z - 2z cos wT + 1 
Useful Laplace and z-transformations 
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APPENDIX B 
DIGITAL FILTER DESIGN 
This appendix deals with design of Recursive and Non-recursive filters 
used throughout this work. 
B.l Recursive digital filter 
The output of a recursive digital filter depends on the current input 
and previous inputs and outputs. Different design methods can be 
h . (102-107,111) applied to one of the approxrnation tec nlques . Four 
filters, first and second Butterworth lowpass filters, second Chebyshev 
low pass filter, and fifth order Bessel lowpass filter, are designed 
here. The first three filters are used to design digital phase 
locked loop (DPLL) (Appendix H, Chapter 5), while the last is used in 
the Rayleigh fading simulator (Chapter 3). 
B.1.l Butterworth lowpass digital filter 
The first and second order analogue (prototype) Butterworth lowpass 
by (102-l07,111) filters tansfer functions are given 
Gl (s) 
w 
= 
s + w 
2 
Gl (5) 
w 
= 2 12 W5 2 5 + + w 
B.l 
B.2 
------------------------_.-----
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To realise these filters digitally, for computer simulation use, they 
have to be transformed to z-plane by using the appropriate z-transform 
methods. Bilinear z-transform is selected to be used with these two 
filters by substituting 
. (102-107] in Equat10ns B.l and B.2 , where 
T ~ 1 9600 0.10416 
B.3 
ms B.4 
The required filters must be designed so as to accommodate the maximum 
possible frequency shift of the received signal carrier that may be 
caused by the transmission path in mobile radio communication. Hence, 
the expected maximum Doppler frequency shift is 100 Hz when the vehicle 
carrying the mobile unit is moving with a speed of 75 mph. Thus 
200lT 628.3185 rad./sec. B.5 
Also, by substituting the values of T and w into the resulting equations 
of Equations B.l to B.3, then the general form can be written as 
(Equation H.8) 
Dk(z) 
-1 
z 
B.6 
The values of a
o
' aI' 82 , 81 and 82 are given in Table H.l, when k ~ 1,2. 
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B.1.2 Chebyshev lowpass digital filter 
It is necessary to compare a DPLL with other types of filter such as the 
Chenyshev lowpass filter. The details of the design of a Chebyshev 
(102-107,11l) lowpass filter can be seen elsewhere , here only a brief 
description is introduced. Let the maximum allowable ripple amplitude 
a = 0.05 dB, therefore the passband ripple = a + 1·= 1.05 dB. 
and hence 
1.05 2 = 10 loglO (1 + E ) 
£ = 0.523 
Then 
. (102-107) From the follow~ng formula the order of (n) of the required 
filter can be obtained by assuming stopband attenuation of -25 dB 
25 = 20 10910 £ + 6(ri-l) + 20n 10910 Wc 
where wc .. = 211f and f is the normalised cutoff frequency. 
c c 
by assuming f = 1.1 Hz, 
c 
n = 1.37 
and hnece 
n ~ 2 
NOw, the stopband attenuation, -x can be calculated as 
sp' 
xsp = 20 10910(0.523) + 6(2-1) + 40 10g10 (2.211) 
33.953 dB 
Then, 
B.7 
B.S 
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Having obtained the values of £ and n the second order Chebyshev can 
be approximated, by using Equation B.2 according to the procedure 
_ (102-107) descr1bed elsewhere , as 
100.267 
+ 
100.267 B.9 
s + 53.8 + j88.85 s + 53.8 - -j88.85 
- - 1 - - d - h d(102-107,1l1) By uS1ng 1mpu se-1nvar1ant eS1gn met 0 and according 
to Table A.2 with use of Equations B.4 and B.5, the transfer function 
of this filter can be obtained in z-transform as in Equation B.6 and 
the corresponding coefficient are listed in Table H.l, when k = 3. 
B.1. 3 Bessel lowpass digital filter 
In order to avoid unnecessary duplication, the modified values of 5th 
order lowpass analogue Bessel filter poles are given by Equation 3.58. 
Since the maximum expected Doppler shift is 100 Hz then it is possible 
to choose sampling frequency f=250 sample/sec. so as to avoid aliasing 
errors. From Table A.2 the z-transform of the first pole Equation 3.58a 
pi = -555.7 is given by 
= 
0.76757: 
z-0.2325 
while for Equation 3.58b is given by 
B.IO 
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H' (z) 
P2 3 
.. , . 
0.835(z - 0.2) 
2 
z - 0.4z + 0.068 
B.ll 
and that for Equation 3.58.c is given by 
• H. (z) 
P4.5 
1.1033(z - 0.059) B.12 2 
z - 0.118z + 0.395 
Then the overall filter transfer function can be given by 
, 
+ H. (z) 
Pi,3 
+ H' , (z) B.l3 
P4 ,5 
-1 -2 -3 -4 0.959 - 0.574z + 0.362z - 0.1054z - 0.0131z B.l3 
1-0;7502'Z-1 + 0.6302z-2 _ 0.2844z 3 + 0.0654z-4 _ 6.24X10-3z 5 
This transfer function can be written in general form like Equation 3.59. 
Moreover, this filt~r can also be realised as 
H5 (Z) = HB5 (z) HA5 (z) 
where 
HB5 (z), 
1 
= , 
-1 -2 -3 -4 -5 l+b1 z + b2 z + b 3 z + b 4 z + b5 z 
HA5 (z) 
-1 -2 
-3 -4 
= a + a 1 z + a 2 z + a 3 z + a 4 z 0 
and the values of at·, b
t
+1 , for t = 0 to 4, are listed in Table 3.l. 
The two parts of the filter can be represented in series as shown in 
Figure 3.9. 
B.14 
B.15 
B.16 
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B.2 Nonrecursive Digital Filter 
TwO filters designated as Fl and F2 used in the receivers employing 
carrier recovery systems (CRSl and CRS2) that are described in 
Chapters 5 and 8. Both filters are designed by using Fourier design 
(102-107) . 
method , S1nce the frequency response of a nonrecursive filter 
is a periodic function of w with periods w , it can be represented as 
s 
a Fourier series, w s 
2n 
= NT ' N is integer and T is the sampling period. 
The discrete Fourier transform (OFT) of the filter impulse response is 
given by 
H 
m 
N-l 
L 
n=o 
h 
n 
-j2nmn/N 
e 
where Hand h are complex-valued. 
m n 
for m=O,l, ... ,N-l 
Also, h can be determined by 
n 
B.16 
the application of the inverse discrete Fourier transform (10FT) such 
as (see also Equations A.l and A.2) 
h = 
n 
1 
N 
N-l 
L H 
m 
j2nnm/N 
e for n=O,l, ... ,N-l B.17 
If H for m=O,l, ... ,N-l are known then {h } can be obtained. The next 
m n 
step in the design process involves the modification of impulse response 
of {h } by multiplying it with a suitable window function such as a 
n 
.. (102-107) Hamming window function that 15 g1ven by 
w. = 0.54 + 0.46 cos (ni/I) 
1 
for i=O,I, ... ,I-l B.18 
The impulse response of the used nonfading channels Equation 3.77 have 
been designed by this method according to the information given in 
Chapter 3. 
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However, the transfer function of the required filter can be now given by 
H(z) 
where h ,. = h., for i=1,2, ... ,I-l. 
-1 1 
B.2.1 Filter Fl 
W. (h . 
1 -1 
i -i 
z +h.z)] 
1 
B.19 
The assumed data rate is 9.6 kbits/sec. and the carrier frequency 
f = 19.2 k Hz. 
c 
Also, the assumed sampling frequency is f = 16 f ; 
s c 
If the frequency spectrum is divided (sampled) to 32 parts from 0 to f 
s 
then N = 32. Hence the values of H , for m=O,l, ... ,N-l, can be given 
m 
as follows:-
11 m = 4,28 
I 
H = I B.20 
m 1 
I 
I 0 elsewhere I 
Now h can be calculated from Equation B.17. 
n 
The number of taps of 
this filter has been chosen as 43 the I = (43-1)/2=22. Having obtained 
the values of I and {h },H(z) can be calculated from Equation B.18 and 
n 
B.19. The taps (coefficients) of this filter are given in Table B.la. 
The roots of this filter are also listed in Table B.lb. Any root which lies 
outside the unit circle of the z-plane is replaced by a reciprocal of its 
complex conjugate. An available program calculates the roots of a given 
filter, looks for roots, that lie outside the unit circle of the z-plane, 
and replaces them by the reciprocal of their complex conjugate, Tables 
B.la, B.lb, and B.lc. 
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B.2.2 Filter F2 
This filter has the same specifications of filter Fl except its centre 
frequency is twice that of filter Fl or 2x19.2 kHz = 38.4 kHz. Hence, 
the values of H , for m=O,l, ... ,N-l, are given by 
m 
H = 
m 
10 
m = 8,24 
elsewhere 
and consequently {h } can be calculated according to Equation B.17. 
n 
B.2l 
H(z) for filter Fl can also be obtained from Equation B.19 when I=22. 
Tables B.2a, B.2b and B.2c show the coefficients of this filter before 
and after modification and its roots. 
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Filter Fl results 
Polynomial order 42 
Coefficients of polynomial 
Real part 
-0.191340E-02 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
o. 21!0220E -02. 
0.554880E-02 
0.923480E-02 
0.126750E-Ol 
0.146200E-Ol 
0.137000E-Ol 
0.889600E-02 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.120930E-Ol 
-0.253840E-Ol 
-0.370910E-Ol 
-0.442540E-Ol 
-0.444620E-Ol 
-0.365400E-Ol 
-0.209810E-Ol 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.228280E-Ol 
0.432910E-Ol 
0.574460E-Ol 
0.625000E-Ol 
0.574460E-Ol 
0.432910E-Ol 
0.228280E-Ol 
\ O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.209810E-Ol 
-0.365400E-Ol 
-0.444620E-Ol 
-0.442540E-Ol 
-0.370910E-Ol 
-0.253840E-Ol 
-0.120930E-Ol 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.889600E-02 
0.137000E-Ol 
0.146200E-Ol 
0.126750E-Ol 
0.923480E-02 
0.554880E-02 
0.240220E-02 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.191340E-02 
Imaginary part 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
Table S.la 
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Roots of polynomial 
Real part 
0.6504B6E+00 
0.6504B6E+00 
-0.99729I!E+00 
-0.997294E+00 
0.971495E+00 
-0.31316BE+00 
-0.31316BE+00 
0.459379E+00 
-0.6B95BOE+00 
-0.6B95BOE+00 
0.124459E+00 
0.40B370E+00 
-0.B70146E+00 
-0.B7011!6E+00 
O. 40tl3'/OE +00 
O. 1 2'~I'59E +00 
-0.170033E+00 
0.537795E+00 
-0. 4 1,9 1'OOE +00 
0.70B461E+00 
-0.975724E+00 
0.995051E+00 
-0. 449',00E +00 
-0.1700 DE +00 
0.102'J3QE+01 
-0.975724E+00 
0.269401E+00 
0.269401E+00 
-0.7BB450E+00 
0.773141E+00 
0.537795E+00 
-0.78B450E+00 
-0.575761E+00 
0.708461E+00 
-0.575761E+00 
0.773141E+00 
-0.933029E+00 
0.995051E+00 
-0.933029E+00 
-0.2Jl134E-01 
-0.231134E-01 
0.2176B5E+01 
Imaginary part 
-0.75951BE+00 
0.75951BE+00 
-0.735206E-01 
0.735206E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.94969BE.00 
-0.94969BE+00 
O.OOOOOOE'OO 
0.724210E+00 
-0.724210E+00 
0.992225E+00 
-0.912B16E.00 
0.492795E+00 
-0.492795E+00 
0.912B16E.00 
-0.992225E.00 
0.9B543BE.00 
-0.B43076E+00 
-0.B93331E.00 
0.705750E+00 
0.219003E+00 
-0.993645E-01 
0.B93331E+00 
-0.9B543BE+00 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.219003E+00 
0.96302BE+00 
-0.96302BE+00 
0.615098E.00 
-0.634234E+00 
0.B43076E+00 
-0.61509BE+00 
0.B1761BE.00 
-0.705750E+00 
-0.B1761BE+00 
0.634234E+00 
0.359BOOE.00 
0.993645E-Ol 
-0.359BOOE+00 
0.999733E+00 
-0.999733E.00 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
Table B.lb 
Modulus 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E.01 
0.971495E+00 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+01 
0.459379E.00 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+01' 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E.01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.1 OOOOOE +01 
0.102934E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.100000E+01 
0.2176B5E+01 
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The polynom!al after modification 
Real part 
O.687460E-Ol 
O.122046E+OO 
O.181635E+OO 
O.233021E+OO 
O.255064E+OO 
O.226036E+OO 
O.131449E+OO 
-O.288867E-Ol 
-O.236893E+OO 
-O.457131E+OO 
-O.642994E+OO 
-O.746939E+OO 
-O.732501E+OO 
-O.584676E+OO 
-O.316131E+OO 
O.331779E-Ol 
O.402978E+OO 
O.724961E+OO 
O.937638E+OO 
O.999997E+OO 
O.900769E+OO 
O.660896E+OO 
O.328603E+OO 
-O.315960E-Ol 
-O.353339E+OO 
-O.582647E+OO 
-O.688556E+OO 
-O.667879E+OO 
-O.543107E+OO 
-O.354652E+OO 
-O.149649E+OO 
O.296472E-Ol 
O.154618E+OO 
O.214627E+OO 
O.215961E+OO 
O.176609E+OO 
O.118722E+OO 
O.614522E-Ol 
O.164015E-Ol 
-O.129S27E-Ol 
-O.274017E-Ol 
-O.243079E-Ol 
O.136921E-Ol 
Table B.lc 
Imaiiinary part 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
Table B.l Coefficients, roots and coefficienrsafter 
modification for Filter Fl 
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Filter F2 results 
Polynomial order 42 
Coefficients of polynomial 
Real part 
-0.353550E-02 
-0.532110E-02 
-0.443870E-02 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.706800E-02 
0.126750E-01 
0.111900E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.164380E-01 
-0.273530E-01 
-0.223460E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.283890E-01 
0.442540E-01 
0.340300E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.387670E-01 
-0.575040E-01 
-0.421810E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.439670E-01 
0.625000E-01 
0.439670E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.421810E-01 
-0.575040E-01 
-0.387670E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.340300E-01 
0.442540E-01 
0.283890E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-O.223460E-01 
-0.273530E-01 
-0.164380E-01 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.111900E-01 
0.126750E-01 
0.706800E-02 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-0.443870E-02 
-0.532110E-02 
-0.353550E-02 
Imaeinary part 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
Table B.2a 
.. , 
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Roots of polynomial 
Real part 
-0.997435E+00 
~0.997435E+00 
0.843388E-Ol 
0.843388E-Ol 
0.975600E+00 
0.975600E+00 
-0.596339E+00 
-0.596339E.00 
-0.205643E+00 
-0.205643E+00 
-0.705002E.00 
-0.705002E.00 
0.997314E.00 
0.924949E.00 
0.924949E.00 
-0.936511E+00 
-0.936511E+00 
0.348653E.00 
0.348653E+00 
-0.475242E.00 
-0.475242E+00 
0.925946E.00 
0.925946E+00 
-0.876843E+00 
-0.876843E+00 
0.235099E+00 
0.454669E+00 
0.454669E+00 
-0.621153E-Ol 
-0.976994E+00 
0.997314E+00 
0.235099E+00 
-0.344189E+00 
-0.976994E+00 
0.872308E+00 
0.404055E+00 
-0.799141E+00 
-0.621153E-Ol 
-0.344189E+00 
0.872308E+00 
0.404055E+00 
-0.799141E+00 
Imaginary part 
O.715751E-Ol 
-0.715751E-Ol 
O.996437E+00 
-O.996437E.00 
O.219556E.OO 
-O.219556E.00 
O.802733E+00 
-O.802733E+00 
O.978627E+00 
-O.978627E.00 
-O.709205E+00 
O.709205E+00 
-O.732391E-Ol 
O.380092E+00 
-O.380092E+00 
O.350638E+00 
-O.350638E+00 
O.861003E+OO 
-O.861003E+00 
O.879855E+OO 
-O.879855E+00 
O.451789E+00 
-O.451789E+00 
O.480776E+OO 
-O.480776E+00 
O.971971E+00 
-O.890660E+00 
0.890660E+00 
-O.998069E+00 
O.213265E+00 
O.732391E-Ol 
-O.971971E+OO 
O.938900E+00 
-O.213265E+OO 
O.425618E+OO 
-O.997819E+00 
0.601143E+00 
O.998069E+00 
-O.938900E+00 
-O.425618E+OO 
O.997819E+OO 
-O.601143E+00 
Table B.2b 
Modulus 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
O.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E.Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E.Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.1 OOOOOE +01 
0.100000E.Ol 
0.100000E.Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.928916E+00 
0.928916E+00 
o . 1 00000 E. 01 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.103029E+Ol 
0.103029E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E.Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E.Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E.Ol 
0.970604E+00 
0.107652E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
0.970604E+00 
0.107652E+Ol 
0.100000E+Ol 
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.'t 
The polynomial after modification 
Real part 
O.711349E-Ol 
0.122575E+00 
O.104450E+00 
-O.124884E-Ol 
-O.186795E+00 
-O.301317E+00 
-O.232691E+00 
O.419894E-Ol 
O.387532E+OO 
0.568681E+00 
O.406641E+OO 
-O.697895E-Ol 
-O.599407E+00 
-0.833462E+00 
-O.569711E+00 
O.844665E-Ol 
O.748151E+OO 
O.999035E+00 
O.654766E+00 
-O.913503E-Ol 
-O.784028E+00 
-0.1 OOOOOE +0 1 
-O.622577E+OO 
O.915252E-Ol 
O.693874E+OO 
O.840645E+OO 
O.497760E+OO 
-O.727859E-Ol 
-O.511871E+OO 
-0.594441 E+OO 
-O.341229E+OO 
0.387116E-Ol 
0.307796E+OO 
O.344807E+00 
O.190175E+00 
-0.157210E-Ol 
-O.141907E+OO 
-0.144944E+00 
-O.701452E-Ol 
O.876473E-02 
O.512439E-Ol 
0.604958E-Ol 
0.470064E-Ol 
Imaginary part 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
·O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
-O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO 
Table B.2c 
Table B.2 Coefficients, roots and coefficients 
after modification fer Filter F 2 
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APPENDIX C 
Used Tables 
C.l Error Function 
The cumrnulative distribution corresponding to Gaussian probability 
density is given by 
P (X ~ x) = r 
-00 
dx C.l 
This is directly related to the error function, tabulated values of 
which are readily available in mathematical tables. 
of u [erf(u)] is defined as(4) 
The error function 
erf(u) 
erf (0) 
2 
liT 
o 
r o 
2 
-u 
e du 
The complementary error function [erfc(u)] is given by 
erfi:(u) = 1 - erf(u) 
2 r e-u 2 = 
r.;; du u 
C.2 
C.3 
C.4 
C.s 
Table C.l gives the values of erfc(u). It is possible to relate the 
integral of Equation C.l to erfc-function as follows(4) 
-------
F(x) = 1 2 
340 
erfc(u) is referred to as Q(u) in Chapter 2, Equation 2.28 and 2.29. 
erfc (x) Q (x) f~ _u2 xe du 
x Q(x) x Q(x) 
0.0 1.000 2.0 7.21 x 10-3 
0.2 0.777 2.2 1.86 x 10-3 
0.4 0.572 2.4 6.90 x 10-4 
0.6 0.396 2.6 2.40 x 10-4 
0.8 0.258 2.8 7.90 x 10-5 
1.0 0.157 3.0 2.30 x 10-5 
1.2 8.97 x 10-2 3.3 3.20 x 10-6 
1.4 4.87 x 10-2 3.7 1. 70 x 10-7 
1.6 2.37 x 10-2 4.0 1. 50 x 10-8 
1.8 1.09 x 10-2 5.0 1.50 x 10-12 
2 
For larger values of x Q(x) • e-x /(x;;) 
Table C.l Complementary error function 
C.6 
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C.2 Gray Code 
Gray Code is used throughout this work to generate data symbols in 
ranking form such that any two adjacent symbols in the rank are 
different only in one bit, as in Table C.2. The binary code is 
converted to Gray code as follows 
= 
= Modulo-2 C.7 
where Modulo-2 adder is described in Chapter 2 or it is exclusive -OR. 
The order of the successive bits from most significant (b l ) to the 
least significant (b ) is given by 
n 
For Gray coded bits 
b 
n 
Conversion from the Gray code to binary code is easily accomplished 
by reversing Equation C.7, or 
B k Modulo-2 
However Gray coding has been carried out directly in generating 
symbols used in the computer simulation tests. 
C.s 
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Decimal binary code Gray code 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
6 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
7 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
8 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
9 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
10 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
12 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
13 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
14 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 
15 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Table C.2 De~mal-Binary-Gray Code Conversion 
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APPENDIX D NOISE CORRELATION 
0.1 Noise Representations 
The band limited noise may be represerited by ( 2-9'.'22.23) 
nit) n cos(w t) - n (t)sin(w t) 
os 0 0.1 
where nc(t) and ns(t) are the inphase and quadrature components of n(t) 
respectively. Figure D.1 shO\<s this relation. This representation is 
frequently used with great convenience in dealing with noise confined to 
a relatively narrow frequency band in the neighbourhood of fo(= ~~ ). 
Likewise n(t), n (t) and n (t) are stationary random processes that are 
c s 
represented in linear superpositions of the spectral components. Moreover, 
n (t) and n (t) have a Gaussian distribution function with zero mean value, 
c s 
and they are uncorrelated. The spectrum of the noise, n( t) , extends over 
B B the range from f - _. to f + - Hz, while the specctrum of each of n (t) 
0 2 0 2 c 
and n (t) extends over the range B B Hz and zero elsewhere", where from - - to -
' 2 . 2 s 
B is the bandwidth. The power spectral density for n (t) and n (t) are 
c s 
given by (see Appendix A) 
G (f) = 
n 
c 
G (f) = 
n 
s 
G (f - f ) + G (f + f ) 
non 0 
where G (f) is the power spectral density of n(t). 
n 
0.2 
Let a white Gaussian noisf' (which is represente:l. by n( t)) be fi.ltered by 
a rectangular bandpass filter with H(f) = 1 that has a bandwidth of B, 
the power spectral density is given by 
344 
N B B 0 f ~lfl~fO + 2 0 2 2 
G (f) = 0.3 
n 
0 elsewhere 
Hence the power spectral density of n (t) or n (t) can be determined as 
c s 
G (f) = G 
n n 
c s 
(f) = G (f 
n 
N 
0 
= 
2 
= N 
o 
- f o) + G (f + f ) n 0 
N 
+ 2 
0 
0.4 
This means the power spectral density of n (t) or n .(t) is twice that of 
c s 
n(t}. 
While 
Consequently, the power (variance) of n(t} is given by 
0 2 = 
n 
= 
that for 
0 2 
n 
c 
f:~ Gn(f}IH(f}1 2df 
-f + 
f 0 
-f 
0 
N 
o 
2 
B + 
N B 
0 
n (t) 
c 
= 
0 2 
n 
s 
= N 8 
0 
B 
2 
B 
2 
or 
= 
f B + -
G (f}df + f 0 2 
n f B 
0 2 
n (t) is given by 
s 
B 
f2 G 
B n (f) df 
-- c 2 
G (f}df 
n 
0.5 
0.6 
Therefore, variance of n (t) or n (t) is equal to the variance of n(t}(3-7} 
c s 
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0.2 Noise Correlation in QAM or QPSK System 
The noise cmponent of the received signal is given by (Equation 3.20) 
where 
- u( t) ; n' (t) *hR (t) 
n' (t) 
-jw t +je 
c ; n(t)e 
0.7 
n(t) is a stationary,;t,ite Gaussian noise >lith zero mean and two sided-power 
spectral density of t No' c 3(t) is the impulse response of the equivalent 
lowpass filter representing the receiver bandpass filter and h4(t) is the 
impulse response of the lowpass filtersF 4 and Fb4 in a complex form as shown 
w a 
in Figure 3.1. Furthermore, f (; 2c ) is the carrier frequency and e 
c 11 
is constant. n(t) is bandpass stationary white Gaussian noise with a 
bandw'dth of lover the 't' f . h 1. h d • T POS1 1ve requenc1es, were T 1S t e ata rate. 
It may be expressed as 
n(t) ; n (t) cos(w t) - n (t)sin(w t) 
c c s c 
0.8 
where n (t) and n (t) are lowpass stationary white Gaussian processes 
c s 
each with zero mean and two-sided-power spectral density of N over frequency 
o 
1 1 band of - 2T to 2T and zero elsewhere. Additionally, for the given H3 (f), 
the transfer function of the receiver filter whose impulse response is 
'h , (t), the autocorrelation function of nc(t) and ns(t) are equal or 
R ("( ) 
n 
R ("( ) 
n 
c s 
whereas their cross-correlation is zero, that is 
Rn n ("[) = 
c, s 
Rn n ("() ~ 0 
s, c 
0.9 
0.10 
This means they are uncorrelated. 
net} 
Hence 
n' (t) ~ n(t}e 
-Jew t + ~} 
c 
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Clearly net} can be rewritten as 
D.11 
D.12 
the higher frequency terms are eliminated by the lowpass filters Fa4 
and Fb4 (see Figure 3.1), whose bandwidth is ;T in the positive frequency. 
Let 
D.13 
where u1(t} and u2 (t} are the real and imaginary parts of u(t} respectively. 
Thus 
u1(t} ~ i[ nc( t} *hR (t) cos~ - ns(t}*hR(t}sin~] D.14.a 
u1(t} 
1 
+ v2 ] 
~ 2"[v 1 D.14.b 
u 2 (t) 
1 [nc(t}*hR(t}sin~ + ns(t}*hR(t}cos~] ~ 2 D.1S.a 
D.1S.b 
D.16 
Therefore the autocorrelation functions of u1(t} and u2(t} are given, 
respectively, by 
347 
0.18 
and the cross-correlation function of u1(t) and u2 (t) is given by 
R 1 2(~) u ,u 0.19 
Since n (t) and n (t) are uncorrelated, then the cross-correlation 
c s 
functions 
R 1 2(~) = R 2 1(~) = v ,v v ,v 
R 1 4(~) = R 4 1(~) = v ,v v ,v 
The Fourier transform of hR(t) 
1 
Rv1(~) = Rv3(~) = fT 
1 
2T 
1 
Rv2(~) = RV4(~) = S2T 
1 
2T 
and 
R 1 3(~) = R 2 4(~) = v ,v V ,V 
R 3 4(~) = R 4 3(~) = v ,v v ,v 
R 2 3(~) = Rv3 , v2 (~) = v ,v 
is HR(f) , hence 
NoIHR(f)12ejW~df 
N IH (f)12ejw~df 
o R 
1 
J2T NoIHR(f)12ejW~df 
1 
2T 
0 
0.20 
0 
0.21 
0.22 
0.23 
By appropriate substituting of Equations D.20-0.23 into Equations 0.17-0.19, 
then this leads to 
N 1 
Ru1(~) 0 S2T IHR(f) 12ejw~df = 2 1 0.24 
2T 
N L 
IHR(f) 12ejw~df Ru2(~) = ~ S2T 
2 1 
0.25 
2T 
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R 1 2(T) u ,u 
N 1 
0 f2T 
= 2 1 
0.26 
2T 
It 0 also Ob" t that (see ref.18) 1S POSS1 Le 0 prove 
R 1 2(-T) = - R 1 2(T) u ,U U ,U 0.27 
and, consequently, 
R 2 l(T) = R 1 2(-T) = - R 1 2(Tj U ,U U ,U U ,U 0.28 
The autocorrelation function of the complex valued u(t) is given by 
R (T) = E[u*(t).u(t + Tl] 
u 
= 2R (T) + j2R 1 2(T) u u ,u 
1 
= N f2T I HR (f) 12e jwT df 
o 1 
2~' 
0.29 
where u*(t) is the complex conjugate of u(t). Clearly, the autocorrelation 
function of each of the real and imaginary parts of u(t) is given by half 
the real part of R (T), whereas the cross-correlation function of these 
u 
parts is given by half the imaginary part of R (T). 
u 
n (t) 
S n(t) 
n (t) 
c 
Furthermore, if 
Fig. 0.1 Noise representation in a complex-coordinate 
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APPENDIX E 
TRANSMISSION PATH LOSSES IN MICROWAVE COMMUNICATION 
The field strength in the vicinity of a mobile station vary rapidly 
with the time which gives an indication of a highly variable structure 
of the received signal, because of the existance of multipath between 
the transmitter and the receiver of the microwave mobile communications. 
As the vehicle carrying mobile unit moves through the service area, the 
received signal envelope, phase and frequency fluctuate rapidly due to 
, , t f (9-12,19,21,72-86) 
multipath propagat10n and 1n er erence . These 
fluctuations result in a received signal with a Rayleigh probability 
d 't f ' (10,11,72-75) enS1 y unct10n . However, the path losses in a microwave 
communication system, for a stationary station, are briefly discussed 
here for better understanding of the corresponding losses in mobile radio 
communications. 
E.! Propagation and path losses in microwave radio 
The transmitter antenna radiates ultra-high frequency (UHF) electro-
magnetic (microwave) which travels in a straight line until it reaches 
the receiver antenna. For this reason, it is called line-of-sight 
radio propagation and hence is greatly influenced by obstructions and 
l ' h f d' (10,11,44-71) mu t1pat a 1ng . 
One of the simplest forms of propagation loss is that due to free-space, 
which is normally called free-space loss, Lf(in dB). In practice, the 
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free-space loss is modified by the presence of the earth and imper-
fections of the atmosphere. Let Pt (in Watts) be the power which 
(43) 2 is radiated by an isotropic antenna ", then the power density (W/m ) 
is given by 
E.l 
surface area 4~R2 
where R (in metr.e"s) is the radius of a sphere centred on the position 
of the radiated antenna. If an isotropic aerial is placed anywhere 
on the surface of this sphere with an effective aperture (collecting 
area) A, then the received signal power is given by(10,11,43;71) 
E.2 
where A = A2/4n for an isotropic antenna and A is the wave-length (in 
met.r,~s) . Knowing that the isotropic antenna power gain is unity (G = 1 
or 0 dB), the free-space loss can be defined as 
P 
L f = 10 10glO 
(~ 
Pr dB 
= 20 10glO (4nR/~) dB 
22 + 20 10glo(R/A) dB 
= 
-147.5 + 20 10~ + 20 10glO f c dB E.3 
where fc is the radiated signal carrier frequency in Hz an~ is the 
distance between the transmitter and receiver antennas, in met·ra"s. 
Hence, the free-space loss depends on the applied frequency and on 
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the distance separating the two antennas. Some examples are shown in 
Table E.l for a distance of ID Km. 
Over a flat and smooth area, it is very important to adjust the height 
of the receiver and transmitter antennas as well as the distance separating 
, 1 (lD,ll,25,28-42) them ~n order to avoid a spherical earth ass . When 
the earth curvature obstructs the direct line-of-sight this will cause 
loss which is called a smooth spherical earth loss. 
The obstruction (diffraction) loss is, however, due to an obstacle that 
, , ,(lO,11,25,26,33) blocks the dlrect Ilne-of-slght . Therefore, the path 
profile must be investigated before installation of the microwave 
communication systems, so as to compromise for minimum loss and look 
for best settlement. As a matter of practice, the tip of the obstacle 
b f ' (25,4D,41), h ' must e outside the 1rst Fresnel zone , otherw1se t e attenuat10n 
should be calculated in accordance with Knife-Edge diffraction method 
(lD,ll,33) , , (ID 11 33) This is called control11ng obstructlon ' , . Con-
1 h d ' f h f' F 1 ,', b (25,4D,41) sequent y, t e ra 1US 0 t ~ 1rst resne ~one 15 g1ven y 
E.4 
where A is the wavelength of the radiated signal, D = 01 + D2 is the 
path length, Dl and D2 are the distances between the obstruction and 
each of the two antennas of the transmitter and the receiver, as shown 
in Figure 3.4. The units of Rf are in met,(es when 0, 01' D2 and A are 
---- --
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in metiT:e-s. o (25) The ratio of R/Rf ought to be less than un~ty for good 
performance, where R is the minimum distance between the tip of the knife 
edge obstacle and the lower boundary of the first Fresnel zone. 
The field strength of a diffracted radio wave associated with a knife 
d b d Ol 0 h b (10,11) e ge can e expresse , accord1ng to e ectromagnet1c t eory, y 
E 
E 
o 
= 
where E and E are the free-space electromagnetic fields for direct 
o 
E.5 
line-of-sight and the obstructed one, respectively, F is the diffraction 
coefficient,6 is the phase difference between the direct path wave and 
h d Off d d 0 _- /-1 (10,11,42) t e 1 racte wave, an ] The loss due to diffraction 
is given by 
E.6 
where 
25+ 1 F E.7 
/s sin(1I + .!L) 
4 
-1 25+l 1T 
11 tan ( 2C+l) 4 E.8 
and C and 5 are the Fresne1 integrals that are formulated by 
C = J
v 
o 
E.9 
s 
= r 
o 
. TT 2 s~n(2 x ) dx 
where v is define~ as 
v = 
2 
-h (-A 
where h = R - Rf , see Figure 3.4. 
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E.10 
E.11 
Moreover v is a dimension less 
parameter. The approximate solution to Equation E.7 , which includes 
terms associated with Fresnel integral, is given by Lee(lO), such as:-
i) el. = 0 
r 
dB v ~ 1.. 
ii) .lL = 20 10910 (0.5 + 0.62 v·) dB o ~ V ~ 1 
r 
iii) 2L = 20 10910 (0.5eO. 95v , dB -1 ~ V ~ 0 r 
iv) 3L = 20 10910 (0.4 - ( 0.1184 - (O.lv + 0.38)1") dB r 
- 2.4 ~ '7 ~ -1 
v) 4L = 20 log( 0.225) dB V· ~ 2.4 r v -
These equations simplify the computation process. However, it is 
possible to use Figure E.l (from ref. 10), by projection methods to 
obtain the diffraction loss, when v is calculated according to Equation F.ll. 
Clearly, when the tip of the knife-edge is above line-of-sight h is 
positive (R > Rf ) and hence v is negative, while, when h is negative 
(R < Rf ) then the tip of the knife-edge obstacle is below the line-of-sightand, 
consequently, v is positive, as that illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
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As the path length is increased, more reflected waves will be created and 
will cause indirect paths. This phenomenon introduces the concept of 
the multipath propagation, in stationary microwave communications, that 
cause plane earth loss. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a reflected wave, 
. (11,28,32) () A complex analys~s , for a plane surface flat earth has shown 
that the field intensity of the reflected wave is given by 
E.12 
Where E is the field intensity of the received signal through the direct 
o 
path r is the reflection coefficient of the ground and ~ is the phase 
difference between the direct path wave and the reflected wave. 
T.he reflection coefficient r depends on the angle of incidence, e, the polar-
ization of the wave and the reflector (ground) characteristics,r is given by 
where n 
n = 
= 
and 
(E 
o 
r 
E -j60o'\ 
sine - n 
sin e +n 
for vertical polarization 
for horizontal polarization 
E.13 
E dielectric constant of the reflector (ground) relative 
to unity in the free-space 
a the conductivity of the reflector (earth) in mhos/m 
j = 
wavelength in m 
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When D, the distance between the two antenna, is much greater than 
E.14 
Therefore, the received field strength is now the vector sum of the direct 
path and the reflected path (or paths), thus 
E E + 
o 
E 
o 
Then, the received power is now given by 
= 
A 
411D 
E.15 
W E .16 
. 2 
where A'= (1 + 21 r 1 cosl/J + 1 r 1 ), 
/'? 
.131 is the modules value of x, gt and gr 
are the transmitter and receiver antennas gain (g = g = 1 for isotropic 
t r 
antennas) . 
p = 
r 
where 
However, the .received signal power may be given by 
= 
L ) dB 
c 
dB transmitted power 
dB transmitter antenna power gain 
dB receiver antenna power gain 
E.17 
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= dB free-space loss 
L diffraction loss in dB (Equation E.6) 
r 
= 10 loglo(<j» dB reflection loss 
L = feeders loss in dB 
c 
Furthermore, it is possible to improve the channel performance by making 
use of the reflected wave to be inphase by adjusting the antenna's height 
(Equation 3.42) so that 0 S cos~ S 1. Consequently, if the direct path 
wave is picked-up by an antenna and the reflected one by another antenna 
and are then combined by a suitable combing method, this leads to the 
f d · . t (10,11, 35 ). h . F' 3 3 concept 0 space ~verS1 y as sown 1n 19ure . . 
f (MHz) 
c 
1 
50 
100 
500 
900 
1000 
Table £.1 
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A (meter) L f (dB) 
300.0 42.5 
6.0 86.5 
3.0 92.5 
0.6 106.5 
0.333 111.6 
0.3 112.5 
Typical free-space loss for 
a separation distance of 10 Km 
between the trans~itter~and 
receiver antennas 
-20 
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, 2-, 
Above line 01 siqhf ., - ! 
Mo~nilude of relative 
field 51ren11h E/EO 
oL, 
~O.e3 c:9 
I , 
,-0.9 
, 
+1.95 
; 
, 
I 
--3 
-26 _k5--_l,4--_J,3~-_"2--_J,.,----Joo 
, 
Fig. Ll Magnitude of relative field strength E!E due 
diffraction loss 0 
[from Ref. 10 I 
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APPENDIX G 
DIGITAL PHASE LOCK-LOOP MODELS ANALOGY 
Before introducing the stabilised DPLL as a development of stabilised 
digital control system, it is necessary to introduce the available model 
in the literature ( .198,199) . This model is shown in Figure G.1 whose 
.. . (171-183,198 199) loop filter transfer function lS, ln general, glven by , . 
N 
where N is the order of the required DPLL and C is constant. 
n 
G.1 
Hence 
the loop filter for first and second order DPLL's are given respectively 
by 
az 
F2h (z) = 1 + z-l 
G.2 
G.3 
where a is constant. Only the second order DPLL is considered here whose 
transfer function is given by(198) 
8(z-1) + @a G.4 2 (z-l) + B(z-l) + a~ 
where B is the loop gain. Generally, the condition of stability is when 
all the roots of the characteristic equation 
(Z_1)2 + B(z-l) + a~ = 0 
must lie within the unit circle of the z-plane. 
h (198) stability condition is, therefore, W en 
O(B(....L 
a+2 
G.S 
The fulfilment of the 
G.6 
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Also, when the frequency offset is less than the sampling frequency, then 
~ and B can be chosen such that a < 1 and B < 1, for an optimum system 
and good tracking performance(198). Furthermore, it is necessary to 
achieve lowpass filtering action through the selection of the values of 
a and B. 
However the DPLL transfer function is related to LF and vca transfer functions 
as follows 
-1 _~B~Z~F~(~Z~)~G~(~z~)~ Ph(Z) = .• 
-1 1 + Bz F(z)G(z) 
G.? 
Hence, the difference between this model and the model whose transfer 
function is given by Equation 5.9 (Chapter 5), is the numerator of Equation 
-1 G.? contains extra delay element (z ). In other words this model contains 
the delay element in its open loop transfer function and not in the feedback 
path. 
Finally this model is found unlikely to be applicable in mobile radio 
systems. Moreover, this model is based on trial-and-error method. 
Nevertheless, the trial-and-error method requires longer time to select 
the values of the two parameters, a and B, seeking a stable system. Also, 
only one loop filter is associated with this model. While in the system, 
that is studied in Chapter 5, any filter can be used and requires less 
time in looking for stability. 
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nOise 
~(z) sin( . ) * 
vea Delay 
Kz 
z -1 
1/z 
Fig. G.l DPLL available in the literature 
---------
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APPENDIX H 
STABILISATION OF FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
H.I The closed-loop Characteristic Equation 
The principle of the plant, which is represented by the transfer 
function G(z), is to calculate the stepwise, ui' based on a finite 
number of error measurements (ei' ei-l' ... , ei-g) and probably on the 
past value of the controller output (ui-l' ui-2' ... ) where i is the 
time index such that ui = ·u(iT) and ei anj ei= e(iT), ... etc. This 
situation is illustrated in Figure H.I. If a control algorithm in 
the form of linear difference equation with constant coefficients is 
employed, then the entire system can be represented by a z-domain 
transfer function. Therefore, the relation for the error sensor is 
given by 
E(z) = X(z) - Y(z) H.I 
and for the controller is given by 
U(z) = D(z)E(z) H.2 
while that for the plant is given by 
Y(z) = G(z)U(z) H.3 
Substitution of Equation H.I into Equation H.2 yields 
U(z) = D(z) [X(z) - Y(zll H.4 
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The closed-loop transfer function is given by the ratio of the system 
output to the input, and can be obtained by substituting Equation H.4 
(167-169) 
into Equation H.3 or 
M (z) ~ Y(z) XTZT = 
G(z)D(z) H.S 
1 + G(z)D(z) 
The quantity 1 + G(z)D(z), which is a rational function of z, is called 
the closed-loop characteristic equation. The roots location of this 
equation in the z-plane determine the dynamic character of the closed-
loop. If one or more of these roots lie outside the unit circle in 
. (167-169) 
the z-plane, the closed-loop system ~s unstable. 
Finally, the order of the digital control system [M(z)] equal to the 
sum of the plant [G(z)] order plus the controller [D(z)] order. 
The plant will'be considered hereafter as a simple digital integrator, 
which will be used as voltage controlled oscillator (vea) in case of 
the phaselocked loop application. The function of this plant (integrator) 
depends on the past value of the output plus the current value of the 
input, that is 
Yi = H.6 
Accordingly, by applying z-transform, the transfer function of the plant 
can be given, irrespective of the sampling rate, by 
G (z) = Y(z) U(z) = 
z 
z - 1 
H.7 
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Also, the controller is considered as a recursive lowpass digital 
filter. This filter should be designed to accommodate the maximum 
possible frequency shift of the received signal (carrier). In a mobile 
radio environment the expected maximum Doppler frequency shift, for a 
vehicle moving with speed of 75 MPH, is ± 100 Hz [Chapter 3J . Hence, 
the filter bandwidth is 100 Hz, while the whole system will be sampled 
at the data rate (i.e. 9.6 kHz). 
To avoid aliasing error, the sampling frequency of the required digital 
filter must be equal to or greater than Nyquist rate, which is twice 
the maximum input frequency. In this case, the sampling frequency is 
well above the Nyquist rate. 
Under this assumption, the maximum cut-off frequency of the digital 
lowpass filter, which is to be used as a controller, can be regarded as 
100 Hz and the samp~ing frequency as 9.6 kHz. First and second order 
Butterworth lowpass filters have been designed by using bilinear 
z-transforrn method(103-106) and a second order Chebyshev lowpass filter 
has been chosen using Impulse-invariant design method for cornpariso.n, 
(see Appendix B). The transfer function of the three filters can be 
written in general as 
H.B 
Dj«z) 
where the values of ·k and the corresponding "0, (11' (13' 81 and 82 are 
given in Table H.l. Now, by substituting Equation H.7 and Equation H.B 
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into Equation H.5 three different systems can be obtained, that are 
given by 
-1 
-2 
c + clz + c 2 Z ~ (z) 0 = 
-1 
-2 -3 1 + d l z + d2Z + d 3 z 
where the values of k and the corresponding c f _l and df , for f 
are given in Table H.2. 
H.g 
= 1 to 3 
All these systems should pass the stability tests that will include 
the following:-
i) Time-response test 
ii) Characteristic equation root locus 
iii) Frequency-response test. 
The stability is the most important consideration when designing a 
feedback system. Indeed, all the present day researches in control 
are concerned with stability. That is not to say the methods for 
determining stability do not exist, on the contrary, many methods 
do exist. Unfortunately, they only deal with certain aspects of 
stability. For a linear system and even for a nonlinear system, it 
is not always possible to determine analytically for what ranges of 
. (166) 
relevant parameters the system remakns stable . 
H.2 Stability tests 
Since the output of a digital control system is usually a function 
of time, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of the system 
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in the time domain. However, when the discrete-time state equation 
is used, the output of the system is measured only at the sampling 
instance. Depending on the sampling period and its relation to 
the time constants of the system, the discrete-time representation 
mayor may not be accurate. In other words, there may be a large 
discrepancy between the sampled output signal of the digital control 
system, y(iT) , and the continuous output of an identical continuous-
data control system used for the same purpose, y(t). Hence,the 
former may be a valid representation of the system behaviour(169) • 
The steady state error, which is the difference between the unit step and 
the final state of the output, can be determined by applying the final 
. (167.-169) 
value theorem· I when a unit-step function is used as an input 
signal (or when X(z) = From Equations H.l and H.5, the error 
signal is related to the input as 
E (z) x (z) 
1 + G(z) D(z) 
Hence, the steady state can be obtained as 
e 
ss 
= lim e (kT) 
k-
lim 
= 
-1 
= lim (1 - z )E(z) 
z+l 
1 
z+l 1 + G(z)D(z) 
= 0 
H.10 
H.ll 
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This means that the relevant system is capable of tracking a step 
input signal without any steady state error. 
In the time response test, the output signal is measured for appro-
. t (167-170) priate number of samples, when a unit-step is applied to the ~npu , 
or when x (iT) u (iT) (Figure H.l), where 
s 
u (iT) 
s 
11 for i :;: 0 
I 
10 for i < ° 
H.12 
The time-response tests are carried out by computer simulation and 
the corresponding results are shown in Figures H.2 to 4, for different 
values of the new damping factor. The new damping factor (E) is 
inserted in the controller (filter) transfer function in order not 
to change the function of the plant (VeO, for example) . From 
Equation H.B, the designed filters transfer function become, after 
the insertion of the new damping factor, as 
= 
a + 
0 
= 
1 + 
-1 
aa + ea.1z 
-1 
a l z + a 2 
-1 b l z + b 2 
-2 
z 
-2 
z 
H.l3 
Urn 
where gu is the unity gain factor which is obtained when Dk'(z) = 1 z+l 
which leads to 
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guk = H.14 
and k = I, 2, 3. Equation H.14 defines the relationship between 
the unity gain factor and the new damping factor and g = 0 when 
u 
E = E ~ 
o 
Therefore E confines the boundary limit of the damping 
o 
factor as 
o ~ E < E 
o 
beyond this limit the close loop system becomes unstable. 
H.15 
One of the most important requirements in the performance of a feed-
back system is its stability (166-18S) • Many classical textbooks 
on digital or continuous control (feedback) system describe in great 
detail the stability methods such as Routh-Hurwitz criterion, 
Nyquist criterion, roots-locus plot, Bode plot, Liapunou·s direct 
method, Schur-Cohn criterion and Jury's criterion (166-170) . It has 
(167-16gl been established elsewhere that a linear digital control 
system is stable if all the roots of the characteristic equation lie 
inside the unit circle in the z-plane. However, computer programs 
for numerical and graphical representation techniques are readily 
available and more accurate. (Appendix Kl • 
Since the time responses of all systems under consideration damp very 
quickly when E = 0.5, then this value may be recommended in the tests 
of the system performance in noise (Chapters 5 and 6). The character-
istic equations become:-
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For System 1 
1 - 0.9532 z-l + 0.345745 z-2 = 0 !!.16 
For System 2 
1 - 1.9540 z-l + 1.4100 z-2 _ 0.4560 z-3 = 0 H.17 
and for System 3 
-1 -2 -3 1 - 1.9944 z + 0.4916 z - 0.4977. z = 0 H.lS 
Table H.3 shows the roots of all above equations that are clearly 
inside the unit circle of the z-plane. 
The insertion of the new damping factor, so far, results in a very 
good advantage in the time domain as well as in the poles-zero-
configuration, of course within the provided boundary (Equation H.15) • 
Therefore, the insertion of the new damping factor must not have an 
adverse effect on the system bandwidth. Accordingly, it is necessary 
to investigate the frequency response (Bode plot(lE1-1Po». The 
frequency response diagram is a plot of the amplitude (in decibels, 
dB) and the phase (in degrees) of the close-loop transfer function as 
a function of frequency. jwT By setting z = e = exp(jwT) in the 
transfer function M(z), which obtained by substituting Equations H.7 
and H.14 into Equation H.5, when E = 0.5, and letting the frequency 
vary from 0 to a very high value, then 
M (f) M(Z)I'T 
z=eJw 
H.19 
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where j = /:l , w = 2rrf, f is the frequency and T is the duration 
of the sampling period (in seconds). The result of computer 
simulation tests are shown in Figures H.s to 7 by using 
M 20 loglO IM(f) I H.20 
where Ixl is the modulus of x. 
All the systems discussed here are applied in the digital phase 
locked loop DPLL techniques (Chapter 5) and only the second order 
system is employed in the feedback channel estimator (Chapter 6) • 
Testing the system in environment such as mobile radio, givsan indication 
that the system is capable of tracking the input signal fluctuations. 
Also, it is possible to use damping factor directly infue z-domain, 
rather than going to and fro between the s-plane and z-plane. 
Furthermore, when a system is designed as stable in s-plane, it may not 
(169) 
be stable after transforming it to z-plane 
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k 
" "1 "2 Sl S2 filter 0 
1 0.0317 0.031'1. 0 -0.9366 0 1st order Butt 
2 1.02321xlO -3 2.04642xlO -3 1.02321xlO-3 -1. 9075 0.911';) 2nd order Butt. 
3 1.0075 -1.002 0.0 -1. 9887 0.9944 2nd order Cheb. 
Table H.l The orders and coefficients of the used filters 
.k c Cl c 2 b l b 2 b 3 0 
1 0.0307 0.0307 0 -1. 8464 0.9078 0 
2 1.0222xlO -3 2.0443xlO -3 1.0222xlO -3 -2.9045 2.8162 -0.9110 
3 0.5019 -0.4990 0 -1. 9841 -1. 4860 -0.4953 
Table H.2 The coefficient of the digital control systems whose 
corresponding filters are given in Table H.l 
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System Roots 
1 -0.4766 ± jO.3444 
2 1.0 
-0.477 ± jO.478 
3 -1.0 
-0.4972 ± jO.4999 
Table H.3 Root of the charactreristic equations 
of feedback control systems when e = 0.5 
Err or 
Sensor 
X(zl + E(z) • 
x(iT) e (iT) 
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D (z ) G (z ) 
Digital U(z ) .. Plant 
Controller u( iT ) 
Fig. H.l Digital Control System Algorithm 
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APPENDIX I 
CARRIER RECOVERY TECHNIQUES 
1.1 Unmodulated carrier synchronisation 
The unmodulated carrier, such as pilot tone, has to be transmitted within 
the same channel and at the same time in order to ensure the regenerated 
carrier can have, as close as possible, the same phase and frequency 
fluctuation as that of the received signal (191,192'-. Moverover, any 
separation between the received signal spectrum and the pilot tone, especially 
in mobile radio environment, will result in irreducible error in the received 
data. 
However, the requirement of the carrier recovery of unmodulated tone .in 
the presence of a white Gaussian noise is a bandpass filter (BPF) or a 
phase locked loop (PLL) , which rejects as possible of the noise components 
outside its bandwidth as shown in Figure 1.1. 
signal, that is given by 
r(t) = a(t)e j9 (t) 
Let r(t) be the received 
where a(t) is the received signal envelope which may be given by 
where nl(t) and n2 (t) are the inphase and quadrature components of the 
1.1 
1.2 
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additive noise each process zero mean and same variance, j = /:l and Set) 
is the received signal phase. It is merely a matter of convenience to 
refer that the inphase and quadrature components of the noise and their 
statistical properties, jointly, with respect to the signal phase are not 
affected by the rotation of the coordinates. Also, by assuming that the 
transfer function of·.the BPF (or PLL) is symmetric about f , the central 
o 
frequency, and the lowpass equivalent impulse response is h(t), then the 
output is given by 
r' (t) 1.3 
where h(t) is assumed to be complex-valued. Then r' (t) can be rewritten 
as 
r' (t) 
where a' (t) and 8' (t) are the envelope and phase of the output signal 
. respectively. Thus, the phase error e(t) is given by 
e(t) = e' (t) - e(t) 
1 Im(r'(t)r.(1O» 
= tan- (Re(r' (t)r·('.:) 
where r·(t) is the complex conjugate of r(t), Im(x) and Re(x) refer to 
the imaginary and real parts of the complex-valued x. In case of 
time-invariant channel and high signal-ta-noise ratio, the phase error 
-1 is relatively small so that tan (x) = x. The gain of the BPF (or PLL) 
is always regarded as unity in the center of its passband. Therefore, 
the variance of the phase jitter can be calculated as 
1.4 
1.5 
P 
var 
2N 
o 
= 2N B 
o 
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df 
where B is the two-sided equivalent noise bandwidth of BPF (or PLL) 
that is given by 
B = df 
1.6 
1.7 
N is the noise power spectral density and IH(f) I is the modulus of H(f) 
o 
which is thz 3PF (or PLL) tr.'1nsfer function. 
The result obtained in Equation 1.6 represents a phase variance of point-
to-point communication of stationary stations where the only impairment 
is the additive noise and probably long normal fading. While in mobile 
radio environment, the received signal suffers from Rayleigh fading, so 
it has rapidly faded envelope and rapidly fluctuated phase and time delay 
. (10) 
with respect to the1r means . In such circumstances the PLL will no 
more cope with the signal unless it is provided with similar to hard 
. (181,182) limiter/discrimator or tanlock techn1ques . Furthermore, the 
Rayleigh fading cannot be avoided by introducing high signal-to-noise ratio 
. ... d d . (12) S1nce It 15 In epen ent on It . However, in this case Equation I.5 
can be determined according to the vector diagram, that is shown in 
Figure I.2, as 
e (t) = -1 tan 
where aCt) is the amplitude of the received signal before the addition 
of the noise, nl(t) and n2 (t) are the inphase and quadrature noise 
1.8 
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components that are uncorrelated with zero mean and power spectral 
. 1 densl.ty 2" No· Moreover, a(t) is affected by Rayleigh fading through 
the transmission path. The statistical nature of the noise components 
are not affected by the rotation of the coordinates even in mobile radio 
communication. It is eventually clear from Figure 1.2 that all vectors 
rotate in the same angular speed (Wc ± Wd ), where Wc and wd are the 
carrier and Doppler shift angular frequencies respectively. The bandwidth 
of the required BPF is, now, as wide as twice the Doppler frequency at 
least. It is, however, difficult to analyse Equation 1.8 in such 
an environment, but it is likely to assume athigh signal-ta-noise ratio 
-1 
tan x = x for small value of x. Accoding to this assumption the 
following inequality is valid 
I.9 
where a?is the noise variance. Also, average power at input of the 
transmission path is equal to the average power at its output taken for a 
very long time (see Chapter 5· ) • Therefore, the mean square value of the 
signal amplitude at input and output of the BPF approaches unity. 
Consequently, the result of these assumptions leads, hopefully, to 
Equation I. 6. 
In both cases described above, for carrier recovery of unmodulated signal, 
an ideal channel has been assumed. Also, the minimum bandwidth of the 
required BPF (or PLL) is, for example, twice the maximum Doppler frequency 
(10 -12) 
Nevertheless, any bandwidth reduction beyond this limit leads 
to:-
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i) Inability to track unstable received signal such as in mobile 
radio envirornent. 
ii) Distort the symmetry condition, that has been assumed as necessary 
to obtain the result of equation~.6. 
The expression of the phase jitter variance in terms of signal-to-noise 
ratio (W), for data transmission is given by(2~70, 199) 
P = 8T/2W 
var 
I.lO 
where T is the sample duration. 
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1.2 Carrier Recovery for a modulated signal 
In the case of a carrier modulated by zero-mean signal, such as digital" 
(2) data, the received signal .plus..: noise can be expressed as 
r (t) = (a(t) + n(tlle j8 (t) 
where 
a (t) 
1.11 
1.12 
"j = r-l , 8 (t) covers the received signal phase and/or frequency, s. is 
~ 
the data sequence and yet) the baseband channel impulse response. 
Moreover, net) is the additive noise which is given by 
1.13 
where n
l 
(t) and n 2 (t) are statistically independent 
Gaussian noise 
components that process zero mean and the same variance with two~sided 
.. . l' (1,109) 
power spectral dens~ty of 2 No The baseband signal (a(t» does 
not possess a carrier component,. its mean value is zero, and, of course, 
its mean square value is given by 
= a
2 (t) dt 1.14 
where E[xJ is the expectation process of x. The transmission path together 
with the filtering processes and linear modulator at the transmitter, and 
filtering processes and linear demodulator at the receiver form the baseband 
channel. This channel has a Rayleigh distribution function in mobile 
radio communication (Chapter 3). 
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Different methods are available for generating a reference carrier from 
a suppressed carrier received signal, one of them is discussed here. 
I .2.1 Squaring method 
The method is employed in carrier recovery where a pulse amplitude 
modulated signal with suppressed 'carrier (PAM) or a phase-shift-keyed 
(PSK) signal is used. The popular carrier-phase recovery circuit is 
shown in Figure I.3. that consist of two band pass filters A(f) and B(f) • 
squaring device and frequency dividing by 2 circuits. The filter A(f) 
is the receiver bandpass filter whose significant properties has been 
discussed in Chapter 3. The received signal is squared to remove the 
modulation, the resultant signal, which is double frequency term, is 
tracked by a bandpass filter B(f) (or a phase-locked loop or otherwise 
a combination of them(l2,197,198». The bandwidth of filter B(f) is 
'4 x maxi~um Doppler frequency in mobile radio environment(12). 
The reference carrier can be obtained by passing r I (t) through an infini te-
. . (2,12,201,202) galn cllpper , or through zero threshold comparator that 
can remove the amplitude fluctuations. The square-waveform at the 
output of the clipper (or comparator) can derive a frequency devider 
circuit, such as D-type flip-flop, which halves the frequency and the 
h (2,201.202) P ase 
e (t) 
Therefore, the phase error is given by 
1 -1 
2 tan ( 
I (r' (t) 
m 
R (r' (t) 
e 
(r*(t» 2) 
(r*(t»2» 
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= 8' (t) - 8(t) 1.15 
where, in this case, r*(t) is the complex-conjugate of r(t), 
r' (t) = fW b(T)r2 (t-T)dT 
_W 
1.16 
and b(t) is the impulse response of the equivalent lowpass of the 
bandpass filter whose transfer function is B(f). The data sequence s. 
. 1. 
(in Equation 1.12) can equally likely have any of the two possible values 
±l. By assuming the channel is ideal with zero intersymbol interference, 
-1 
then for high signal to noise ratio tan (x) = x. Hence the variance of 
the phase j"itter is given by(2,170,199) 
2 N B(l + 2N ) 
o 0 
1.17 
where B is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the bandpass filter (or PLL) 
whose transfer function is B(f) . 
The application is assumed here for a digital data transmission at a rate 
of l/T symbols per second. The minimum (Nyquist) bandwidth for a signal 
of such nature, assuming double-sidehand modulation of the carrier, is ~ Hz. 
Therefore, the signal-ta-noise ratio can be given as 1J1 = 
Equation 1.17 becomes 
where 
P 
var 
-1 (BT/21j1)S 
T/4N , and 
o 
1.18 
5 1 1/(1 - --2~ 
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1.19 
and is called the squaring loss. The difference between Equation 1.18 
and Equation 1.10 is the factor 5, where at high signal-to-noise ratio 
5 approach 1 and the same result can be obtained from the two equations. 
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APPENDIX J 
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF CHANNEL ESTIMATORS 
J.l FFCE Step-Size 
The FFCE has been presented in Chapter 6. It is necessary here to 
induce the step-size by which the estimator controls its output. The 
estimator generates the error signal by subtracting the estimated signal 
r~ from the received signal (Equation 6.a) or 
1 
e, = r. - r! 
1 1 1 
(neglecting any delay required by the detector), where 
L-l 
r. L s. i Y . i + w 1 i=o 1- 1, i 
and 
r~ 
Lfl 
s~ 9.- Y1-1,9.. 1 i=O 1-
J.l 
J.2 
J.3 
All parameters used here are defined in Chapter 6. The step-size needs 
to be added to Y~ 1 to give Y~ the estimate of Y. is given by 
1- 1. 1. 
f1. 0 = be. (s~ )* 
1.,).. 1. 1.-R, 
= be.(S~)* 
1 1 
for i=O, 1, .. , L-l J.4 
where 
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... s: L II ~- + 
and (x)* means the complex-conjugate of x. Thus 
for .1.=0,1, ••• ,L-l 
J.S 
J.6 
In order to analyse the operation of FFCE, it is necessary to expand and 
analyse ~. " by using Equation J.l to J.3, as 
~,~ 
L-l 
b [ L 
i=O 
s.,Y.,+ 
~-x.. ~,x. 
w. -
1 s: 1 ~-
• y. 1 ,l (s:)* 
1- , Tv 1. 
= (y. 0 - Y:-l 0') + u. 0 + w: 0 1, 1. I 1, 1, 
where, in general, s: , = s. , from the basic assumption of Chapter 6, 
1-x. I.-A. 
!Si I is the modulus of si' 
w' 
i"O = 
b (s: ) 
~ 
* W. 
~ 
is the noise component in y~ 0' and 
~, 
u. 0 ~, b(s:)* ~ 
L-l L 
J.7 
J.8 
J.9 
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is the intersymbol interference error signal component. 
Similarly 
and 
I::. 
i,l 
• W 
i,l 
u. 1 1, 
= 
= 
= 
blsi_1 1
2 (Y. 1 - yi-l,l) + u. 1 + w ~ 1 J.1O 1, 1, 1, 
b(s~ )* 1-1 w.t J .11 
L-l 
b(si_l)* [siYO - S1~ Y1~-1.O + L (s. ,1. ,·-s~ .y~ 1 .) 1 £.=2 1-A,. l.'N l.-k 1- ,)(' 
For further analysis, the other components can be derived as 
and 
1::.. k 1, 
w~ k 1, 
u i,k 
= 
= 
2 bls~_kl (y. k - y~-l k) + u. k + w~ k 1. 1., 1., 1, 1., 
b(s~ )* 1-k 
L-l [L (s'.I\ y . .1\- s~ .1\ y~ 1 .1\) R.=O 1.- 1, 1.- 1.-, 
-[ (s. k y. k - s~ k y~ 1 k) 1 1.- 1., 1.- 1-, 
J .13 
J.14 
J.1S 
where k = 2,3, ... , L-l. The last three equations represent the general 
solution, when 
k 0,1, ... , L-l J.16 
J.12 
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Clearly, from EquationsJ.7 to J.lS, the major impairments are the noise and the 
intersymbol interference error signal components. In case of a constant 
envelope signal such as (4 or S-level PSK) Is. kl2 = Is! kl2 = c, where c 
L- 1-
is constant for all values of i and k. Then the value of b can be selected 
such that 
1 
° < b ~ c J.17 
But, in case of 16-points (or more) QAM signal it is, however, necessary 
to multiply by the reciprocal of s! k to obtain the corresponding estimate 
1-
y! k and not by (s! k)*' for k = 0,1, ... , L-l. 
1, 1-
Evidently, from Equation 
J.14 and J.lS, multiplication by (s! k)* would increase the noise and the 
1-
intersymbol interference error signals, while multiplying by the reciprocal 
of (dividing by) s! k might reduce the effect of the impairments. By 
1-
neglecting the noise and intersymbol interference error signals then 
or 
Y' i = Y! 1 1- + 
+ a(y. , - y!-l ,) 1,N 1,~ 
a(Y. - Y! 1) 
~ 1~ 
where a is the step-size factor given by 
a = bc ~ 1 
and it is constant. 
for i= ~,l, ... , L-l J.lS 
J.19 
J.20 
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J.2 Feedback Channel Estimator (FBCE) 
By, also, neglecting the delay required by the detector, the feedback 
estimator obtains for each sample r. a "raw" estimate IP. of Y. which l.+L 1. 1. 
is used to update the stored estimate Y~ l' 
~-
When Y~ 1 = Y. there is 
~- ~ 
negligible noise and~. ~ Y., where = means approximately equal. Let 
~ ~ 
P. be the (L+l)x(L+l) matrix given by(203,20S) 
~ 
s. si+l si+2 ~ 
si_l s. si+l ~ 
P. si_2 si_l s. ~ ~ 
si+L 
si+L-l 
si+L-2 
s. 
~ 
and let Di , E. and F. be ~ 1 the (L+l)x(L+l) matrices all obtained from Pi 
and are given as 
s. 
1 
(diagonal 0 
matrix) D. 0 
~ 
o 
follows 
0 
s. 
~ 
0 
o 
o 
o 
s. 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
s. 
~ 
J.21 
J.22 
(Upper 
trian- E. 
gular ~ 
matrix) 
(Lower 
trian- F. 
gular ~ 
matrix) 
Clearly 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
si_l 
si_2 
si_L 
P. 
~ 
-- --- - - - -~.-~----
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sHl sH2 si+L 
0 a i +l si+L_l 
0 0 
J.23 
0 0 0 
0 0 o 
0 0 o 
si_l 0 o J.24 
si_L+l si-L+2 o 
D. + E. + F. 
~ ~ ~ 
J.25 
and D. is nonsingular as long as s. ~ o. 
~ ~ 
Now, suppose that 
and 
w. 
~ 
J.26 
w. 1 w. 2 .•. w. Ll 1+ 1+ 1.+ J.27 
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.then 
R. = P. Y. + W. 
11.1. 1. 
= J.28 
The essential procedure of the estimator is to make use of one or more 
of previously obtained stored estimates of Y., together with a knowledge 
l. 
of E. and F. originated from the {s~} which are assumed to be correctly 
l. 1 l. 
detected to form an estimate Bi of (Ei + Fi ) Yi . The estimator then 
subtracts B. from R. to give 
1 l. 
A. R. - B. 
1 l. 1 
= 
-1 By mUltiplying Equation J.29 by D. to give the rOW estimate 
l. 
If'. = 
l. 
-1 A.D 
l. 
Y. + 
l. 
[ (E. + F. ) 
l. l. 
-1 
-1 Y. - B. lD. + W.D. 
l. l. l. l. l. 
From the definition of D. -1 is, also, diagonal matrix with each , D. a 
l. l. 
element along the main diagonal equal to the reciprocal of the 
ponding diagonal elements of the original matrix D .. 
l. 
B. ~(E. + F. ) Y. 
l. l. l. l. 
then 
$i Y. W.D. 
-1 
= + 
l. l. l. 
Now,if 
corres-
J.29 
J.30 
J.31 
J .32 
• 
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The components of ~. are used to update Y: 1 the stored estimate of Y. 1 
~ ~- 1-
to give 
Y' i = (l-b)Y: 1 + b ~. ~- ~ 
= 
, 
Y. 1 ~- + b (~. - Y: 1) ~ ~- J.33 
This equation is identical to Equation J.19 for FFCE. The factor b, in 
Equation J.33, represents the step-size of the estimator on the provision 
O<b «1. b is assumed (203,205 constant, but it is not necessarily so 
Champter 6) However, the smaller the value of b, the smaller is the 
effect of the additive noise on Y: but the slower the rate of response 
~ 
of Y: to changes of Y. (205) . 
~ ~ 
The estimator generates the error vector G. 
~ 
such that 
G. = ~. - Y: 1 
1. 1. 1-
[g. 0 g. 1 g. 2 •.. g. J 1, 1, 1, 1,L 
and adds bG. to Y: 1 to give Y:. 
1. 1- 1. 
The important differences between this estimator (FBCE) and the feed-
forward estimator (FFCE) are: 
i) The delay, of LT seconds, required by FBCE to obtain Y. on the 
~ 
J.34a 
J.34b 
receipt of r i +L, while FFCE can give an estimation of Yi directly, 
or more precisely, possible before one element duration delay (T), 
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with simple prediction techniques. In mobile radio communi-
cation, any delay degrades the performance of either estimator. 
Knowing that the detection delay is neglected, including it would 
make the system inferior, in case of FBCE. 
ii) At the same time the FFCE deterior.-ates· by the existence of the 
interfering error (described above and is neglected in Equations 
J.18 and J.19), while FBCE substracts it, as that is clear from 
Equations J. 29 to J. 32. 
The FBCE just described can be implemented in many different methods 
(109, 203, 205) d' 
, an 18 based on nonlinear (decision) feedback filter 
shown in Figure 6.3. The complexity of the two FBCE estimates presented 
(205) . 
elsewhere requ1re a number of multiplication processes of 
~(L + 1) (L + 2) + 2L+l for estimator 1 and 4L + 2 for Estimator 2. 
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J.3 Modifications of FBCE 
The FBCE, described in Section J.2, requires a delay of LT seconds which 
degrades its performance (severly in case of mobile radio communications), 
while the FFCE degrades by the existence of the intersymbol interference 
error signal components. Where L is the number of components in the 
sampled impulse response of the channel and T is the duration in seconds. 
Anyone of them would be optimum if its degradation could be deducted. 
The system about to be introduced uses the power of the FBCE in reducing 
the intersymbol interference error signal components {u. k} (given by 
1, 
Equation J.lS in case of FFCE) and no delay is required here. 
the L-component row vector given by 
th 
whose k component is given by 
where r~ is 1 
be a (LxL) 
Z. = 1 
x. k 1, 
the estimated signal given 
diagronal matrix given by 
z. 1,0 0 0 
0 z. 1 0 1, 
0 0 z. 2 1, 
o o o 
. k~ . b w.:10~·e ~ row componf:nt is g1 yen y 
by Eqaution J.3. 
0 
0 
0 
z. 1 1. , r... -
Also, 
Let X. be 
1 
J.3S 
J .36 
let Z. 1 
J.37 
z. k 1, = 
400 
r. - X. k 1 1, J.38 
where r. is the received signal given by.J.2. 
1 
The row estimate . TjJ. ·of 
1 . 
y~ can be obtained as 
1 
= J.39 
where (S ~ ) -lis .. L-cornponent row vector derived from S ~, Equation J. 5, by 
1 - 1 
taking the recip~ocal of the corresponding elements of S:. 
1 
The components 
of TjJ. are used to update Y: 1 the stored estimate of Y. to give 
~ 1- 1-1 
Y' i 
= 
where 0 < b < 1. 
(l-b) Y: 1 + bTjJ. 
1- 1 
Y: 1 + b (TjJ. - Y: 1) 
~- ~ 1.-
J.40 
The analysis of .Equation J .39 gives the same result 
that defined by Equation J.32 which is now 
TjJi Y. + w. - 1 1 
where 
s! -1 
1 
0 
-1 D = 0 
o 
D. -1 
1 
0 
-1 
s! 1-1 
0 
o 
0 
0 
.-1 
si_2 
o 
0 
0 
0 
-1 s~ 1 1-L+ 
J.4l 
J.42 
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Hence, the difference between ~. in Equation J.23 and w. defined by 
1 1 
-1· -1 Equation J.32 lies in the derivation of D.. D. in this case, Equation 
1 1 
-1 J.42, contains already detected symbols, while D. in Equation J.32 
1 
(which is obtained by taking the reciprocal of the corresponding elements 
of D. that has been derived from P. in Equation J.2l) contains symbols 
1 1 
which are still not yet detected. 
This estimator needs L feedback filters each having (L-l) coefficients 
(tap gain), all are taken from estimated sampled impulse response of 
the channel (estimator outputs) . The general form of these filters is 
defined by Equation J.36. Therefore, the number of multiplication 
processes employed in this estimator is (L+l)L. However, it is possible 
to use two L-coefficient filters arranged in such away by a suitable 
designing method to give a complete operation with 4L multiplication 
processes. 
The system is ·further developed by using a dynamic feed forward filter, 
feedback control system and static feedforward filter. The significance 
of these systems are discussed in Section 6.4. The whole operation 
can be analysed as follows:-
The output signal from the dynamic digital filter is given by 
L-l 
$~ = r. I s~ yi-l,R. 1 1 1-t 
t=l 
-1 The equation i's multiplied by (s'.) ,thus 
1 
J .43 
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L-l 
y, 0 + ~, 
-1 I (s~) (s"y,,-
1. R.=l 1.-)1.., 1.,)1.., 
J.44 
This signal is fed to, the digital control system and its output becomes 
q~ = <P. * c, 
~ ~ ~ J.4S 
where * means convolution process and c, is sampled impulse response of 
~ 
the digital control system (see Equations 6.12 to 6.14). The sequence 
obtained from equation J.4S is arranged in (LxL) component diagonal 
matrix given by 
q~ 0 0 
~ 
0 q~ 1 0 ~-
Q~ = 0 0 , 
~ qi-2 
o o o 
Finally, the row estimate ~, can be given by 
~ 
~i H a.' " 0 i 
0 
0 
0 J.46 
I 
qi-L+l 
J.47 
The components of ~, are used to update y~ 1 according to Equation J.40. 
~ ~-
K.l 
K.2 
K.3 
K.4 
K.5 
K.6 
K.7 
K.8 
K.9 
K.IO 
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APPENDIX K 
List of Computer Programs 
Roots Program 
QAM signal simulation tests 
QPSK signal simulation tests 
a-phases signal simulation tests 
16-level QAM signal simulation tests 
DPLL's tests 
This program simulated DA-DPLL and can be modified 
to test Unmodulated signal carrier synchronisation 
Testing-FFCE 
Testing-MFBCE 
Testing-QPSK signal with space diversity 
Testing CRSl and CRS2 
page 
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406 
414 
422 
430 
440 
447 
453 
460 
470 
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K .1 
c This program calculates the roots of a polynomial using the 
c available Subroutine(C02ADF). Then, it looks for roots with 
c values greater than 1 (or outside the unit circle of the z-
c plane) and changes them with reciprocal of their complex-
c conjugates. Rearranges the new (modified) polynomial. 
integer t,nin,nout,ifail,n,nn,nof 
real title(7) 
double precision ar(60),ac(60),rez(60),imz(60),pq(60),. 
, y r (2 ) ,y i m (2 ) , r 1 r (60 ) , r 1 i m (60 ) , r 2r (60 ) , r2 i m (60 ) , s r (60 ) , s i m (60 ) , 
,pi,xOlaaf,x02aaf,pl,alpl,p15,zero,tol 
data pl/0.1eO/,alpl/1.1eO/,p15/0.15eO/,zero/0.OeOI 
open (2 ,file=' rsdftl' ,status=' old' ,form=' formatted' ,access= 
"sequential' ) 
data nin 15/,nout 161 
open(nout,file='FilterFl' 
print*,'Please give a title to the polynomial' 
print*,'Please input; expo ;toavoid over/under flow' 
read (nin,99999) title 
c write (nout,99998) (title( i), i=l ,6) 
pi=pl*xOlaaf(pl ) 
tol=x02aaf(pl ) 
c write (nout,99995) 
20 t=O 
rez(l )=p15 
imz(l )=zero 
ifail=l 
print*,'State howmany coefficients are there in the polynomial' 
read (nin,99997) n 
if(n.le.O) go to 280 
nn=n-l 
print*,'Then give the value of each coefficient' 
print*,'Real part Imaginary part' 
c read*, (ar(i),ac(i),i=l,n) 
read (2, *) (a r ( i ) ,ac ( i ) , i = 1 ,n ) 
read(2,*)bcz 
write (nout,99998) (titleCi),i=l,6) 
write (nout,99995) 
wri te (nout, 99991 )nn 
do 40 i=l,n 
40 write (nout,99994) ar(i),ac(i) 
write (nout,99990) 
60 nof=n-l 
80 
100 
120 
140 
call c02adf(ar,ac,n,rez,imz,tol,ifail) 
if(ifail.ne.O) go to 140 
i=nof+l 
i = i-l 
if(i.lt.n) go to 120 
if (abs (rez (i) ) .1 t.l . Oe-8) rez (i) =0.0 
if(abs(imz(i ll.lt.1.0e-8) imz(i )=0.0 
pq( i )=sqrt (rez (i )**2+imz( i )**2) 
write (nout,99994) rez(i ),imz(i ),pq(i) 
go to 100 
if(n.ne.l) go to 60 
go to 180 
wr i te (nout, 99993 ) if ail 
if(t.eq.20.or.ifail.ne.2) go to 160 
t=t+l 
• 
rez(l )=rez(l )*alpl*cos(float(t)*pi )-imz(l )*alpl* 
*sin(float(t)*pi) 
imz(l )=rez(l )*alpl*sin(floatCt)*pi )+imz(l )*alpl* 
*cos(float(t)*pi) 
go to 80 
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160 n=n-l 
write (nout,99992) n 
180 write (nout,99989) 
do 200 k=l,nn 
if (pq (k) . gt. 1 • ) then 
rez(k)=rez(k)/pq(k)**2 
imz(k)=imz(k)/pq(k)**2 
endif 
200 continue 
do 220 k=l,nn+l 
sr(k)=O.O 
sim(k)=O.O 
rlr(k)=O.O 
rlim(k)=O.O 
r2r(k)=0.0 
r2im(k)=0.0 
220 r2im(k)=0.0 
240 
260 
270 
280 
99999 
99998 
99997 
99996 
99995 
99994 
99993 
99992 
99991 
sr(1)=1.0 
yr(l )=1.0 
yim(l )=0.0 
do 260 k=l ,nn 
kl =k+l 
yr(2)=-rez(k) 
yim(2)=-imz(k) 
do 240 l=l,kl 
11=1+1 
rlr(l )=yr(l )*sr(l )-ytm(l )*sim(l) 
rl imll )=yr(l )*sim(l )+yim(l )*sr(l) 
r2r (11 )=yr (2 )*sr(l )-yim(2 )*sim(l) 
r2imlll )=yr (2 )*sim(l )+yim(2 )*sr (1) 
do 260 1 = 1 ,k 1 
sr(1)=rlr(1)+r2r(1) 
sim(l )=rl im(l )+r2im(1) 
do 270 ik=l,nn+l 
if (a bs (sr ( i k ) l. 1 t . 1. Oe - 8) sr ( i k ) = 0 . 0 
if(abs(simlik».lt.l.0e-8) sim(ik)=O.O 
sr(ik)=sr(ik)/bcz 
sim(ik)=sim(ik)/bcz 
write (nout,99988) sr(ik),sim(ik) 
go to 20 
stop 
format(6a4,la3) 
format(4(lx/),lh,5a4,la3,7hresults/lx) 
format (i2) 
format(lx,fl0.7,7x,fl0.7) 
format(lxlllx) 
format(lh,3(e13.6,2x» 
format(lh,12hError number,i3) 
format(lh,13hProgram fail,4x,10hPoly order,i3) 
format(17hOPolynomial order,i6/1hO,20hCoefficients of poly, 
,6hnomial/lhO,3x,9hReal part,4x,14hlmaginary part/) 
99990 format(20hORoots of polynomial/lhO,3x,9hReal part,4x, 
,14hlmaginary part,4x,7hModulus/) 
99989 format(34hOThe polynomail after modification/,lhO,3x, 
,9hReal part,4x,14hlmaginary part) 
99988 format(lh,2(e13.6,2x» 
end 
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K.2 
I*JOB SAM1B,EUELSM,ST=MFX,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PY=SEHR 
FTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
LIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
NAG(FTN5) . 
LGO. 
####S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM Q4AM 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE 4-LEVEL QAM SYSTEM . NEAR-MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR, KNOYN AS SYSTEM SlDl, IS COMPARED YITH 
NON-LINEAR EQUALIZER. THE CHANNEL IS SUBJECTED TO A RAYLEIGH 
FADING IN MOBILE RADIO ENVIRONMENT. 
EXPLANATION OF IMPORTANT COMPLEX-VALUED PARAMETERS: 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART DETAILS 
Yl 
YR 
Ql 
SR 
Rl 
Vl 
Y2 
YIM 
Q2 
SIM 
R2 
V2 
NONFADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
FADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED DATA SYMBOL 
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL 
THE ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
EXPLANATION OF SOME OTHER PARAMETERS 
Cl: ASSOCIATED COST YITH EACH VECTOR 
P : STANDERD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE 
IQ: SEED INTEGER NUMBER 
SN: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IN dB 
ERM: BIT ERROR RATE IN SlDl 
ERE: BIT ERROR RATE IN NLEQ 
KK: NUMBER OF BIT PER SYMBOL 
DIMENSION 
* MA(2),IS(2),ISS(2),JS(2,2,2),JR(2,2,2),ISE(2),ISM(2), 
* SIM(-4:38),SR(-4:38),MXIM(-4:38),MXR(-4:38),JIS(2,-4:38), 
* YQl (6),YQ2(6),RAYl (2),RAY2(2),AH(5),BH(5),MRT(4,4), 
* Cl (4,-4:38),Ql (-4:38),Q2(-4:38),MMT(4,4), 
* Yl (4),Y2(4),YR(4,38),YIM(4,38),TCl (4,4), 
* ERM(22),SN(22),ERE(22) 
DIMENSION 
* XRC(4),XRCl (4,4),XIC(4),XICl (4,4),CCC(4),CCl (16),MJR(4) 
*,XR(4,-4:38),XIM(4,-4:38),MM(4,-4:38),MR(4,-4:38),MJI(4) 
*,NXER(-4:38),NXEI(-4:38),KMNV(4),NKV(4) 
* ,FQl (0:4),FQ2<O:4),FDQl (4),FDQ2(4) 
DIMENSION INMS(2),IENS(2),JMS(0:3,2) 
OPEN(l,FILE='OUTPUT' ) 
DATA JS/l,l,-l,-l,l,-l,l,-l/, 
* JR/-l,-l,l,l,-l,l,-l,11 
DATA JMS/O,O,l,l,O,l,O,11 
C IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE NONFADING CHANNEL 
C DATA Yl/1 .O,O.222579,-0.11086,O.538306E-21 
C DATA Y2/0.0,-0.218666,-0.981492E-l,O.646351E-21 
DATA Yl/1.0,O.552991,O.559095E-l,-0.395242E-21 
DATA Y2/0.0,-0.101986,-0.100619,-0.875349E-21 
C DATA Yl/1 .0,0.0,0.0,0.01 
C DATA Y2/0.0,O.O,O.O,O.01 
C 
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C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
C 
DATA AH/0.959,-0.574,0.362,-0.1054,0.01311 
DATA BH/0.7502,-0.63015,0.28443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
C 
C DATA NOUT/ll 
C 
iq=38 
11=22 
11=0 
KK=2 
C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 2 
FD=100 
KJ1=38 
C 
C THE VALUE OF FD=100,50 OR 25 HZ AND THERE IS ESPECIAL 
C TREATMENT WHEN FD=75 HZ 
C 
JJ=l +INT(10E4/KJ1) 
MFD=INT(100/(FD-0.005» 
C MFD=3 
C 
JJ=INT(JJ/MFD) 
LL=4 
LM=4 
M4= 16 
PI=4.*ATAN(1.0) 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES (G05DAF AND G05DDF) WITH SEED INTEGER 
C 
CALL G05CBF (IQ) 
NUMBER=O 
DO 1 INM= 1 ,2 
DO 1 MNI = 1 ,2 
NUMBER= NUMBER+ 1 
MJR(NUMBER)=JS(INM,MNI,l ) 
1 MJ I (NUMBER) = J S ( I NM, MN I ,2 ) 
C 
C INITIALIZE ALL PARAMERTERS FOR EACH VALUE OF THE SNR 
C (SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO) 
C 
DO 300 1=1, II 
DO 3 IO=-4,LL 
JIS(l,IO)=-l 
JIS(2,IO)=-1 
Ql(IO)=1.0 
Q2 ( 10) = 0 .0 
NXER (10)=1 
NXE I ( 10) = 1 
SR(IO)=1.0 
SIM(IO)=1.0 
MXR ( 10) = 1 
MXI M ( 10) = 1 
DO 3 MV=l,LM 
Cl (MV,IO)=1.0e6 
Cl (1 ,10)=0 
MR(MV,IO)=l 
MM (MV , 10 ) = 1 
XR ( MV , I 0 ) = 1 . 0 
3 XIM(MV,IO)=1.0 
QFll=1.0 
QF21=0.0 
RAY 1 (2 )=1.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
FQl (KQ-2 )=1.0 
FQ2(KQ-2)=0.0 
YQ 1 (KQ) = 1 .0 
4 YQ2(KQ)=0.0 
C 
C 
C 
YP = - 0 • 05 * ( 1 7 . 0 + 1 . 5 * ( I - 1 ) ) 
P=I.414*10.**YP 
IEE=O 
IEM=O 
IE=O 
ICR=O 
LD2=0 
NIM2=0 
NIE2=0 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
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C GENERATE A BLOCK OF DATA SYMBOLS FOR EACH SAMPLE OF THE 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C METHOD IS USED TO GENERATE Ql AND Q2 
C 
DO 250 J=I,JJ 
C 
C GENERATE TYO NOISE RANDOM VARIABLES AS INPUTS TO THE 
C FIFTH ORDER LOYPASS BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER 
C 
C 
QF1=G05DDF(0.O,I.0) 
DFQl = (QF1-QFll )/MFD 
QF2=G05DDF(0.O,I.0) 
DFQ2 = (QF2 -QF21 ) IMFD 
C SPECIAL TREATMENT YHEN FD=75 HZ 
C 
C DO 20 KF=I,MFD 
C FQl (KF)=G05DDF(0.O,I.0) 
C FQ2(KF)=G05DDF(0.O,I.0) 
C20 CONT! NUE 
C DO 25 KF=I,MFD 
C KFl =KF-l 
C FDQl (KF)=FQl (KFl )+0.25*(4-KF)*(FQl (KF)-FQl (KF1» 
C25 FDQ2(KF)=FQ2(KFl )+0.25*(4-KF)*(FQ2(KF)-FQ2(KF1» 
C 
C SAMPLE THE INPUT SIGNAL OF THE FILTER 
C 
DO 200 NFD=1 ,MFD 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOPASS BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER 
C 
DO 31 KQ=I,5 
KQl =KQ+l 
YQl (KQ )=YQl (KQl ) 
31 YQ2 (KQ ) = YQ2 (KQ 1 ) 
RAYl (1 )=RAYl (2) 
RA Y2 (1 ) = RA Y2 (2 ) 
IlQl (61 =QF11 +DFQl *NFD 
IlQ2(61=QF21+DFQ2*NFD 
C IlQl (61=FDQl (NFDI 
C IlQ2(61=FDQ2(NFDI 
RAYl (21=0.0 
RAY2(21=0.0 
DO 33 KQ=I,5 
KQ1=6-KQ 
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IlQl (61=IlQl (61+BH(KQI*IlQ1 (KQ1 I 
33 IlQ2(61=IlQ2(61+BH(KQI*IlQ2(KQl I 
DO 35 KQ=I,5 
KQ1=7-KQ 
RAYl (21=RAYl (21+AH(KQI*IlQl (KQ1 I 
35 RAY2(21=RAY2(21+AH(KQI*IlQ2(KQl I 
DRQ1=(RAYl (21-RAYl (1 II/KJI 
DRQ2=(RAY2(21-RAY2(III/KJl 
C 
C 
DO 1 00 J 1 = 1 ,KJ 1 
Jll=Jl-1 
C DATA GENERATION AS BIT BY BIT RANDOMLY 
C 
DO 40 K=1,KK 
SS=G05DAF(-1.0,1.01 
IS(KI=INT(SIGN(I.05,SSII 
JIS(K,Jll=IS(KI 
MA(KI=(1+IS(KII/2 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING AND DATA MAPPING TO GENERATE SYMBOLS 
C 
C L1=I+MA(11 
C L2=I+MA(21 
C 
LD1=MA(21+2*MA(11 
LD1=LD1-LD2 
IF (LD1 .LT.O ILDl =LDl +4 
LD2=LDl 
L 1 = 1 + J MS ( L D 1 ,1 1 
L2=I+JMS(LD1,21 
SR(Jl I=JS(Ll ,L2,1 1 
SIM(Jl I=JS(Ll ,L2,21 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATION 
C 
Q 1 (J 1 1 = RAY 1 ( 1 1 + J 1 * DRQ 1 
Q2 (Jl 1 =RAY2 (11 +Jl *DRQ2 
C Ql (Jl 1=1.0 
C Q2(Jll=0.0 
C 
C CALCULATE THE TRANSMITTED SIGNAL POIlER 
C 
C 
PR= (SR(Jl I*Ql (Jl I-SIM(Jl I*Q2 (Jl 11**2 
PIM= (SR(Jl I*Q2(Jl I+SIM(Jl I*Ql (Jl 11**2 
TSP=TSP+PR+PIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
C 
DO 50 L=1 ,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
YR(L,Jl I=Yl (LI*Ql (Ll I-Y2(LI*Q2(LI 1 
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50 Y I M (L , J 1 ) = Y 1 (LJ *Q2 (L 1 ) + Y2 (LJ *Q 1 (L 1 ) 
C 
C START-UP TRANSMISSION 
C 
Rl=O.O 
R2=0.0 
DO 60 L=l,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
Rl =Rl +YR(L,Jl )*SR(Ll )-YIM(L,Jl )*SIM(Ll) 
60 R2=R2+YR(L,Jl )*SIM(Ll )+YIM(L,Jl )*SR(Ll) 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH 0 MEAN AND VARIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
Vl=G05DDF(0.0,P) 
V2=G05DDF(0.0,P) 
C CALCULATE NOISE POWER 
C 
C 
TNP=TNP+Vl*Vl+V2*V2 
Rl =Rl +'Vl 
R2=R2+V2 
C DETECTION PROCESSES 
C 
C FIRST ... NONLINEAR EQUELISER (NLEQ) 
C 
XRE=O.O 
XIE=O.O 
DO 65 L=2,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l _' 
XRE=XRE+YR (L, Jl ) *NXER (L 1 ) - YIM (L, Jl ) *NXEI (L l)' 
65 XIE=XIE+YR(L,Jl )*NXEI (Ll )+YIM(L,Jl )*NXER(Ll ) 
ERX=Rl-XRE 
C 
EIX=R2-XIE 
YY=SQRTlYR(l ,Jl )**2+YIM(1 ,Jl )**2) 
I F ( YY . LT. 0 . 0 1 ) YY = 0 . 0 1 
XER= (YR(l ,Jl )*ERX+YIM(l ,Jl )*EIX)/YY 
XEI= (YR(l ,Jl )*EIX-YIM(l ,Jl )*ERX)/YY 
NXER(Jl )=INT(SIGN(l .05,XER» 
NXE I (J 1 ) = I NT (S I GN (1 .07 , XE I ) ) 
C THE NEAR MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR (SlDl) 
C 
C 
C CACULATE THE INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE FOR EACH OF THE M STORED 
C VECTORS. ALSO SUBTRACT THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST FROM THE OTHER 
C MINIMUM COSTS AND GIVE ZERO VALUE TO THE LOWEST COST. 
C EXPAND THE M STORED VECTORS TO 4M VECTORS AND CALCULATE THE 
C COST FOR EACH EXPANDED VECTOR. 
C SELECT M VECTORS ASSOSIATED WITH MINIMUM COST. 
C DISCARD THE NONSELECTED VECTORS BY SETTING THEIR COSTS TO VERY 
C HIGH VALUE. 
C STORE THE SELECTED VECTORS IN TEMPORARY STORES, SO THAT 
C NONE OF THEM COULD BE SELECTED MORE THAN ONCE, AND RETRIEVE 
C THEM WITH A RANKING METHOD SO THAT THE VECTOR ASSOCIATED WITH 
C THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST TAKES THE FIRST POSITION IN THE RANK. 
C TAKE THE FIRST COMPONENT OF THE FIRST VECTOR IN THE RANK TO 
C BE THE DETECTED DATA SYMBOL. 
C 
MNK=O 
CXZ=C1 (1 ,J11 ) 
DO 71 MV=1,LM 
C1 (MV ,J11 )=C1 (MV ,J11 )-CXZ 
XRC ( MV ) = 0 • 0 
XIC(MV)=O.O 
DO 70 L=2,LL 
L1=J1-L+1 
411 
XRC (MV ) = XRC (MV ) + YR (L , J 1 ) * MR (MV , L 1 ) - Y I M (L , J 1 ) * MM (MV , L 1 ) 
70 XIC(MV)=XIC(MV)+YR(L,J1 )*MM(MV,L1 )+YIM(L,J1 )*MR(MV,L1) 
DO 71 NV=1,LM 
MNK=MNK+1 
XRC1 (MV,NV)=YR(1,J1 )*MJR(NV)-YIM(1 ,J1 )*MJI (NV) 
XRC1 (MV, NV) =R1 -XRC (MV) -XRC1 (MV, NV) 
XIC1 (MV,NV)=YR(1,J1 )*MJI (NV)+YIM(1 ,J1 )*MJR(NV) 
XIC1 (MV,NV)=R2-XIC(MV)-XIC1 (MV,NV) 
CC1 (MNK)=C1 (MV,J11 )+XRC1 (MV,NV)**2+XIC1 (MV,NV)**2 
71 CONTINUE 
DO 80 KV=1,LM 
CCC(KV)=1.0E6 
DO 75 MNK= 1 ,M4 
75 CCC(KV)=AMIN1 (CCC(KV),CC1 (MNK» 
MNK=O 
DO 77 MV=1,LM 
DO 77 NV=1,LM 
MNK=MNK+1 
ACC1=ABS(CCC(KV)-CC1 (MNK» 
IF(ACC1 .LT.1 .OE-9)THEN 
KMN1=MNK 
KMNV (KV ) = MV 
NKV(KV)=NV 
ENDIF 
77 CONTINUE 
DO 80 MV=1,LM 
KMN1=KMN1+4*(MV-1 ) 
IF(KMN1 .GT.M4) KMN1=KMN1-M4 
CC 1 (KMN 1 ) = 1 • OE 6 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 85 KV=1,LM 
DO 85 L=2,LL 
L1 =J1-L+1 
MRT(KV,L)=MR(KMNV(KV),L1 ) 
MMT(KV,L)=MM(KMNV(KV),L1 ) 
85 TC1 (KV,L)=C1 (KMNV(KV),L1) 
DO 90 KV=1,LM 
DO 90 L=2,LL 
L1=J1-L+1 
MR(KV,L1 )=MRT(KV,L) 
MM(KV,L1 )=MMT(KV,L) 
90 C1(KV,L1)=TC1(KV,L> 
DO 95 KV=1,LM 
C1 (KV,J1 )=CCC(KV) 
MR(KV,J1 )=MJR(NKV(KV» 
95 MM(KV,J1 )=MJI(NKV(KV» 
MMR = MR ( 1 ,J 1 - LL ) 
MMI =MM( 1 ,J1-LL> 
C 
C MAPPING BACK THE SYMBOLS TO REGENERATE THE TRANSMITTED BITS 
C 
LM1=(3-MMR)/2 
LM2= (3-MMI )/2 
C 
L5= (3-NXER(Jl) )/2 
L6= (3-NXEI (Jl ) )/2 
C DIFFERENTIAL DECODING 
C 
DO 97 N=l ,KK 
412 
INMS(N)= (1 +JR(LM1,LM2,N) )/2 
97 IENS(N)=(1+JR(L5,L6,N»/2 
C 
NIMl = INMS (2) +2*INMS (1 ) 
LM1=NIM1+NIM2 
NIM2=NIMl 
IF(LM1.GT.3)LM1=LM1-Q 
NIEl = lENS (2 )+2*IENS (1 ) 
LE1=NIE1+NIE2 
NIE2=NIEl 
IF(LE1.GT.3)LE1=LE1-Q 
C BIT ERROR CALCULATIONS 
C 
ICR=ICR+l 
DO 100 N=l,KK 
C ISM(N)=JR(LM1,LM2,N) 
ISM(N)=2*JMS(LM1,N)-1 
ISNM=ISM(N)-JIS(N,Jl-LL) 
IF(ISNM.NE.O) IEM=IEM+l 
C ISE(N)=JR(L5,L6,N) 
ISE(N)=2*JMS(LE1,N)-1 
ISIE=ISE(N)-IS(N) 
IF(ISIE.NE.O) IEE=IEE+l 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C STORE THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA. 
C 
KJLl =KJ1-LL+l 
DO 200 M=KJL1,KJl 
Ml=M-KJl 
Ql (Ml )=Ql (M) 
Q2(Ml )=Q2(M) 
MXR ( M 1 ) = MXR ( M ) 
MXIM(Ml )=MXIM(M) 
JIS(l ,Ml )=JIS(l,M) 
JIS(2,Ml )=JIS(2,M) 
NXER(Ml )=NXER(M) 
NXE I (Ml ) = NXE I (M) 
SR(Ml )=SR(M) 
SIM(Ml )=SIM(M) 
DO 200 MV=l,LM 
Cl (MV ,Ml )=Cl (MV,M) 
MR ( MV , M 1 ) = MR ( MV , M ) 
MM ( MV , M 1 ) = MM ( MV , M ) 
XR(MV,Ml )=XR(MV,M) 
200 XIM(MV,Ml )=XIM(MV,M) 
QFll=QFl 
QF21=QF2 
FQl (O)=FQl (MFD) 
FQ2(0)=FQ2(MFD) 
250 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE BIT ERROR RATE 
C 
C 
TOTAL=FLOAT(KK*ICR) 
ERM(I)=FLOAT(IEM)/TOTAL 
ERE(I)=FLOAT(IEE)/TOTAL 
413 
C CALCULATE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (SNR) IN dB 
C 
SN(I)=10.0*LOG10(TSP/TNP) 
300 CONT! NUE 
WRITE(1,9997) 
WR I TE (1 ,9999) (SN ( I ) ,ERM ( I ) , I = 1 , I I ) 
WRITE(1,9998) 
WR I TE (1 ,9999) (SN ( I ) , ERE ( I ) , 1=1 , I I ) 
STOP 
9997 FORMAT(4X,'NMLD RESULTS') 
9998 FORMAT (4X, • EQUALI SER RESULTS' ) 
9999 FORMAT(lX,2(F12.8,8X» 
END 
####S 
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K.3 
I*JOB SAM8WC,EUELSM,ST=MFX,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SEHR 
FTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
LIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
NAGCFTN5) . 
LGO. 
####S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM QPSK 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE 4-LEVEL PSK SYSTEM . NEAR-MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR, KNOWN AS SYSTEM S2D3, IS COMPARED WITH 
NON-LINEAR EQUALIZER. THE CHANNEL IS SUBJECTED TO A RAYLEIGH 
FADING IN MOBILE RADIO ENVIRONMENT. 
EXPLANATION OF IMPORTANT COMPLEX-VALUED PARAMETERS: 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART DETAILS 
Yl 
YR 
Ql 
SR 
RI 
VI 
Y2 
YIM 
Q2 
SIM 
R2 
V2 
NONFADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
FADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED DATA SYMBOL 
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL 
THE ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
EXPLANATION OF SOME OTHER PARAMETERS 
Cl: ASSOCIATED COST WITH EACH VECTOR 
P : STANDERD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE 
IQ: SEED INTEGER NUMBER 
SN: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IN dB 
ERM: BIT ERROR RATE IN S2D3 
ERE: BIT ERROR RATE IN NLEQ 
KK: NUMBER OF BIT PER SYMBOL 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION 
* MA(2),ISC2),ISEC2),ISMC2),FQl CO:4),FQ2CO:4),FDQl (4),FDQ2C4), 
* SIMC-4:38),SRC-4:38),MXIMC-4:38),MXRC-4:38),JISC2,-4:38), 
* WQl (6), WQ2 (6) ,RAYl (2) ,RAY2 (2) ,AH(5) ,BH(5), 
* Cl C4,-4:38),Ql C-4:38),Q2C-4:38),KMNVC4),NKVC4), 
* Yl (4),Y2C4),YRC4,38),YIMC4,38), 
* ERM(22),SNC22),EREC22),JSRC4,2),IBC2,2) 
DIMENSION 
C XRC C 4) ,XRCl C 4,4) ,XI C C 4) ,XlCl C 4,4) ,CCC C 4) ,CCl (16 ) 
*,XRC4,-4:38),XIMC4,-4:38),MMC4,-4:38),MRC4,-4:38) 
*,NXERC-4:38),NXEIC-4:38),LBCO:38),KBMCO:38),KBD(0:38) 
*,KBECO:38),MRTC4,4),MMTC4,4),TCl C4,4) 
OPENC1,FILE='OUTPUT' ) 
DATA JSR/l ,-1 ,-1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,-1 ,-I/,IB/O,1 ,3.21 
C 
C IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE NONFADED CHANNELS 
C 
C 
C RECTANGULAR SHAPED RESPONSE 
DATA Yl11 .0,0.222579,-0.11086.0.538306E-21 
DATA Y2/0.0,-0.218666.-0.981492E-l .0.646351E-21 
C RAISED-COSINE SHAPED RESPONSE 
C DATA Yl/1 .0,0.552991 .0.559095E-l.-0.395242E-21 
C DATA Y210.0.-0.101986,-0.100619.-0.875349E-21 
415 
C DATA Yl/1 .0,0.0,0.0,0.01 
C DATA Y2/0.0,0.0,0.0,0.01 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
C 
C 
DATA AH/O.959,-0.574,0.362,-0.1054,0.01311 
DAT~ BH/O.7502,-0.63015,0.28443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
IQ=38 
11=22 
KK=2 
C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 2 
LL=4 
LM=4 
M4= 16 
C 
C THE VALUE OF FD=100,50, OR 25Hz, AND THERE IS ESPECIAL TREATMENT 
C WHEN FD=75Hz. 
FD=25 
KJ1=38 
KJL1=KJ1-LL+l 
JJ=1 +INT!10E4/KJ1) 
MFD=INT(100/(FD-0.005» 
C THE VALUE OF MFD=3 WHEN FD=75 Hz 
C MFD=3 
JJ=INT(JJ/MFD) 
PI = 4 . * A TAN (1 . ° ) 
C BIT RATE =19.2 KBITS/S. 
C SYMBOL RATE =9.6 KBAUDS/S. 
C 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES (G05DAF AND G05DDF) WITH SEED INTEGER IQ 
C 
CALL G05CBF(IQ) 
C 
C THE MAIN LOOP 
C 
C INITIALIZE ALL PARAMETERS FOR EACH VALUE OF THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-
C RATIO (SNR) 
C 
DO 300 1=1, II 
DO 3 IO=-4,LL 
Ql (10)=1.0 
Q2(IO)=0.0 
JIS(I,IO)=1 
JIS(2,IO)=1 
NXER ( 10) = 1 
NXE I ( 10) = 1 
SR(IO)=1.0 
SIM(IO)=1.0 
MXR (10) = 1 
MXIM<IO) = 1 
DO 3 MV=I,LM 
Cl (MV,IO)=1.0E6 
Cl (1 ,10)=0 
MR ( MV , I ° ) = 1 
MM ( MV , 10 ) = 1 
XR (MV , 10 ) = 1 . 0 
3 XIM(MV,IO)=1.0 
LB(O)=O 
KBM(O )=0 
KBD<O)=O 
KBE(O)=O 
QFll=I.0 
QF21=0.0 
RAY 1 (2)=1.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
FQl (KQ-2 )=1.0 
FQ2(KQ-2)=0.0 
WQ 1 (KQ) = 1 .0 
4 WQ2 (KQ) =0.0 
416 
WP = - 0 • 05 * ( 1 7 .0+ 1 .8* ( I-I ) ) 
P = 1 .41 4 * 1 0 . 0 * * WP 
IEE=O 
IEM=O 
IE=O 
COUN=O 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
C 
C GENERATE A BLOCK OF DATA SYMBOLS FOR EACH SAMPLE OF THE 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION METHOD IS 
C USED TO GENERATE Ql AND Q2 (THE REAL AND IMAGIMARY VALUES OF Q) 
C 
DO 250 J=1 ,JJ 
C 
C GENERATE TWO NOISE RAMDOM VARIABLES AS INPUTS TO THE 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER 
C 
C 
QF1=G05DDF(O.O,I.0) 
DFQl = (QF1-QFll )/MFD 
QF2=G05DDFCO.0,1.0) 
DFQ2= (QF2-QF21 )/MFD 
C ESPECIAL TREATMENT WHEN FD=75 Hz 
C 
C DO 20 KF=1 ,MFD 
C FQl (KF)=G05DDF(O.O,1 .0) 
C FQ2(KF)=G05DDF(O.O,I.0) 
C20 CONT! NUE 
C DO 25 KF=I,MFD 
C KFl =KF-l 
C FDQl CKF)=FQl (KFl )+0.25*(4-KFhCFQl (KF)-FQl (KF1» 
C25 FDQ2(KF)=FQ2CKFl )+O.25*(4-KF)*(FQ2(KF)-FQ2CKF1» 
C 
C SAMPLE THE INPUT SIGNAL OF THE FILTER 
C 
DO 200 NFD=1 ,MFD 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER 
C 
DO 31 KQ= 1 ,5 
KQl =KQ+l 
WQl CKQ )=WQ1 CKQ1 ) 
31 WQ2 (KQ ) = WQ2 (KQ 1 ) 
RAY1 (1 )=RAYl (2) 
RAY2Cl )=RAY2(2) 
WQ1 (6)=QFll.DFQ1*NFD 
WQ2(6)=QF21+DFQ2*NFD 
C WQ1(6)=FDQ1(NFD) 
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C WQ2(6)=FDQ2(NFD) 
RAY 1 (2 )=0.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 33 KQ=I,5 
KQ1=6-KQ 
WQl (6 )=WQl (6 )+BH(KQ)*WQl (KQ1) 
33 WQ2 (6) =WQ2 (6) +BH(KQ ,*WQ2 (KQl ) 
DO 35 KQ=I,5 
KQ1=7-KQ 
RAYl (2)=RAYl (2)+AH(KQhWQl (KQ1) 
35 RA Y2 ( 2 ) = RA Y2 (2 ) + AH (KQ ) * WQ2 (KQ 1 ) 
DRQl = (RAYl (2 )-RAYl (1) )/KJl 
DRQ2=(RAY2(2)-RAY2(1 »/KJl 
C 
C 
DO 100 J 1 = 1 ,KJ 1 
Jll=Jl-l 
C DATA GENERATION AS BIT BY BIT RANDOMLY 
C 
DO 40 K=I,KK 
SS=G05DAF(-1.0,1.0) 
IS (K ) = I NT (S I GN (1 .05 , SS) ) 
JIS(K,Jl )=IS(K) 
MA(K)=(I+IS(K»/2 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING AND DATA MAPPING TO GENERATE SYMBOLS 
C 
Ll = (3-IS(I»/2 
L2=(3-IS(2»/2 
LB(Jl )=IB(Ll ,L2)-LB(Jll) 
IF(LB(Jl) .LT.O) LB(Jl )=LB(Jl )+4 
L3=LB(Jl )+1 
C L3=IB(Ll,L2)+1 
C 
SR(Jl )=JSR(L3,1) 
SIM(Jl )=JSR(L3,2) 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN (RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATION) 
C 
Ql (Jl )=RAYl (1 )+Jl *DRQl 
Q2 (Jl ) =RAY2 (1) +Jl *DRQ2 
C Ql (Jl )=1.0 
C Q2 (J 1 ) = 0 • 0 
C 
C CALCULATE THE TRANSMITTED SIGNAL POWER 
C 
C 
PR= (SR(Jl )*Ql (Jl )-SIM(Jl )*Q2(Jl) h*2 
PIM= (SR(Jl )*Q2(Jl )+SIM(Jl )*Ql (Jl) )**2 
TSP=TSP+PR+PIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
C 
DO 50 L=I,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
YR (L , J 1 ) = Yl (L hQ 1 (L I ) - Y2 (Ll *Q2 (L 1 ) 
50. YIM(L,JI )=Yl (Ll*Q2(LI )+Y2(L)*QI (LI) 
C 
C START~UP TRANSMISSION 
C 
RI=O.O 
R2=0.0 
DO 60 L=l,LL 
L1 =J1-L+1 
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R1 =R1 +YR(L,J1 )*SR(L1 )-YIM(L,J1 )*SIM(L1) 
60 R2=R2+YR(L,J1 )*SIM(L1 )+YIM(L,J1 )*SR(L1) 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH 0 MEAN AND VARIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
V1=G05DDF(0.0,P) 
V2=G05DDF(0.0,P) 
C CALCULATE THE ADDITIVE NOISE POWER 
C 
C 
C 
C 
R1 =R1 +V1 
R2=R2+V2 
C DETECTION PROCESSES 
C 
C FIRST ... NONLINEAR EQUELISER (NLEQ) 
C 
XRE=O.O 
XIE=O.O 
DO 65 L=2,LL 
L1 =J1-L+1 
XRE=XRE+YR(L,J1 )*NXER(L1 )-YIM(L,J1 )*NXEI (L1 ) 
65 XIE=XIE+YR(L,J1 )*NXEI (L1 )+YIM(L,J1 )*NXER(L1 ) 
ERX=R1-XRE 
C 
EIX=R2-XIE 
YY=SQRT(YR (1 ,J1 )**2+YIM( 1 ,J1 )**2) 
I F ( YY . LT. 0 . 01 ) YY = 0 . 01 
XER= (YR(l ,J1 l*ERX+YIM(l ,J1 )*EIX)/YY 
XEI= (YR(l ,J1 )*EIX-YIM(l ,J1 )*ERX)/YY 
NXER(J1 l=INT(SIGN(l .05,XER» 
NXEI (J1 )= INT<SIGN(1 .07 ,XEI» 
C THE NEAR MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR (S2D3) 
C 
C 
C CACULATE THE INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE FOR EACH OF THE M STORED 
C VECTORS. ALSO SUBTRACT THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST FROM THE OTHER 
C MINIMUM COSTS AND GIVE ZERO VALUE TO THE LOWEST COST. 
C EXPAND THE M STORED VECTORS TO 4M VECTORS AND CALCULATE THE 
C COST FOR EACH EXPANDED VECTOR. 
C SELECT M VECTORS ASSOSIATED WITH MINIMUM COST. 
C DISCARD THE NONSELECTED VECTORS BY SETTING THEIR COSTS TO VERY 
C HIGH VALUE. 
C STORE THE SELECTED VECTORS IN TEMPORARY STORES, SO THAT 
C NONE OF THEM COULD BE SELECTED MORE THAN ONCE, AND RETRIEVE 
C THEM WITH A RANKING METHOD SO THAT THE VECTOR ASSOCIATED WITH 
C THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST TAKES THE FIRST POSITION IN THE RANK. 
C TAKE THE FIRST COMPONENT OF THE FIRST VECTOR IN THE RANK TO 
C BE THE DETECTED DATA SYMBOL. 
C 
MNK=O 
CXZ=C1 (1 ,J11 l 
DO 71 MV=l,LM 
Cl (MV , J 1 1 ) = C 1 (MV, J 1 1 ) - CXZ 
XRCCMVl=O.O 
XICCMVl=O.O 
DO 70 L=2,LL 
L1=J1-L+1 
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XRC C MV l = XRC C MV l + YR CL, J 1 l * MR C MV , L 1 l - Y I M CL, J 1 l * MM C MV , L 1 l 
70 X I C C MV l = X I C C MV l + YR CL, J 1 l* MM ( MV , L 1 l + Y I M ( L , J 1 l* MR C MV , L 1 l 
DO 71 NV=1,LM 
MNK=MNK+1 
XRC1 (MV,NVl=YRC1,J1 l*JSR(NV,1 l-YIM(1,J1 l*JSR(NV,2l 
XRC1 CMV,NVl=R1-XRC(MVl-XRC1 CMV,NVl 
XIC1 CMV,NVl=YRC1,J1l*JSR(NV,2l+YIM(1,J1 l*JSR(NV,1 l 
XIC1 CMV,NVl=R2-XICCMVl-XIC1 CMV,NVl 
CC1 (MNKl=C1 (MV,J11 l+XRC1 CMV,NVl**2+XIC1 CMV,NVl**2 
71 CONTINUE 
DO 80 KV=1,LM 
CCCCKVl=1.0E6 
DO 75 MNK= 1 ,M4 
75 CCCCKVl=AMIN1 (CCC(KVl,CC1 CMNK» 
MNK=O 
0077 MV=1,LM 
DO 77 NV=1,LM 
MNK= MNK+ 1 
ACC1=ABS(CCC(KV)-CC1 (MNK» 
IF(ACC1 .LT.1 .OE-9)THEN 
KMN1=MNK 
KMNV (KV) = MV 
NKV(KV)=NV 
ENDIF 
77 CONTINUE 
DO 80 MV=1,LM 
KMN1=KMN1+4*(MV-1 ) 
IFCKMN1.GT.M4l KMN1=KMN1-M4 
CC1 (KMN1 )=1 .OE6 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 85 KV=1,LM 
DO 85 L=2,LL 
L1=J1-L+1 
MRTCKV,L)=MR(KMNV(KV),L1 l 
MMTCKV,Ll=MM(KMNVCKV),L1 ) 
85 TC1 (KV , Ll = C1 C KMNV C KV) , L 1 ) 
DO 90 KV=1,LM 
DO 90 L=2,LL 
L1=J1-L+1 
MRCKV,L1 )=MRT(KV,L) 
MM(KV,L1 )=MMTCKV,L) 
90 C1 (KV,L1 )=TC1 CKV,Ll 
DO 95 KV=1,LM 
C1 (KV,J1 )=CCCCKV) 
MRCKV,J1 )=JSR(NKVCKV),1) 
95 MMCKV,J1 l=JSRCNKV(KV),2) 
MMR=MR (1 ,J1-LLl 
MMI=MMC1,J1-LL) 
C 
C MAPPING BACK THE SYMBOLS TO REGENERATE THE TRANSMITTED BITS 
C 
C 
LD1=(3-MMR)/2 
LD2=(3-MMI)/2 
C DIFFERENTIAL DECODING FOR S2D3 
C 
KBD C J 1 ) = I BC LDl ,LD2 ) 
LBBD=KBDCJl )+KBDCJll) 
IFCLBBD.GE.4) LBBD=LBBD-4 
LBBD= LBBD+ 1 
C LBBD=IBCLD1,LD2)+1 
C 
LEl = C3-NXERCJl »/2 
LE2= C3-NXEI CJl ) )/2 
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C DIFFERENTIAL DECODING FOR NLEQ 
C 
KBE C J 1 ) = I BC LE 1 ,LE2 ) 
LBBE=KBE CJl ) +KBE CJll ) 
IF(LBBE.GE.4) LBBE=LBBE-4 
LBBE=LBBE+l 
C LBBE= IBCLEl ,LE2 )+1 
C 
C BITS ERROR CALCULATIONS 
C 
COUN=COUN+l 
DO 100 N=l ,KK 
ISMCN)=JSRCLBBD,N) 
ISECN)=JSRCLBBE,N) 
C WRITE CNOUT,99) ISMCN),JISCN,Jl-LL),ISCN),Jl 
C99 FORMATC2X,4CI4,6X» 
ISNM=ISMCN)-JISCN,Jl-LL) 
IF C ISNM.NE .0) IEM=IEM+l 
ISIE=ISECN)-ISCN) 
IFCISIE.NE.O) IEE=IEE+l 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C STORE THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
C 
LBCO )=LBCKJl ) 
KBDCO)=KBDCKJl ) 
KBM CO) = KBM C KJ 1 ) 
KBE CO) =KBE CKJl ) 
DO 200 M=KJL1,KJl 
Ml=M-KJl 
Ql CMl )=Ql CM) 
Q2 C Ml ) = Q2 CM) 
MXR C M 1 ) = MXR CM) 
MXIMCMl )=MXIMCM) 
JISC1,Ml )=JISC1,M) 
JISC2,Ml )=JISC2,M) 
NXERCMl )=NXERCM) 
NXE I C Ml ) = NXE I CM) 
SRCMl )=SRCM) 
S I M C Ml ) = S I M CM) 
DO 200 MV=l,LM 
Cl C MV , M 1 ) = C 1 C MV , M ) 
MRCMV,Ml )=MRCMV,M) 
MMCMV,Ml )=MMCMV,M) 
XRCMV,Ml )=XRCMV,M) 
200 XIMCMV,Ml )=XIMCMV,M) 
QFll=QFl 
QF21=QF2 
FQl CO )=FQl CMFD) 
FQ2CO)=FQ2CMFD) 
250 CONTINUE 
421 
TOTAL=2.0*COUN 
C 
C CALCULATE BIT ERROR RATE 
C 
C 
ERM(I)=FLOAT(IEM)/TOTAL 
ERE(I)=FLOAT(IEE)/TOTAL 
C CALCULATE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO (SNR) IN dB 
C 
SN(I)=10.0*LOG10(TSP/TNP) 
:300 CONTINUE 
WRITE (1,9997) 
WR ITE (1 ,9999) (SN (I ) ,ERM (I ) , 1=1 , I I ) 
WRITE(I,9998) 
WRITE (1 ,9999) (SN (I), ERE (I), 1=1 ,I I) 
STOP 
9997 FORMAT(4X,'NMLD RESULTS') 
9998 FORMAT(4X,'EQUALISER RESULTS') 
9999 FORMAT(IX,2(FI2.8,7X» 
END 
####S 
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K.4 
I*JOB SAM6D,EUELSM,ST=MFX,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SEHR 
FTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
LIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
NAG(FTN5) . 
LGO. 
####S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM PSK8 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE 8-LEVEL PSK SYSTEM . NEAR-MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR, KNOWN AS SYSTEM S3D3, IS COMPARED WITH 
NON-LINEAR EQUALIZER. THE CHANNEL IS SUBJECTED TO A RAYLEIGH 
FADING IN MOBILE RADIO ENVIRONMENT. 
EXPLANATION OF IMPORTANT COMPLEX-VALUED PARAMETERS: 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART DETAILS 
Yl 
YR 
Ql 
SR 
Rl 
Vl 
Y2 
YIM 
Q2 
SIM 
R2 
V2 
NONFADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
FADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED DATA SYMBOL 
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL 
THE ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
EXPLANATION OF SOME OTHER PARAMETERS 
Cl: ASSOCIATED COST WITH EACH VECTOR 
P : STANDERD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE 
IQ: SEED INTEGER NUMBER 
SN: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IN dB 
ERM: BIT ERROR RATE IN S3D3 
ERE: BIT ERROR RATE IN NLEQ 
KK: NUMBER OF BIT PER SYMBOL 
DIMENSION 
" * MA(3), IS(3), ISD(3), ISED), ISM(3) ,TXR(4,4) ,TXI (4,4) ,TCl (4,4), 
* SIM(-4:38),SR(-4:38),ERN(22),SN(22),ERE(22),JIS(3,-4:38), 
C 
* WQl (6),WQ2(6),RAYl (2),RAY2(2),AH(5),BH(5),Cl (4,-4:38), 
* Yl (4),Y2(4),YR(4,38),YIM(4,38),Ql (-4:38),Q2(-4:38) 
* ,FQl (0:3),FQ2(0:3),FDQl (3),FDQ2(3) 
DIMENSION 
* XRC(4),XRCl (4,O:7),XIC(4),XICl (4,0:7),CCC(4),CCl (64) 
*,XR(4,-4:38),XI(4,-4:38),NML(4,-4:38),PHO(8) 
*,BXER(-4:38),BXEI(-4:38),LB(0:38)~KBM(0:38),KBD(0:38), 
,KBE(0:38),JSR(0:7,3),IB(0:7),KMNV(4),NKV(4) 
OPEN(l,FILE='OUTPUT' ) 
DATA JSR/-l ,-1 ,-1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,-1 ,-1 ,-1 ,1 ,1 ,-1 ,-1 ,1,1, 
,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1 ,-I/,IB/O,1 ,7,2,5,4,6,31 
C IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE CHANNEL 
C 
DATA Yl/1 .O,O.222579,-0.11086,0.538306E-21 
DATA Y2/0.0,-0.218666,-O.981492E-l ,0.646351E-21 
C DATA Yl/1 .0,0.552991 ,O.559095E-l ,-0.395242E-21 
C DATA Y2/0.0,-0.101986,-0.100619,-0.875349E-21 
C DATA Yl/1.0,0.O,O.O,0.01 
C DATA Y2/0.0,O.0,0.O,O.01 
C 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
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C 
DATA AH/0.959,-0.574,O.362,-0.1054,O.01311 
DATA BH/0.7502,-0.63015,O.28443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
C DATA NOUT/ll 
IQ=38 
11=7 
I I 1 = 1 
11=0 
KK=3 
C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 3 
LL=4 
C 
C THE VALUE OF FD=100,50 OR25 HZ AND THERE IS ESPECIAL 
C TREATMENT WHEN FD=75 HZ 
C 
FD=25 
KJ 1 = 38 
KJLl =KJ1-LL+l 
J J = 1 + I NT ( 1 5 E 41 KJ 1 ) 
MFD=INT(100/(FD-0.005» 
C MFD=3 
JJ=INT(JJ/MFD) 
M8=32 
LM=4 
PI=4.*ATAN(1.0) 
VL= 1/SIN (PII8) 
DO 1 L8=1,8 
1 PHO (L8 )=Ph ((L8-1 )*2+1 )/8 
C 
C BIT RATE =28.8 KBITS/S. 
C SYMBOL RATE =9.6 KBAUDS/S. 
C 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES (G05DAF AND G05DDFl WITH SEED INTEGER 
C 
CALL G05CBF(IQ) 
C 
C INITIALIZE ALL PARAMETERS FOR EACH VALUE OF THE SNR 
C 
DO 300 1= II 1 , II 
DO 3 IO=-4,LL 
JIS(l,IO)=-l 
JIS(2,IO)=-1 
JIS (3,10 )=-1 
Ql(IO)=1.0 
Q2 ( 10) = 0 . 0 
SRC 10 )=VL 
SIM(IO)=O.O 
BXER (10) =VL 
BXEI(IO)=O.O 
DO 3 MV=1,LM 
Cl (MV,IO)=1.0E6 
Cl(1,IO)=0 
NML (MV, 10)=0 
XR(MV,IO)=VL 
3 XI(MV,IO)=O.O 
LB(O)=O 
KBM(O) =0 
KBD(O)=O 
KBE(O)=O 
QFll=1.O 
QF21=0.0 
RAY1 (2)=1.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
FQ1 (KQ-2)=1.0 
FQ2(KQ-2)=0.0 
\/Q 1 (KQ ) = 1 .0 
4 \/Q2(KQ)=0.0 
C 
\/P=-0.05*(20.0+1 .55*(1-1» 
P=2.613*10.0**\/P 
IEE=O 
IEM=O 
IE=O 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
ICR=O 
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C GENERATE A BLOCK OF DATA SYMBOLS FOR EACH OF THE 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C METHOD USED TO GENERATE Q1 AND Q2 
C 
DO 250 J=1 ,JJ 
C 
C GENERATE T\/O RANDOM VARIABLES AS INPUTS TO THE 
C FIFTH ORDER LO\/PASS BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER 
C 
QF1=G05DDF(0.O,1.0) 
DFQ1 = (QF1-QF11 )/MFD 
QF2=G05DDF(0.O,1.0) 
DFQ2= (QF2-QF21 )/MFD 
C DO 20 KF=1,MFD 
C 
C SPECIAL TREATMENT \/HEN .FD=75 HZ 
C 
C FQ1 (KF)=G05DDF(0.O,1 .0) 
C FQ2(KF)=G05DDF(0.O,1.0) 
C20 CONTINUE 
C DO 25 KF=1 ,MFD 
C KF1 =KF-1 
C FDQ1 (KF)=FQ1 (KF1 )+0.25*(4-KF)*(FQ1 (KF)-FQ1 (KF1» 
C25 FDQ2(KF)=FQ2(KF1 )+0.25*(4-KFh(FQ2(KF)-FQ2(KF1» 
C 
C SAMPLING THE INPUT SIGNAL OF THE FILTER 
C 
DO 200 NFD=1 ,MFD 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LO\/PASS BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER 
C 
DO 31 KQ=1,5 
KQ1=KQ+1 
\/Q 1 (KQ) = \/Q 1 (KQ 1 ) 
31 \/Q2(KQ)=\/Q2(KQ1) 
RAY1 (1 )=RAY1 (2) 
RAY2 (1) =RAY2 (2) 
\/Q1 (6 )=QF11 +DFQ1 *NFD 
\/Q2(6)=QF21+DFQ2*NFD 
C \/Q1 (6 )=FDQ1 (NFD) 
C \/Q2(6)=FDQ2(NFD) 
RAY1 (2 )=0.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 33 KQ=l,5 
KQl =6-KQ 
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WQl (6 )=WQl (6 )tBH(KQ)*WQl (KQ1) 
33 WQ2(6)=WQ2(6)tBH(KQhWQ2(KQ1) 
DO 35 KQ=l,5 
KQ1=7-KQ 
RAYl (2 )=RAYl (2 )tAH(KQ)*WQl (KQl ) 
35 RA Y2 (2 ) = RA Y2 (2 ) t AH (KQ ) * WQ2 (KQ 1 ) 
DRQ1=(RAYl (2)-RAYl (1 »/KJl 
DRQ2= (RAY2 (2 )-RAY2( 1) )/KJl 
C 
C 
C 
DO 1 00 J 1 = 1 ,KJ 1 
Jll=Jl-l 
C DATA GENERATION 
C 
DO 40 K=l ,KK 
55= G05 OAF (-1 .0, 1 .0 ) 
I5(K)=INT<5IGN(1 .05,55» 
JI5(K,Jl )=I5(K) 
MA ( K ) = ( 1 t I 5 ( K ) ) 12 
40 CONT! NUE 
C 
C DATA MAPPING 
C 
L8=4*MA(1 )t2*MA(2 )tMA(3) 
C PL8=0.25*IB(L8)*PI 
C 
C DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING 
C 
C 
LB(Jl )=IB(L8)-LB(Jll) 
IF(LB(Jl ).LT.O) LB(Jl )=LB(Jl )t8 
PL8=0.25*LB(Jl )*PI 
5R(Jl )=VL*C05(PL8) 
5IM(Jl )=VL*SIN(PL8) 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATION 
C 
C 
Ql (Jl )=RAYl (1 )tJl*DRQl 
Q2 (Jl ) =RAY2 (1) tJl *DRQ2 
C Ql(Jl)=1.0 
C Q2(Jl)=0.0 
C 
C CALCULATE THE TANSMITTED SIGNAL POWER 
C 
C 
PR= (5R(Jl )*Ql (Jl )-SIM(Jl )*Q2(Jl) )**2 
PIM= (SR(Jl )*Q2 (Jl )tSIM(Jl )*Ql (Jl) )**2 
T5P=TSPtPRtPIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
C 
DO 50 L=l,LL 
Ll =Jl-Ltl 
YR(L,Jl )=Yl (L)*Ql (Ll )-Y2(L)*Q2(Ll) 
50 YIM(L,Jl )=Yl (L)*Q2(Ll )tY2(L)*Ql (Ll) 
C 
C START-UP TRANSMISSION 
C 
Rl=O.O 
R2=0.0 
DO 60 L=l,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
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Rl =Rl +YR(L,Jl )*SR(Ll )-YIM(L,Jl )*SIM(Ll) 
60 R2=R2+YR(L,Jl )*SIM(Ll )+YIM(L,Jl )*SR(Ll) 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH ZERO MEAN AND VARIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
Vl =G05DDF<O.0,P) 
V2=G05DDF(0.0,P) 
C CALCULATE THE ADDITIVE NOISE POWER 
C 
C 
TNP=TNP+Vl*Vl+V2*V2 
Rl=Rl+Vl 
R2=R2+V2 
C DETECTION PROCESSES 
C 
C FIRST ... NONLINEAR EQUELISER (NLEQ) 
C 
XRE=O.O 
XIE=O.O 
DO 65 L=2,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
XRE=XRE+YR(L,Jl )*BXER(Ll )-YIM(L,Jl )*BXEI (Ll) 
65 XIE=XIE+YR(L,Jl )*BXEI (Ll )+YIM(L,Jl )*BXER(Ll) 
ERX=Rl-XRE 
EIX=R2-XIE 
YY=YR(l ,Jl )**2+YIM(1 ,Jl )**2 
I F ( YY . LT. 0 . 0 1) YY = 0 . 0 1 
XER=(YR(l,Jl )*ERX+YIM(l ,Jl )*EIX)/YY 
XEI= (YR(l ,Jl )*EIX-YIM(l ,Jl )*ERX)/YY 
PH=ATAN2(XEI,XER) 
IF(PH.LT.O.O) PH=2*PI+PH 
IPH=INT(PH/PHO(l )) 
NPH=INT(PH/PHO(8)) 
KBE(Jl )=INT«IPH+l )/2)-8*NPH 
C PE8=0.25*KBE(Jl )*PI 
BXER(Jl )=VL*COS(PH) 
BXE I (J 1 ) = VL *S I N (PH) 
C 
C 
C THE NEAR MAXIUM-LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR (S3D3) 
C 
C 
C CACULATE THE INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE FOR EACH OF THE M STORED 
C VECTORS. ALSO SUBTRACT THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST FROM THE OTHER 
C MINIMUM COSTS AND GIVE ZERO VALUE TO THE LOWEST COST. 
C EXPAND THE M STORED VECTORS TO 4M VECTORS AND CALCULATE THE 
C COST FOR EACH EXPANDED VECTOR. 
C SELECT M VECTORS ASSOSIATED WITH MINIMUM COST. 
C DISCARD THE NONS ELECTED VECTORS BY SETTING THEIR COSTS TO VERY 
C HIGH VALUE. 
C STORE THE SELECTED VECTORS IN TEMPORARY STORES, SO THAT 
C NONE OF THEM COULD BE SELECTED MORE THAN ONCE, AND RETRIEVE 
C THEM WITH A RANKING METHOD SO THAT THE VECTOR ASSOCIATED WITH 
C THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST TAKES THE FIRST POSITION IN THE RANK. 
C TAKE THE FIRST COMPONENT OF THE FIRST VECTOR IN THE RANK TO 
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C BE THE DETECTED DATA SYMBOL. 
C 
MNK=O 
CXZ=Cl (1 ,Jll ) 
DO 71 MV=l,LM 
Cl (MV , J 1 1 ) = C 1 (MV , J 1 1 ) - CXZ 
XRC(MV)=O.O 
XIC(MV)=O.O 
DO 70 L=2,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
----- - --
XRC(MV)=XRC(MV)+YR(L,Jl )*XR(MV,Ll )-YIM(L,Jl )*XI (MV,Ll) 
70 XIC(MV)=XIC(MV)+YR(L,Jl )*XI(MV,Ll )+YIM(L,Jl )*XR(MV,Ll) 
C 
C 
DO 71 K8 = 0 , 7 , 1 
MNK=MNK+l 
P8=0.25*K8*PI 
XRCl (MV,K8)=YR(1 ,Jl )*COS(P8)-YIM(1 ,Jl )*SIN(P8) 
XRCl (MV,K8)=Rl-XRC(MV)-VL*XRCl (MV,K8) 
XICl (MV,K8)=YIM(1 ,Jl )*COS(P8)+YR(1 ,Jl )*SIN(P8) 
X I Cl (MV, K8 ) = R2 - X I C (MV ) - VL * X I C 1 (MV, K8 ) 
71 CCl (MNK)=Cl (MV,Jll )+XRCl (MV,K8)**2+XICl (MV,K8)**2 
DO 80 KV=l,LM 
CCC(KV)=1.0E6 
DO 75 MNK=1,M8 
75 CCC(KV)=AMINl (CCC(KV),CCl (MNK» 
MNK= 1 
77 ACC1=ABS(CCC(KV)-CCl (MNK» 
IF(ACC1-l.0E-9)79,79,78 
78 MNK=MNK+l 
GO TO 77 
79 MNK1=MN~ 
KMNV(KV)=1+INT(0.125*(MNK-0.3» 
NKV(KV)=MNK+8*(1-KMNV(KV»-1 
·00 80 MV=l,LM 
MNKl =MNKl +8* (MV-l ) 
IF(MNKl .GT.M8) MNK1=MNK1-M6 
CCl (MNKl )=1 .OE6 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 85 KV=l,LM 
DO 85 L=2,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
TXR(KV,L)=XR(KMNV(KV),Ll ) 
TXI (KV, L) =XI (KMNV (KV) ,L 1 ) 
85 TCl (KV,L)=Cl (KMNV(KV),Ll) 
DO 90 KV=l,LM 
DO 90 L=2,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
XR (KV ,L 1 ) = TXR (KV ,L ) 
X I (KV , L 1 ) = TX I (KV , L ) 
90 Cl (KV,Ll )=TCl (KV,Ll 
DO 95 KV=l,LM 
Cl (KV ,Jl )=CCC(KV) 
NML(KV,Jl )=NKV(KV) 
PM8=0.25*NML (KV ,Jl )*PI 
XR(KV,Jl )=VL*COS(PM8) 
95 XI(KV,Jl )=VL*SIN(PM8) 
KBM (J 1 ) = NML ( 1 ,J 1 - L Ll 
C 
C MAPPING BACK THE SYMBOLS TO REGENERATE THE TRANSMITTED BITS 
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C AND DIFFERENTIAL DECODING 
C 
L8E=KBECJl )+KBECJ11) 
IFCL8E.GE.8) L8E=L8E-8 
C L8E=KBE CJl ) 
LMN=KBMCJl )+KBMCJll ) 
IFCLMN.GE.8) LMN=LMN-8 
C LMN=KBMCJl ) 
C 
C BIT ERROR CALCULATIONS 
C 
ICR= ICR+l 
00 100 N=I,KK 
ISECN)=JSRCL8E,N) 
ISMCN)=JSRCLMN,N) 
ISNM=ISMCN)-JISCN,Jl-LL) 
IFCISNM.NE.O) IEM=IEM+l 
ISIE=ISECN)-ISCN) 
IFCISIE.NE.O) IEE=IEE+l 
100 CONT! NUE 
C 
C STORE THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
C 
LBCO)=LBCKJl ) 
KBDCO)=KBDCKJl ) 
KBMCO) =KBMCKJl ) 
KBECO)=KBECKJl ) 
00 200 M=KJL1,KJl 
Ml=M-KJl 
Ql CMl )=Ql CM) 
Q2CMl )=Q2CM) 
JISCl ,Ml )=JISCl ,M) 
JISC2,Ml )=JISC2,M) 
JISC3,Ml )=JISC3,M) 
BXERCMl )=BXERCM) 
BXE I C M 1 ) = BXE I CM) 
SRCMl )=SRCM) 
SIMCMl )=SIMCM) 
00 200 MV=I,LM 
Cl CMV ,Ml .l=Cl CMV,M) 
NMLCMV,Ml )=NMLCMV,M) 
XRCMV,Ml )=XRCMV,M) 
200 XICMV,Ml )=XICMV,M) 
QF11=QFl 
QF21=QF2 
FQl CO)=FQl CMFD) 
FQ2 CO) =FQ2 CMFD) 
250 CONT! NUE 
C 
C BIT ERROR RATE CALCULATIONS 
C 
C 
TOTAL=FLOATCKK*ICR) 
ERNCI)=FLOATCIEM)/TOTAL 
ERECI)=FLOATCIEE)/TOTAL 
C SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO CSNR IN dB) CALCULATIONS 
C 
SNCI)=10.0*LOG10(TSP/TNP) 
300 CONT! NUE 
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WRITE (1 ,9997) 
WRITE(1 ,9999) (SN( I) ,ERN(I), 1=1, I I) 
WRITE (1 ,9998) 
WR I TE (1 ,9999 ) (S N ( I ) , ERE ( I ) , I = 1 , I I ) 
STOP 
9997 FORMAT(4X,'NMLD RESULTS') 
9998 FORMAT(4X,'EQUALISER RESULTS') 
9999 FORMAT(1X,2(F12.8,7X» 
END 
####S 
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K.5 
I*JOB SAM4Al,EUELSM,ST=MFX,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SEHR 
FTN5,DB=O/PMD,L=O. 
LIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
NAG(FTN5) . 
LGO. 
####S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM QAM16 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE 16-LEVEL QAM SYSTEM. NEAR-MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD DETECTORS, KNOWN AS S4Dl AND S4D2, ARE COMPARED WITH 
NON-LINEAR EQUALIZER. THE CHANNEL IS SUBJECTED TO A RAYLEIGH 
FADING IN MOBILE RADIO ENVIRONMENT. 
EXPLANATION OF IMPORTANT COMPLEX-VALUED PARAMETERS: 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART DETAILS 
Yl 
YR 
Ql 
SR 
Rl 
Vl 
Y2 
YIM 
Q2 
SIM 
R2 
V2 
NONFADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
FADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED DATA SYMBOL 
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL 
THE ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
EXPLANATION OF SOME OTHER PARAMETERS 
Cl: ASSOCIATED COST WITH EACH VECTOR 
P : STANDERD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE 
IQ: SEED INTEGER NUMBER 
KK: NUMBER OF BIT PER SYMBOL 
DIMENSION 
* MA(4),IS(4,-4:38),ISD(4),ISE(4),ISM(4),NS(O:3,O:3,2), 
* SIM(-4:38),SR(-4:38),MXIM(-4:38),MXR(-4:38),JR(O:3,O:3,4), 
* WQl (6),WQ2(6),RAYl (2),RAY2(2),AH(5),BH(5),CC2(64), 
* Cl (4,-4:38),Ql (-4:38),Q2(-4:38);NXER(-4:38),NXEI(-4:38), 
* Yl(4),Y2(4),YR(4,O:38),YIM(4,O:38),XRC2(4,16),XIC2(4,16), 
* ENML(2,44),ERE(44),SN(44),NXR(38),NXI(38),ISA(4),ISN(4) 
DIMENSION 
* XRC(4),CXR(4),CXI(4),XIC(4),MM(4,-4:38),MR(4,-4:38) 
*, XRCl (4,4) ,XI Cl (4,4) ,CCl (16) ,CCC (4) ,JJS (2,4) ,MJR (16) ,MJ I (16) 
*,XR(4,-4:38),XIM(4,-4:38),NR(4,-4:38),NI(4,-4:38),C2(4,-4:38) 
* ,KMNV(4) ,NKV(4) ,MRT(4 ,4) ,MMT(4 ,4), TCl (4,4) 
* ,FQ 1 (0: 4 ) ,FQ2 (0: 4 ) ,FDQ 1 (4) ,FDQ2 (4 ) ,KD (2,0: 3 ) 
DATA NS/-l,-l ,1 ,1,-1 ,-1,1,1 ,-3,-3,3,3,-3,-3,3,3,-1 ,1 ,-1 ,1, 
, -3,3,-3,3,-1,1,-1,1,-3,3,-3,31 
DATA JR/l,l,-l ,-1 ,1 ,1 ,-1 ,-1 ,1 ,1,-1 ,-1 ,1,1 ,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,1, 
, 1, 1 , - 1 , - 1 ,- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 " 1 , 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 1 , 1 , 
,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,11 
DATA J J S 11 , 1 , 1 , - 1 ,-1 , 1 ,- 1 ,-1 I 
DATA KD/- 1 , - 1 , - 1 ,1 ,1 , -1 , 1 , 1 I 
C OPEN(UNIT=l ,FILE='Q16AM4P' ,FORM='FORMATTED') 
OPEN(l ,FILE='OUTPUT') 
C 
C IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE NONFADED CHANNELS 
C 
C DATA Yl/1 .O,O.222579,-O.11086,O.538306E-21 
C DATA Y2/0.0,-O.218666,-O.981492E-l,O.646351E-21 
DATA Yl/1.0,O.552991 ,O.559095E-l ,-O.395242E-21 
DATA Y2/0.0,-O.101986,-O.100619,-O.875349E-21 
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C DATA YI/I .0,0.0,0.0,0.01 
C DATA Y2/0.0,O.O,O.O,O.01 
DATA AH/O.959,-0.574,O.362,-0.1054,O.01311 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
C 
DATA BH/O.7502,-0.63015,O.28443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
C DATA NOUT/II 
C 
IQ=38 
11=22 
11=0 
KK=4 
C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 4 
LL=4 
M4=16 
M16=64 
LM=4 
C 
C THE VALUE OF FD=100,50 OR 25 AND THERE IS SPECIAL 
C TREATMENT WHEN FD=75 HZ 
C 
FD=IOO 
KJI =38 
KJLI=KJI-LL+1 
JJ=I+INTI50000/KJI I 
MFD=INTIIOO/IFD-0.00511 
C MFD=3 
JJ=INTIJJ/MFDI 
C 
PI=4.*ATANII.OI 
C F=38.4E3 
C BIT RATE =9.6 KBITS/S. 
C SYMBOL RATE =4.8 KBAUDS/S. 
NUMBER=,O 
DO I I N M =0 , 3 , I 
DO I MNI=O,3,1 
NUMBER=NUMBER+I 
MJRINUMBERI=NSIINM,MNI~I I 
I' MJI INUMBERI=NSIINM,MNI ,21 
C 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES IG05DAF AND G05DDFI WITH SEED INTEGER 
C 
CALL G05CBF I IQ I 
C THE MAIN LOOP 
C 
C INITIALIZE ALL PARAMETERS FOR EACH VALUE OF THE SNR 
C 
DO 300 1=1,11 
DO 3 IO=-4,LL 
QIIIOI=I.O 
Q2IIOI=0.0 
SRIIOI=I.O 
SIMIIOI=I.O 
NXER I 10 I = I 
NXE I I 10 I = I 
MXR I 10 I = I 
MXI M I 10 I = I 
DO 3 MV= I ,LM 
ISIMV,IOI=JRII ,I ,MVI 
NR (MV , 10 ) = 1 
NI (MV , 10 ) = 1 
MR(MV,IO)=l 
MM ( MV , 10 ) = 1 
Cl (MV,IO)=1.0e6 
Cl(l,IO)=O.O 
C2 (MV, 10 )=1 .Oe6 
C2 ( 1 , 10 ) = 0 . 0 
XR (MV , 10 ) = 1 • 0 
3 XIM(MV, 10 )=1.0 
QF 1 1 = 1 .0 
QF21=0.0 
RAYl (2 )=1.0 
RAY2 (2 )=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
FQ1(KQ-2)=1.0 
FQ2(KQ-2)=0.0 
WQ 1 (KQ) = 1 .0 
4 WQ2(KQ)=0.0 
C 
WP = - 0 . 05 * ( 23 . 0 + 2 . 0 * ( I - 1 ) ) 
P=3.162279*10.0**WP 
LI3=0 
LN03=0 
LM03=0 
LE03=0 
IEE=O 
IEM=O 
IEN=O 
ICR=O 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
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C GENERATE A BLOCK OF DATA SYMBOLS FOR EACH SAMPLE OF THE 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C METHOD USED TOGENERATE Ql AND Q2 
C 
DO 250 J=l ,JJ 
C 
C GENERATE TWO NOISE RANDOM VARIABLES AS INPUTS TO THE 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER 
C 
QF1=G05DDF(0.O,l.0) 
DFQl = (QF1-QFll )/MFD 
QF2=G05DDF(0.O,l.0) 
DFQ2= (QF2-QF21 )/MFD 
C DO 20 KF=l ,MFD 
C FQl (KF)=G05DDF(0.O,l .0) 
C FQ2(KF)=G05DDF(O.O,l.0) 
C20 CONTINUE 
C DO 25 KF=l ,MFD 
C KF 1 = KF-l 
C FDQl (KF)=FQl (KFl )+0.25*(4-KF)*(FQl (KF)-FQl (KF1» 
C25 FDQ2(KF)=FQ2(KFl )+0.25*(4-KF)*(FQ2(KF)-FQ2(KF1» 
C 
C SAMPLING THE INPUT SIGNAL OF THE FILTER 
C 
DO 200 NFD=l ,MFD 
C 
C 5TH ORDER BESSEL FILTER IN RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR 
C 
DO 31 KQ=1,5 
KQ1 =KQ+1 
WQ1 (KQ)=WQl (KQ1) 
31 WQ2(KQ)=WQ2(KQ1) 
RAY1 (1 ) =RAY1 (2) 
RA Y2 (1 ) = RA Y2 (2 ) 
WQl (6 )=QF11 +DFQl *NFD 
WQ2(6)=QF21+DFQ2*NFD 
C WQl (6)=FDQl (NFD) 
C WQ2(6)=FDQ2(NFD) 
RAYl (2 )=0.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 33 KQ=l,5 
KQ1=6-KQ 
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WQl (6 )=WQl (6 )+BH(KQ )*WQ1 (KQl ) 
33 WQ2(6)=WQ2(6)+BH(KQ)*WQ2(KQ1) 
DO 35 KQ=l,5 
KQl =7-KQ 
RAYl (2 )=RAYl (2 )+AH(KQ )*WQl (KQ1 ) 
35 RA Y2 (2 ) = RA Y2 (2 ) + AH (KQ ) * WQ2 ( KQ 1 ) 
DRQl = (RAYl (2)-RAYl (1) )/KJl 
C 
C 
DRQ2= (RAY2(2)-RAY2(1) )/KJl 
DO 1 1 0 J 1 = 1 ,KJ 1 
Jll=Jl-l 
C DATA GENERATION 
C 
DO 40 K=1,KK 
SS=G05DAF(-1 .0,1 .0) 
I S ( K , J 1 ) = I NT ( SIGN (1 • 05 , SS) ) 
MA (K ) = ( 1 + I S (K, J 1 ) ) 12 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING AND DATA MAPPING TO GENERATE SYMBOLS 
C 
C 
LI 1 = MA (2 ) + 2 * MA (1 ) 
LAMA=LIl 
LIl =LI 1 -LI3 
IF(LIl .LT.O)LIl =LIl +4 
LI3=LI 1 
LI2=MA(4)+2*MA(3) 
SR(Jl )=NS(LI1,LI2,l) 
S I M (J 1 ) = NS ( LI 1 ,L I 2 , 2 ) 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATION 
C 
Ql (J1 )=RAYl (1 )+Jl*DRQl 
Q2(Jl )=RAY2(1 )+Jl*DRQ2 
C Q1 (Jl )=1.0 
C Q2 (J 1 ) = 0.0 
C 
C SIGNAL POWER CALCULATIONS 
C 
C 
PR= (SR(Jl )*Ql (Jl )-SIM(Jl )*Q2(Jl) )**2 
PIM=(SR(Jl )*Q2(Jl )+SIM(Jl )*Ql (Jl »**2 
TSP=TSP+PR+PIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHENNAL 
C 
DO 50 L=l ,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
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YRCL,Jl )=Ql CLl )*Yl CL)+Q2CLl )*Y2CL) 
50 YIMCL,Jl )=Ql CLl )*Y2CL)-Q2CLl ,*Yl CL) 
C 
C START-UP TRANSMISSION 
C 
Rl=O.O 
R2=0.0 
DO 55 L=l,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
Rl =Rl +YRCL,Jl )*SRCLl )-YIMCL,Jl )*SIMCL1) 
55 R2=R2+YRCL,Jl )*SIMCLl )+YIMCL,Jl ,*SRCL1) 
C TSP=TSP+Rl**2+R2**2 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH ZERO MEAN AND VARIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
Vl=G05DDFCO.O,P) 
V2=G05DDFCO.O,P) 
C NOISE POWER CALCULATIONS 
C 
C 
TNP=TNP+Vl**2+V2**2 
Rl =Rl +Vl 
R2=R2+V2 
C DETECTION PROCESSES 
C 
C NONLINEAR EQUALISER CNLEQ) 
C 
XRE=O.O 
XIE=O.O 
DO 60 L=2,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
XRE=XRE+YRCL,Jl )*NXERCLl )-YIMCL,Jl )*NXEI CL1) 
60 XIE=XIE+YRCL,Jl )*NXEI CLl )+YIMCL,Jl )*NXERCL1) 
ERX=Rl-XRE 
EIX=R2-XIE 
YY=YRCl ,Jl )**2+YIMCl ,Jl )**2 
I F C YY • LT. 0 • 0 1) YY = 0 . 01 
XER= CYRCl ,Jl )*ERX+YIMCl ,Jl )*EIX)/YY 
XEI= CYRC1,Jl )*EIX-YIMCl ,Jl )*ERX)/YY 
IFCXER.LT.-2.0) THEN 
NXERCJl )=-3 
ELSE IFCXER.GT.-2.0.AND.XER.LT.0.0) THEN 
NXE R C J 1 ) = - 1 
ELSE IFCXER.GT.2.0) THEN 
NXERCJl )=3 
ELSE 
NXER CJl ) = 1 
ENDIF 
IFCXEI.LT.-2.0) THEN 
NXE I C J 1 ) =-3 
ELSE IFCXEI.GT.-2.0.AND.XEI.LT.0.0) THEN 
NXE I C J 1 ) = - 1 
ELSE IFCXEI.GT.2.0) THEN 
NXE I C J 1 ) = 3 
ELSE 
NXE I C J 1 ) = 1 
ENDIF 
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C 
C THE NEAR MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD DETECTORS {S4Dl AND S4D2} 
C 
C 
C CACULATE THE INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE FOR EACH OF THE STORED 
C VECTORS. ALSO SUBTRACT THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST FROM THE OTHER 
C MINIMUM COSTS AND GIVE ZERO VALUE TO THE LOWEST COST. 
C EXPAND THE STORED VECTORS AND CALCULATE THE 
C COST FOR EACH EXPANDED VECTOR. 
C SELECT ALL VECTORS ASSOSIATED WITH MINIMUM COST. 
C DISCARD THE NONSELECTED VECTORS BY SETTING THEIR COSTS TO VERY 
C HIGH VALUE. 
C STORE THE SELECTED VECTORS IN TEMPORARY STORES, SO THAT 
C NONE OF THEM COULD BE SELECTED MORE THAN ONCE, AND RETRIEVE 
C THEM WITH A RANKING METHOD SO THAT THE VECTOR ASSOCIATED WITH 
C THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST TAKES THE FIRST POSITION IN THE RANK. 
C TAKE THE FIRST COMPONENT OF THE FIRST VECTOR IN THE RANK TO 
C BE THE DETECTED DATA SYMBOL. 
C 
C SYSTEM S4D1 
C 
C 
MNK=O 
CXZl =Cl (1 ,Jll) 
CXZ2 = C2 (1 ,J 1 1 ) 
DO 65 MV=l,LM 
Cl (MV ,J11 )=C1 (MV ,J11 )-CXZ1 
C2 (MV , J 1 1 ) = C2 (MV ,J 1 1 ) - CXZ2 
CXR(MV)=O.O 
CX I (MV ) = 0 . 0 
XRC(MV)=O.O 
XIC(MV)=O.O 
C CALCULATE THE VALUES OF {Z} FOR S4D1 AND S4D2 
C 
DO 63 L=2,LL 
L1 =Jl-L+l 
CXR (MV ) = CXR (MV ) + YR (L , J 1 ) * NR (MV , L 1 ) - Y I M (L , J 1 ) * NI (MV , L 1 ) 
CX I (MV l = CX I (MV l + YR ( L , J 1 ). N I (MV , L 1 l + Y I M ( L , J 1 ). N R ( MV , L 1 l 
XRC (MV l = XRC (MV ) + YR (L , J 1 ) * MR (MV , L 1 ) - Y I M (L , J 1 ,. MM (MV , L 1 ) 
63 X I C ( MV l = X I C ( MV ) + YR ( L , J 1 ). MM (MV , L 1 ) + Y I M ( L , J 1 ,. MR ( MV , L 1 l 
DO 65 NV=l,M4 
MNK=MNK+1 
XRC2 (MV , NV l = MJ R (NV l * YR (1 ,J 1 ) - MJ I (NV l * Y I M ( 1 ,J 1 ) 
XRC2(MV,NVl=Rl-CXR(MVl-XRC2(MV,NV) 
X I C2 (MV , NV ) = MJ I (NV ) * YR (1 ,J 1 ) + MJ R ( NV ) * Y I M ( 1 ,J 1 ) 
XIC2(MV,NV)=R2-CXI(MVl-XIC2(MV,NV) 
65 CC2(MNKl=C2(MV,Jll l+XRC2(MV,NVl**2+XIC2(MV,NVl**2 
C 
C SELECT THE VECTORS WITH MINIMUM COST AND DISCAR .0 THE 
C NONSELECTED VECTORS 
C 
DO 70 KV=1,LM 
CCC(KV)=1.0E6 
DO 66 MNK=1,M16 
66 CCC(KVl=AMINl (CCC(KVl,CC2(MNK» 
MNK=l 
67 ACC1=ABS(CCC(KVl-CC2(MNK» 
IF(ACC1-l .OE-9 )69,69 ,68 
68 MNK=MNK+1 
GO TO 67 
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69 KMNl =MNK 
KMNV(KV)=1+INT(0.0625*(MNK-0.5» 
NKV(KV)=MNK+16*(1-KMNV(KV» 
DO 70 MV=l,LM 
KMNl =KMNl +16* (MV-l ) 
IF(KMNl .GT.M16) KMN1=KMN1-M16 
CC2 (KMNl )=1 .OE6 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
C TRANSFER THE SELECTED VECTORS {PI BACK TO VECTORS {Q} BY 
C RANKING METHOD 
C 
DO 72 KV=l,LM 
DO 72 L=2,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
MRT(KV,L)=NR(KMNV(KV),Ll ) 
MMT(KV,L)iNI(KMNV(KV),Ll ) 
72 TCl (KV,L)=C2(KMNV(KV),Ll) 
DO 73 KV=l,LM 
DO 73 L=2,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
NR(KV,Ll )=MRT(KV,L) 
NI(KV,Ll )=MMT(KV,L) 
73 C2(KV,Ll )=TCl (KV,Ll 
DO 74 KV=l,LM 
C2(KV,Jl )=CCC(KV) 
NR(KV,Jl )=MJR(NKV(KV» 
74 NI (KV,Jl )=MJI (NKV(KV» 
C 
C SELECT THE FIRST COMPONENT AS THE DETECTED DATA SYMBOL 
C 
C 
NNR=NR (1 ,Jl-LL) 
NNI=NI (1 ,Jl-LLl 
C SYSTEM S4D2 
C 
MNK=O 
C 
C {Z} IS ALREADY DETERMINED FOR S4D2 . GIVE DIFFERENT VALUES 
C OF {+-2+-j2} TO THE LAST COMPONENTS AND CALCULATE THE COSTS 
C 
DO 80 MV=l,LM 
DO 80 NV=l,LM 
MNK= MNK+ 1 
XRCl (MV,NV)=JJS(l ,NV)*YR(l,Jl )-JJS(2,NV)*YIM(1 ,Jl) 
XRCl (MV,NV)=Rl-XRC(MV)-2*XRCl (MV,NV) 
XICl (MV,NV)=JJS(2,NV)*YR(1 ,Jl )+JJS(1 ,NV)*YIM(1 ,Jl) 
XICl (MV,NV)=R2-XIC(MV)-2*XICl (MV,NV) 
80 CCl (MNK)=Cl (MV,Jll )+XRCl (MV,NV)**2+XICl (MV,NV)**2 
DO 87 KV=1 ,LM 
CCC(KV)=1.0E6 
DO 82 MNK=1,M4 
82 CCC(KV)=AMINl (CCC(KV),CCl (MNK» 
MNK= 1 
83 ACC1=ABS(CCC(KV)-CCl (MNK» 
IF(ACC1-l .OE-9 )86,86,85 
85 MNK=MNK+l 
GO TO 83 
86 KMN1=MNK 
KMNV(KV)=I+INT(0.25*(MNK-0.5» 
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NKV(KV)=MNK+4.(I-KMNV(KV» 
DO 87 MV=I,LM 
KMNl =KMNl +4. (MV-l ) 
IF(KMN1.GT.M4) KMN1=KMN1-M4 
CCl (KMNl )=1 .OE6 
87 CONTINUE 
C 
MNK=O 
DO 88 MV=I,LM 
MR(MV,Jl )=2.JJS(I,NKV(MV» 
MM(MV,Jl )=2.JJS(2,NKV(MV» 
C ADD TO THE SELECTED VALUE OF THE LAST COMPONENTS 4 DIFFERENT 
C VALUES {+-I+-JI 
C 
DO 88 NV=I,LM 
MNK= MNK+ 1 
KUR=MR(MV,Jl )+JJS(1 ,NV) 
KUI=MM(MV,Jl )+JJS(2,NV) 
XRCl (MV,NV)=Rl-XRC(MV)-KUR.YR(1 ,Jl )+KUI.YIM(1 ,Jl) 
XICl (MV,NV)=R2-XIC(MV)-KUI.YR(1 ,Jl )-KUR.YIM(1 ,Jl) 
88 CCl (MNK)=Cl (MV,Jll )+XRCl (MV,NV)**2+XICl (MV,NV)**2 
C 
C SELECT THE VECTORS WITH MINIMUM COST AND 01 SCAR "0 THE 
C NONSELECTED VECTORS 
C 
DO 93 KV=I,LM 
CCC(KV)=1.0E6 
DO 89 MNK=I,M4 
89 CCC(KV)=AMINl (CCC(KV),CCl (MNK» 
MNK=1 
90 ACC2=ABS(CCC(KV)-CCl (MNK» 
IF (ACC2 -1 .0 E - 9 ) 9 2 ,92 , 91 
91 MNK=MNK+l 
GO TO 90 
92 KMNl =MNK 
KMNV(KV)=I+INT(O.25*(MNK-0.5» 
NKV(KV)=MNK+4.(I-KMNV(KV» 
DO 93 MV=I,LM 
KMNl =KMNl +4* (MV-l ) 
IF(KMN1.GT.M4) KMN1=KMN1-M4 
CCl (KMNl )=1 .OE6 
93 CONTINUE 
C 
C TRANSFER THE SELECTED VECTORS {PI BACK TO VECTORS {Ql BY 
C RANKING METHOD 
C 
DO 94 KV=I,LM 
DO 94 L=2,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
MRT(KV,L)=MR(KMNV(KV),Ll ) 
MMT(KV,L)=MM(KMNV(KV),Ll ) 
94 TCl (KV ,LJ=Cl (KMNV(KV) ,Ll) 
DO 96 KV=I,LM 
DO 96 L=2,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
MR(KV,Ll )=MRT(KV,L) 
MM(KV,Ll )=MMT(KV,L) 
96 Cl (KV,Ll )=TCl (KV,Ll 
DO 97 KV=I,LM 
Cl (KV,Jl )=CCC(KV) 
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MR(KV,Jl )=MR(KV,Jl )+JJS(l ,NKV(KV» 
97 MM(KV,Jl )=MM(KV,Jl )+JJS(2,NKV(KV» 
C 
C SELECT THE FIRST COMPONENT AS THE DETECTED DATA SYMBOL 
C 
C 
MMR = MR ( 1 ,J 1 - LL ) 
MMI =MM( 1 ,Jl-LL) 
C MAPPING BACK THE RECEIVED SYMBOL TO REGENERATE THE TRANSMITTED 
C BITS 
C 
C 
LN1=(3-NNR)/2 
LN2= (3-NNI )/2 
LM1=(3-MMR)/2 
LM2= (3-MMI )/2 
. LEl = (3-NXER (Jl ) )/2 
LE2= (3-NXEI (Jl ) J/2 
C DIFFERENTIAL DECODING 
C 
ICR=ICR+l 
DO 100 N=l,KK 
ISN(NJ=JR(LN1,LN2,NJ 
ISM(NJ=JR(LM1,LM2,NJ 
ISE(NJ=JR(LE1,LE2,NJ 
100 CONTINUE 
D0101N=l,2 
ISN(NJ= (ISN(NJ+l J/2 
ISM(NJ= (ISM(NJ+l J/2 
101 ISE(NJ=(ISE(Nl+ll/2 
L1N=ISN(2l+2*ISN(1 l 
LN1=L1N+LN03 
LN03=L1N 
IF(LNl .GT.3 lLNl =LNl-4 
L1M=ISM(2J+2*ISM(1 l 
LMl = L 1 M+LM03 
LM03=L1M 
IF(LMl .GT.3JLMl =LMI-4 
L1E=ISE(2l+2*ISE(1 l 
LE1=L1E+LE03 
LE03=L1E 
IF(LEl .GT.3 lLEl =LEI-4 
DO 105 N= 1 ,2 
ISN(NJ=KD(N,LNl l 
ISM(Nl=KD(N,LMl l 
105 ISE(NJ=KD(N,LEl l 
C 
C BIT ERROR CALCULATION 
C 
DO 110 N=I,KK 
ISNS=ISN(NJ-IS(N,Jl-LLl 
IF(ISNS.NE.OJ IEN=IEN+l 
ISNM=ISM(NJ-IS(N,Jl-LLJ 
IF(~SNM.NE.Ol IEM=IEM+l 
ISIE=ISE(NJ-IS(N,Jl l 
IF(ISIE.NE.OJ IEE=IEE+l 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
C STORE THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
C 
DO 200 M=KJLl ,KJl 
Ml=M-KJl 
Ql CMl )=Ql CM) 
Q2 CMl )=Q2 CM) 
MXR C M 1 ) = MXR CM) 
MX I M C M 1 ) = MX I M CM) 
NXERCMl )=NXERCM) 
NXE I C Ml ) = NXE I CM) 
SRCMl )=SRCM) 
SIMCMl )=SIMCM) 
DO 199 MV= 1 ,LM 
IS CMV ,Ml )=IS CMV ,M) 
Cl CMV,MI )=CI CMV,M) 
C2CMV,Ml )=C2CMV,M) 
NI C MV , M I ) = N I C MV , M ) 
NRCMV,MI )=NRCMV,M) 
MM C MV ,MI ) = MM C MV ,M) 
MR C MV , M 1 ) = MR C MV , M ) 
XRCMV,MI )=XRCMV,M) 
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199 XIMCMV,MI )=XIMCMV,M) 
200 CONTINUE 
QFll=QFl 
QF21=QF2 
FQl CO )=FQI CMFD) 
FQ2CO)=FQ2CMFD) 
250 CONT! NUE 
C 
C BIT ERROR RATE CALCULATION 
C 
C 
TOTAL=FLOATCKK*ICR) 
ENMLC1, I )=FLOATCIEN)/TOTAL 
ENMLC2,I)=FLOATCIEM)/TOTAL 
ERECI)=FLOATCIEE)/TOTAL 
IFCTNP.EQ.O.O) TNP=1.0E-5 
C SNR IN dB CALCULATION 
C 
SNCI)=10.0*LOG10CTSP/TNP) 
300 CONTINUE 
WRITE Cl, 9996) 
WR I TE Cl, 9999) C S N Cl) ,E NML Cl, I ) , I = I , I I ) 
WRITEC1,9997) 
WRITEC1,9999) CSNCI ),ENMLC2,I ),1=1 ,11) 
WRITEC1,9998) 
WRITEC1,9999) CSNCI),ERECI),I=l,II) 
STOP 
9996 FORMATC4X,'NMLD SYSTEM 1 RESULTS') 
9997 FORMATC4X,'NMLD SYSTEM 2 RESULTS') 
9998 FORMATC4X,'EQUALISER RESULTS') 
9999 FORMATC1X,2CF12.8,8X» 
END 
####S 
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K.6 
ts1pll.fortran -nhe -ppl 72 -pI 60 -no_vertsp -ind 8 
Cl * JOB JOB A 1 ,E UE L S M , S T = MF Y , C = S , T I = 1 280 , 
C/* PII=SEHR 
CFTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
CLIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
CNAG (FTN5) . 
CLGO. 
C####S 
PROGRAM TS1PLL 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES DIGITAL PHASE LOCKED-LOOPS (DPLL'S) 
C USING 4-LEVEL PSK OR QAM SIGNAL. THE ASSUMED CHANNEL IS 
C SUBJECTED TO A RAYLEIGH FADING. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISIONP,G05DAF,G05DDF 
DIMENSION IS(2),IB(2,2),JSR(4,2) 
DIMENSION SR(-21 :38) ,SIM(-21 :38) 
DIMENSION IIQ1 (6),IIQ2(6),RAY1 (2),RAY2(2),AH(5),BH(5) 
DIMENSION Q1 (-21 :38),Q2(-21 :38),QQ(-21 :38) 
DIMENSION RR1 (-21 :38),RR2(-21 :38),R1M1 (-21 :38),R1M2(-21 :38) 
DIMENSION R2M1 (-21 :38),R2M2(-21 :38),R3M1 (-21 :38) 
DIMENSION R3M2(-21 :38),R4M1 (-21 :313),R4M2(-21 :38) 
D I MENS I ON Y 1 (4 ) , Y2 (4 ) , YR (4 , 38 ) , Y I M (4 ,38 ) , YER (4 ,38 ) , YE I (4 ,38 ) 
DIMENSION V1PLL(22),V2PLL(22),V3PLLB(22),V4PLLC(22),SN(22) 
DATA JSR/1 ,-1 ,-1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,-1 ,-1/,IB/O,1 ,3,21 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
Y1/1.0,O.222579,-O.11086,0.538306E-21 
Y2/0.0,-0.218666,-O.981492E-1,0.646351E-21 
Y1/1.0,O.552991,O.559095E-1,-0.395242E-21 
Y2/0.0,-0.101986,-0.100619,-O.875349E-21 
AH/O.959,-0.574,O.362,-O.1054,0.01311 
BH/O.7502,-0.63015,O.28443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
OPEN(1,FILE='OUTPUT' ) 
IQ=30 
11=21 
KK=2 
C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 2 
LL=4 
KJ1=38 
C KJL1=KJ1-LL+1 
C 
KJL1=KJl-20 
JJ= INT( 11400/KJl ) 
FD=100 
MFD=INT(100/(FD-O.005» 
JJ=INT(JJ/MFD) 
ND=O 
PI=4.*ATAN(1.0) 
PI2=2*PI 
C BIT RATE =19.2 KBITS/S. 
C SYMBOL RATE =9.6 KBAUDS/S. 
C 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES (G05DAF AND G05DDF) IIITH SEED INTEGER 
C 
CALL G05CBF ( IQ) 
C 
C THE MAIN LOOP 
C 
DO 300 1=1, I I 
DO 3 IO=-20,LL 
Q1 (10)=1.0 
Q2(IO)=0.0 
QQ ( 10) = 1 .0 
SR( 10 )=1.0 
SIM(!0)=1.0 
R1M1 (10)=0.0 
R1M2(IO)=0.0 
DO 2 L=l,LL 
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R1M1 (IO)=R1M1 (10 )+Y1 (L )*SR (10 )-Y2 (L )*SIM(10) 
2 R 1 M2 (! 0 ) = R 1 M2 ( 10 ) + Y 1 (Ll * 5 I M ( I 0 ) + Y2 ( L> * 5 R ( 10 ) 
R2M1 (IO)=R1M1 (10) 
R2M2(IO)=R1M2(IO) 
R3M1 (IO)=R1M1 (10) 
R3M2(IO)=R1M2(IO) 
R4M1 (IO)=R1M1 (10) 
R4M2(IO)=R1M2(IO) 
RR1 (IO)=R1M1 (l0) 
3 RR2(IO)=R1M2(IO) 
QF11=1.0 
QF21=0.0 
RAY1 (2)=1.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
\IQ 1 (KQ) = 1 .0 
4 \lQ2(KQ'=0.0 
C NO=I-1 
THQ=6.0*(I-1 )-60.0 
THQ1=PI*THQ/180 
00=1 .0I(NO+1) 
001=1.0-00 
C \lP=-0.OS*(10.0+1 .8*(1-1» 
\lP=-0.OS*33.S 
P=1.414*10.0**\lP 
ICR=O 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
EEE1=0.0 
EEE2=0.0 
EEE3=0.0 
EEE4=0.0 
C1R=1.0 
C1I=0.0 
C2R= 1.0 
C2I=0.0 
C3R=1.0 
C3 I =0.0 
C4R= 1.0 
C4 I =0.0 
TH1=0.0 
TH2=0 .0 
TH3=0.0 
TH4=0.0 
EP1=0.0 
EP2=0.0 
EP3=0.0 
EP4=0.0 
PH112=0.0 
PH1H2=0.0 
c 
PH2I3=0.0 
PH1I3=0.0 
PH2H3=0.0 
PH1H3=0.0 
PH1I4=0.0 
PH2H4=0.0 
PH1H4=0.0 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR 
C 
DO 250 J=l ,JJ 
QF1=G05DDF(0.ODO,l.0DO) 
DQFl = (QF1-QFll )/MFD 
QF2=G05DDF(0.ODO,l.0DO) 
DQF2= (QF2-QF21 )/MFD 
DO 200 NFD=l ,MFD 
DO 31 KQ=l,5 
KQl =KQ+1 
WQl (KQ )=WQl (KQl ) 
31 WQ2 (KQ )=WQ2 (KQl ) 
RAYl (1 )=RAYl (2) 
RA Y2 (1 ) = RA Y2 ( 2 ) 
WQl (6)=QFll+DQFhNFD 
WQ2(6)=QF21+DQF2*NFD 
RAYl (2)=0.0 
RAY2 (2) =0.0 
DO 33 KQ=l,5 
KQ1=6-KQ 
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WQl (6 )=WQl (6 )+BH(KQ )*WQl (KQl ) 
33 WQ2 (6 ) = WQ2 (6 ) + BH (KQ ) * WQ2 (KQ 1 ) 
DO 35 KQ=l,5 
KQl =7-KQ 
RAYl (2)=RAYl (2)+AH(KQ)*WQl (KQ1) 
35 RAY2(2)=RAY2(2)+AH(KQ)*WQ2(KQ1) 
DRQl = (RAYl (2 )-RAYl (1 »/KJl 
DRQ2 = (RA Y2 (2 ) - RA Y2 ( 1 ) ) 1 KJ 1 
DO 100 J 1 = 1 ,KJ 1 
Jl1=Jl-l 
DO 40 K=l,KK 
C 
C DATA GENERATION 
C 
SS=G05DAF(-1.0DO,l.0DO) 
40 IS (K ) = I NT (S I GN ( 1 .03 , SS» 
Ll=(3-IS(1 »/2 
L2= (3-IS (2) )/2 
L3=IB(Ll,L2)+1 
SR(Jl )=JSR(L3,l) 
SIM(Jl )=JSR(L3,2) 
C SR(Jl )=1.0 
C SIM(Jl )=1.0 
C 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN RAYLEIGH FADING SlMULATION 
C 
C Ql (Jl )=RAYl (1 )+JhDRQl 
C Q2(Jl )=RAY2(1 )+J1*DRQ2 
Ql (Jl ) =COS CTHQl ) 
Q2(Jl )=SINCTHQ1) 
C Ql (Jl )=1 .0 
C Q2(Jl )=0.0 
C 
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QQ(Jl )=SQRTCQl (Jl )**2+Q2 (Jl )**2) 
PCYl =Ql (Jl ) IQQ (Jl ) 
PCY2=Q2(Jl )/QQ(Jl ) 
PR= (SR(Jl )*Ql (Jl )-SIM(Jl )*Q2 (Jl ) )**2 
PIM= (SR(Jl )*Q2(Jl )+SIM(Jl )*Ql (Jl) )**2 
TSP=TSP+PR+PIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
C 
DO 50 L=1 ,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
YER(L,Jl )=Yl (Ll*QQ(Ll) 
YEI (L ,Jl )=Y2 (L l*QQ(Ll ) 
YR(L,Jl )=Yl (L)*Ql (Ll )-Y2(L)*Q2(Ll) 
50 YIM(L,Jl )=Yl (L)*Q2(Ll )+Y2(Ll*Ql (Ll) 
Rl=O.O 
R2=0.0 
RRl (Jl )=0.0 
RR2 (J 1 ) = 0 • 0 
DO 60 L=I,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
RRl (Jl )=RRl (Jl )+YER(L,Jl )*SR(Ll )-YEI (L,Jl )*SIM(Ll) 
RR2(Jl )=RR2(Jl )+YER(L,Jl )*SIM(Ll )+YEI (L,Jl )*SR(Ll) 
RI =Rl +YR(L,Jl )*SR(Ll )-YIM(L,Jl )*SIM(Ll) 
60 R2=R2+YR(L,Jl )*SIM(Ll )+YIM(L,Jl )*SR(Ll) 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH ZERO MEAN AND VARIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
Vl=G05DDF(0.ODO,P) 
V2=GOSDDF(O.ODO,P) 
TNP=TNP+Vl*Vl+V2*V2 
RI =Rl +Vl 
R2=R2+V2 
C PHASE DETECTION 
C 
JD=Jl-ND 
RI Ml (Jl ) =Cl R*Rl +Cl I *R2 
R1M2(Jl )=C1R*R2-Cl I*Rl 
R1Rl=RRl (JD)*R1Ml (JD)+RR2(JD)*R1M2(JD) 
RI R2=RRl (JD)*Rl M2 (JD)-RR2 (JD)*Rl Ml (JD) 
R1M=SQRT(R1Rl**2+R1R2**2) 
IF(R1M.LT.O.001) R1M=O.OOl 
RI RI =Rl RI IRl M 
R1R2=R1R2/R1M 
R2Ml (Jl )=C2R*Rl +C2I*R2 
R2M2(Jl )=C2R*R2-C2I*Rl 
R2Rl=RRl (JD)*R2Ml (JD)+RR2(JO)*R2M2(JD) 
R2R2=RRl (JD)*R2M2 (JD)-RR2 (JD)*R2Ml (JD) 
R2M=SQRT(R2Rl**2+R2R2**2) 
IF(R2M.LT.O.001) R2M=O.OOI 
R2Rl=R2Rl/R2M 
R2R2=R2R2IR2M 
R3Ml (Jl )=C3R*Rl +C3I*R2 
R3M2(Jl )=C3R*R2-C3I*Rl 
R3Rl =RRl (JD)*R3Ml (JD)+RR2(JD)*R3M2(JD) 
R3R2=RRl (JD)*R3M2(JD)-RR2(JD)*R3Ml (JD) 
R3M=SQRT(R3Rl**2+R3R2**2) 
IF(R3M.LT.O.001) R3M=O.OOl 
R3Rl =R3Rl IR3M 
R3R2=R3R2/R3M 
R4Ml (Jl )=C4R*Rl +C4I*R2 
R4M2 (J 1 ) =C4R*R2-C4 I *Rl 
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R4Rl =RRl (JD)*R4Ml (JD)+RR2(JD)*R4M2(JD) 
R4R2=RRl (JD)*R4M2 (JD)-RR2 (JD)*R4Ml (JD) 
R4M=SQRT(R4Rl**2+R4R2**2) 
IF (R4M.LT.0.001) R4M=0.001 
R4Rl=R4Rl/R4M 
R4R2=R4R2/R4M 
C FIRST ORDER PLL F(Z)=O.l 
C PHI 1 =0. 1*ATAN2 (RI R2, RI RI) 
PHI1=0.1*R1R2 
EEE1=EEE1+PHIl 
C THl =THl +PHI 1 
CIF <TH 1 . GT . PI 2) TH 1 = TH 1 - P I 2 
C EP1=DD1*EP1+DD*THl 
C C1R=COS(EP1) 
C Cl I=SIN(EP1) 
C EEE1=EEE1+(C1R*PCY2-C1I*PCYl )**2 
C IF(EEE1.GT.ICR) EEE1=ICR 
C 
C SECOND ORDER DPLL2B BY USING FIRST ORDER BUTTERWORTH 
C LOWPASS FILTER WITH E=0.5 
C PHI2=ATAN2(R2R2,R2Rl) 
PHI2=R2R2 
PHH2=0.2617012*PHI2+0.130851*PH1I2+0.2148938*PH1H2 
PH1I2=PHI2 
PH1H2=PHH2 
EEE2=EEE2+PHH2 
C TH2=TH2+PHH2 
C IF(TH2.GT.PI2) TH2=TH2-PI2 
C EP2=DD1*EP2+DD*TH2 
C C2R=COS(EP2) 
C C2I=SIN(EP2) 
C EEE2=EEE2+<C2R*PCY2-C2I*PCYl )**2 
C IF(EEE2.GT.ICR) EEE2=ICR 
C 
C THIRD ORDER DPLL3B BY USING SECOND ORDER BUTTERWORTH 
C LOWPASS FILTER WITH E=0.5 
C 
C PHI3=ATAN2(R3R2,R3Rl) 
PHI3=R3R2 
PHH3=O.1672348*(PHI3+PH1I3+0.5*PH2I3l 
PHH3=PHH3+0.6270156*PH1H3-0.4631895*PH2H3 
PH2I3=PH113 
PH1I3=PHI3 
PH2H3=PH1H3 
PHI H3=PHH3 
EEE3=EEE3+PHH3 
C TH3 = TH3 + PHH3 
C IF(TH3.GT.PI2) TH3=TH3-PI2 
C EP3=DD1*EP3+DD*TH3 
C C3R=COS(EP3) 
C C3I=SIN(EP3) 
C EEE3=EEE3+(C3R*PCY2-C3I*PCYl )**2 
C IF(EEE3.GT.ICR) EEE3=ICR 
C THIRD ORDER DPLL3C BY USING SECOND ORDER CHEBYSHEV 
C LOWPASS FILTER WITH E=0.5 
C 
C PHI4=ATAN2(R4R2,R4Rl) 
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PHI4=R4R2 
PHH4=0.501884*PHI4-0.249537*PH114 
PHH4=PHH4+0.742974*PH1H4-0.247663*PH2H4 
PH114=PHI4 
PH2H4=PH1H4 
PH1H4=PHH4 
EEE4=EEE4+PHH4 
C TH4=TH4+PHH4 
C IF(TH4.GT.PI2) TH4=TH4-PI2 
C EP4=DD1*EP4+DD*TH4 
C C4R=COS(EP4) 
C C4I=SIN(EP4) 
C EEE4=EEE4+(C4R*PCY2-C4I*PCY1 )**2 
C IF(EEE4.GT.ICR) EEE4=ICR 
ICR= ICR+1 
100 CONTI NUE 
C 
------ - -----
C' STORE ALL THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
C 
DO 200 M=KJL1,KJ1 
M1=M-KJ1 
Q1 (M1 )=Q1 (M) 
Q2 (M 1 ) = Q2 (M) 
QQ(M1 )=QQ(M) 
R1 M1 (M1 )=R1 M1 (M) 
R 1 M2 ( M 1 ) = R 1 M2 ( M ) 
R2M1 (M1 )=R2M1 (M) 
R2M2 (M1 )=R2M2 (M) 
R3M1 (M1 ) =R3M1 (M) 
R3M2 (M1 )=R3M2 (M) 
R4M1 (M1 )=R4M1 (M) 
R4M2 (M1 )=R4M2 (M) 
RR1 (M1 )=RR1 (M) 
RR2 (M1 ) = RR2 (M) 
200 CONTINUE 
QF11=QF1 
QF21=QF2 
250 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C V1PLL(I)=10.0*LOG10(EEE1/ICR) 
C V2PLL(I)=10.0*LOG10(EEE2/ICR) 
C V3PLLB(I)=10.0*LOG10(EEE3/ICR) 
C V4PLLC(I)=10.0*LOG10(EEE4/ICR) 
V1PLL(I)=EEE1/ICR 
V2PLL(I)=EEE2/ICR 
V3PLLB(I)=EEE3/ICR 
V4PLLC(I)=EEE4/ICR 
SN(I)=10.0*LOG10(TSP/TNP) 
SNR=SN(Il 
SN (I ) =THQ 
300 CONTI NUE 
PRINT*,'SNR=' ,SNR,' DB' 
IIRITE(6,9995) 
IIRITE(6,9999)(SN(I),V1PLL(I),I=l,II) 
IIRITE (6 ,9996) 
IIRITE (6,9999) (SN( I), V2PLL (1),1=1,11) 
IIRITE(6,9997) 
IIRITE(6,9999)(SN(I),V3PLLB(I),I=l,II) 
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IIR1TE(6,9998) 
IIR1TE(6,9999) (SN(I), V4PLLC( 1),1=1, I I) 
STOP 
9995 FORMAT(3X,'STNR DB' ,7X,'V1PLL') 
9996 FORMAT(3X,'STR DB',7X,'V2PLL') 
9997 FORMAT(3X,'STNR DB' ,7X,'V3PLLB') 
9998 FORMAT(3X,'STNR DB' ,7X,'V4PLLC') 
9999 FORMAT(lX,2(F12.7,5X» 
END 
C####S 
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K.7 
CI*JOB YFFE4,EUELSM,ST=MFY,C=S,TI=1280, 
CI* PW=SEHR 
CFTN5,DB=O/PMD,L=O. 
CLIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
CNAG (FTN5) . 
CLGO. 
C####S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM FFCE 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES FEEDFORWARD CHANNEL ESTIMATOR WHICH 
CAN BE USED WITH 4-LEVEL PSK OR QAM SIGNAL. THE ASSUMED CHANNEL 
IS SUBJECTED TO A RAYLEIGH FADING. 
EXPLANATION OF IMPORTANT COMPLEX-VALUED PARAMETERS: 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART DETAILS 
YI 
YR 
QI 
SR 
RI 
VI 
Y2 
YIM 
Q2 
SIM 
R2 
V2 
NONFADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
FADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED DATA SYMBOL 
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL 
THE ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
EXPLANATION OF SOME OTHER PARAMETERS 
Cl: ASSOCIATED COST WITH EACH VECTOR 
P : STANDERD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE 
IQ: SEED INTEGER NUMBER 
KK: NUMBER OF BIT PER SYMBOL 
DOUBLE PRECISION P,CC,GOSDAF,GOSDDF 
DIMENSION MA(2),IS(2),JS(2,2,2) 
DIMENSION SR(-21 :38),SIM(-21 :38),QI (-21 :38),Q2(-21 :38) 
DIMENSION WQI (6),WQ2(6),RAYI (2),RAY2(2),AH(S),BH(5) 
01 MENS I ON YI (4) , Y2 (4) , YR (4,38) , YI M (4,38) 
DIMENSION EYI (4,-21 :38),EY2(4,-21 :38) 
DIMENSION EIY(4,-21 :38),E2Y(4,-21 :38) 
DIMENSION EYIN(4,-21:38),EY2N(4,-21:38) 
DIMENSION XIYI (4,-21 :38),XIY2(4,-21 :38) 
DIMENSION ER(22),SN(22),EEY(4) 
DIMENSION FD(4) 
C OPEN(I ,FILE='OUTPUT') 
C OPEN(I ,FILE='Y3FFE' ,STATUS='NEW' ,FORM='FORMATTED' ,ACCESS= 
Cl' SEQUENTI AL' ) 
DATA JS/I,I,-I ,-1,1 ,-1,1,-11 
C 
C IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE CHANNEL 
C 
C DATA YI/I.O,O.222579,-O.II086,O.538306E-21 
C DATA Y2/0.0,-O.218666,-O.981492E-I,O.64635IE-21 
DATA YI/I.O,O.552991 ,O.5S9095E-I ,-O.395242E-21 
DATA Y2/0.0,-O.IOI986,-O.I00619,-O.875349E-21 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
C 
DATA AH/O.959,-O.574,O.362,-O.I054,O.OI311 
DATA BH/O.7502,-O.63015,O.28443,-6.S4E-2,6.24E-31 
C 
C 
C 
DATA NOUTl11 
IQ=30 
11=21 
I I = 1 
KK=2 
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C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 2 
C 
C 
c 
KJ1=38 
MST=KJ1-20 
JJ=INT(38000/KJ1 ) 
JJ=2 
FD(1 )=100 
FD(2)=50 
FD(3)=25 
FD(4)=10 
LL=4 
ND= 1 
DD= 1 .0/ND 
DD1=1-DD 
WRITE (NOUT,998) 
PI=4.*ATAN(1.0) 
888=0.70 
88=0.09 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES (G05DAF AND G05DDF) WITH SEED INTEGER 
C 
CALL G05C8F (IQ) 
WP=-0.625 
C WP=-2.0 
P = 1 . 4 1 4 * 1 0 * * WP 
DO 333 KFD=.1,4 
WRITE(NOUT,999)JJ,FD(KFD) 
WRITE(NOUT,998) 
MFD=INT(100/(FD(KFD)-0.005» 
C JJ=INT(JJ/MFD) 
C 
C START THE MAIN LOOP 
C 
DO 300 1=1, I I 
C 
C INITIALIZE ALL PARAMETERS FOR EACH VALUE OF SNR 
C 
C 88=1.0E-2*(I-1) 
C 88=0.04+0.002*(1-1) 
C 888=0.05*1+0.05 
DO 1 IO=-21,LL 
SR(10)=1.0 
SIM(IO)=1.0 
Q1(IO)=1.0 
Q2(IO)=0.0 
DO 1 MV= 1 ,4 
C E 1 Y (MV , 10) = Y1 (MV) 
C E2Y(MV,IO)=Y2(MV) 
C EY1 (MV,IO)=Y1 (MV) 
C EY2(MV,IO)=Y2(MV) 
C EY1N(MV,IO)=Y1 (MV) 
C EY2N(MV,IO)=Y2(MV) 
E1Y(MV,IO)=0.0 
E2Y(MV,IO)=0.0 
EY1 (MV, 10)=0.0 
EY2 (MV, 10 )=0.0 
EY1 N (MV , 10) = 0 . 0 
EY2N(MV,IO)=0.0 
Xl Y 1 (MV , 10 ) = 0 . 0 
Xl Y2 ( MV , 10 ) = 0 . 0 
QF11=1.0 
QF21=0.0 
RAY1 (2)=1.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
WQ 1 (KQ) = 1 .0 
4 WQ2(KQ)=0.0 
DO 6 L=l,LL 
6 EEY(L)=O.O 
111=1-1 
C ND= I 
C DD=1.0/ND 
C 001=1-00 
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C WP=-0.625,-1 .625,-3.125,FOR SNR=10,30,60 
C WP=-0.625 
C WP=-0.05*(12.5+1.5*II1) 
C P=1.414*10**WP 
C 
IE=O 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
ICR=O 
C GENERATE A BLOCK OF DATA SYMBOLS FOR EACH SAMPLE OF THE 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C METHOD USED TO GENERATE Q1 AND Q2 
C 
DO 250 J=l ,JJ 
C 
C GENERATE TWO NOISE RANDOM VARIABLES AS INPUTS TO THE 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER 
C 
C 
QF1=G05DDF(0.ODO,1.0DO) 
DFQ1 = (QF1 -QF11 )/MFD 
QF2=G05DDF(0.ODO,1.0DO) 
DFQ2= (QF1-QF21 )/MFD 
C SELECT FADING RATE AND SAMPLE THE INPUT SIGNAL TO THE FILTER 
C 
DO 200 NFD=l ,MFD 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSE FILTER 
C 
DO 31 KQ=1,5 
KQ1 =KQ+1 
WQ1 (KQ)=WQ1 (KQ1) 
31 WQ2(KQ)=WQ2(KQ1) 
RAY1 (1 )=RAY1 (2) 
RAY2 (1) =RAY2 (2) 
WQ1 (6)=QF11+DFQ1*NFD 
WQ2(6)=QF21+DFQ2*NFD 
RAY1(2)=0.0 
RAY2 (2) =0.0 
DO 33 KQ=1,5 
KQ1=6-KQ 
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WQl (61=WQl (61+BH(KQI*WQl (KQl I 
33 WQ2(61=WQ2(61+BH(KQI*WQ2(KQl I 
DO 35 KQ=1,5 
KQ1=7-KQ 
RAYl (21=RAYl (21+AH(KQI*WQl (KQl I 
35 RAY2 (2 I=RAY2 (2 I+AH(KQI*WQ2 (KQl I 
DRQl = (RAYl (2 I-RAYl (1 Il/KJl 
C 
C 
DRQ2= (RAY2 (2 I-RAY2 (1 Il/KJl 
DO 100 Jl=l ,KJl 
JJl =Jl-l 
JD=Jl-ND 
C DATA GENERATION 
C 
DO 40 K=l,KK 
SS=G05DAF(-1 .000,1 .0001 
IS (K I = I NT (S I GN (1 .05, SS I I 
MA(KI= (1 +IS(KI 1/2 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C DATA MAPPING TO GENERATE SYMBOLS 
C 
C 
Ll =1 +MA(l I 
L2=1+MA(21 
SR(Jl I=JS(Ll ,L2,1 I 
SIM(Jl I=JS(Ll ,L2,21 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATION 
C 
Ql (Jl I=RAYl (1 I+Jl*DRQl 
Q2 (Jl I=RAY2 (1 I+Jl *DRQ2 
C Ql (Jl I=SQRTCQl (Jl 1**2+Q2 (Jl 1**2 I 
C Q1CJ11=1.0 
C Ql (Jl 1=0.0 
C QQ=SQRTCQl (Jl 1**2+Q2 (Jl 1**2 I 
C Ql (Jl I=Ql (Jl I/QQ 
C Q2(Jll=Q2(JlI/QQ 
C 
C SIGNAL POWER CALCULATION 
C 
C 
PR= (SR(Jl I*Ql (Jl I-SIM(Jl I*Q2(Jl 11**2 
PIM= (SR(Jl I*Q2 (Jl I+SIM(Jl I*Ql (Jl 11**2 
TSP=TSP+PR+PIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
C 
DO 50 L=l ,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
YR(L,Jl I=Yl (LI*Ql (Ll I-Y2(L)*Q2(Ll I 
50 YIM(L,Jl I=Yl (LI*Q2(Ll I+Y2(L)*Ql (Ll I 
Rl=O.O 
R2=0.0 
RF1=0.0 
RF2=0.0 
DO 60 L=l,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
RF1=RF1+EYl (L,JJlI*SR(Ll I-EY2(L,JJl I*SIM(Ll I 
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RF2=RF2+EYl CL,JJl )*SIMCLl )+EY2CL,JJl )*SRCL1) 
Rl=Rl+YRCL,Jl )*SRCLl )-YIMCL,Jl )*SIMCL1) 
60 R2=R2+YRCL,Jl )*SIMCLl )+YIMCL,Jl )*SRCL1) 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE YITH ZERO MEAN AND VARIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
Vl=G05DDFCO.O,P) 
V2=G05DDFCO.O,P) 
C NOISE POYER CALCULATION 
C 
C 
TNP=TNP+Vl**2+V2**2 
Rl=Rl+Vl 
R2=R2+V2 
C ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION PROCESSES 
C 
ERTl =Rl-RFl 
ERT2=R2-RF2 
DO 80 L=l,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
ERl =.CSRCLl )*ERTl +SIMCLl )*ERT2 )*BB 
ER2= CSRCLl )*ERT2-SIMCLl )*ERT1)*BB 
E1YCL,Jl )=E1YCL,JJl )+ERl 
E2YCL,Jl )=E2YCL,JJl )+ER2 
EXl =E1YCL,Jl )-EYl CL,JJ1) 
EX2=E2YCL ,Jl ) -EY2 CL ,JJl ) 
X1Yl CL,Jl )=X1Yl CL,JJl )+Cl-BBB)**2*EXl 
X1Y2CL,Jl )=X1Y2CL,JJl )+Cl-BBB)**2*EX2 
EYl CL,Jl )=EYl CL,JJl )+X1Yl (L,Jl )+(1-BBB**2l*EXl 
EY2CL,Jl )=EY2CL,JJl )+X1Y2(L,Jl l+Cl-BBB**2l*EX2 
EY1NCL,Jl )=EYl CL,Jll+CND-l )*X1Yl (L,Jl) 
EY2NCL,Jl )=EY2CL,Jl )+CND-l )*X1Y2CL,Jl) 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
C MEAN SQUARE ERROR CALCULATION 
C 
YYEE=O.O 
DO 90 L=l ,LL 
C IFCICR.LT.l000) EEYCL)=O.O 
EYEY=CEY1NCL,JDl-YRCL,JD»**2 
+ +CEY2NCL,JD)-YIMCL,JD»**2 
YYEE=YYEE+EYEY 
C EEYCL)=EEYCLl+0.5*EYEY 
EEYCL)=EEY(L)+EYEY 
IFCEEY(L).GT.l0000.0) GO TO 250 
90 CONTINUE 
IFCYYEE.LT.l .OE-4)YYEE=1 .OE-4 
YYEE=10.0*LOG10CYYEE) 
YRITE(NOUT,1000)ICR,YYEE 
C PRINT*,'ICR,',ICR,' EEYY=',YYEE 
I CR= I CR+ 1 
100 CONTINUE 
C 
C STORE THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
C 
DO 200 LM=MST,KJl 
LM1=LM-KJl 
Ql (LMl )=Ql (LM) 
Q2(LMl )=Q2(LM) 
SR(LMl )=SR(LM) 
SIM(LMl )=SIM(LM) 
DO 200 MV=l,4 
EYl (MV,LMl )=EYl (MV,LM) 
EY2(MV,LMl )=EY2(MV,LM) 
El Y(MV,LMl )=El Y(MV ,LM) 
E2Y(MV,LMl )=E2Y(MV,LM) 
EY1N(MV,LMl )=EY1N(MV,LM) 
EY2N(MV,LMl )=EY2N(MV,LM) 
X1Yl (MV,LMl )=X1Yl (MV,LM) 
200 X1Y2(MV,LMl )=X1Y2(MV,LM) 
QFll =QFl 
QF21=QF2 
250 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
ER(I)=O.O 
ICR=1000 
DO 299 L=l ,LL 
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C299 ER(I)=ER(I)+O.25*EEY(L)/ICR 
299 ER(I)=ER(I)+EEY(L)/ICR 
C ER(I )=10.0*LOG10(ER(I» 
IF(TNP.EQ.0.OlTNP=1.0E-5 
IF(TSP.EQ.0.OlTSP=1.0E-5 
TSNP=TSP/TNP 
C SSNN=10.0*LOG10(TSP/TNP) 
SSNN=10.0*LOG10(TSNP) 
C SSNN=10.0*(LOG10(TSP)-LOG10(TNP» 
C PRINT*,'SNR=' ,SSNN 
C SN(I)=SSNN 
C SN(I)=BB 
SN(I)=ND 
C SN(I)=BBB 
C SN(I)=FLOAT(ICR) 
C300 WRITE (NOUT,999) SN(I),ER(I) 
300 CONT! NUE 
333 CONT! NUE 
STOP 
998 FORMAT(lX,'ERROR RATE' ,9X,'ERROR COUNTER' ,4X,'STN_RATIO_DB') 
999 FORMAT(lX,2(F16.8,6X» 
1000 FORMAT(lX,I4,6X,F16.8) 
END 
C####S 
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K.8 
C/*JOB YFBE4,EUELSM,ST=MFY,C=S,TI=1260, 
C/* PW=SEHR 
CFTN5,DB=O/PMD,L=0. 
CLIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
CNAG (FTN5 ) . 
CLGO. 
C####S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM MFBCE 
PROGRAM TO SIMULATE THE MODIFIED 
USING 4-LEVEL PSK OR QAM SIGNAL. 
SUBJECTED TO RAYLEIGH FADING. 
FEEDBACK CHANNEL ESTIMATOR 
THE ASSUMED CHANNEL IS 
EXPLANATION OF IMPORTANT COMPLEX-VALUED PARAMETERS: 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART DETAILS 
Yl 
YR 
Ql 
SR 
RI 
VI 
Y2 
YIM 
Q2 
SIM 
R2 
V2 
NONFADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
FADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED DATA SYMBOL 
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL 
THE ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
EXPLANATION OF SOME OTHER PARAMETERS 
Cl: ASSOCIATED COST WITH EACH VECTOR 
P : STANDERD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE 
IQ: SEED INTEGER NUMBER 
KK: NUMBER OF BIT PER SYMBOL 
DOUBLE PRECISION P,CC,G05DAF,G05DDF 
DIMENSION MA(2),IS(2),JS(2,2,2) 
DIMENSION SR(-21 :36),SIM(-21 :38),Ql (-21 :36),Q2(-21 :36) 
DIMENSION WQl (6),WQ2(6),RAYl (2),RAY2(2),AH(5),BH(5) 
DIMENSION Yl (4), Y2 (4), YR(4,36), YIM(4 ,36) 
DIMENSION EUl (4,-21 :36),EU2(4,-21 :36) 
DIMENSION EU1N(4,-21:36),EU2N(4,-21:38) 
DIMENSION YBl (4,-21 :36),YB2(4,-21 :36) 
DIMENSION ZIYl (4,-21 :36),ZIY2(4,-21 :36) 
DIMENSION XYR(4,-21:36),XYI(4,-21:36) 
DIMENSION ER(22),SN(22),EEU(4) 
DIMENSION FD(4) 
C OPEN(1 ,FILE='OUTPUT') 
C OPEN(I,FILE='Y2FBE' ,STATUS='NEW' ,FORM='FORMATTED' ,ACCESS= 
C I'SEQUENTIAL') 
DATA J S 11 , 1 , - 1 ,- 1 , 1 ,-1 , 1 , - 1 I 
C 
C IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE CHANNELS 
C 
C DATA Yl/1 .O,O.222579,-O.11066,O.536306E-21 
C DATA Y2/0.0,-0.216666,-O.961492E-l ,O.646351E-21 
DATA Yl/1 .O,0.552991,O.559095E-l ,-O.395242E-21 
DATA Y2/0.0,-O.101966,-O.100619,-O.675349E-21 
C 
C COEFFICIENTS OF THE FIFTH ORDER BESSEL LOWPASS DIGITAL FILTER 
C 
DATA AH/0.959,-O.574,O.362,-O.1054,O.01311 
DATA BH/O.7502,-0.63015,O.26443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
DATA NOUT/ll 
C 
IQ=30 
II =21 
II = 1 
KK=2 
454 
C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 2 
KJ1=38 
JJ=INT(38000/KJl ) 
JJ=2 
LL=4 
NO=l 
DD=1.0/NO 
001=1-00 
WRITE (NOUT,998) 
PI=4.*ATAN(1.0) 
F=9.6E3 
C BIT RATE =19.2 KBITS/S. 
C SYMBOL RATE =9.6 KBAUDS/S. 
FO(l )=100 
FD(2)=50 
FO(3)=25 
FO(4)=10 
BBX=0.8 
C BBX=0.85 
C BBX=0.9 
C BBX=0.95 
BB=0.50 
C BB=0.45 
C BB=0.175 
C BB=O. 125 
C BB=0.025 
BB1=1-BB 
C 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES (G05DAF ANO G0500F) WITH SEED INTEGER 
C 
CALL G05CBF (IQ) 
WP=-0.625 
C WP=-2.0 
P=1.414*10**WP 
00 333 KFD=l ,4 
WRITE(NOUT,999)JJ,FO(KFO) 
WRITE(NOUT,998) 
MFO=INT(100/(FD(KFOl-0.005» 
C JJ=INT(JJ/MFO) 
00 300 1=1, I I 
C 
C INITIALIZE ALL PARAMETERS FOR EACH VALUE OF THE SNR 
C 
C BB=2.5E-2*(I-l) 
C BB1=1-BB 
C BBX=0.05*I+0.05 
00 1 IO=-21,LL 
SR(IOl=1.0 
SIM( 10 )=1.0 
Ql(IO)=1.0 
Q2(IO)=0.0 
00 1 MV= 1 ,4 
C EU1(MV,IOl=Yl(MV) 
C EU2(MV,IO)=Y2(MV) 
C EU1N(MV,IO)=Yl (MVl 
C EU2N(MV,IO)=Y2(MV) 
C YB 1 (MV, I 0 ) = Y 1 (MV) 
C YB2 (MV , 10 ) = Y2 (MV ) 
EU1 (MV,IO)=O.O 
EU2(MV,IO)=0.0 
EU1N(MV,IO)=0.0 
EU2N(MV,IO)=0.0 
YB 1 (MV , 10 ) = 0 . 0 
YB2 (MV, 10)=0.0 
Z 1 Y 1 (MV, 10 ) = 0 . 0 
Z 1 Y2 (MV , 10 ) = 0 . 0 
XYR (MV , 10) = 0 .0 
XYI(MV,IO)=O.O 
CONTINUE 
QF 11 = 1 .0 
QF21=0.0 
RAY1 (2 )=1.0 
RAY2(2)=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
WQ 1 (KQ) = 1 .0 
4 WQ2 (KQ ) = 0 • 0 
DO 6 L=1,LL 
6 EEU(L)=O.O 
II1=I-1 
ND=I 
DD=1.0/ND 
DD1=1-DD 
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C WP=-0.625,-1.625,-3.125 FOR SNR OF 10,30,60 DB 
C WP=-0.625 
C WP=-0.05*(12.5+1.5*II1) 
C P=1.414*10*"WP 
C 
IE=O 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
ICR=O 
C GENERATE A BLOCK OF DATA SYMBOLS FOR EACH SAMPLE OF THE 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION 
C USED TO GENERATE Q1 AND Q2. 
C 
DO 250 J=1 ,JJ 
C 
C GENERATE TWO NOISE RANDOM VARIABLES AS INPUTS TO THE 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER 
C 
C 
QF1=G05DDF(0.ODO,1.0DO) 
DFQ1 = (QF1-QF11 )/MFD 
QF2=G05DDF(0.ODO,1.0DO) 
DFQ2=(QF2-QF21 )/MFD 
C SELECT FADING RATE AND SAMPLE THE INPUT SIGNAL TO THE FILTER 
C 
DO 200 NFD=1 ,MFD 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER 
C 
DO 31 KQ=1,5 
KQ1 =KQ+1 
WQ1 (KQ)=WQ1 (KQ1) 
31 WQ2(KQ)=WQ2(KQ1) 
RAY1 (1 )=RAY1 (2) 
RAY2 (1) =RAY2 (2) 
WQ1 (6)=QF11+DFQ1*NFD 
WQ2(6)=QF21+DFQ2*NFD 
RAY1 (2)=0.0 
RA Y2 (2 ) = 0 • 0 
DO 33 KQ=1,5 
KQ1=6-KQ 
456 
WQ1 (6 )=WQ1 (6) +BH(KQ )*WQ1 (KQ1 ) 
33 WQ2(6)=WQ2(6)+BH(KQ)*WQ2(KQ1) 
DO 35 KQ=1,5 
KQ1=7-KQ 
RAY1 (2 )=RAY1 (2 )+AH(KQ)*WQ1 (KQ1 ) 
35 RAY2(2)=RAY2(2)+AH(KQ)*WQ2(KQ1) 
C 
DRQ1 = (RAY1 (2 )-RAY1 (1) )/KJ1 
DRQ2=(RAY2(2)-RAY2(1 »/KJ1 
DO 1 00 J 1 = 1 ,KJ 1 
JJ1 =J1-1 
JD=J1-ND 
C DATA GENERATION 
C 
DO 40 K=1 ,KK 
SS=G05DAF(-1.0DO,1.0DO) 
IS(K)=INT(SIGN(1.05,SS) ) 
MA (K ) = ( 1 + I S ( K) ) /2 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C DATA MAPPING 
C 
C 
L 1 = 1 +MA (1 ) 
L2=1+MA(2) 
SR(J1 )=JS(L1,L2,1) 
SIM(J1 )=JS(L1 ,L2,2) 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATION 
C 
Q1 (J1 )=RAY1 (1 )+J1*DRQ1 
Q2(J1 )=RAY2(1 )+J1*ORQ2 
C Q1 (J1 )=1.0 
C Q2(J1 )=0.0 
C QQ=SQRT(Q1 (J1 )**2+Q2 (J1 )**2) 
C Q1 (J1 )=Q1 (J1 )/QQ 
C Q2 (J 1 ) = Q2 (J 1 ) / QQ 
PR= (SR(J1 )*Q1 (J1 )-SIM(J1 )*Q2(J1) )**2 
C 
C SIGNAL POWER CALCULATION 
C 
C 
PIM= (SR(J1 )*Q2 (J1 )+SIM(J1 )*Q1 (J1) )**2 
TSP=TSP+PR+PIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
C 
00 50 L=1 ,LL 
L1=J1-L+1 
YR(L,J1 )=Y1 (L)*Q1 (L1 )-Y2(Ll*Q2(L1) 
50 YIM(L,J1 )=Y1 (L)*Q2(L1 )+Y2(L)*Q1 (L1) 
C 
C 
R1=0.0 
R2=0.0 
DO 60 L=l ,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
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Rl=Rl+YRCL,Jl )*SRCLl )-YIMCL,Jl )*SIMCL1) 
60 R2=R2+YRCL,Jl )*SIMCLl )+YIMCL,Jl )*SRCL1) 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH ZERO MEAN AND VARIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
Vl=G05DDF(0.O,P) 
V2=G05DDFCO.O,P) 
C NOISE POWER CALCULATION 
C 
C 
TNP=TNP+Vl**2+V2**2 
Rl =Rl +Vl 
R2=R2+V2 
C ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION PROCESSES 
C 
RB1=0.0 
RB2=0.0 
DO 70.L=2,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
RB1=RB1+EUl CL,JJl )*SRCLl )-EU2CL,JJl )*SIMCL1) 
70 RB2=RB2+EUl CL,JJl )*SIMCLl )+EU2CL,JJl )*SRCL1) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ER1T=Rl-RBl 
ER2T=R2-RB2 
ZlYl C4,Jl )=0.5*CSRCJl )*ER1T+SIMCJl )*ER2T) 
Zl Y2 C4 ,Jl )=0.5* CSRCJl )*ER2T-SIMCJl )*ERl T) 
ZlYl Cl ;Jl )=ZlYl C4,Jl )-ZlYl C2,JJ1) 
ZlYl C3,Jl )=0.2617012*ZlYl Cl,Jl )+0.130851 * 
*ZlYl Cl,JJl )+0.2148938*ZlYl C3,JJ1) 
ZlYl C2,Jl )=ZlYl C2,JJll+Z1Yl C3,Jl) 
Z 1 Y2 Cl, J 1 ) = Z 1 Y2 C 'I , J 1 ) - Z 1 Y2 C 2 , J J 1 ) 
ZlY2C3,Jl )=0.2617012*ZlY2Cl,Jl )+0.130851* 
*ZlY2Cl,JJl )+0.2148938*ZlY2C3,JJ1) 
Z 1 Y2 C 2 , J 1 ) = Z 1 Y2 C 2 ,J J 1 ) + Z 1 Y2 C 3 , J 1 ) 
DO 80 L=l ,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
YBl CL,Jl )=BBl *YBl CL,JJ1)+ 
+BB*CZ1Yl C2,Ll l*Yl CLl-Z1Y2C2,Ll )*Y2CLl) 
YB2 CL, J 1 ) = BB,. YB2 CL, J J 1 ) + 
+BB*CZ1Yl C2,Ll )*Y2CL)+ZlY2C2,Ll )*Yl CL» 
EXYl =YBl CL,Jl )-EUl CL,JJ1) 
EXY2=YB2CL,Jl )-EU2CL,JJ1) 
XYRCL,Jl )=XYRCL,JJl )+EXY1*Cl-BBX)**2 
XVI CL,Jl )=XYI CL,JJl )+EXY2*Cl-BBX)**2 
EUl CL,Jl )=EUl CL,JJl )+XYRCL,Jl )+EXYl *Cl-BBX**2) 
EU2CL,Jl )=EU2CL,JJl )+XYI CL,Jl )+EXY2*Cl-BBX**2) 
EU1NCL,Jl )=EUl CL,Jl )+CND-l )*XYRCL,Jl) 
EU2NCL,Jl )=EU2CL,Jl )+CND-l )*XYI CL,Jl) 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
C MEAN SQUARE ERROR CALCULATION 
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C 
UUEE=O.O 
DO 90 L=I,LL 
C IF(ICR.LT.l000)EEU(L)=0.0 
EUEU= (EU1N(L,JD)-YR(L,Jl) )**2 
+ +(EU2N(L,JD)-YIM(L,JD»**2 
UUEE=UUEE+EUEU 
C EEU(L)=EEU(L)+0.5*EUEU 
EEU(L)=EEU(L)+EUEU 
IF(EEU(L).GT.l0000.0) GO TO 250 
90 CONTINUE 
IF(UUEE.LT.l.0E-4)UUEE=I.0E-4 
UUEE=10.0*LOG10(UUEE) 
WRITE(NOUT,1000)ICR,UUEE 
ICR= ICR+l 
1 00 CONTI NUE 
C 
C STORE THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
C 
KJL1=KJI-20 
DO 200 M=KJL1,KJl 
Ml=M-KJl 
Ql (Ml )=Ql (M) 
Q2 (Ml ) = Q2 (M) 
SR(Ml )=SR(M) 
S I M (Ml ) = S I M (M) 
DO 200 MV=I,4 
EUl (MV,Ml )=EUl (MV,M) 
EU2(MV,Ml )=EU2(MV,M) 
EU1N(MV,Ml )=EU1N(MV,M) 
EU2N(MV,Ml )=EU2N(MV,M) 
ZIYl (MV,Ml )=ZIYl (MV,M) 
ZIY2(MV,Ml )=ZIY2(MV,M) 
XYR (MV ,Ml ) = XYR ( MV , M) 
XY I (MV ,Ml ) = XY I (MV ,M) 
YBl (MV,Ml )=YBl (MV,M) 
200 YB2(MV,Ml )=YB2(MV,M) 
QFll=QFl 
QF21=QF2 
250 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C ER(I)=FLOAT(IE)/FLOAT(KK*ICR) 
SSNN=10.0*LOG10(TSP/TNP) 
ICR=1000 
C PRINT*,'SNR=' ,SSNN 
ER ( I ) = 0 .0 
DO 299 L=I,LL 
C299 ER(I)=ER(I)+0.25*EEU(L)/ICR 
299 ER(I)=ER(I)+EEU(L)/ICR 
IF(ER(I l.LT.l .OE-8) ER(I )=1.0E-8 
C ER(I)=10.0*LOG10(ER(I» 
C SN(I)=SSNN 
SN(I)=ND 
C SN(Il=BB 
C SN(I)=FLOAT(I) 
C SN(I)=BBX 
C SN(I)=FLOAT(ICR) 
300 WRITE (NOUT,999) SN(I),ER(I) 
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333 CONTINUE 
STOP 
998 FORMAT(IX,'ERROR RATE' ,9X,'ERROR COUNTER' ,4X,'SNR_RATIO_DB') 
999 FORMAT(IX,2(FI6.8,6X» 
1000 FORMAT(IX,I3,6X,FI6.8) 
END 
C####S 
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K.9 
I*JOB SA4DV,EUELSM,ST=MFX,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SEHR 
FTNS,DB=O/PMD,L=O. 
LIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
NAG(FTNS). 
LGO. 
####S 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM Q4PSDIV 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE 4-LEVEL PSK SIGNAL WITH USE OF 
SPACE DIVERSITY IN MOBILE RADIO ENVIRONMENT. NEAR-MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR,KNOWN AS SYSTEM S2D3, IS COMPARED WITH 
NONLINEAR EQUALISER UNDER NOISY AND RAYLEIGH FADING 
CONDITIONS. 
EXPLANATION OF IMPORTANT COMPLEX-VALUED PARAMETERS: 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART DETAILS 
Yl 
YR 
Ql 
SR 
RI 
VI 
Y2 
YIM 
Q2 
SIM 
R2 
V2 
NONFADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
FADED CHANNEL IMPULSE RESPONSE 
RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 
TRANSMITTED DATA SYMBOL 
THE RECEIVED SIGNAL 
THE ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
EXPLANATION OF SOME OTHER PARAMETERS 
Cl: ASSOCIATED COST WITH EACH VECTOR 
P : STANDERD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE 
IQ: SEED INTEGER NUMBER 
SN: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IN dB 
ERM: BIT ERROR RATE IN S2D3 
ERE: BIT ERROR RATE IN NLEQ 
KK: NUMBER OF BIT PER SYMBOL 
DOUBLE PRECISION P,GOSDDF,GOSDAF 
DIMENSION MA(2),IS(2),ISM(2),ISE(2),JSR(4,2),IB(2,2) 
DIMENSION SIM(-4:38),SR(-4:38),JIS(2,-4:38) 
DIMENSION WQl (2,6),WQ2(2,6),RAYl (2,2),RAY2(2,2),AH(S),BH(S) 
DIMENSION FQl (2,O:4),FQ2(2,O:4),FDQl (2,4),FDQ2(2,4) 
DIMENSION QFll (2) ,QF21 (2) ,QFl (2) ,QF2 (2) ,DFQl (2) ,DFQ2 (2) 
DIMENSION DRQl (2) ,DRQ2 (2) ,Ql (2, -4:38) ,Q2 (2, -4:38) 
DIMENSION EQl (-4:38),EQ2(-4:38),QQ(2,-4:38) 
DIMENSION Yl (4),Y2(4),YR(2,4,38),YIM(2,4,38) 
DIMENSION RYl (4),RY2(4),YBl (4),YB2(4),XYl (4),XY2(4) 
DIMENSION UYl (4),UY2(4),RY1N(4,-4:38),RY2N(4,-4:38) 
DIMENSION UY1M(4),UY2M(4) 
D I ME N S ION YQ 1 (2 , 4 , 3 8 ) , YQ 2 ( 2 , 4 , 38 ) ,C 1 R (2 ) , C 1 I (2 ) 
DIMENSION ATT(2,2),TTA(2,2),THTA(2) 
DIMENSION RA(2),RB(2),RC(2),RD(2) 
DIMENSION CH01 (2),CH02(2),CHIl (2),CHI2(2) 
DIMENSION Cl (4,-4:38),CC1 (16),CCC(4) 
DIMENSION XRC(4),XRCl (4,4),XIC(4),XIC1 (4,4) 
DIMENSION KMNV(4),NKV(4),MRT(4,4),MMT(4,4),TC1 (4,4) 
DIMENSION MM(4,-4:38),MR(4,-4:38),NXER(-4:38),NXEI(-4:38) 
DIMENSION LB(O:38),KBM(O:38),KBD(O:38),KBE(O:38) 
DIMENSION SN(22),ERM(22),ERE(22) 
OPEN(1 ,FILE='OUTPUT') 
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DATA JSR/1,-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1/,IB/O,1,3,21 
C 
C IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE NONFADED CHANNELS 
C 
C 
C RECTANGULAR SHAPED RESPONSE 
DATA Y1/1.0,O.222579,-0.11086,O.538306E-21 
DATA Y2/0.0,-0.218666,-0.981492E-1,O.646351E-21 
C RAISED-COSINE SHAPED RESPONSE 
C DATA Y1 11.0,0.552991 ,O.559095E-1 ,-0.395242E-21 
C DATA Y2/0.0,-0.101986,-0.100619,-0.875349E-21 
C DATA Y1/1.0,O.O,O.O,O.01 
C DATA Y2/0.0,O.O,O.O,O.01 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER COEFFICIENTS 
C 
DATA AH/0.959,-0.574,O.362,-0.1054,O.01311 
DATA BH/0.7502,-0.63015,O.28443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
DATA GI1/0.2617012/,GI2/0.1308506/,GI3/0.21489381 
DATA BB/O.5/,B81/0.5/,BB8/0.81 
DATA NOUT/11 
IQ=38 
11=22 
KK=2 
C KK MUST NOT EXCEED THE VALUE OF 2 
LL=4 
LM=4 
M4=16 
C 
C THE VALUE OF FD=100,50, OR 25Hz, AND THERE IS ESPECIAL TREATMENT 
C WHEN FD=75Hz. 
FD=25 
KJ1=38 
KJL1=KJ1-LL+1 
JJ=1 +INT(10E4/KJ1) 
MFD=INT(100/(FD-0.005» 
ND=1 
C THE VALUE OF MFD=3 WHEN FD=75 Hz 
C MFD= 3 
JJ=INT(JJ/MFD) 
PI =4. *ATAN (1.0) 
PI2=2*PI 
B18=(1-88B)**2 
B28=1-BBB**2 
C BIT RATE =19.2 KBITS/S. 
C SYM80L RATE =9.6 KBAUDS/S. 
C 
C INITIALIZE NAG-ROUTINES (G05DAF AND G05DDF) WITH SEED INTEGER IQ 
C 
CALL G05CBF (IQ) 
C 
C THE MAIN LOOP 
C 
C INITIALIZE ALL PARAMETERS FOR EACH VALUE OF THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-
C RATIO (SNR) 
C 
DO 300 I=1,Il 
DO 3 IO=-4,LL 
DO 1 I DV= 1 ,2 
Q1 (IDV, 10)=1.0 
Q2 ( I DV , 10) = 0 .0 
QQ ( I DV , 10 ) = 1 .0 
J I S ( I DV , 10 ) = 1 
NXER (10) = 1 
NXEI (10)=1 
SR(IO)=1.0 
SIM(IO)=1.0 
EQl (10)=1.0 
EQ2(IO)=0.0 
DO 3 MV=I,LM 
Cl (MV,IO)=1.0E6 
Cl(I,IO)=O 
MR ( MV , 10 ) = 1 
MM (MV , I 0 ) = 1 
RY1N(MV,IO)=Yl (MV) 
RY2N(MV,IO)=Y2(MV) 
3 CONTINUE 
LB(O)=O 
KBM(O )=0 
KBD (0) =0 
KBE(O)=O 
CHO 1 (1 ) = 0 • 0 
CH02 (1 ) =0.0 
CH I 1 (1 ) = 0 .0 
CHI2(1 )=0.0 
DO 4 IDV=I,2 
QF 1 1 (I DV) = 1 .0 I 
QF21 (IDV)=O.O 
RA Y 1 (I DV ,2 ) = 1 .0 
RAY2 ( I DV ,2) = 0 • 0 
THTA (I DV) =0.0 
TTA(IDV,1 )=0.0 
ATT( IDV ,I )=0.0 
C1R(IDV)=1.0 
C1I(IDV)=0.0 
DO 4 KQ=2,6 
FQ1 (IDV,KQ-2)=1.0 
FQ2(IDV,KQ-2)=0.0 
WQ 1 (I DV, KQ ) = 1 .0 
4 WQ2(IDV,KQ)=0.0 
DO 5 L=I,LL 
UYl (l) =Yl (Ll 
UY2 ( L ) = Y2 (L ) 
RYl (l)=Yl (Ll 
RY2 (L ) = Y2 (L ) 
YB1 (L)=Yl (Ll 
YB2(L)=Y2(L) 
XYl (l)=0.0 
5 XY2 (l) = 0 .0 
WP=-0.05*(17.0+1.8*(I-l » 
P=I.414*10.0**WP 
IEE=O 
IEM=O 
IE=O 
COUN=O 
TSP=O.O 
TNP=O.O 
C 
462 
C GENERATE A BLOCK OF DATA SYMBOLS FOR EACH SAMPLE OF THE 
C RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATOR OUTPUT. LINEAR INTERPOLATION METHOD IS 
463 
C USED TO GENERATE Ql AND Q2 (THE REAL AND IMAGIMARY VALUES OF Q) 
C 
DO 250 J=l,JJ 
C 
C GENERATE TYO NOISE RAMDOM VARIABLES AS INPUTS TO THE 
C FIFTH ORDER LOYPASS BESSEL FILTER 
C 
C 
DO 25 I DV= 1 ,2 
QF 1 (I DV ) = G05 DDF (0.0, 1 .0) 
DFQl ClDV)= (QFl (IDV)-QFll (IDV) )/MFD 
QF2 (IDV)=G05DDF (0.0,1.0) 
DFQ2(IDV)=(QF2(IDV)-QF21 (IDV»/MFD 
C SPECIAL TREATMENT YHEN FD=75 Hz 
C 
C DO 20 KF=l,MFD 
C FQl (IDV,KF)=G05DDF(0.O,l .0) 
C FQ2(IDV,KF)=G05DDF(0.O,l.0) 
C20 CONTI NUE 
C DO 25 KF=l,MFD 
C KF 1 = KF-l 
C FDQl (IDV,KF)=FQl ClDV,KFl )+0.25*(4-KF)*(FQl (IDV,KF)-FQl (IDV,KF1» 
C FDQ2 ( I DV ,KF ) = FQ2 ( !DV, KF 1 ) +0 • 25 * (4 -KF ) * (FQ2 ( I DV, KF ) -FQ2 ( I DV, KF 1 ) ) 
25 CONTINUE 
C 
C SAMPLE THE INPUT SIGNAL OF THE FILTER 
C 
DO 200 NFD=l ,MFD 
C 
C FIFTH ORDER LOYPASS BESSEL FILTER 
C 
DO 37 I DV = 1 ,2 
DO 31 KQ= 1 ,5 
KQl =KQ+l 
YQ 1 (I DV , KQ ) = YQ 1 (I DV ,KQ 1 ) 
31 YQ2 ( I DV ,KQ ) = YQ2 Cl DV ,KQ 1 ) 
RAYl (IDV,l )=RAYl (IDV,2) 
RAY2 (IDV ,1 )=RAY2 (IDV ,2) 
YQl (IDV,6)=QFll (IDV)+DFQl (IDV)*NFD 
YQ2 (IDV ,6 )=QF21 (IDV)+DFQ2 (IDV )*NFD 
C YQl (IDV,6)=FDQl (IDV,NFD) 
C YQ2(IDV,6)=FDQ2(IDV,NFD) 
RAYl (IDV,2)=0.0 
RA Y2 ( I DV , 2 ) = 0 • 0 
D033KQ=l,5 
KQ1=6-KQ 
YQ 1 (I DV • 6 ) = YQ 1 (I DV • 6 ) + BH (KQ ) * YQ 1 ( I DV • KQ 1 ) 
33 YQ2(IDV,6)=YQ2(IDV,6)+BH(KQ)*YQ2(IDV,KQ1) 
DO 35 KQ=l,5 
KQ1=7-KQ 
RAYl (IDV,2)=RAYl ClDV,2)+AH(KQ)*YQl (IDV,KQ1) 
35 RA Y2 ( I DV ,2) = RA Y2 ( I DV , 2 ) + AH (KQ ) *YQ2 ( I DV , KQ 1 ) 
DRQl (IDV)= (RAYl (IDV,2)-RAYl (IDV,l) )/KJl 
DRQ2 ( I DV ) = (RA Y2 ( I DV ,2 ) - RA Y2 ( I DV ,1 ) ) IKJ 1 
37 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
DO 150 J 1 = 1 ,KJ 1 
Jll=Jl-1 
JD=Jl-ND 
464 
C DATA GENERATION AS BIT BY BIT RANDOMLY 
C 
DO 40 K=l ,KK 
SS=G05DAF(-1.0,1.0) 
IS(K)=INT(SIGN(1.05,SS) ) 
JIS(K,Jl )=IS(K) 
MA(K)= (1 +IS(K) )/2 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING AND DATA MAPPING TO GENERATE SYMBOLS 
C 
Ll= (3-15(1 »/2 
L2= (3-15 (2) )/2 
LB(Jl )=IB(Ll ,L2)-LB(Jll) 
IF(LB(Jl) .LT.O) LB(Jl )=LB(Jl )+4 
L3=LB(J1.)+1 
C L3=IB(Ll,L2)+1 
C 
SR(Jl )=JSR(L3,1) 
SIM(Jl )=JSR(L3,2) 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN (RAYLEIGH FADING SIMULATION) 
C 
DO 60 IDV=1,2 
Ql (IDV,Jl )=RAYl CIDV,l )+Jl*DRQl (IDV) 
Q2(IDV,Jl )=RAY2(IDV,1 )+Jl*DRQ2(IDV) 
C Q1CIDV,Jl)=1.0 
C Q2 (IDV ,Jl )=0.0 
QQ(IDV,Jl )=SQRT(Ql (IDV,Jl )**2+Q2(IDV,Jl )**2) 
C 
C CALCULATE THE TRANSMITTED SIGNAL POYER 
C 
C 
PRo (SR(Jl )*Ql (IDV,Jl )-SIM(Jl )*Q2(IDV,Jl »**2 
PIM= (SR(Jl )*Q2(IDV,Jl )+SIM(Jl )*Ql (IDV,Jl) )**2 
TSP=TSP+PR+PIM 
C RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
C 
DO 50 L=l ,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
YQl (IDV,L,Jl )=Yl (L>*QQ(IDV,Ll) 
YQ2 ( I DV , L ,J 1 ) = Y2 (L> *QQ ( I DV , L 1 ) 
YR(IDV,L,Jl )=Yl (L>*Ql (IDV,Ll )-Y2(L>*Q2(IDV,Ll) 
50 YIM( IDV ,L,Jl )=Yl (L>*Q2 (IDV ,Ll ) +Y2 (L )*Ql (IDV ,Ll ) 
C 
C START-UP TRANSMISSION 
C 
RA ( I DV ) = 0 . 0 
RB ( I DV ) = 0 .0 
RC ( I DV) = 0 • 0 
RD ( I DV ) = 0 • 0 
DO 55 L=l ,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
RC ( I DV) = RC ( I DV) + YQ 1 (I DV ,L ,J 1 ) *SR (L 1 ) - YQ2 ( I DV ,L ,J 1 ) *5 I M (L 1 ) 
RD(IDV)=RD(IDV)+YQl (IDV,L,Jl )*SIM(Ll )+YQ2(IDV,L,Jl )*SR(Ll) 
RA(IDV)=RA(IDV)+YR(IDV,L,Jl )*SR(Ll )-YIM(IDV,L,Jl )*SIM(Ll) 
55 RB(IDV)=RB(IDV)+YR(IDV,L,Jl )*SIM(Ll )+YIM(IDV,L,Jl )*SR(Ll) 
C 
C 
C ADDITIVE GAUSSIAN NOISE WITH 0 MEAN AND VERIANCE P**2 
C 
C 
Vl=G05DDF(0.0,P) 
V2=G05DDF(0.0,P) 
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C CALCULATE THE ADDITIVE NOISE POWER 
C 
C 
C 
RA(IDV)=RA(IDV)+Vl 
RB(IDV)=RB(IDV)+V2 
C Cl R ( I DV) = 1 .0 
C Cl I ( I DV ) = 0 . 0 
C 
C DEMODULATION PROCESSES 
C 
R1Rl=C1R(IDV)*RA(IDV)+C1I(IDV)*RB(IDV) 
R2Rl=C1R(IDV)*RB(IDV)-C1I(IDV)*RA(IDV) 
RA(IDV)=R1R1 
RB(IDV)=R2Rl 
60 CONTINUE 
C 
C COPHASE COMBINER OPERATION 
C 
R 1 = RA (1 ) + RA (2 ) 
R2 = RB (1 ) + RB (2 ) 
DO 63 L=l,LL 
UY1M(L)=RY1N(L,J1-LL) 
UY2M(L)=RY2N(L,J1-LL) 
UYl (L) =RY1 (L) 
UY2 (L ) = RY2 ( L ) 
C UY1 (L)=YQ1 (1 ,L,Jl )+YQl (2,L,J1) 
C UY2 (L ) = YQ2 (1 ,L , J 1 ) + YQ2 (2 , L, J 1 ) 
C UY1 (L)=YR(l ,L,Jl )+YR(2,L,J1) 
C UY2 (L ) = Y I M (1 ,L, J 1 ) + Y I M (2 ,L ,J 1 ) 
C UY1M(Ll=UYl (Ll 
C UY2M(L)=UY2(L) 
63 CONTINUE 
C 
C DETECTION PROCESSES 
C 
C FIRST .•. NONLINEAR EQUELISER (NLEQ) 
C 
XRE=O.O 
XIE=O.O 
DO 65 L=2,LL 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
XRE=XRE+UY1 (L ) *NXER (L 1 ) -UY2 (L) *NXE I (L 1 ) 
65 XIE=XIE+UY1 (L)*NXEI (L1 )+UY2(L!*NXER(Ll) 
ERX=R1-XRE 
C 
EIX=R2-XIE 
YY=SQRT(RYl (1 )**2+RY2(1 )**2) 
IF ( YY . LT. 0 .01 ) YY = 0 . 01 
XER=(UYl (1 )*ERX+UY2(1 )*EIX)/YY 
XEI= (UYl (1 )*EIX-UY2(1 )*ERX)/YY 
NXER(J1 )=INT(SIGN(1.05,XER» 
NXE I (J 1 ) = I NT (S I GN (1 .07, XE I ) ) 
C THE NEAR MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD DETECTOR (S2D3) 
C 
C 
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C CACULATE THE INTERSYMBOL INTERFERENCE FOR EACH OF THE M STORED 
C VECTORS. ALSO SUBTRACT THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST FROM THE OTHER 
C MINIMUM COSTS AND GIVE ZERO VALUE .TO THE LOWEST COST. 
C EXPAND THE M STORED VECTORS TO 4M VECTORS AND CALCULATE THE 
C COST FOR EACH EXPANDED VECTOR. 
C SELECT M VECTORS ASSOSIATED WITH MINIMUM COST. 
C DISCARD THE NONSELECTED VECTORS BY SETTING THEIR COSTS TO VERY 
C HIGH VALUE. 
C STORE THE SELECTED VECTORS IN TEMPORARY STORES, SO THAT 
C NONE OF THEM COULD BE SELECTED MORE THAN ONCE, AND RETRIEVE 
C THEM WITH A RANKING METHOD SO THAT THE VECTOR ASSOCIATED WITH 
C THE LOWEST MINIMUM COST TAKES THE FIRST POSITION IN THE RANK. 
C TAKE THE FIRST COMPONENT OF THE FIRST VECTOR IN THE RANK TO 
C BE THE DETECTED DATA SYMBOL. 
C 
MNK=O 
CXZ=Cl (1 ,Jll ) 
DO 71 MV=I,LM 
Cl (MV, J 1 1 ) = Cl (MV , J 1 1 ) - CXZ 
XRC (MV) = 0.0 
XIC(MV)=O.O 
DO 70 L=2,LL 
Ll =Jl-L+l 
XRC(MV)=XRC(MV)+UY1M(L)*MR(MV,Ll )-UY2M(L)*MM(MV,Ll) 
70 XIC(MV)=XIC(MV)+UY1M(L)*MM(MV,LI )+UY2M(L)*MR(MV,Ll) 
DO 71 NV=I,LM 
MNK=MNK+l 
XRCl (MV,NV)=UY1M(1 )*JSR(NV,1 )-UY2M(1 )*JSR(NV,2) 
XRCl (MV,NV)=Rl-XRC(MV)-XRCl (MV,NV) 
XI Cl (MV,NV)=UY1M(1 )*JSR(NV,2)+UY2M(1 )*JSR(NV,I) 
XICl (MV,NV)=R2-XIC(MV)-XICl (MV,NV) 
CCl (MNK)=Cl (MV,Jll )+XRCl (MV,NV)**2+XICl (MV,NV)**2 
71 CONTINUE 
DO 80 KV=I,LM 
CCC(KV)=1.0E6 
DO 75 MNK=1 ,M4 
75 CCC(KV)=AMINl (CCC(KV),CCl (MNK» 
MNK=O 
DO 77 MV=1 ,LM 
DO 77 NV=l,LM 
MNK=MNK+l 
ACC1=ABS(CCC(KV)-CCl (MNK» 
IF(ACC1.LT.l.0E-9)THEN 
KMNl =MNK , 
KMNV (KV ) = MV 
NKV(KV)=NV 
ENDIF 
77 CONTINUE 
DO 80 MV=I,LM 
KMNl =KMNl +4* (MV-l ) 
IF(KMN1.GT.M4) KMN1=KMN1-M4 
CCl (KMNl ) = 1 .OE6 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 85 KV=l ,LM 
DO 85 L=2,LL / 
Ll=Jl-L+l 
MRT(KV,L)=MR(KMNV(KV),Ll ) 
MMT(KV,L)=MM(KMNV(KV),Ll ) 
85 TCl (KV,L)=Cl (KMNV(KV),Ll) 
DO 90 KV=I,LM 
DO 90 L=2,LL 
LI=JI-L+I 
MR(KV,LI )=MRT(KV,L) 
MM (KV ,L I ) = MMT (KV ,L ) 
467 
90 Cl (KV ,LI )=TCI (KV,Ll 
DO 95 KV=I,LM 
Cl (KV,J1 )=CCC(KV) 
MR(KV,JI )=JSR(NKV(KV),I) 
95 MM(KV ,J1 )=JSR(NKV(KV) ,2) 
MMR=MR( I ,JI-LLl 
MMI =MM( 1 ,JI-LL) 
C 
C CHANNEL ESTIMATION USING MFBCE 
C 
RC1=0.0 
RC2=0.0 
DO 97 L=2,LL 
L 1 =JI -L+1 
RCI=RC1+RYI (L)*SR(LI )-RY2(L)*SIM(L1) 
97 RC2=RC2+RY1 (Ll*SIM(L1 )+RY2(L)*SR(LI) 
ET1 =RI-RCI 
ET2=R2-RC2 
ETT=0.5*(SR(JI )*ET1 +SIM(JI )*ET2) 
ET2=0.5*(SR(JI )*ET2-SIM(J1 )*ETI) 
CHI I (2) =ETT-EQ1 (J11 ) 
CHI2(2)=ET2-EQ2(J11) 
CHOI (2) =GI 1 *CHI I (2) +GI2*CHI I (I ) +GI3*CH01 (I ) 
CH02 (2) =GI 1 *CHI2 (2) +GI2*CHI2 (I) +GI3*CH02 (I) 
CH I I (I ) = CH I I (2 ) 
CHI2 (I ) =CHI 2 (2) 
CHOI (I ) =CHOI (2) 
CH02 (I ) =CH02 (2) 
EQI (JI )=EQI (J11 )+CHOI (2) 
EQ2(JI )=EQ2(JII )+CH02(2) 
DO 99 L=I ,LL 
L I =J1-L+1 
YBI (L)=BB1*YBI (Ll+BB*(EQI (LI )*YI (Ll-EQ2(LI )*Y2(Lll 
YB2(L)=BB1*YB2(L)+BB*(EQ1 (LI )*Y2(Ll+EQ2(LI )*Y1 (Ll) 
DXYI=YB1 (L)-RYI (L) 
DXY2=YB2(L)-RY2(L) 
XYI (L)=XYI (L)+DXYI*BIB 
XY2(L)=XY2(L)+DXY2*B1B 
RYI (L)=RYI (L)+XYI (L)+DXYI*B2B 
RY2(L)=RY2(L)+XY2(L)+DXY2*B2B 
RYIN(L,JI )=RYI (Ll+3*XYI (L) 
RY2N (L, J 1 ) = RY2 (L) +3 *XY2 (L) 
99 CONTINUE 
C 
C CARRIER SYNCHRONISATION USING DA-DPLL 
C 
JD=JI-ND 
DO 1 00 I DV = 1 ,2 
RCRI=RC(IDV)*RA(IDV)+RD(IDV)*RB(IDV) 
RCR2=RC(IDV)*R8(IDV)-RD(IDV)*RA(IDV) 
IF(RCRI.LT.0.001 )RCRI=O.OOI 
TT A ( I DV , 2 ) = ATAN2 (RCR2 , RCR 1 ) 
ATTCIDV,2)=GII*TTA(IDV,2)+GI2*TTA(IDV,1 )+GI3*ATT(IDV,I) 
TT A ( I DV , 1 ) = TT A ( IDV , 2 ) 
ATT(IDV,1 )=ATT(IDV,2) 
THTA(IDV)=THTA(IDV)+ATT(IDV,2) 
468 
IFCTHTACIDV).GT.PI2)THTACIDV)=THTACIDV)-PI2 
C1RCIDV)=COSCTHTACIDV» 
C1ICIDV)=SINCTHTACIDV» 
1 00 CONTI NUE 
C 
C MAPPING BACK THE SYMBOLS TO REGENERATE THE TRANSMITTED BITS 
C 
C 
LD1=C3-MMR)/2 
LD2= C3-MMI )/2 
C DIFFERENTIAL DECODING FOR S2D3 
C 
KBD C J 1 ) = I BC LD1 ,LD2 ) 
LBBD=KBDCJ1 ) +KBDCJ11 ) 
IFCLBBD.GE.4) LBBD=LBBD-4 
LBBD= LBBD+ 1 
C LBBD=IBCLD1,LD2)+1 
C 
LE1 = C3-NXERCJ1 »/2 
LE2= C3-NXEI CJ1 ) )/2 
C DIFFERENTIAL DECODING FOR NLEQ 
C 
KBE CJ1 ) = IB CLE1 ,LE2) 
LBBE=KBE CJ1 ) +KBE CJ11 ) 
IFCLBBE.GE.4) LBBE=LBBE-4 
LBBE=LBBE+1 
C LBBE=IBCLE1,LE2)+1 
C 
C BITS ERROR CALCULATIONS 
C 
COUN=COUN+l 
DO 150 N=1,KK 
ISMCN)=JSRCLBBD,N) 
ISECN)=JSRCLBBE,N) 
C WR I TE C NO UT , 147) ISM C N) ,J I S C N ,J 1 ) , IS C N) ,J 1 
C147 FORMATC2X,4CI4,6X» 
ISNM=ISMCN)-JISCN,J1-LL) 
IFCISNM.NE.O) IEM=IEM+1 
ISIE=ISECN)-ISCN) 
IFCISIE.NE.O) IEE=IEE+1 
150 CONTINUE 
C 
C STORE THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
C 
LBCO)=LBCKJ1 ) 
KBD CO) = KBD C KJ 1 ) 
KBMCO) =KBMCKJl ) 
KBE CO) =KBE CKJ1 ) 
DO 200 M=KJL1,KJ1 
M1 =M-KJ1 
DO 170 IDV=1,2 
Q1 CIDV,M1 )=Q1 CIDV,M) 
Q2 C I DV ,M1 ) = Q2 C I DV , M ) 
QQ C I DV ,M1 ) = QQ C I DV ,M) 
170 JISCIDV,M1 )=JISCIDV,M) 
EQ1 CM1 ) =EQ1 CM) 
EQ2 C M1 ) = EQ2 CM) 
NXERCM1 )=NXERCM) 
NXEI CM1 )=NXEI CM) 
SRCM1)=SRCM) 
SIMCM1 )=SIMCM) 
DO 200 MV=1 ,LM 
C1 CMV ,M1 )=C1 CMV,M) 
MRCMV,M1 )=MRCMV,M) 
MMCMV,M1 )=MMCMV,M) 
RY1NCMV,M1 )=RY1NCMV,M) 
RY2NCMV,M1 )=RY2NCMV,M) 
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200 CONTI NUE 
DO 250 IDV=1,2 
QF 1 1 C I DV ) = QF 1 C IDV ) 
QF21 CIDV)=QF2CIDV) 
FQ1 CIDV,0)=FQ1 CIDV,MFD) 
FQ2CIDV,0)=FQ2CIDV,MFD) 
250 CONTI NUE 
C 
C 
C 
C CALCULATE BIT ERROR RATE 
C 
C 
ERMCI)=FLOATCIEM)/TOTAL 
ERECI)=FLOATCIEE)/TOTAL 
- ----------
C CALCULATE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO CSNR) IN dB 
C 
SNCI)=10.0*LOG10CTSP/TNP) 
C WRITEC6,9999)SNCI),ERMCI) 
300 CONTINUE 
WR ITE C NOUT ,9997 ) 
WR I TE C NOUT ,9999 ) C SN C I ) , ERM C I ) , I = 1 , I I ) 
WRITECNOUT,9998) 
WRITECNOUT ,9999) CSNCI) ,ERECI), I =1, I I) 
STOP 
9997 FORMATC4X,'NMLD RESULTS') 
9998 FORMATC4X,'EQUALISER RESULTS') 
9999 FORMATC1X,2CF12.8,7X» 
END 
####S 
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K.lO 
I*JOB JOBF3,EUELSM,ST=MFY,C=S,TI=1280, 
1* PW=SAMl 
FTN5,DB=0/PMD,L=0. 
LIBRARY,PROCLIB. 
NAG(FTN5). 
LGO. 
####S 
PROGRAM CRS12 
r 
r THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES A RECEIVER EMPLOYING CRS2 DESCRIBED 
C IN CHAPTERS 5 AND 8 {SEE FIGURE 8.3} WITH USE OF SPACE 
r DIVERSITY. ALSO,THIS PROGRAM CAN BE MODIFIED TO SIMULATE 
r THE FUNCTION OF A RECEIVER EMPLOYING CRSl {FIGURE 8.2}. 
r IN EITHER CASE THE SIMULATION IS CARREID OUT TO DETERMINE 
C THE SYSTEM TOLERACE TO ADDITIVE WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE 
r UNDER RAYLEIGH FADING CONDITIONS. 
r 
C 
r 
DIMENSION 
* QWZ(Z,6»,RAY1(Z,-1:Z),RAYZ(Z,-1:Z),QW1(Z,6),AH(S),BH(5), 
* Ql(2),Q2(2),QIQ(2),02Q(2),Q01(2),Q02(2),DQ1(2),DQ2(2) 
*,WQl(Z),OBS(2),LOBS(2),CRC(Z) 
*,WQ2(2),DELTA1(2),DELTA2(2),IZO(2',IDZ(2),IZl(2),AAA(2', 
* HK1(16),HK2(16',HK3(16), 
* TX1(Z,-lS:32),TX2(Z,-lS:32),TX3(Z,-lS:32) 
* ,CV(Z,-lS:3Z),CV1(Z,-lS:3Z),CV2(Z,-lS:3Z) 
* ,IZ2(2,-15:32),IZ21(2,-15:32),IZ22(2,-15:32) 
* ,XY(Z),XYS(2),XYC(2) 
* ,IS(-5:38),ISS(-5:38) 
DIMENSION 
* U(Z,-S:38) 
* ,XX(Z,-lS:32),XX1(Z,-lS:32),XXZ(Z,-lS:3Z),XX3(Z,-lS:32) 
* ,HH1(16),HH2(16),HH3(16' 
* ,HF1(16),HFZ(16),HF3(16) 
* ,XZA(Z,-lS:32),XZB(Z,-15:3Z),XZC(Z,-lS:32) 
* ,IZ11(2,-15:32),IZ12(2,-15:32),IZI3(2,-15:32) 
r DOUBLE PRECISION PI,G05DAF,G05DDF,P 
C 
r 
C 
r 
C 
C 
1 ,XC(2,-lS:32),XC1(Z,-lS:32),XC2(Z,-15:3Z),XX4(Z,-lS:32) 
1 ,XS(Z,-lS:32),X51(Z,-lS:32),XS2(Z,-lS:32) 
2 ,XDATA(16',ZDATA(16),TDAT(16),TXDA(16',CDA(16),SDA(16) 
DATA NOUT/61 
COEFFICIENTS OF FIFTH ORDER BESSEL DIGITAL FILTER 
DATA AH/O.959,-0.574,O.362,-0.1054,O.01311 
DATA BH/O.7502,-0.63015,O.28443,-6.54E-2,6.24E-31 
COEFFICIENTS OF FILTER Fl 
DATA HHl/6.87478946E-Z,O.122048137,O.181637437,O.233023051, 
~O.255064314,O.226035515,O.13144S974,-2188917152E-2,-O .23689837, 
,-0.457137063,-0.642999058,-0.746939,-0.732501942,-0.584670595, 
,-0.316122069,3.31861899E-21 
DATA HH2/0.40Z987096,O.7Z4967173,O.937638785,1.0,O.900762414, 
,0.660885885,0.328592937,-3. 16052633E-2,-O.353344241,-0.582647344, 
,-0.688551413,-0.667872734,-0.543098055,-0.354642889,-0.149642855, 
,2.965()692E-Z/ 
DATA HH3/0. 154619515,0.214625427,0.215957761,0. 176605779, 
, 0.118719364,6.14500994E-2,1.64002915E-2,-1.29527908E-2, 
r 
r 
C 
r 
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,-2.7401233E-2,-2.43069181E-2,l.36916244E-2,O.O,O.O,O.0,0,0,0,0/ 
COEFFICIENTS OF FILTER F2 
DATA HFI/7.1)34886E-2,O.122574656,O.104450198,-1.24884406E-2 
t,-O.18679452,-O.301316707,-O.23269146,4.19893582E-2,O.387532189 
"O.568680733,O.406640442,-6.97895119E-2,-0.599406735,-0.83345901 
,,-0.569711477,8.44662749E-21 
DATA HF2/0.74815405,O.999032566,O.654766037,-8.8789142E-2 
,,-0.784027373,-1.0,-0.62257679,9.15249897E-2,O.693873864 
"O.840643628,O.497759962,-7.27859267E-2,-0.51187099,-0.59444152 
t,-O.341229069,3.87116049E-ZI 
DATA HF3/0.307795672,O.344807153,l.9017485E-2,-1.57210232E-2 
,,-0.141906984,-0.144944444,-7.01451863E-2,8.76474271E-2, 
,5.12439358E-Z,6.04958102E-Z,4.70064306E-2,O.O,O.O,O.O,0,0,0,0/ 
C INITIALISATION OF ALL REQUIRED PARAMETERS 
r 
C 
DATA XDATA/O.44119,O.75916,O.96155,1.01755,O.91865,O.67988, 
,0.33761,-0.05605,-0.44119,-0.75916,-0.96155,-1.01755, 
,-0.91865,-0.67988,-0.33761,0.056051 
DATA CDA/O.42339,O.51496,O.O,-O.68972,-O.88027,-O.4605,O.O 
1,-0.03793,-0.4221,-0.51339,0.0,0.68762,0.87759,0.45909,0.0, 
,0.037811 
DATA SDA/O.O,O.51496,O.92207,O.68972,O.O,-O.4605,-O.32328, 
,0.03793,0.0,-0.51339,-0.91926,-0.68762,0.0,0.45909 
1,0.32229,-0,037811 
DATA ZDATA/O.50612,O.14895,-O.2368,-O.42312,-O.30112,O.0575 
,,0.44388,0.62865,0.50427,0.1484,-0.23593,-0.42157,-0.3, 
,0.05728,0.44224,0.626331 
DATA TDAT/5.82596,3.18687,-1.34212,-5.10799,-5.90474,-3.26565 
,,1.26334,5.02921,5.82596,3.18687,-1.34212,-5.10799,-5.90474, 
,-3.26565,1.26334,5,029211 
DATA TXDA/0.43777,O.03389,O.10518,O.61363,1.26141,l.67113, 
,1.60831,1.0905,O.43777~O.03389,O.10518,O.61363,1.2614 1, 
,1.67113,1.60831,1.09051 
OPEN Cl,FILE='OUTPUT') 
WRITE CNOUT,500) 
r THE INPUT DATA FOR THE PROGRAM 
r 
r 
r 
C 
c 
,PI=4.0*ATANC1.0) 
P21=2*PI 
V=60.0 
F IS THE DATA RATE IN C/S 
F=9.6E3 
FC IS THE CARRIER FREQUENCY IN HZ 
FC=19.2E3 
FNC=0.5*FC/F 
AUNC=2*PI*FNC 
KC=2 
KC1=38 
KC2=16 
KC3=2*KC2 
KTH=1 
DT=1.0/KC2 
T=-I.*KC2*DT 
ISOLD=1 
GAIN1=5.13 
,-
C 
GAIN2=1.0 
ROOT2=SQRT(Z.O) 
OOR2=1./ROOT2 
OSGA=O,05 
OSGA1=l,O-OSGA 
CALL G05CBF(33) 
DO 100 MZ=l,Z 
LOBS(MZ)=l 
Q1Q(MZ)=l,O 
QZQ(MZ)=O,O 
I../Q1(MZ)=l,O 
I../Q2(MZ)=O,O 
DO 100 K=1,2 
~<1=1-1< 
Q'JJ1 (MZ, ~<1 ) =GAI N1 
QW2(MZ,I·<1 )=0,0 
QI../11(MZ,K1)=GAIN1 
QW12CMZ,K1)=GAIN1 
QI..J21 ( M Z , ~< 1 ) =0 • 0 
I:JW22 ( M Z , ~< 1 ) =0.0 
RAY1(MZ,K1)=l,O 
RAYZ C MZ, ~<1) =0,0 
100 CONTINUE 
,-
DC) 120 M= 1 , ~<C2 
M1 =M-I<CZ 
MZ=1+INTCCM+1)/8) 
M3=I NT( ( M) 14) 
C THC=Z*PI*FC*T/F 
THC=F'I ·"FC*T IF 
DO 119 MZ=l,Z 
XX(MZ,M1)=XDATACM) 
XX1(MZ,M1)=XDATACM) 
XXZCMZ,M1)=XDATACM) 
XX3(MZ,M1)=XDATACM) 
XX4CMZ,M1)=XDATA(M) 
XCCMZ,M1)=CDACM) 
XC1CMZ,M1)=CDA(M) 
XCZ(MZ,M1)=CDACM) 
XS(MZ,M1)=SDA(M) 
XS1CMZ,M1)=SDACM) 
XSZCMZ,M1)=SDACM) 
TX1CMZ,M1)=ZDATACM) 
TXZCMZ,Ml)=ZDATACM) 
TX3CMZ,Ml)=ZDATACM) 
IZZCMZ,Ml)=(-1)**M2 
IZ21CMZ,Ml)=C-l)**MZ 
IZZZ(MZ,Ml)=(-l)·*MZ 
IZllCMZ,Ml)=(-l)**M~ 
IZ12(MZ,Ml)=C-l)**M3 
IZ13CMZ,Ml)=(-1)**M3 
CVCMZ,Ml)=COSCTHC) 
CV1CMZ,Ml)=CVCMZ,Ml) 
119 CVZCMZ,Ml)=CV1(MZ,Ml) 
120 T=T+DT 
ISA=-l 
ISAO=-l 
ISA1=1 
472 
C 
C 
18Bl=1 
DO 125 J8=-3,O,1 
18 (J8) =1 
188(J8)=1 
DO 125 NZ=1,2 
473 
125 U(MZ,JS)=I,O 
C 
C THE IMPUL8E RE8PONSE OF THE CHANNEL HAS BEEN CALCULATED TO BE 
,- Yl=l,O 
C Y2=O.315 
C Y3=I,0715E-3 
c 
IZ2(I,O)=-1 
IZ2(2,0)=-1 
DO 400 L=I,5,2 
VP=-O.05*(3.5+1.3*(L-l» 
P=10**VP 
IE=O 
ICOUN=O 
TSF'=O.O 
TNP=O,O 
WNC1=O,O 
WNC2==O.O 
c ,-. 
DO 392 LI=I,395 
DO 240 I=I,KC 
H<I=I -1 
I 1·<2= I -2 
r FIFTH ORDER LOWPASS BESSEL FILTER 
,-
DO 130 MZ=1,2 
DO 31 I·<Q= 1 ,5 
VQ 1=~<Q+ 1 
WQ1(MZ,VQ)=WQ1(MZ,VQ1) 
31 WQ2(MZ,KQ)=WQ2(MZ,KQ1) 
33 
RAY1(MZ,IV1)=RAY1(MZ,I) 
RAY2(MZ,IV1)=RAY2(MZ,I) 
WQ1(MZ,6)=G05DDF(O,O,I,O) 
WQ2(MZ,6)=G05DDF(O,O,l,O) 
RAY1(MZ,I)=O,O 
RAY~~(MZ,I )=0,0 
DO 33 ~<G,t= 1 ,5 
~<C.ll =6 - ~<Q 
WQ1(MZ,6)=WQ1(MZ,6)+BH(VQ)*WQ1(MZ,VQ1) 
WQ2(MZ,6)=WQ2(MZ,6)+BH(VQ)*WQ2(MZ,VQ1) 
DO 35 ~<Q=I, 5 
KG,lt =7 -~<Q 
RAY1(MZ,I)=RAY1(MZ,I)+AH(VQ)*WQ1(MZ,VQ1) 
35 RAY2(MZ,I)=RAY2(MZ,I)+AH(VQ)*WQ2(MZ,VQ1) 
DELTA1(MZ)=(RAY1(MZ,I)-RAY1(MZ,IV1»/VJl 
DELTA2(MZ)=(RAY2(MZ,I)-RAY2(MZ,IV1»/KJl 
130 CONTINUE 
C 
c· 
DO 230 Il=l,KCl 
DO 140 MZ=I,2 
QQ1(MZ)=RAY1(MZ,IV1)+ll*DELTA1(MZ) 
474 
DQICMZ'=CQQIIMZ'~QIQCMZ»/KC3 
QQZCMZ'=RAYZCMZ,IK1)+Il*DELTAZCMZ) 
140 DQZIMZ'=CQQZIMZ)-QZQCMZ»/KC3 
ISSII1)=ISAO 
C 
C BITS GENERATION AND DIFFERENTIAL CODING 
C 
C 
SS=GOSDAFC-l.0,l.0) 
ISAO=INTCSIGNC1.0S,SS» 
ISA=ISAO*ISAl 
ISA1=ISA 
C RESET THE INTEGRATOR 
C 
r 
RS1=0.0 
RS2=O.O 
OBS(1)=0.0 
08SIZ)=0.0 
DO Z10 IRF=l,KC3 
IRF1=IRF-KCZ 
THS=O.S*Cl.0+ISA)*PI 
QI(1)=QIQI1)+DQlC1)*IRF 
QICZ)=QIQCZ)+DQICZ)*IRF 
IFCQ1(1).EQ.0.O) QI(1)=0.lE-S 
IFCQ1(Z'tEQ.O.O) Ql(Z)=O.lE-5 
Q2(1)=Q2Q(1)+DQ2(1)*IRF 
Q2(Z)=Q2Q(Z)+DQ2(Z)*IRF 
THQ1=ATANCQZ(1)IQIC1»+0.S*ll.0-IQ111)/ABSCQ1(1»»*PI 
THQZ=ATANIQZCZ)/QICZ»+O.S*Cl.0-CQlCZ)/ABSCQlIZ»»*PI 
AIQ=SQRTCQI(1)**Z+QZI1)**Z) 
A2Q=SQRTCQ1(Z)**2+Q2(Z)**2) 
WGN1=WNCl 
WGNZ=WNCZ 
WNC1=GOSDDFCO.O,P' . 
WNCZ=GOSDDFCO.O,P) 
C NOISE POWER CALCULATION 
C 
C 
TNP=TNP+0.S*IWNC1**Z+WNCZ**Z) 
THC=AUNC*T 
LJ=INTITHC/PZI) 
THC=THC-LJ*PZI 
THLO=Z*THC 
C LOCAL OSCILLATOR SIGNAL 
C 
r 
OSCLO=COSCTHLO) 
PHIT1=THC+THS+THQl 
PHITZ=THC+THS+THQZ 
C LINEAR MODULATION AND CHANNEL FADING 
C 
CVI1,IRF'=AIQ*COSIPHIT1) 
CVCZ,IRF)=AZQ*COSCPHITZ) 
r SIGNAL POWER CALCULATION 
r 
TSP=TSP+0.S*CCVC1,IRF)**Z+CVIZ,IRF)**Z) 
CVC1,IRF)=CVll,IRF)+WGNl 
CVIZ,IRF'=CVCZ,IRF)+WGNZ 
c 
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DO 200 MZ=1,2 
CV1IMZ,IRF)=CVIMZ,IRF1) 
CVZIMZ,IRF)=CV1IMZ,IRF1) 
XCIMZ,IRF)=O.O 
DO 149 IH=I,V.CZ 
r RECEIVER FILTER Fl 
C 
IH1=IRF-IH+1 
XCIMZ,IRF)=XCIMZ,IRF)+O.09*CVIMZ,IH1)*HH1IIH) 
XCIMZ,IRF)=XCIMZ,IRF)+O.09*CV1IMZ,IH1)*HHZIIH) 
149 XCIMZ,IRF)=XCIMZ,IRF)+O.09*CVZIMZ,IH1)*HH3IIH) 
XXIMZ,IRF)=XCIMl,IRF) 
XX1IMZ,IRF)=XXIMZ,IRF1) 
XX2IMZ,IRF)=XX1IMZ,IRF1) 
XX3IMZ,IRF)=XXZIMZ,IRF1) 
XX4IMZ,IRF)=XX3IMZ,IRF1) 
XSIMZ,IRF)=XCIMZ,IRF)*SINITHLO) 
XS1IMl,IRF)=XSIMZ,IRF1) 
XS2IMZ,IRF)=XS1IMZ,IRF1) 
XCIMZ,IRF)=XCIMZ,IRF)*OSCLO 
XC1IMZ,IRF)=XCIMZ,IRF1) 
XCZIMZ,IRF)=XC1IMZ,IRF1) 
XYCIMZ)=O.O 
XYSIMZ'=O.O 
DO 159 I H=I, ~<C2 
IH1=IRF-IH+l 
XYSIMZ)=XYSIMZ)-XSIMZ,IH1)*HH1IIH) 
XYSIMZ'=XYSIMZ)-XS1IMZ,IH1)*HH21IH) 
XYSIMZ)=XYSIMZ)-XS2IMZ,IH1)*HH3IIH) 
XYCIMZ)=XYCIMZ,-XCIMZ,IH1)*HH1IIH) 
XYCIMZ)=XYCIMZ)-XC1IMZ,IH1)*HH2IIH) 
159 XYCIMZ)=XYCIMZ)-XC2IMZ,IH1)*HH3IIH) 
C 
r SQUARING IS CARRIED OUT BY THIS FORMULA 
C COSIZX)=COS**IX)-SIN**IX) 
C 
XYIMZ)=XYCIMZ)**2-XYSIMZ)**2 
,-
r HARD LIMITER 
,-. 
IFIXYIMZ).LT.O.O) THEN 
I Z 11 I M Z , I RF) = - 1 
ELSE 
I Z 11 I M Z , I RF) = 1 
ENDIF 
IZI2IMZ,IRF)=IZ11IMZ,IRF1) 
IZI3IMZ,IRF)=IZI2IMZ,IRF1) 
XZAlt1Z,IRF)=O.O 
DO 179 IH::::lt~<C2 
IH1=IRF-IH+1 
XZAIMZ,!RF)=XZAIMZ,IRF)+6.25E-2*IZ11(MZ,IH1)*HF1IIH) 
XZAIMZ,IRF)=XZAIMZ,IRF)+6.Z5E-2*IZI2IMZ,IH1'*HF2IIH) 
179 XZA(MZ,IRF)=XZAIMZ,IRF)+6.Z5E-2*IZ13IMZ,IH1)*HF3IIH) 
XZBIMZ,IRF'=XZAIMZ,IRF1' 
XZCIMZ,IRF)=XZBIMZ,IRF1) 
C 
r FREQUENCY DIVIDING BY 2 
,-. 
IFIXZAIMZ,IRF).LT.O.O) THEN 
476 
IZ1(MZ)=-1 
ELSE 
IZ1(MZ)=1 
ENOIF 
IDZ(MZ)=IZ1(MZ)-IZO(MZ) 
IF(IDZ(MZ).EQ.2)THEN 
IZZ(MZ,IRF)=-IZ2(MZ,IRF-l) 
ELSE 
IZZ(MZ,IRF)=IZ2(MZ,IRF-1) 
ENDIF 
IZ2(MZ,IRF)=IZZ(MZ,IRF)*LOBS(MZ) 
IZ21(MZ,IRF)=IZ2(MZ,IRF1) 
IZ22(MZ,IRF)=IZ21(MZ,IRF1) 
TX1(MZ,IRF)=0.0 
DO 189 I H= 1 , ~<C2 
IH1=IRF-IH+l 
TX1(MZ,IRF)=TX1(MZ,IRF)+0.09*IZ2(MZ,IH1)*HH1(IH) 
TX1(MZ,IRF)=TX1(MZ,IRF)+0.09*IZ21(MZ,IH1)*HHZ(IH) 
189 TX1(MZ,IRF)=TX1(MZ,IRF)+0.09*IZ22CMZ,IH1)*HH3CIH) 
TX1(MZ,IRF)=TX1(MZ,IRF)*XX3CMZ,IRF-14) 
TX2(MZ,IRF)=TXICMZ,IRF1) 
TX3(MZ,IRF)=TX2(MZ,IRF1) 
AAA(MZ)=O.O 
DO 199 IH=l,KCZ 
IH1=IRF-IH+l 
AAACMZ)=AAA(MZ)+6.25E-2*TX1(MZ,IH1)*HF1(IH) 
AAA(MZ)=AAA(MZ)+6.25E-2*TX2(MZ,IH1)*HF2(IH) 
199 AAA(MZ)=AAA(MZ)+6.25E-2*TX3(MZ,IH1)*HF3(IH) 
200 CONTINUE 
1-' t ,JJRl ,JJR2 
,~ 
IZO(1)=IZ1(1) 
IZO(2)=IZ1(2) 
C DEMODULATION AND TIME INTEGRAL 
C 
RS1=RS1+AAA(1)*OSCLO 
RS2=RS2+AAA(2)*OSCLO 
210 T=T+DT 
C 
r PAHSE OBSERVATION LOGIC 
,~ 
RSRS=ABS(RS1)-ABSCRS2) 
RRSS=RS1*RS2 
IF(RRSS) 211,211,214 
211 IF(RSRS) 212,213,213 
212 IRS1=IRS1+1 
IRS2=O 
GO TO 215 
213 IRS1=O 
IRS2=IRS2+1 
GO TO 215 
214 IRS1=0 
IRS2=O 
GO TO 215 
215· CONTI NUE 
IF(IRS1.EQ.5) IZ2(I,KC3)=-IZ2(I,KC3) 
IF(IRS2.EQ.S) IZ2(Z,KC3)=-IZ2(2,KC3) 
IF(OBS(I).LT.O.O) THEN 
LOBS(I)=-1 
ELSE 
C 
L08Sll)=1 
ENDIF 
IFI08SIZ),LT,O,O) THEN 
L08SIZ)=-1 
ELSE 
LOBSIZ)=1 
ENDIF 
477 
r COMBINING AND THRE8HOLD DETECTION 
C 
C 
R8=O,5*IRS1+RSZ) 
IFIR8,LT,O,O)THEN 
18B=1 
ELSE 
IS8=-1 
ENDIF 
18IIl)=IS8*ISBl 
18Bl=18B 
ICOUN=ICOUN+l 
r ERRORS CALCULATION 
C 
r 
ISSA=I8IIl)-ISSIII-Z) 
IFII8SA,NE,O) IE=IE+l 
C STORE '"HE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO INITIALIZE THE NEXT 
C BLOCK OF DATA 
r 
r THQ2=DTHQ 
Q1Q(1)=001(1) 
Q1Q(2)=Q01(2) 
Q2Q(1)=002(1) 
Q2Q(2)=002(2) 
DO 230 MZ=I,2 
DO 229 IG=1~KC2 
IG1=KC3-IG+l 
IG2=IGI-KC3 
IZI1IMZ,IGZ)=IZIIIMZ,IGl) 
IZ12(MZ,IGZ)=IZIZ(MZ,IGl) 
IZ13(MZ,IGZ)=IZI3IMZ,IGl) 
IZ2(MZ,IGZ)=IZ2IMZ,IGl) 
IZZIIMZ,IGZ)=IZZIIMZ,IGl) 
IZ2ZIMZ,IGZ)=IZ2ZIMZ,IG1) 
XZAIMZ,IGZ)=XZAIMZ,IG1) 
XZBIMZ,IG2)=XZBIMZ,IGl) 
XZCIMZ,IGZ)=XZCIMZ,JGl) 
TXIIMZ,IG2)=TXIIMZ,IGl) 
TXZIMZ,IGZ)=TXZIMZ,IGl) 
TX3IMZ,IGZ)=TX3IMZ,IGl) 
CVIMl,IG2)=CVIMZ,IGl) 
CVIIMZ,IG2)=CVIIMZ,IGl) 
CVZIMZ,IGZ)=CVZIMZ,IG1) 
XC(MZ,IGZ)=XC(MZtIG1) 
XCIIMZ,IG2)=XCIIMZ,IG1) 
XC2IMZ,IG2)=XCZIMZ,IGl) 
X8IMl,IGZ)=XSIMZ,IGl) 
XSIIMZ,IGZ)=XSIIMZ,IGl) 
X8ZIMl,IGZ'=X8ZIMZ,IGl) 
XX4(MZ,IGZ)=XX4IMZ,IGl) 
XX3IMZ,IGZ'=XX3IMZ,JGl) 
478 
XXIMZ,IG2)mXXIMZ,IG1) 
XXIIMZ,IG2)mXXIIMZ,IG1) 
229 XX2IMZ,IG2)mXX2IMZ,IG1) 
230 CONTINUE 
,~ 
DO 240 JSSml,3 
JSSl mf{C I-JSS+ 1 
JSS2mJSS 1 - f{C 1 
ISSIJSS2)mISSIJSS1) 
ISIJSS2)mISIJSS1) 
DO 240 MZml,2 
UIMZ,JSS2)mUIMZ,JSS1) 
240 CONTINUE 
,-. 
,-. 
DO 300 MZml,2 
DO 299 J~<:;:l t 2 
J~< 1 =J~<-2 
QWIIMZ,JK1)mQWIIMZ,JK) 
QW12IMZ,JK1)=QW12IMZ,JK) 
QWIIIMZ,JK1)mQWIIIMZ,JK) 
QW2IMZ,JK1)mQW2(MZ,JK) 
QW21IMZ,JK1)mQW21IMZ,JK) 
QW22IMZ,JK1)mQW22IMZ,JK) 
RAYIIMZ,JK1)mRAYIIMZ,JK) 
299 RAY2IMZ,JK1)mRAY2IMZ,JK) 
300 CONTINUE 
,-
400 
C420 
440 
C460 
ERmFLOATIIE)/FLOATCICOUN) 
SNmlO.O*LOGlOITSP/TNP) 
WRITE 11,6(0) ER,IE,SN,IL+l)/2 
STOP 
FORMATIIH ,6CI3,4X» 
FORMATI IX,' TXm' ,I4,6X,' RX=' , 14,6X,' 1=' , 13,6X,' RS1=' ,FI0.5, 
,6 X , t RS2= ~ , F 1 0 • 5 ) 
FORMAT (1 X t' Cl=' , I 3 t 6X, , C2=' , 13, 6X t t TS1=' ,F10. 5, 6X,' TS2=' , Fle) t 5 t 6 
1-- " XY2=' ,FIO.S) 
500 FORMAT 11 X,' ERROR RATE' , 9X,' ERROR COUNTER' , 4X.· St\tF~-DE:<' ) 
600 FORMATIIX,FI0.8,9X,I6,IIX,FI0.5,4X,I2) 
END 
lHHi#S 
479 
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